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Abstract 

University of Manchester 
Erla Thrandardottir  
Degree Title: Doctor of Philosophy  
Thesis Title: What Makes NGOs Legitimate? An analysis of Amnesty International UK’s, 
Greenpeace UK’s and Cafod's legitimacy claims in the UK national context 
Date: 16/July/2012 
 
This thesis examines how non-governmental organisations (NGOs) claim legitimacy in 
the UK national context with the aim of increasing the understanding of how NGOs’ 
access to power is justified. The thesis argues that the limits of current theories on 
NGOs and legitimacy do not enable proper scrutiny of the organisational complexities 
involved and proposes that Beetham’s approach to legitimacy is more fruitful. A 
Beethamite analysis is based on scrutinising NGOs’ legitimacy-in-context. This 
involves examining NGOs’ normative structures and internal organisation of power in 
order to explain and assess their legitimacy claims. It explores the legitimacy claims of 
three UK NGOs by applying a Beethamite analysis to interrogate their legitimacy 
claims. The NGOs that are my unit of analysis are enmeshed in complex organisational 
hierarchies that extend beyond the UK territory. Understanding the internal 
organisation of power in these hierarchies is important for identifying legitimacy 
sources that underpin NGOs’ legitimacy claims.  

The three NGOs are Amnesty International UK, Greenpeace UK and Cafod. The 
case study of Amnesty International UK shows how the legitimation of power is 
justified internally where the members of the UK section legitimise the 
representational powers of the International Secretariat. This is contrasted with the 
normative sources of legitimacy that are more commonly used to justify Amnesty 
International UK's legitimacy claims and which ignore members as an important 
source of authority. The analysis in the case study of Greenpeace UK demonstrates 
how it is a representative unit of Greenpeace International. It also highlights how 
scientific knowledge has become a legitimacy source that justifies Greenpeace UK's 
legitimacy claims with implications for how to assess their legitimacy claims. The case 
study of Cafod analyses how Cafod claims legitimacy as a Catholic agency and how it is 
institutionally embedded in the Holy See. Cafod is primarily a social agency of the 
Catholic Church in England and Wales. The case study demonstrates how Cafod's 
sources of legitimacy are primarily Catholic and that this causes legitimacy problems 
when Cafod uses secular rather than theological sources of legitimacy to justify its 
policies.  

One of the main conclusions of the thesis is that a differentiated approach is 
needed for analysing NGOs’ legitimacy claims, one that takes into consideration the 
context of NGOs’ legitimacy claims, their internal process of legitimation and their 
sources of legitimacy, when assessing their access to power. The lack of an appropriate 
regulatory framework, and in particular the systematic exclusion of politically 
oriented NGOs by UK regulators, hinders the advancement of proper assessment and 
understanding of NGOs’ role in society.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This thesis is about how NGOs claim legitimacy in the UK national context. The subject 

of the legitimacy of NGOs is important because NGOs have been steadily increasing 

their political prominence (Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 2010b; Mathews, 1997; 

Office of the Third Sector, 2009; The Economist, 2008). Whether NGOs are seen as “a 

vital part of the economy, a key deliverer of public and community services, and the 

glue which holds our communities together” (Office of the Third Sector, 2009:6) or as 

vehicles for delivering global political legitimacy where “[f]unding NGOs that increase 

citizen participation in the political debate” is key to promoting democracy (Foreign 

and Commonwealth Office, 2011), it is clear that NGOs’ rise to power has made them 

more relevant in policy making processes. Yet, how NGOs’ authority, for example as 

expert consultants to government policymaking, is justified is not clear. The increasing 

political importance of NGOs has not been matched with increasing research 

scrutinising their legitimacy claims. How NGOs legitimate power internally in their 

organisations is, in particular, underexamined. This needs to be examined to better 

understand and assess NGOs’ legitimacy claims.  

 

The literature is far from decisive on the topic of legitimacy, let alone legitimacy of 

NGOs. There are two examples of this. First, when legitimacy of NGOs is discussed in 

the national context it is often mixed with literature on charities and voluntary 

organisations of the third sector (Kendall and Knapp, 1996). Such an approach often 

mixes up questions about the legitimacy of NGOs with the organisational structures of 

NGOs (many of which are hierarchies with national and international units) where 

questions appropriate in the national context are (perhaps inappropriately) 

extrapolated into the international context (Anheier, 2008; Cardoso, 2004; Kane, 

2008; Salamon and Anheier, 1996, 1997). Furthermore, the approach in Salamon and 

Anheier’s study focuses on the service delivery functions of a broad range of not-for-

profit organisations: including hospitals, various educational establishments, 

international development and neighbourhood charities. Emphasising the size and 
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capacity of the third sector the study buries the problem of political advocacy in NGOs, 

assigning the issue to the realm of definition. The problem with this is that it focuses 

excessively on service delivery and systematically excludes advocacy roles and 

politically active NGOs. This is unhelpful when trying to explain and understand how 

NGOs claim legitimacy when their main function is not service delivery.  

 

Secondly, when legitimacy of NGOs is discussed in the international context it is often 

mixed with literature on intergovernmental organisations and legitimacy deficits 

therein (Steffek, Kissling, et al., 2008). This literature touches more upon NGOs’ 

advocacy role and their constitutive abilities from democratic or normative 

perspectives (Keohane, 2002; Schuppert, 2006; Steffek, Kissling, et al., 2008; Vedder, 

2007c). The approach in the international context thus often leads to arguments about 

NGOs as legitimacy gap fillers with representative abilities rather than service delivery 

roles. However, the legitimacy of NGOs also gets sidestepped here in discussions about 

legitimacy in global politics and how to place effective limits on power in international 

relations (Collingwood, 2006; Lister, 2003). The shortcomings of this literature are 

that it is focused on legitimacy in more general terms, such as legitimacy of the global 

order or legitimacy of particular intergovernmental organisations. It is therefore 

unhelpful in explaining NGOs’ legitimacy claims and organisation of power because in 

many cases NGOs are not the unit of analysis.  

 

These problems in the literature are indicative of something being missing in the way 

NGOs’ legitimacy claims are approached or explained. It indicates that there is a need 

for a theoretical framework to coherently address the legitimacy of NGOs. This 

framework should distinguish the issue of NGOs’ legitimacy claims from other debates 

in the literature to clarify the process of internal legitimation in NGOs’ hierarchies. 

Instead of focusing on NGOs in the context of charity only or intergovernmental 

institutions mainly, such a framework would make NGOs its unit of analysis.  
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This thesis proposes a Beethamite framework to explore the legitimacy claims of NGOs 

and clarify their legitimacy-in-context (Beetham, 1991:23). The contextualisation of 

NGOs’ legitimacy claims is important because it enables one to take into account the 

national and international dimensions of each NGO. Hence, it is important to make a 

note here of the legal status and political role of NGOs as this justifies my choice of 

focus on the national context. NGOs are national entities by law. Their legal legitimacy 

is primarily generated in the context of national sovereignty and this is the main focus 

of this thesis. Although NGOs do not have a legal persona in international law (with 

exceptions), the extent of their legal status in international law is considerable 

(Kissling, 2008; Lindblom, 2005). Because this thesis is looking at NGOs as hierarchies 

the international context is often of relevance when it comes to legitimacy questions in 

the national context. Also, NGOs have a political voice, which can often be best 

explained in the national context. Thus, the international dimension of NGOs has 

implications for the analysis of NGOs’ legitimacy claims at the national level. The focus 

on the national context is potentially problematic from the point of view of the NGOs 

that like to downplay their national side and emphasises that they are a single entity 

that operate with one voice. It is also problematic from the point of view of arguments 

that regard NGOs as legitimacy gap fillers that can provide much needed democratic 

legitimacy to global institutions. Both of these standpoints have their insights and offer 

useful critical analysis of NGOs. However I want to make clear at the onset, that this 

thesis is set in the UK national context. The case studies examine the national units of 

international hierarchies, weaving in their international dimension through the 

analysis of the internal organisation of power in the NGOs’ hierarchies themselves. 

This is reflected in the content and structure of the thesis and the case studies.  

 

There are a few concepts that I want to clarify before moving on. It is impossible when 

discussing NGOs’ legitimacy claims in their national context to avoid the contingency 

of power and agency as well as the definitions of NGOs, the third sector and 

international law. I start by saying how I use the terms power and agency and then 

explain what I mean by NGOs and their place in the third sector and international law. 
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Legitimacy is about power. Power can be defined as “agents’ abilities to bring about 

significant effects, specifically by furthering their own interests and/or affecting the 

interests of others, whether positively or negatively” (Lukes, 2005:65), and is often 

distinguished conceptually as being about decision making (Dahl, 1957, 1961), agenda 

setting (Bachrach and Morton, 1962), or as multidimensional  (Lukes, 2005). There are 

two aspects of NGOs’ power that I intend to explore through Beetham's theory which 

map onto what I refer to here as their internal and external power. The first aspect is 

the internal organisation of power within the NGOs themselves. The internal process 

of legitimation of power is directly linked to how one evaluates NGOs’ exercise of 

power externally because the internal organisation of power can reveal how NGOs’ 

mandate is legitimated internally and thus indicate in what capacity they speak as 

agents. This is the starting point for evaluating their legitimacy claims in a democratic 

context. Thus the second aspect of power in relation to NGOs’ legitimacy impinges on 

their external power, that is, how should their power be assessed externally. The 

thesis argues that NGOs’ external power should be assessed based on how NGOs 

justify legitimacy internally as this clarifies what mandate they have and with what 

authority they can speak in a democratic context. When NGOs are increasingly seen as, 

or incorporated as, agents that are part of a democratic context, this is primarily an 

external evaluation. What is often overlooked is how NGOs organise power internally 

and their agency is either assumed or explained with reference to an external system 

of power rather than their internal system of power. This division between internal 

and external power can also be used to make a distinction between ‘power over’ and 

‘power to’.  

 

In this thesis I mainly analyse the internal power of NGOs as ‘power over’. An NGO’s 

‘power over’ refers to the internal organisation of power in the NGO and the power 

relationship between different entities of the NGO, its members or trustees, impinging 

on issues such as who has control over the agenda, decision making and funds. This 

type of power is what Beetham refers to as the social arrangements of  relative power 
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relations between the dominant and the subordinate “that is specified by the rules” 

and determines “processes of exclusion” such as “access to key resources, activities 

and positions of command” (Beetham, 1991:46-51, 63). According to Beetham, a 

system of power has a normative structure that maintains and reproduces legitimacy 

based on rules of power that govern power relations and are in need of legitimation 

(Beetham, 1991:103-4). However, an NGO’s ‘power over’ is directly linked to 

questions about NGOs’ ‘power to’ in the context of this thesis. An NGO’s ‘power to’ 

refers to the role of NGOs in structures external to itself and its ability to influence or 

have impact on that environment. This involves different audience to its legitimacy 

claims such as target audience (typically governments or corporations), beneficiaries 

(although they can also be in a subordinate position to an NGO), and the general 

public. This type of power can be associated with ‘soft power’ and how NGOs can 

influence other powerful actors such as governments or intergovernmental 

organisations (Keohane and Nye, 1998:86; Scholte, 2001). 

 

Power is also closely linked to another legitimacy related concept that is agency. In 

this thesis I use agency to refer to the most basic understanding of the concept, the 

ability to act and make choices:  

... social life can only properly be understood as an interplay of power and 
structure, a web of possibilities for agents, whose nature is both active and 
structured, to make choices and pursue strategies within given limits, which 
in consequence expand and contract over time. (Lukes, 2005:69) 

In the case of NGOs this is divided between the internal and external spheres of NGOs’ 

legitimacy claims with different audiences. The internal audience is the members of 

the NGOs whilst their external audience can be divided into beneficiaries, target 

audience and the general public as stated above. As NGOs’ agency reflects their ability 

or capacity to present legitimacy claims it is also linked to the concept of 

representation. Although this is discussed in the case studies I briefly note here that 

NGOs’ representation can be on behalf of their members or in the name of their 

mission or ideas. What I wish to highlight here is that agency, as a legitimacy relevant 

concept, is derived from NGOs’ mandate as expressed in their governing documents 
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and affects how one analyzes NGOs’ legitimacy claims in their national and 

international contexts. 

 

The discussion of what constitutes an NGO involves a degree of complexity that is 

present throughout this thesis. This is evident in the following. First, their roles and 

functions as defined by governmental institutions that engage with NGOs where they 

are perceived to have a national role and an international role (whether this is to 

deliver welfare services or promote universal values) these definitions and 

perceptions can be confusing. Second, various literatures that discuss or analyse NGOs 

do so under different subject headings (civil society, social movements, charities and 

philanthropy to name a few) which can be confusing. Third, legal definitions in English 

law tend to focus on NGOs as charities (this problem also applies at the international 

level where the shortcomings of legal definitions of NGOs are ubiquitous, in particular 

their exclusion from international law, bar the Red Cross) that can cause an 

unnecessary organisational confusion. And fourth, the institutional complexities and 

organisational arrangements of NGOs themselves as hierarchies with national and 

international functions. The thesis attempts to address these issues throughout but it 

should be noted that no precise definition of NGOs is offered. 

 

The attempts at defining NGOs are many (Götz, 2008; Hall, 2006; Martens, 2002; Vakil, 

1997). NGOs are evolutionary organisations and their mission and structures can 

change over time making technical definitions elusive. Jordan and van Tuijl (2006) 

define NGOs from their position in a wider political structure: “An NGO is generally an 

intermediary organization with a defined legal body and organizational shape, which 

qualifies it to receive assistance from donors” (Jordan and Tuijl, 2006:9). A common 

definition of NGOs is the structural-operational definition that identifies five features 

that need to be present for an organisation to qualify as a nonprofit. This includes: 

organised, private, non-profit distributing, self-governing, and voluntary (Salamon and 

Anheier, 1997:33-34). This accommodates the inclusion of universities, hospitals and 

art establishments in addition to local charities and development NGOs. The minimal 
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requirement of the structural-operational definition of what constitutes an NGO is that 

the board of directors is voluntary thus facilitating the inclusion of business-like NGOs 

based on the payment scheme of their board members. That is, hospitals and 

education establishments are classified as NGOs if their board of directors are 

voluntary despite the organisation’s operational functions being more akin to business 

models (privately run and financially oriented). Although Salamon and Anheier’s 

classification system is frequently referred to in the literature, it does not make an 

adequate conceptual distinction between the mission, role, and function of NGOs and 

therefore does not properly capture their purpose in order to enable clarification of 

their agency and normative structure. It should also be noted here that there is a 

colloquial difference in the North-American and European literatures. The term non-

governmental organisation is commonly used in Europe whilst the term non-profit is 

frequently used in North America to describe NGOs. Some contextual differences also 

impinge on the definition of NGOs. For instance, in the US, hospitals and universities 

are often privately run businesses whilst in Europe these activities are more often part 

of welfare states.  

 

The problem of definition remains that even if one were to sort NGOs by issues, for 

instance by separating health and education from other issues, one is quickly 

confronted with the organisational complexities within the NGOs themselves and how 

they are registered for regulation. For example, in the UK, an NGO considered too 

political can register separate trusts as charities that have education and health as 

their operational goals to comply with charity law. The main income of the NGO is 

registered under company law and thus not included in the numbers of the charitable 

entity despite being the same NGO. The problem this imposes is that one may be 

comparing for example Eton College, which is a registered charity delivering 

compulsory education in the UK, with the charitable trust of Amnesty International UK 

which harbours a small amount of their total income. Very few in the UK would 

classify Eton College as an NGO, let alone a charity, if asked, yet it qualifies as an NGO 

under Salamon and Anheier’s structural-operational definition. The point I wish to 
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make here is that defining NGOs is problematic. Associating NGOs with the third sector 

should therefore be done cautiously as some figures may be based on very wide 

definitions that produce measures that do not necessarily account for the diverse 

operational missions of organisations (for an elaborate discussion on the empirical 

definition of the third sector in Europe see Evers and Laville (2004)). 

 

However, NGOs are frequently associated with the third sector. The importance of 

NGOs as agents of the third sector is repeatedly found in speeches and media reports 

where political leaders, such as the UK’s past three Prime Ministers, are promoting the 

role of NGOs in society. For example Tony Blair talked about the Third Way, Gordon 

Brown emphasised the importance of voluntary and charity organisations in many of 

his speeches and David Cameron launched his idea about the Big Society. All envision a 

significant and vital role for NGOs in delivering a better society (Blair, 1998; Brown, 

2007a, 2007b; Brown and Rudd, 2009; Cameron, 2010; Jones, 2011; Monday 

Developments, 2010). There is, however, a notable difference in emphasis between 

Labour’s embracing of the Third Way (Giddens, 1997) and the Conservatives idea 

about the Big Society that is more related to philanthropy. Although NGOs as a sector 

can have different relations to the state (Chambers and Kopstein, 2008), both parties 

are clearly talking about NGOs in the context of a third sector that is different from the 

private and public sectors. The legitimacy challenge in this context is that theoretical 

understanding of legitimacy in the private sector is understood as a principle-agent 

contract with enforceable legal sanctions and in the public sector as elections, neither 

of which can be applied to NGOs as a sector to analyse and account for their legitimacy. 

Most theories embrace legitimacy in the context of either the contractual 

arrangements found in the private sector or the popular sovereignty of the public 

sector. This is problematic because NGOs as agents of the third sector are neither 

understood as companies or political representatives. Thus a lack of elaborate 

theoretical understanding of their legitimacy ensues. And hence the need for 

clarification of how NGOs claim legitimacy and their legitimacy-in-context.  
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One final point to address is the relevance of international law to an analysis of NGOs’ 

legitimacy claims. In this thesis I focus on the UK context but the international context 

is important because, and as the case studies will demonstrate, NGOs are often part of 

an organisational hierarchy that has its own internal legitimation process where the 

international dimension can directly impact on the national dimension and vice versa. 

This thesis discusses NGOs as legal entities under English law (see chapter four). 

However, the analysis of UK NGOs’ legitimacy claims in terms of their legal validity is 

often confronted with the incongruence between the UK and the international office of 

the same NGO hierarchy, since their legal registration is not necessarily shared. For 

example, in the case of Greenpeace UK, which is registered under English law, its 

corresponding international office, Greenpeace International, is registered under 

Dutch law. This discrepancy is rarely discussed directly in the literature when it comes 

to assessing their legitimacy claims, despite it generating many interesting legitimacy 

questions about NGOs. There is an emerging notion of NGOs’ legal status in 

international law and global institutions (Kissling, 2008; Lindblom, 2005) that is 

directly linked to theories about their democratic role in the new world order (Brown, 

2008; Korten, 1990; Slaughter, 2004). Although Kissling speaks of a partial legal 

personality of NGOs that is derived from their status within global institutions and 

Lindblom emphasises how NGOs’ participation is already influencing international 

law-making, NGOs’ legal rights to participate are limited since international law is 

about regulating the relationship between states and intergovernmental organisations 

(the main exception here being the Red Cross). Associated with this discussion is the 

issue of self-regulation, in particular efforts such as the Global Reporting Initiative that 

was emerging and under construction at the time of writing this thesis. As NGOs align 

to corporate interests with reporting mechanisms such as the Global Reporting 

Initiative at the same time they state the importance of maintaining a distance from 

corporate powers, it gets harder to disentangle whose agenda NGOs are serving and 

perhaps more difficult to justify legitimate criticisms NGOs may raise about 

corporations (Cashore, 2002).  
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The rest of this introduction focuses on important aspects of my argument that are 

relevant for introducing a Beethamite framework to scrutinise NGOs’ legitimacy 

claims, such as: sources of legitimacy, access to power, and legitimacy criteria. I 

emphasise the complexity of legitimacy as a concept and how Beetham’s (1991) 

theory is a fruitful starting point for analysing the legitimacy claims of NGOs. 

Beetham’s theory enables one to look at NGOs’ legitimacy claims in a holistic way, 

which includes explaining NGOs’ legitimacy-in-context and providing an immanent 

assessment (and critique) of their organisation of power (Beetham, 1991:23). I then 

argue that NGOs need to be defined as agents that in conceptual terms have different 

sources of legitimacy than either governments or businesses. This is especially 

important for assessing their legitimacy claims in the context of regulation and 

democratic accountability. Thereafter I point out the complications involved in the 

interplay between national and international dimensions in NGOs’ legitimacy claims. 

Finally I review the raison d’être of my thesis and provide a short outline of the 

structure of the following chapters. 

Legitimacy as a multidimensional concept 

Legitimacy is a pivotal concept in a number of academic subjects. The disciplines of 

law (Fallon, 2005; Green, 1989), social sciences (Barker, 2001; Beetham, 1991; 

Zelditch, 2004), and philosophy (Christiano, 2004; Estlund, 2008; Steffek, 2003) each 

have their own traditions, ontology and range of approaches to define what it means 

to study legitimacy. Each discipline displays different facets of legitimacy; ranging 

from rightful procedures, to beliefs and moral obligations. The details of definition, 

context and application of legitimacy are therefore important contributing features 

when studying legitimacy. There is no general consensus on what creates legitimacy, 

but fundamentally different ontological positions can produce fruitful theoretical 

convergences. Beetham’s theory of the legitimation of power emphasises this and tries 

to account for the variety embedded in the concept by interrogating legitimacy using 

the criteria of legal validity, justifications of rules, and expressed consent of those 

subject to authority in order to highlight their complicit roles in creating legitimacy 
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(Beetham, 1991). I use Beetham’s theory as an organising framework for my 

exploration of the legitimacy claims of NGOs. Beetham's three dimensional legitimacy 

criteria are universal criteria that form the normative structure of legitimacy. 

Beetham's theory has mainly been applied to political systems at national and 

supranational levels (Beetham and Lord, 1998). However in this thesis a Beethamite 

analysis is applied at the organisational level. This is used to develop, by empirical 

research, a much needed differentiated legitimacy theory for NGOs. Applying 

Beetham’s theory in this way allows scope for exploring legitimacy contexts and 

sources associated with the legitimation of power and thereby to carve out the 

contours of what NGOs’ own context is like in detail. Beetham's theory enables a multi-

dimensional approach that equally embeds the normative structure of legitimacy and 

its social organisation. 

 

In liberal democracies the basic principles of popular sovereignty, the right to 

associate, and the protection of individual rights are important contextual settings to 

bear in mind when inquiring about NGOs’ legitimacy. The societal context impinges on 

contingent concepts of legitimacy such as representation (Keohane, 2002:18; Vedder, 

2007a:14), especially in cases where NGOs’ support base is predominately in a liberal 

democracy whilst their operational capacity often extends beyond that context. The 

relationship between the sources of legitimacy and the processes of legitimation in 

liberal democracy has, according to Beetham, an inbuilt critical function via the 

principles of popular sovereignty and meritocracy. This implies that the reproduction 

of legitimacy is a social construction that can be debated because “power rules are 

open to revision by public debate and decision between equal citizens” (Beetham, 

1991:113). The forces behind legitimacy that give impetus to its contestability lend 

legitimacy a radical potential because it can change how power is practiced and how 

its authority is justified. Although I discuss the various meanings and applications of 

legitimacy in full in chapter two, I point here to the importance of this contextual 

nature of the concept.  
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The driving research question of this thesis is: what makes NGOs legitimate? I address 

the question by developing a Beethamite framework for analysing NGOs and apply it 

to three case studies in the UK. This thesis is above all an empirical study of legitimacy 

claims of three NGOs that aims to clarify how these are justified. In particular how 

NGOs justify their legitimacy claims in the context of their internal organisation of 

power and whether that suffices to claim legitimacy in governmental halls of power. 

That the legitimacy of NGOs has been called into question is an indication of their 

increasing authority.1 Consultation and service contracts that governmental 

institutions make with NGOs have reached a level that has triggered a series of 

questions raised in concern about their legitimacy: why do NGOs get a seat at the 

table? How representative are they of their constituencies? In what capacity is their 

role justified as legitimate when it comes to access of power? (Jordan and Tuijl, 2006; 

Kamminga, 2007; Peruzzotti, 2006). NGOs are often included in decision making 

processes as representatives of disempowered peoples or as topical experts on a 

particular issue (for example human rights). As such NGOs are perceived to represent 

the people defined as their supporters, members, beneficiaries or stakeholders2 when 

they are involved in designing and promulgating legislation in the form of codes of 

conduct for the NGO sector as well as at the higher echelons of political power (Clark, 

2001). Hence the importance of identifying the sources used to justify NGOs’ agency.  

Legitimacy sources of NGOs’ agency 

In order to grasp the appropriate legitimacy criteria for NGOs it is important to 

emphasise that the characteristics of NGOs as agents, and as a sector, are different 

from other agents and sectors. To understand the legitimacy of NGOs it is therefore 

important to establish the contextual specifications of NGOs’ sources of legitimacy, as 

                                                           

1 Clare Short in her capacity as the Development Secretary famously criticised NGOs’ legitimacy by 
asking: "Who is better placed to speak on behalf of the poor, middle-class white people in the north 
or the elected representatives of the poor of Africa themselves?" (quoted in Seabrooke, 2001). Her 
statement implied that NGOs’ legitimacy had so far been taken for granted and with their increased 
political influence that assumption was now being called into question. 
2 The term beneficiary is derived from charity law and usually refers to charitable NGOs that deliver 
services. The term stakeholder is derived from company law and usually refers to advocacy NGOs 
that promote rights/ideas. The distinction is however superficial.  
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these provide the justifications for their access to power and assessment of their 

legitimacy claims. I have identified five sources of legitimacy for NGOs that serve to 

support legitimacy claims made by and about NGOs. These are:  

 

- History: both the history of the NGO itself and/or historical relations it has 

enjoyed with governmental institutions  

- Representation: this can be of members, ideas, or beneficiaries  

- Procedural: this is mainly organisational structures of NGOs and their internal 

organisation of power relations  

- Normative: this includes justifications based on the mission and values NGOs 

want to aspire to as an organisation or the content of their legitimacy claims 

- Regulation: this is mainly relevant for NGOs’ legal validity  

 

These sources are frequently used or alluded to when NGOs’ access to power is 

discussed. However, their political context is often omitted. The case studies in this 

thesis analyse the sources of NGOs’ legitimacy claims but I will briefly explain here the 

wider context in which this argument is made. At the heart of many questions about 

NGOs’ legitimacy is access to power and the interface between public and private 

legitimacy; involving, for example, national law, international law and codes of 

conducts. It is therefore important to point out how NGOs relate to governmental 

structures to understand the relevance of legitimacy claims surrounding access to 

power and the role of NGOs as democratic agents in those structures.  

 

There is an active political interest seeking to involve NGOs in governmental services 

and institutions (Halpin, 2009; Kissling, 2008). This is evident both from 

governmental policies as well as in global institutions at the intergovernmental level 

such as the United Nations system. Whether the aim is to outsource governmental 

services or to ‘re-democratise’ the civil society to pursue liberal democratic values, 

NGOs are seen as key agents – ‘agents of democracy’ - with noticeable access to power 
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(Halpin, 2009).3 NGOs’ access to power is  manifest in many forms and ways, this 

includes NGOs’ ability to mobilise global public opinion (Cardoso, 2004) and to 

influence industry (Sasser, Prakash, et al., 2006) and public policy making (Foreign 

and Commonwealth Office, 2010a; Keck and Sikkink, 1999). NGOs can have access 

through their formal status granted by intergovernmental institutions such as the 

United Nations (UN) and the European Union (EU) (Martens, 2005; Willetts, 2006), 

through governmental contracts for service delivery (Saperstein, 2003), but also 

because of the recognition of their expert knowledge and promotion of specific 

principles such as human rights (Slim, 2002). Access to power can be informal (for 

example many large NGOs accept invitations to the annual Economic Forum at Davos) 

or it can be based simply on their size and economic power (for example some NGOs 

have budgets that outstrip local authorities in the communities where they work).  

 

As a sector the functions of NGOs cover a wide range of activities such as running 

hospitals, universities, art galleries as well as local charities and global development 

NGOs (Salamon and Anheier, 1997). The subject areas covered are widely varied too: 

including wildlife, animals, the environment, human rights, and children and much 

more. Some NGOs are single issue charities whilst others cater for a variety of topics. A 

common division often made between NGOs is to demonstrate the difference between 

NGOs that advocate issues and those that provide services to communities. However, 

an NGO is rarely defined by only one thing. Most NGOs that deliver services also do 

advocacy work and vice versa (nonetheless this distinction between advocacy and 

service delivery is reflected in how NGOs are regulated in the UK as I discuss in 

chapter four). The purpose of an NGO is defined by its mission statement and its 

objectives: why does the NGO exist and what does it hope to achieve. The mission 

statement is usually a normative goal whilst the objectives are an attempt at 

operationalising that mission (Phills, 2005). The organisational purpose of an NGO can 

                                                           

3 For a further discussion on the ‘hollowing out of the state’ and reduction of political power, see  
Holliday (2000) and Rhodes (1994). 
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therefore be decisive in justifying its access to public policy processes as well as in 

defining its regulation under the law. 

 

There are two key positions that NGOs take when it comes to access to power, one 

emphasises the managerial and executive approach, the other emphasises the 

campaigning and activist approach. The former is influenced by executive politics 

where NGOs actively seek to participate in decision making processes at the 

negotiating table in order to get their objectives across. The latter is often an 

oppositionist approach employed outside the power system, actively campaigning 

against those who hold power. When looking at the executive position it is possible to 

observe the advocacy-service delivery distinction. NGOs can engage with 

governmental departments as providers of services bound by a contract or as expert 

consultants on topical issues at the policy level. Although the executive-activist roles 

can overlap at the policy level this distinction is also embedded in the organisational 

structures of the NGOs themselves. In some NGOs there is a significant gap between 

the ultimate authority of the executive leadership and the activist grassroots side of 

the same organisation.  

 

NGOs that take the executive approach either seek participation or accept invitations 

to participate in policy processes, and although the status granted to them is often 

informal (such as advisors, commentators, consultants or auditors), the power they 

exercise can be significant. An example is the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office’s 

policy stance on human rights that promotes democratic institutions and civil society. 

NGOs play an important role in the execution of that policy and the Foreign Office 

directly funds NGOs whose mission aligns with their own goals (Foreign and 

Commonwealth Office, 2011). An initiative linked to this is a recently formed Human 

Rights Advisory Group to the Foreign Minister composed of executive directors of 

NGOs and other specialists (Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 2010a). The role of 

NGOs in intergovernmental institutions at the global level is highly political (Clark, 

2001; Lindblom, 2005; Martens, 2005; Willetts, 2006). This has led some academics to 
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question whether NGOs have too much access to the political leadership and if such a 

position is appropriate for NGOs (Hulme and Edwards, 1997; Kelly, 2005). Others have 

demonstrated that some NGOs have access to power in policy and decision making 

processes to a degree that they actually draft the policies which are then implemented 

by the political authorities of the institution in question (Clark, 2001).  

NGOs as hierarchies: national versus international  

An important aspect of NGOs is the interplay between their national and international 

dimensions and how this maps onto their organisational realities. Some NGOs have 

consolidated structures whilst other are free standing or with loose ties to external 

hierarchies. The NGOs in the following case studies reflect this. Each NGO is part of a 

hierarchy that has both a national and an international dimension. Part of the purpose 

of this thesis is to clarify the organisation of the relationship between these two 

dimensions. In order to do so I focus on the UK context and how a UK NGO relates to 

its international counterpart (such as Amnesty International UK and Amnesty 

International). This is especially important to enable a clarification of their legal 

legitimacy as well as for explaining the legitimate scope of their mandated agency.4  

 

The access to executive power that NGOs have both at the national and international 

levels needs to be justified. NGOs have become powerful agents and questioning their 

legitimacy is about questioning their use of that power (Interview 16, 2009). The 

exposure to criticism has increased the need for clarification of legitimacy criteria: 

“How long can NGOs afford to turn a blind eye to the nagging demand that they 

improve their legitimacy while at the same time run the increasing risk that states will 

take the initiative to impose their own criteria on them?” (Kamminga, 2007:195). 

                                                           

4 In a workshop deliberation I attended for international NGOs about implementing industry self-
regulation at a sectoral level it was clear that sometimes a national NGO within an NGO hierarchy 
knew little if anything about the process that was conducted by the international NGO in that 
hierarchy. NGO self-regulation can be decided at the global level whilst implemented at the national 
level even though the national group had no access to the global deliberation process despite 
forming part of that particular NGO hierarchy. Thus, a national NGO may be directly affected by the 
international deliberations about regulation in which it took no part (Interview 14, 2009; Interview 
15, 2009; Personal notes by author, 2009). 
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Whilst NGOs suffer shortcomings in credibility as democratic agents the lack of 

democratic scrutiny of NGOs in the UK is highlighted by the shortcomings of 

appropriate criteria for defining NGOs as a sector with various actors in English law.5 

If NGOs are to be included as democratic agents and theoretical force given to their 

role, there should also be an equivalent input of democratic scrutiny and control of 

their access to power. This is evident in discussions about the role of NGOs (including 

the more general category of non-state actors) in the political process (Keohane, 2002; 

Lindblom, 2005; Mansbridge, 2003; Mansbridge, Bohman, et al., 2010; Slaughter, 

2004). As mentioned above, NGOs are often viewed as legitimacy gap fillers from the 

point of view of global institutions, but by shifting the unit of analysis onto NGOs it is 

possible to examine in more detail how they claim legitimacy in their role as 

‘democratic agents’ (Halpin, 2009:277).  

 

The preceding passages have shown that the role of NGOs raises big issues about their 

legitimacy. I propose to examine this in more detail in three case studies. The case 

studies in the thesis are based on NGOs in the UK. These are Amnesty International 

UK, Greenpeace UK and Cafod. All three are part of organisational hierarchies that 

extend beyond their UK borders which has implications for their regulation. The 

legitimacy claims surrounding their access to power are based on various reasons 

such as their expertise as knowledge producers, their reputation and history, their 

membership, and their voluntary nature and access to networks that can deliver 

services. Two of them have enjoyed a long-standing relationship with governmental 

departments in the UK and in global institutions. Given the growth of NGOs since the 

Second World War it seems likely that NGOs will grow in numbers, strength and 

importance as ‘democratic agents’ especially at the institutional level (Boli and 

Thomas, 1999). One of the conclusions of this thesis is that if NGOs’ democratic 

participation in political systems is to increase, as envisaged by theorists, politicians 

                                                           

5 I use the term UK to reflect the territorial proclamations of the NGOs in this thesis. However, in 
legal terms this can be complicated as Scotland is often excluded. The complexities surrounding this 
are ignored for practical reasons. 
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and even NGOs themselves – their legitimacy claims need more scrutiny. Hopefully the 

body of the thesis will support the accuracy of the conclusion of this study. 

 

In this introduction I have teased out the importance of studying NGOs’ legitimacy 

claims and provided a context for my argument. The analysis is based on an 

examination of their sources of legitimacy, regulation and access to power, and 

legitimacy claims. This enables me to underscore, using Beetham’s criteria, the need 

for further scrutiny of NGOs and how they use their powers. 

Outline of the thesis 

Chapter two explains my theoretical framework. This chapter gives structure to my 

argument and is based on an examination of the existing literature on legitimacy and 

NGOs and how it relates to Beetham’s theory. I outline four models of NGO research 

(market, social change, new institutional and critical), discussing what they contribute 

and their shortcomings from the point of view of NGO legitimacy. The chapter 

proposes a Beethamite framework to examine the unaddressed problems in the 

literature.  

 

Chapter three is the methods chapter. This chapter explains the case studies and how 

they are organised. The chapter outlines my methods and how I have operationalised 

Beetham in the case studies. It includes my propositions, selection of case studies, the 

data sources, and the method of analysis.  

 

Chapter four contextualises the case studies by explaining the legal status and 

regulation of NGOs in the UK. Its purpose is to introduce the national context for 

scrutinising the legitimacy claims of the NGOs in my case studies. The chapter outlines 

the UK regulatory regime, how NGOs are defined in legal terms and how the legal 

forms available to NGOs are problematic for the advocacy functions inherent in many 

NGOs. This context is important for analysing the legal legitimacy of NGOs and the 

status of their relationship with the UK government.  
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Chapters five, six and seven are my case studies of Amnesty International UK, 

Greenpeace UK and Cafod. Each chapter follows the same general format based on the 

template for a Beethamite analysis of NGOs outlined in chapter three. The case studies 

contextualise the history and internal organisation of power of the NGOs which 

provides a platform for a Beethamite assessment of their legitimacy claims.   

 

Chapter eight is a conclusion. It summarises the previous chapters, reviews the results 

of the case studies, comparing and contrasting them highlighting the contributions of 

this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Framework 

This chapter explains and conceptualises the theoretical framework of the thesis. The 

theoretical framework developed links Beetham’s theory of legitimation to the NGO 

literature to demonstrate the analytical benefits of Beetham's multidimensional and 

contextualised approach. The aim of the chapter is to demonstrate that a Beethamite 

framework enables a more contextualised analysis of NGOs’ legitimacy claims, one 

that treats the socio-normative aspects of NGOs holistically, not only as social 

constructs but also as a result of justificatory reasoning.  

 

There is a vast amount of research to choose from on NGOs. I have, however, decided 

to build my theoretical framework by relating to literature from four leading NGO 

research projects because of their influence in debates about NGOs’ roles and 

functions and structural contexts.6 Each project has informed my categorisation of 

four models of NGO analysis that I have labelled the ‘market model’, the ‘social change 

model’, the ‘new institutional model’ and the ‘critical (development) model’. Although 

my focus is on the national context, NGOs’ legitimacy problems are often addressed by 

theories in international relations. I include this literature in the models where 

relevant to demonstrate the international conceptions of the role of NGOs in power 

structures and also because it has relevance for understanding and analysing the 

organisation of power within NGOs’ hierarchies.  

 

The literature on NGOs and legitimacy has a fault line that divides the discussion 

between charitable or voluntary organisations at the national level on the one hand 

and the role of NGOs in international relations on the other hand. By maintaining the 

focus on NGOs it is possible to create a framework where Beetham is engaged with 

this literature from the standpoint of legitimacy. The current literature that 

                                                           

6 Because of this I decided the most constructive way to narrow my review was to stay focused on 
the NGOs and approach the legitimacy question from the standpoint of my unit of analysis, the NGO. 
The choice of literature limits my discussion in some sense. I do not, for instance, cover the 
difference between legal, philosophical and sociological approaches to the concept legitimacy. 
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specifically addresses NGOs’ legitimacy suffers from overly narrow perspectives 

where NGOs as organisations are often, unwittingly, sidelined or demoted to 

secondary importance with the focus lying elsewhere. 

 

The chapter is organised in the following way. The first part discusses the literature 

that I have categorised into four models. It explains what each model contributes to 

questions about NGO legitimacy and what is missing when it comes to critical analysis 

of NGOs’ legitimacy claims. The models are arranged according to structure and 

agency to tease out a Beethamite measurement criteria of NGO legitimacy. My analysis 

of each model states what it contributes and what is missing in the current literature, 

thus identifying the gaps or problems this thesis intends to address. The second part 

introduces the Beethamite framework. It starts with teasing out themes from the 

literature that can be engaged in a Beethamite analysis: external legitimacy, internal 

legitimacy and legitimacy claims. These are important to keep in mind as they are 

broad legitimacy themes that are recurrent in the case studies. It then explains how 

Beetham's theory can be used to develop a differentiated approach to the issues raised 

in the literature. Using Beetham's theory I argue that a multidimensional analysis of 

NGOs’ legitimacy-in-context – that is inclusive of both the normative structure and 

social constructions of legitimacy – can better enable scrutiny of NGOs’ legitimacy 

claims. The chapter finishes with a short summary.  

Theories on NGOs and legitimacy  

Much of the literature tends to focus either on structure or agency, which undermines 

the analytical interface between NGOs’ structure and agency particularly when it 

comes to the normative structure of NGOs’ legitimacy claims. I have therefore 

organised the literature in the models accordingly to highlight this gap and the 

importance of a multidimensional approach such as is provided by Beetham’s theory. 

The literature is grouped into literature discussing power structures external to NGOs 

that is linked to their roles and status in various governmental institutions national or 

international, and literature discussing power structures internal to NGOs linked to 
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how NGOs generate legitimate agency that is used to justify their legitimacy claims. 

However, I have also involved literature that I have identified as relevant for my 

research question to clarify what is meant by NGO legitimacy, and thus the 

demarcation of its measurement criteria. This is reflected in the models.  

 

The models are inspired by four research projects associated with the universities of 

Harvard, John Hopkins, Stanford and Manchester (see bibliographical addendum). I 

use these to examine the main problems in the literature discussing NGOs’ legitimacy. 

The models can and often do overlap and interact. This categorisation is used to clarify 

different theoretical approaches to NGOs and legitimacy and provide analytical 

support for this thesis. It should therefore be viewed with a certain level of caution as 

it is based on my research question rather than theoretical traditions. This means that 

I focus on literature that either discusses NGOs’ legitimacy claims directly, or discusses 

contingent legitimacy issues such as accountability, representation and so forth. 

However, I also include literature on NGOs that is only partly relevant to my research 

question about NGO legitimacy to emphasise how NGOs are discussed as organisations 

in the literature as this has implications for understanding their legitimacy claims.7  

 

The analytical models are as follows:  

• Market model: this model emphasises a neo-liberal approach to NGOs as global 

actors (Brown and Jagadanada, 2007; Brown, 2008) but also builds on 

domestic market analysis of demand and supply (Frumkin, 2005) . This model 

is inspired by research at Harvard’s Hauser Center (President and Fellows of 

Harvard College, 2008-2011).  

                                                           

7 While it should be stressed that although this is not intended as an exhaustive account of these 
literatures in general and the vast amount of research they have undertaken, it is an exhaustive 
account of those aspects of the literatures needed to provide the theoretical underpinnings for my 
research focus on NGOs’ legitimacy. For example, I include international relations theories that 
directly discuss NGO legitimacy but I do not discuss international relations theories on NGOs in 
general. Because it is sometimes difficult to separate the national and international aspirations in 
the literature I have accommodated an international dimension in each model where relevant. The 
international relations theories that I have included are associated with the neoliberal and critical 
theory agendas in the international relations literature. The market, social change, and new 
institutional models largely map onto the neoliberal project whilst the critical (development) model 
aligns with the critical project of constructivism.  
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• Social change model: this model emphasises ‘bottom-up’ comparative 

approaches to NGOs (Salamon and Anheier, 1996; 1997:5) and theories on the 

democratic and moral agency of NGOs. This model is inspired by the Johns 

Hopkins nonprofit sector project (Lester M. Salamon (director)). 

• New institutional model: this model emphasises organisational structures and 

management of NGOs (Powell, Gammal, et al., 2005; Powell and Steinberg, 

2006). This model is inspired by Stanford’s nonprofit project (Stanford 

Graduate School of Business, 2009).  

• Critical (development) model: this model emphasises the role of NGOs in 

international development and engages critically with NGOs (Bebbington, 

Hickey, et al., 2008a; Edwards and Hulme, 1996b). This model is inspired by 

the work of Edwards and Hulme and others at the Institute for Development 

Policy and Management (IDPM) at Manchester (Edwards, 2008a).  

 

I now turn to discuss the relevant theoretical constituents of each model.  

Market model 

The analytical emphasis of the market model is on supply and demand. The model 

mainly addresses the question of NGOs’ functionality in the market. The initial issues 

associated with the market model pertained to the functional aspects of NGOs as 

delivering government services where they either have comparative advantage as an 

alternative to state services or are seen to be providing complementary services 

alongside the state (Weisbrod, 1998; Clemens, 2006). Frumkin (2005) has tried to 

address this by broadening the approach by explaining different functions within 

NGOs, although keeping within the market analysis. The theories in the market model 

analyse NGOs mainly through market supply and demand and regulation is largely 

seen to be private (via contracts or self-regulatory mechanisms) and based on 

performance criteria. However, there are also concerns about the normative agenda of 

NGOs and how these fit into the regulatory aspect of NGOs as private agents 

responsible to shareholders (Clark, 2006; Ebrahim, 2006; Leonard, 2006). At the 

international level Brown (2008) has argued for peer review as an alternative to 

electoral or contractual regulation. In broad terms the market model aligns with the 
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neo-liberal agenda focusing on trade, political economy, human rights, and the new 

world order where NGOs’ legitimacy is linked with creating credibility reinforced by 

regulation by peers. I now briefly expand and explain these approaches.  

 

A question posed by Weisbrod (1998) about the inherent functions of NGOs, whether 

NGOs should be seen primarily as alternative providers of services or as 

complementary to the state’s welfare delivery, nudged the market model towards the 

social model and the question of internal functions of NGOs eventually raising the 

issue of democratic agency. The expansion of NGO-government partnerships in service 

delivery and increased outsourcing of welfare programmes shifted the risk onto NGOs 

and led to an increased “politicization of nonprofits as providers of public services, 

even as they are increasingly wary of engaging as political actors” (Clemens, 

2006:215). The issue of accountability is a response to this worry as accountability has 

been removed from a relationship between government and citizens to a relationship 

between government and nonprofits with increased emphasis on monitoring and 

evaluation of their performance. This has changed the conception of nonprofits. 

Service delivery provisions made by nonprofits are increasingly seen to be a private 

contractual arrangement. Clemens argues that the increased outsourcing of welfare 

functions to NGOs has trivialised their relationship with the government in democratic 

terms where public services are (mis)recognised as private benefits which 

“undermine[s] political support for continued public spending on these services” 

(Clemens, 2006:216). Clemens also points out the importance of the international 

dimension and how the ‘transnational turn’ of privatisation and devolution has shifted 

the focus onto democratic aspects of NGOs as having a “capacity to constitute citizens” 

which enables them to address and voice “articulated interests and values” (Clemens, 

2006:216). 

 

To clarify the role of nonprofits in the market Frumkin (2005) introduces a wider 

approach to their analysis.  He points out the potential problems of power relations 

and structures by looking at different NGO functions and how they intersect with the 
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government and business sectors (Frumkin, 2002:163-165). He defines the four basic 

functions of NGOs as: service delivery, social entrepreneurship, civic and political 

engagement, and values and faith. He discusses these in terms of demand or supply 

orientation and an instrumental or expressive rationale. Frumkin claims that the 

different functions of NGOs brings them into contact with vested interests of 

government and businesses which raises issues of who benefits from the sector, what 

kind of activities are appropriate, and how NGOs should operate (Frumkin, 2002:177). 

Based on his analytical insights Frumkin argues that there is a need for more balanced 

and diverse functional approaches. It is necessary to focus on the diverse internal 

functions of NGOs rather than the diverse functions between them.  

 

Frumkin argues that in order to secure long-term support for the NGO sector it is 

necessary to address issues of policy outcomes at the sectoral level as well as 

management structures at the organisational level. He argues that to in order to 

maintain legitimacy all the functions need to be active and in balance. When NGOs rely 

on a single function they become one dimensional and the risk of legitimacy problems 

increases. To prevent legitimacy problems at the sectoral level Frumkin suggests three 

possible approaches:  

• leaving it up to the market and relying on an ‘invisible hand’ to even things out 

at the sectoral level and achieve a long term balance;  

• rely on collective and coordinated actions by NGOs to regulate themselves for 

increased balance between functions, and;  

• change the regulatory framework which involves “[r]elying on government to 

structure the activities of nonprofits more actively than it does now” (Frumkin, 

2002:179).  

Although Frumkin detects problems with all three approaches he favours the free 

market solution mainly because NGOs are unable to undertake coordinated action and 

because increased government control would push the sector into a “service-delivery 

function at the cost of other functions” (Frumkin, 2005:179). It should be noted that 

Frumkin is addressing the US national context and possible solutions within that 

context. Although he points out the importance of keeping a balance between different 
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functions within NGOs for the long term stability of the sector vis-à-vis other sectors 

he fails to recognise that NGOs are often global hierarchies dependent on their own 

internal power structures for generating change.  

 

The Hauser Center produced a series of papers exploring the normative role of 

mission statements in regulating NGOs in terms of governance and accountability. 

These papers focus on legal duty through moral obligation that NGOs might have to 

others and how different audiences can be empowered to hold NGOs to account 

against their mission statements (Clark, 2006; Ebrahim, 2006; Leonard, 2006). This 

involves disentangling mission statements into categories that can be scrutinised 

because “taxpayers providing the subsidy [...] have a legitimate interest in knowing 

whether it is being served effectively and efficiently or not” (Leonard, 2006:16). The 

main point I take from these articles is that the normative and political agendas of 

NGOs are not properly scrutinised despite being of interest to the public from a 

democratic point of view as well as from a moral point of view. That is not to say that 

other registered companies (that are not NGOs) do not face moral questions and 

dilemmas but they, unlike NGOs, are not inherently set up for moral reasons but for 

profit reasons. Due to the inherent moral organisation of NGOs, which sets them apart 

from businesses, the issue of regulation is a dilemma because the legal system has a 

“reduced role in the regulation of nonprofits as opposed to for profits” (Clark, 

2006:37-38). 

 

A more comprehensive approach to the regulation of NGOs is posited by Brown and 

Jagadanada (2007) who use the criteria of credible information in their theory of NGO 

legitimacy where they argue for peer review of NGO accountability juxtaposed with 

the public sector contracts (elections) and private sector contracts (principal-agent). A 

self-regulatory regime for international NGOs is introduced to create credibility within 

the new institutional world order using peer pressure and industry standards (Brown 

and Jagadanada, 2007; Brown, 2008). Although their approach can solve some 

problems relating to democratic control and representation by creating credibility at 
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the sectoral level through shared goals and values, it places the regulatory aspect 

within the private sector where “[p]eer networks enforce expectations with identity 

and reputation sanctions” (Brown and Jagadanada, 2007:12). This only tackles 

accountability on mutual terms between NGOs to strengthen the image of the industry 

per se. It does not invite a democratic scrutiny of NGO power structures but reinforces 

them as politically homogenous agents in global politics with credibility at the sectoral 

level because of this mutual accountability encouraged by self-regulation.8  

 

There are problems with the analytical insights of the market model. Insufficient 

democratic control or regulation of organisations can lead to elitism (see for example 

Moran (2007; 2008)). The market model in general works best for analysing and 

understanding NGOs’ service delivery function. It however downplays or ignores the 

advocacy function of NGOs and their more politically targeted objectives. This gap is 

best demonstrated in their failure to analyse NGOs as internal hierarchies. At the 

national level NGOs are almost exclusively seen as service-delivery providers and their 

legitimacy is measured in performance and outcome targets based on a principal-

agent relationship. Self-regulatory mechanisms introduced for NGOs at the 

international level do not take into account, for instance, how an international office of 

an NGO might rely on its national offices for legitimacy claims. The approach of the 

market model has an inbuilt fault line drawn between the national and international 

offices of an NGO, possibly aligning international NGOs with powerful global interests 

at the cost of local legitimacy.  

Social change model 

The social change model focuses on the role of NGOs. It shifts the discussion onto the 

agency of NGOs and their internal social life, within the context of democracy. The 

model raises the issue of representation and internal democratic organisation of 

                                                           

8 The Hauser Center is loosely connected to the Civicus: World Alliance for Citizen Participation and 
was pivotal in the creation of the global International NGO Charter aimed at increasing the 
credibility of NGOs in the new world order (Brown, 2008; Brown and Timmer, 2006; 
IANGOWorkshop, 2009; INGO Accountability Charter, 2005; Personal notes by author, 2009). For 
details see bibliographical addendum for chapter two. 
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NGOs. NGOs are seen to be created from the ‘bottom-up’ and therefore as having a 

constitutive dimension. The social change model views NGOs as agents performing a 

complementary role and focuses on consensus and compacts. At the international level 

the issues here align with the neoliberal agenda but with their focus being to highlight 

the role of NGOs as agents of democracy that can have legitimating functions within 

global institutions as representatives of civil society (Cardoso, 2004). Rather than 

focusing on the status of NGOs in a legal and/or institutional order the focus is on their 

(legitimating) role in that context. It should be noted that the social change model 

feeds into the other models in many ways because it addresses NGOs’ agency. The 

overlap of the social change model with the other models is sometimes considerable. 

Edwards (critical model) uses the conception of NGOs as depicted by the social change 

model extensively, the same can be said for Brown (market model) and Skocpol (new 

institutional model).   

 

The NGO project at Johns Hopkins University is the key source for this model. The 

research undertaken by Salamon and Anheier in the nineteen-nineties  (Salamon and 

Anheier, 1992a, 1992b, 1993, 1996, 1997) defined nonprofit agents operating in the 

non-profit sector in terms of their structure and operations (Kendall and Knapp, 

1996:18). The project grew into a cross-country analysis of comparative studies based 

on national statistics and has more recently contributed to the global civil society 

reports (Anheier and Katz, 2009; Anheier, 2008; Kumar, Scholte, et al., 2009; Stares, 

2009). The original research identified twelve categories of operational activities 

which could be used to statistically map the third sector. The minimal requirement of 

the definition of what constituted an NGO was that the board of directors was 

voluntary. This accommodated the inclusion of universities, hospitals and art 

establishments in addition to local charities and development NGOs.  

 

Salamon and Anheier’s classification system is generated by the structural-operational 

definition of what counts as an NGO. The definition identifies five features that need to 

be present for an organisation to qualify as a nonprofit. It has to be: organised, private, 
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non-profit distributing, self-governing, and voluntary (Salamon and Anheier, 1997:33-

34). This facilitates classification of businesses as NGOs based on the payment scheme 

of their board members. Thus, hospitals and education establishments are classified as 

NGOs if their board of directors are voluntary despite the organisation’s operational 

functions being more akin to business models; that is, privately run and financially 

oriented. Phills (2005) has, however, pointed out that even the non-profit label is a 

problem as many NGOs aim to increase their income and often focus on generating 

revenues with significant proportion of their resources committed to media and 

marketing strategies. 

 

The national application of the Johns Hopkins project in the UK was undertaken by 

Kendall and Knapp (Kendall and Knapp, 1996). They statistically mapped the 

voluntary sector in the UK. However, they had problems with applying the 

classification system to the UK context when it came to politically motivated NGOs 

because: “[it] tends to focus attention on the sector’s service provision functions at the 

expense of its mutual aid, campaigning and advocacy” (Kendall and Knapp, 1996:21).  

This is indicative of a wider problem of the structural-operational definition. When 

classifying NGOs in the UK, Kendall and Knapp decided to exclude the 7 300 group of 

political organisations, but include those NGOs that are deemed ‘too political’ by UK’s 

Charity Commission (Kendall and Knapp, 1996:17-24). 

 

In a recent study undertaken at the University of Birmingham the political agency of 

NGOs is examined to enable the separation of politically active NGOs and politically 

passive NGOs (McKay and Hilton, 2009:4).9 Halpin, in this same publication, on the 

topic of the democratic nature of NGOs and the issue of social change refers to the role 

of NGOs as “agents of democracy” that are sought after by the state to “provide a link 

between the governed and those doing the governing” (Halpin, 2009:261). However, 

and in line with Skocpol’s (2003) analysis, Halpin points out that the changed 

                                                           

9 Politically passive NGOs in this sense refers to service delivery NGOs and are defined by 
terminology such as ‘voluntary’ or ‘charity’. For more detail on this research see the bibliographical 
addendum to chapter two. 
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organisational structure of NGOs has dislocated its members from group life and that 

the internal democracy of NGOs has been hollowed out. The “changing democratic 

practice” of NGOs has led to the questioning of their internal democracy and how to 

reconcile NGO group life with their democratic role in society treading the line 

between solidarity and representation (Halpin, 2009:270; 277).  

 

Social change theories stress the associational aspects of NGOs, hence they explore the 

importance of participation and community bonding and, in more general terms, the 

‘bottom-up’ creation of civil society (Putnam, 2000; Salamon and Anheier, 1996). The 

social change model maintains that decentralisation of government powers can lead to 

a vibrant and revitalised NGO sector with complementary functions. The theories 

converge on the issue of regulation and argue that it should be minimal or self-

regulation emphasising the liberal agenda of issuing rights not regulation. The 

overarching question in the social change model that spills over into the other models 

is about the limits of accountability and representation when it comes to the 

legitimacy of NGOs. To what degree can NGOs claim legitimacy as democratic agents? 

 

The main emphasis of the social change model is on NGOs’ agency and their capacity 

as agents for social change, and although the form of interacting with their supporters 

has changed Hilton et al. (2010) argue that their loyalties remain intact and attempts 

to regulate their activities will undermine their potential as agents for change: 

[The NGO sector in the UK] has grown alongside an expanding state and 
complemented the work of the welfare services. Attempts to control and 
direct its activities are likely to fail and possibly to backfire, especially if 
sectors call on the state for further intervention. However, its vibrancy can be 
embraced, and its comparative advantages exploited, but not in a manner that 
sees it as an alternative to state provision. Indeed, its cheque-book 
supporters might readily switch their allegiances if this is the role envisaged 
for civil society. (Hilton, McKay, et al., 2010:8-9) 

This line of arguing ignores the democratic agency of NGOs in power structures and 

bypasses normative questions of democratic legitimacy that are directed at the 

justificatory reasoning for holding this power without democratic scrutiny and 

control. In order to highlight this problem, I now briefly outline the issue of 

accountability in the social change model theories discussing NGO legitimacy 
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(Peruzzotti, 2006; Vedder, 2007b). This is to emphasise how the accountability criteria 

relate to my research questions. 

 

The issue of accountability highlights how different functions of NGOs matter when it 

comes to looking at their legitimacy. This is because when accountability criteria are 

applied to advocacy NGOs it tends to raise questions about the democratic role and 

representative nature of NGOs (rather than their performance in service delivery). 

Thus, when the issue of accountability is raised in the market model theories it is to 

discuss their performance. The issue of accountability in the social change model is, 

however, contingent on representation. 

 

Addressing the notion of the contractual power relationship behind accountability by 

drawing an analogy with its public (elections) and private (principal-agent) 

mechanisms, Peruzzotti argues that accountability “is always ‘upwards’ ’’ (Peruzzotti, 

2006:55). The implication is that talking about accountability vis-à-vis beneficiaries 

amounts to nothing more than technical nonsense because there has not been any 

delegation of powers. Looking at NGOs as constitutive organisations he argues that 

accountability mechanisms of representation “undermine one of the most valuable 

features of civil society” (given that accountability is a form of questioning trust), and 

because NGOs are engaged with disempowered and needy populations the term 

accountability should be used cautiously (Peruzzotti, 2006:55-6). He then turns to 

substantive and normative arguments and says that the question that should be asked 

of NGOs is “‘What do you represent?’. It is not numbers, but the force of their 

arguments that gives legitimacy to their claims.” (Peruzzotti, 2006:52-53). He 

concludes that:  

If civil society represents a specific form of society that aims at moulding 
social relationships around the normative principles entailed in modern 
constitutionalism, the question of how to democratize social beliefs, practices 
and associational life should become a key priority of democratizing forms of 
civic engagement. (Peruzzotti, 2006:56) 

Peruzzotti argues for higher ethical and legal standards “to improve the quality of the 

associational terrain” and maintains this is imperative to prevent “the development of 
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a class of detached civil officials that live off funding from the public, donors, 

governments or multilateral agencies” (Peruzzotti, 2006:56).  

 

This emphasis on norms and epistemic aspects of NGO legitimacy is also present in the 

international literature that can be usefully discussed under the heading of the social 

change model.  

 

The legalistic approach to NGO legitimacy as introduced by Vedder (2007) outlines a 

theory of moral agency for NGOs at the international level but with a particular twist 

where he claims NGO legitimacy should be assessed on a case by case basis. Vedder 

takes a Rawlsian approach to explain NGO legitimacy in international law and treats 

their legitimacy criteria as universal, based on values that can be universally shared 

“by any impartial, rational person, and therefore by all” (Vedder, 2007b:203).  

 

This approach places a heavy burden on each NGO and is unhelpful when it comes to 

assessing the legitimacy of NGOs as a sector encompassing groups of agents rather 

than individual agents. The legitimating criteria is vested in legal norms rather than 

social actions and behaviours to bring about legitimacy (see also Maragia (2002) on 

this point). Hinting at teleological arguments Vedder claims that “acceptable values 

and norms [should be] integrated as fully as possible into the NGO’s organizational 

structures and activities” (Vedder, 2007b:207). Vedder claims that Beethamite 

restrictions of community renders values and norms relative and invite arbitrariness 

and potential legitimation of a “vicious moral framework” (Vedder, 2007b:200). This 

approach is also potentially problematic when applied to religious NGOs as many 

people would strongly object to the religious agendas of faith-based NGOs. 

 

However, Vedder’s analysis has the possible drawback of overemphasising the law as 

a scrutinising body of NGO legitimacy. This risks focusing excessively on legal criteria 

at the cost of political and democratic criteria which also need to be scrutinised when 

assessing NGOs’ legitimacy claims. Although the moral dimension is important and 
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normative measures can (and should) be a priority in many cases, his argument makes 

it difficult to decouple NGOs as democratic agents from the power structures they 

operate in. This can turn NGOs’ political legitimacy into an inherently legal criterion 

that ignores the political organisation of NGO power. Because NGOs’ political 

legitimacy is organised both internally and externally it raises different questions, 

especially when it comes to democratic aspects of legitimacy which requires an 

account of the social factors of political legitimacy. 

 

The social change model raises many diverse questions about NGOs’ agency that can 

be pragmatic, democratic, or normative in nature. What the social change literature 

tends to fall back on is the internal life of NGOs and how their constitutive ability can 

represent NGOs as agents of change. The limit of this approach when it comes to 

examining NGO legitimacy is its inability to address the structural reproduction of 

power relations and accordingly how NGOs claim external legitimacy. For example if 

NGO “voice accountability” determines “the precise nature of their legitimacy” (Slim, 

2002:6) one would risk conflating legitimating the right of NGOs to have their voice 

heard in a political system with the substance of their message. This would mean 

treating them as a single socio-political construct of legitimacy, when they are in fact 

two (ontologically) different ones. In criticising the associational democratic theorists, 

Warren (2001) joins Rosenblum (2000) in pointing out the dangers of subcontracting 

state functions to NGOs. Although associations can provide alternative structures of 

governance to match the inflexibility of state administration the dangers are 

immanent: “Devolving responsibilities also empowers associations – and this may not 

be a good thing when associational ties are linked to inequalities in control over 

economic resources, knowledge, professional skills, and the like” (Warren, 2001:88). 

Furthermore, it is worth pointing out here the importance of the internal organisation 

of power for NGOs’ legitimacy claims. Reliance on informal procedures to maintain 

legitimacy poses a risk to NGOs’ legitimacy because “informal structures easily conceal 

covert divisions of power and control within organizations, and this danger probably 

increases with their size” (Atack, 1999:859). 
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New institutional model 

The central focus of the new institutional model is the legitimation of NGOs; including 

their internal organisation and management and how NGOs correspond with external 

structures (Powell and DiMaggio, 1991). Organisational alignment with institutional 

norms is seen to have legitimating functions. This shifts the focus to questions about 

access to power rather than constitutive abilities of NGOs (Martens, 2005; Reimann, 

2006). The model aligns with the neoliberal agenda of promoting democracy and 

widening participation of different agents in politics. At the international level the 

focus is on membership and status of NGOs in institutions where they are seen to have 

legitimating functions, however this is from the analytical point of view of institutions 

rather than NGOs (Macdonald, 2008; Skocpol, 2003).  

 

In the sociological literature the ontological position of  new institutionalism and 

organisational analysis of legitimacy is “a theory of organizational legitimacy rather 

than the legitimacy of the organization’s authority structure” (Johnson, 2004:6) where 

socially constructed types of legitimacy are linked to different sets of behavioural 

dynamics (Lister, 2003).10 According to Powell and DiMaggio (1991) organisational 

structures change to adapt to the social and cultural environment of their larger 

organisational field. Thus, the legitimacy of an organisation is defined by its 

concurrence with the normative values in its field, which again turns organisational 

structures homogenous. This solidifies legitimacy and thereby the survival of the 

organisation. The analytical emphasis is on organisational legitimacy and how 

organisations create isomorphic structures within their fields by symbolically 

adapting to accepted behaviours and values therein that are then treated as sources of 

their legitimacy (Powell and DiMaggio, 1991).  

 

New institutional theories of NGOs shifted the focus away from the creation of NGOs 

onto how NGOs respond to their institutional environment by adapting to norms and 

                                                           

10 Sociological approaches often base their typology of legitimacy on legitimacy sources associated 
with pragmatic legitimacy (interests), moral legitimacy (evaluations), and cognitive legitimacy 
(culture) (Johnson, 2004:10). 
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regulations (Powell and Steinberg, 2006). Powell’s recent work, for example, focuses 

on transnational management of NGOs (Powell, Gammal, et al., 2005). The new 

institutional model has also created analytical parallels between NGOs and businesses 

(Drucker, 1992; Phills, 2005). The importance of government in the creation and 

maintenance of NGOs has also been emphasised (Skocpol, 2003; Smith and Gronbjerg, 

2006) at the same time they have pointed out and emphasised the risk this has for 

communal aspects of NGOs thus linking it to the social change literature (Halpin, 2009; 

Skocpol, 2003).  

 

Skocpol’s (2003) work on the nature of NGOs revealed their dependence on the state 

for survival and support: “Nonprofit institutions often brag of their independence from 

both that market and the government, but actually they are profoundly intertwined 

with both, especially with government” (Skocpol, 2003:151). Skocpol demonstrates 

the changing nature of how associations are organised and how they have increasingly 

come to resemble businesses with promises of financial benefits and political 

representation rather than community and social participation. She refers to them as 

‘bodyless heads’ because NGOs have become “much more focused on specialised, 

instrumental activities than on broad expressions of community or fellow citizenship” 

(Skocpol, 2003:162-163). The motivational factors, according to Skocpol, have shifted 

NGOs’ missions from doing community service to mainly focusing on advocacy which 

has made them more involved in the political process of policy (Skocpol, 2003:152, 

160-161). 

 

Many theories associated with the new institutional model also focus on the 

legitimating criteria concerning NGOs’ external structures and organisational 

legitimacy of NGOs therein (Martens, 2005). Martens work on the institutionalisation 

of NGOs in the UN raised a flag concerning the uneven access NGOs have to external 

power structures; both in relation to their mission where advocacy NGOs have to be 

more careful to “keep to the procedural rules” (Martens, 2005:163) , and in terms of 

resources shared between NGOs themselves:  
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Those NGOs employing permanent professional staff with experience and 
training in their UN-related tasks are deeply and continuously involved in the 
political process at the UN level. This implies that NGOs with less means and 
possibilities of having staff representing them at the UN have fewer abilities 
to work with the IGO. The majority of NGOs has very limited means at its 
disposal, so only the resourceful ones have a say in global affairs. As a 
consequence, poorer NGOs are left without much influence. (Martens, 
2005:162)11  

Focusing on institutional and organisational legitimacy can therefore overlook the 

political agency of NGOs and how they exercise it.  

 

This topic is frequently raised in relation to NGOs’ access to international 

organisations. The importance of global structures and politics has been crucial for the 

growth of NGOs according to Reimann (2006) who claims that the “pro-NGO norm” 

has created a “highly conducive” structural environment to NGO growth with 

symbiotic relations between NGOs, global institutions and states. Her approach is in 

stark contrast to the social change model of ‘bottom-up’ where she argues that the top-

down legitimation process “targeted developing and transitional countries and 

involved socialization processes of persuading, pressuring and teaching these states to 

not only accept NGOs but also to nurture and foster their growth” (Reimann, 2006:60-

61).  

 

Reimann argues that the new pro-NGO norm has “depicted NGOs as a crucial “partner” 

in development” (Reimann, 2006:59), an idea associated with the neoliberal agenda of 

good governance. The acceptance of NGOs in global institutions has thus in some ways 

legitimised their presence. This ties in with the arguments on the resource gap 

amongst NGOs and its effect on their ability to access the UN (Cardoso, 2004; Martens, 

2005) as well as the political divide inside NGOs’ hierarchies between their national 

and international offices. Relying on the analysis of NGOs having complementary 

functions Reimann suggests a problem-solving solution based on ‘mutual goals’ and 

‘functional compatibilities’ as: “[l]acking a strong infrastructure for international 

governance,  both states and IGOs [intergovernmental organisations] have 

                                                           

11 This is also supported by data on European NGOs where a small minority of the largest NGOs 
tend to absorb the majority of the funding available (Woods, 2000). 
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increasingly had to rely on NGOs to fill in institutional gaps and help them achieve 

their stated goals” (Reimann, 2006:64). 

 

Macdonald (2008) also views NGOs as organisational legitimacy gap fillers that can 

provide global institutions with much needed political legitimacy. Referring to the 

social change and market model theories Macdonald argues that the power of NGOs in 

global politics is a function of their size and scope, a power they wield to influence 

decision making and protection of rights that “liberals commonly believe ought to be 

made democratically” (Macdonald, 2008:552). In order to gain effective “democratic 

control of NGOs” a mechanism is needed that can “generate norms that have a 

distinctively legal character” (Macdonald, 2008:558). This, he suggests, can be 

achieved through institutionalising NGO regulation and synchronising existing codes 

of self-regulation with institutional law. He argues that a non-state regulatory 

institution like this is more likely to be successful than strengthening existing state 

based regulatory powers (Macdonald, 2008). 

 

However, it remains the case that powerful global institutions (such as the World 

Trade Organisation) resist the presence of NGOs (Wilkinson, 2005), or think this 

symbiotic relationship has gone too far (Kelly, 2005). This touches upon the element of 

relative interests and values, as Reimann poignantly points out:  

[...] the most enthusiastic promoters of NGOs have been Western donor states 
and IGO [intergovernmental organisation] officials committed to universal 
values promoted by the West. Non-Western states, in contrast, have tended to 
be far more sceptical of NGOs and have often viewed the rise of NGOs in their 
own nations as a phenomenon promoted from “above” them by wealthy, 
democratic countries and IGOs. (Reimann, 2006:65) 

Thus values promoted by NGOs, such as Amnesty International, in the international 

arena are sometimes resisted as universal goals and rather seen to represent 

particular values of specific countries. The status of NGOs in Russia is a case in point 

here. In 2007 the Russian government passed a law that excluded all foreign funded 

NGOs from operating in Russia on the grounds they were potential spies (Jarvik, 2007; 

Kamhi, 2006).  
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The NGO legitimacy questions raised under the new institutional model relate to the 

organisational legitimacy of NGOs and the value oriented norm creation at the 

intergovernmental level promoting their presence in intergovernmental organisations, 

such as the UN system. The research on NGO legitimacy in this model is thus focused 

on the process of norm creation in global institutions or the feasibility of including 

NGOs in policymaking processes at the international level. However, this is often with 

the aim to boost the legitimacy of such institutions in order to create an international 

value consensus where NGOs can provide a legitimating effect for these organisations.  

Critical (development) model 

The issues associated with the critical model pertain to the normative dimension of 

legitimacy and the conceptual tools for analysing the interface between NGOs’ agency 

and structures. The critical project focuses on the social and normative conception of 

power opposing the realist and neo-liberal theories (Keck and Sikkink, 1999; 

Linklater, 1998).12 It embraces the social change model’s emphasis on ‘bottom-up’ 

agency but emphasises more strongly its normative dimension and the deliberation of 

culturally diverse societies and groups and the politics of resource access and 

redistribution. Much of the research focuses on NGOs in international development 

(Bebbington, Hickey, et al., 2008b). Bebbington has advanced the concept of a socially 

constructed legitimacy of NGOs in his work on issues of representation and relations 

between rural communities and donors from an anthropological perspective 

(Bebbington, 1997, 2005, 2008). The overall focus is on the development regime and 

the role and place of NGOs in the aid chain.13 

 

Edwards and Hulme (1996) famously criticised the overreliance that the neo-liberal 

agenda was placing on NGOs which it justified with arguments of good governance and 

                                                           

12 Although hermeneutics and subjectivity play an important role, there is an ontological divide 
between the ‘modernist’ tradition (following Habermas) that has kept the normative and 
foundational basis and the ‘postmodernist’ tradition (following Foucault) that has shed it (Reus-
Smit, 2005).  
13 It should be noted here that the research at the University of Manchester that inspired the critical 
development model is part of a wider research agenda related to poverty research and global 
institutions (Wilkinson and Hughes, 2002 ). 
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comparative advantage (Edwards, 1999; Edwards, 2008b; Edwards and Hulme, 1996a, 

1996b; Edwards, Hulme, et al., 1992, 1995; Hulme and Edwards, 1997; Sogge, 1996). 

They argue that this is not supported empirically and serves as an ideological agenda 

of the neo-liberal aid regime rather than NGOs. They broke the link between 

membership and voluntarism by claiming that: “even if voluntary organisations are 

not member-controlled, they can still gain in legitimacy by being transparent, 

accountable and acting in a spirit of genuine partnership with others” (Edwards and 

Hulme, 1996a:967). This however ties NGOs in with the donor agenda and raises the 

issue of democracy in a more upfront manner through their funding: “Is it possible to 

have an independent mission while relying on donor funds?” (Edwards and Hulme, 

1996a:967) – which leads to issues of legitimate contracts rather than values and 

voluntarism. In an attempt to keep the voluntary aspect in the definition of legitimacy 

they point to the “deeper set of concerns” – that is the relationship between the public, 

private, and third sector – and ask whether this is changing the nature of the 

development process especially with regards to service provisions and the market 

model question of alternative or complementary services (Edwards and Hulme, 

1996a:967-969). 

 

Edwards and Hulme argued that the legitimacy of NGOs was becoming tied in with 

government funding where too much state funding jeopardized their claim to 

legitimacy because it affected their “ability to act independently in pursuing their 

goals” (Edwards and Hulme, 1996a:962) therefore making them dependent on the 

state. Although Edwards has argued against the market approach of 

philanthrocapitalism (Edwards, 2008b) he has remained a defender of NGOs’ 

independence via accountability mechanisms in the market space: 

NGOs do not have to be representative to be legitimate, but they do have to be 
accountable for their actions, whatever they are, if their claims to legitimacy 
are to be sustained. This conclusion places the focus of the debate back where 
it belongs – on the costs and benefits of different, concrete approaches to 
accountability – and not on abstract criticisms about NGOs that supposedly 
compete with governments as representatives of the electorate [...] 
Accountability is the price to be paid (if price it is) for the freedom to exercise 
power and authority in a democratic society. NGO power may be ‘soft’ and 
NGOs’ authority informal, but the principles remain the same. [...] It is 
difficult, and probably dangerous, to legislate for innovation at either national 
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or international level, but it should be possible to encourage and reward good 
practice through additional funding, extra publicity and media coverage 
(good and bad), as well as through peer pressure – ‘the market driven 
improvements’ [...] (Edwards, 2006:ix)  

He concludes that accountability is a platform for NGOs “to fulfil their mission to serve 

others more effectively” (Edwards, 2006:ix). Performance, efficiency and 

accountability are very much the mantra of this approach and place it in line with the 

social change model. Although the book Edwards’ foreword is introducing is intended 

to contextualise the concept of accountability denying the idea of ‘best practice’ 

(Jordan and Tuijl, 2006:5) it is at the same time constrained by its use of the concept 

accountability. Applying accountability to the democratic question is a daunting task 

that leaves “... NGO accountability focused on balancing multiple responsibilities to 

different constituencies and stakeholders, using a variety of mechanisms, servicing 

accreditation rather than regulation” (Jordan and Tuijl, 2006:12). Thereby placing 

democratic scrutiny in the private realm where accountability for their power is 

directed at stakeholders (or peers) in the shape of the neoliberal rights agenda (see 

the discussion of Peruzzotti’s and Brown’s arguments in the social change model 

section above).  

 

The social construction of NGOs’ legitimacy advanced by Bebbington (2005) 

demonstrates how NGOs’ representativeness of their constituencies is constructed 

based on available knowledge and distorted when the knowledge is imperfect. 

Bebbington has demonstrated in a study of Dutch and Peruvian NGOs that issues 

related to competitiveness and accountability to donors (the Dutch government) has 

led to problems. NGOs shy away from confronting problems they encounter in the 

field, in their reports to and communication with donors, for fear of losing funding. 

Bebbington argues that development policy geared towards outcome and 

performance criteria of NGOs has depoliticised poverty “in which poverty discussions 

are increasingly separated from questions of distribution and social transformation, 

and in which poverty reduction becomes something sought through projects rather 

than political change” (Bebbington, 2005:940).  
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In Bebbington’s view this emphasis on outcome and market oriented solutions has led 

to NGOs focusing on the “middle poor more than [...] the chronically poor”. Moreover, 

NGOs’ representation of poor people – because it has come to focus on household level 

poverty to foster market orientated solutions – has been depoliticised and “reduced 

attention to questions of inequality, redistribution, and social organization” 

(Bebbington, 2005:946). This raises concerns at the policy level. Bebbington’s 

argument indicates that NGOs are aligning their policies with government policies. The 

risk involved is that priority is given to accountability towards donors and securing a 

long-term (stable) income through government contracts. The focus is taken off 

developing policy on the problems encountered in the field and put onto satisfying the 

policy criteria of donors. This potentially leaves behind those who fall outside the 

scope of a particular policy. Without problematising and politicising the issue at hand 

and by solely focusing on market solutions, there is a risk of prolonging politically 

abusive environments and reinforcing injustices that never get resolved at the political 

level, leaving those who are worst off behind (Bebbington, 2005). 

 

Turning to the international level, Clark (2007) argues that the concept of legitimacy 

revolves around the concepts of rightful membership and rightful conduct thereby 

invoking a revisionist agenda based on a legal-norms approach to legitimacy at the 

international level (Clark, 2007:26-29). Using the same criteria Collingwood (2006) 

argues that NGOs’ access to international politics is down to competing norms within a 

myriad of rules and principles. When it comes to democratisation of global structures 

she points out that the problem is that there is “no obvious normative yardstick by 

which to determine or measure the legitimacy of the rules” (Collingwood, 2006:447) – 

thereby transposing the legitimacy of NGOs onto the global structure of power and 

“how to put effective limits on power per se in international society” (Collingwood, 

2006). Rather than imposing a ‘fixed definition of legitimacy’ based on the liberal 

democratic doctrine Collingwood suggests a mediation between sociological and 

normative aspects “that allows for competing perceptions and visions of what 

‘legitimate’ rules and membership of international society actually mean” 
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(Collingwood, 2006:454). The problem with Collingwood’s suggestion is that the 

principles she invokes (autonomy, consent, deliberation) are very much a defining 

feature of the liberal democratic doctrine along with meritocracy and popular 

sovereignty, which again invites the question of relative measures of values. 

  

Criticising the new institutional model Lister argues that technical definitions of NGOs 

tend to hide their agency within power structures and power relations. These 

definitions she argues can imply that “correct organizational structures and 

procedures will ensure legitimacy” (Lister, 2003:189). Analysing legitimacy as a 

discursive process that can disclose hidden power conflicts, Lister argues that ‘rational 

myths’ and ‘ceremonial activity’ can function as validating criteria to socially construct 

legitimacy because “legitimacy is implicit in the concept of discourse and is a 

mechanism through which discourses shape organizational practices” (Lister, 

2003:188).  

 

The critical (development) model embraces the political role of NGOs, that is seen to 

be represented in their values and purpose. It criticises the overreliance on the 

neoliberal agenda and raises questions about power relationships, access to power or 

resources, and NGOs’ over-compliance with donor agendas at the cost of the poorest. 

The critical (development) model highlights the capacity that is embedded in NGOs’ 

missions and their potential for introducing a legitimate political voice in particular 

when it comes to addressing injustice, resource redistribution and power.  It is 

however reluctant to let go of the neoliberal agenda and the emphasis on norms as a 

yardstick is still problematic from the point of view of liberal democratic principles 

that most NGOs have internalised in the organisation of power in their own 

institutional hierarchies. This can easily be overlooked when the NGOs themselves are 

not the unit of analysis in questions of legitimacy.  

 

The models above have a lot to offer in terms of analytical insights into the roles and 

functions of NGOs and their democratic abilities in a globalised political system. The 
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literature has introduced various legitimacy criteria for NGOs pertaining to 

accountability, performance, internal structures, institutional norms and access to 

power – especially in the context of international law and global institutions. However, 

it should be clear from my analysis above that there are gaps and problems with all of 

these models when it comes to addressing NGOs’ legitimacy claims. There are many 

questions unanswered, especially regarding the legitimacy of the NGOs themselves, for 

instance, how does the same NGO claim legitimacy nationally and internationally? 

How do NGOs organise power internally and how is it justified? What are the 

legitimacy sources for their legitimacy claims? I now explain how I intend to 

interrogate NGOs’ legitimacy claims with a Beethamite analysis.  

A Beethamite framework: towards a critical political analysis of NGO legitimacy  

In order to engage the literature with a Beethamite analysis I outline the key 

legitimacy themes I have identified in the literature of the models on NGOs and 

legitimacy. It is important to recognise these distinct themes because they touch upon 

different aspects of NGOs’ legitimacy and can easily confuse analytical discussion and 

assessment of their legitimacy claims. The key legitimacy themes in the literature are 

as follows: 

 

1. External legitimacy of NGOs pertains to national and international structures of 

power. At the national level the focus tends to be concentrated on the roles and 

functions of NGOs as complementary agents delivering welfare services within the 

third sector. At the international level NGOs are envisaged as representatives of 

global civil society with potentially legitimating functions for global institutions. 

2. Internal legitimacy of NGOs pertains to how NGOs organise their power; this 

literature focuses on organisational legitimation within the remit of legal validity 

and democratic mandate.   

3. Legitimacy claims of NGOs pertains to what NGOs claim and how it is justified or 

criticised based on their external or internal legitimacy or the substance of their 

legitimacy claims. The justificatory systems used for NGOs’ legitimacy claims, 
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based on the criterion of  expressed consent (see discussion on Beetham below), 

can be grouped into the following modes: 

- the electoral mode which raises questions of representation and internal 

legitimation processes  

- the principal-agent mode which raises questions about performance and legal 

status 

- the substantive mode which is about the quality and credibility of the claims, for 

example through peer review 

 

The questions that derive from this classification relate to the functions and roles of 

NGOs and questions of justified participation of NGOs in governmental institutions at 

the national and international levels. Issues that are repeatedly addressed in the 

literature have formed a series of NGO legitimacy criteria that are based on 

performance, representation, accountability, and norms. How the issues addressed in 

the literature map onto structure and agency of NGOs can be somewhat confusing. 

This is because ontological positions sometimes overlap which can make it hard to 

identify the place of NGOs normative structure with regards to legitimacy, and 

sometimes because there is an organisational overlap between the national and 

international dimensions within NGOs, which can blur the definitions of their roles 

and functions as agents within different structures. An example of this overlap in the 

literature can be how some sociological or constructivist theories assign the 

conceptualisation of legitimacy to the realm of belief, meaning or technical definitions 

(Bebbington, 2005; Salamon and Anheier, 1997) when in some international relations 

literature the conceptualisation of legitimacy is a question of norms and moral 

obligations linked to philosophical debates (Clark, 2001). This division can be hard to 

overcome when creating a analytical framework where NGOs are the unit of analysis. 

 

Applying Beetham's multidimensional approach enables the demystification of the line 

that is often drawn between national NGOs and international NGOs. All NGOs are 
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national entities under law.14 Many theories on NGO legitimacy are in effect 

addressing international power structures and are thus about NGOs’ legitimacy in 

international politics, or international legitimacy of NGOs. It is thereby conceptually 

more helpful to talk about the international legitimacy of NGOs than about the 

legitimacy of International NGOs. It is important to emphasise here that this 

terminology perhaps erroneously draws a line between the national and international 

component of an NGO hierarchy. Most ‘international’ NGOs that are discussed in the 

literature are part of an NGO hierarchy and they are always registered according to 

national law, thus making this line and the terminology problematic. When theories 

confront the legitimacy of International NGOs they should clarify the internal 

organisation of power and mandate of NGOs but they do not. The tendency is to refer 

to international power structures and ignore the internal power structure of NGO 

hierarchies  (Anheier, 2008; Brown, 2008; Cardoso, 2004; Collingwood, 2006; Lister, 

2003; Willetts, 2006, 2011).  

 

This context needs to be clear because legitimacy is ultimately about power and 

domination where an acceptance (binding or not) of authority is key. Not making this 

distinction fails to make clear the difference between empirical social constructs and 

normative obligations of rights and responsibilities and makes it difficult to identify in 

what capacity legitimacy claims are made. Making this distinction between structure 

and agency clear when NGOs are claiming legitimacy nationally and when they are 

claiming legitimacy internationally furthermore helps to clarify the mandate of those 

claims (for example performance and representation legitimacy criteria). However the 

distinction is not clear in the literature and there are overlaps which sometimes 

conflate and blur the line between empirical moral acceptance as measured in 

behaviour and the morally binding obligations of norms when it comes to authority 

                                                           

14 The only meaningful exception to this is the Red Cross hierarchy which has a legal persona in 
international law under the Geneva Conventions and a special status in national law (Lindblom, 
2005). For example in the UK the British Red Cross is constituted by a Royal Charter subject to the 
Privy Council and its emblem is the legal property of the Ministry of Defence (Interview 20, 2009; 
Interview 21, 2009). However, there is an emerging notion of a partial legal NGO personality in 
international law that NGOs derive from international organisations (Kissling, 2008). 
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(Barman, 2007; Clark, 2001; Clark, 2006; Collingwood and Logister, 2005, 2007; 

Lister, 2003). It is indeed on this point that Beetham's theory is particularly helpful 

because it is about analysing legitimacy-in-context and thus helps to overcome this 

dilemma in the literature (Beetham, 1991:14).  

Beetham's legitimacy criteria 

Beetham identifies three universal criteria that can be applied to explain different 

institutional logic and systems of power:  

 

1. Conformity to rules (legal validity)  

2. Justifiability of rules in terms of shared beliefs  

3. Legitimation through expressed consent (Beetham, 1991:20)  

 

Together they comprise the normative structure of legitimacy. Meeting these criteria 

compels support and failing to meet them causes various legitimation problems for 

those in power (Beetham, 1991:20, 33-35). It is also important to note that Beetham 

sees these three dimensions of legitimacy as being complementary, not mutually 

exclusive. To engage Beetham's criteria with the literature I focus on the legitimacy 

themes that I outlined above: external legitimacy, internal legitimacy and legitimacy 

claims. This enables me to interrogate NGOs’ legitimacy claims and examine their 

normative structure using the themes as a guideline, thus generating a Beethamite 

analysis.  

 

In his theory Beetham is concerned with how power relations are socially constructed 

through the maintenance and reproduction of rules, beliefs, and consent (Beetham, 

1991:104). The social construction of legitimacy is however not enough according to 

Beetham, because what is needed is “an explanation not only for the behaviour that is 

affected by legitimacy, but also for legitimacy itself” (Beetham, 1991:101). Thus, 

explaining legitimacy is also a normative undertaking. It should also be stressed that 

according to Beetham law is not an ultimate source of legitimacy but a ‘necessary first 

step’: “that it is no more than a first step follows from the fact that rules cannot justify 
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themselves simply by being rules, but require justification by reference to 

considerations which lie beyond them” (Beetham, 1991:69). Thereby introducing 

arguments that extend to how rules are justified and exercised with the consent of 

those expressly subject to them.  

 

Although Beetham's theory is about constructing an empirical framework for 

legitimacy he departs from the sociological tradition in a significant way. In sociology 

the concept of legitimacy is typically treated as a social process where authority is 

considered to be legitimated by behaviour conditioned by the beliefs of those subject 

to it. As such legitimacy is based on acceptance and justified with reference to 

pragmatic interests, cultural constructs, as well as moral evaluations (Johnson, 

2004:8-14). Beetham, however, states that belief per se is not sufficient to constitute 

legitimacy empirically and that normative dimensions of legitimacy need to be 

included as constructs of justificatory reasoning. It is the normative assessments that 

give legitimacy its strength. The importance of legitimacy is derived from its “focal 

position [...] between normative political philosophy and explanatory political science” 

(Beetham, 1993:490) and thereby enables both explanatory inquiry and justificatory 

reasoning of political powers and systems. Beetham argues that studying the 

implications of legitimating principles in institutions is a philosophical activity 

because it entails examining the “logic of the principles embedded in institutional 

practices” (Beetham, 1993:490). This should also include looking at the evolution of 

the legitimating principles and how they have been established, or undermined, over 

time (Beetham, 1993:490-491). A Beethamite approach, in contrast to the typically 

ahistorical approaches in the models above, thus involves exploring the historical 

context of NGOs’ legitimacy such as in relation to the normative underpinnings of their 

legitimacy claims, or how they establish legal legitimacy. 

 

Beetham's approach has not been without criticism. O’Kane (1993) for example 

criticises Beetham's theory for overreliance on the explanatory powers of legitimacy 

as a concept. O’Kane argues that legitimacy is fundamentally a sociological concept 
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and as such one should focus on ‘behaviour conditioned by belief’ (O'Kane, 1993). Her 

approach however risks devaluing the explanatory powers of legitimacy as a concept, 

making it marginally relevant for a socio-political analysis of power. Beetham points 

out in his defence that it matters whether one is examining the legitimacy of an 

individual holding power or the legitimacy of the underlying power system that 

maintains and reproduces the former. He furthermore argues that beliefs relevant for 

the legitimacy of those in power are based on expectations about the rightfulness of 

the sources of authority and objectives of that power. This in turn conditions the 

beliefs that the performance of those in power is judged against demonstrating the 

normative structure underlying social construction of power (Beetham, 1993:489).  

 

Barker (1990) argues that the starting point in a Weberian analysis is to justify the 

ability of those who hold power rather than the obedience of their subordinates:  

The understanding of legitimacy thus becomes in the first place an 
understanding of the means by which governments and those who serve 
them justify their power, not for the appeasement of their subjects, but to 
render coherent and justifiable to themselves their own occupation of 
government. (Barker, 1990:199-200) 

This makes the empirical application of the concept potentially tricky as it can easily 

focus on government performance thus shunning the normative aspects of the power 

system and its legitimacy. According to Barker it can steer the analytical focus of ‘belief 

in legitimacy’ to government performance and away from normative conceptions of 

the subordinate, which is a gap in the sociological approaches to legitimation of power. 

Beetham goes further than Barker and argues that a Weberian analysis is mistaken: 

to divorce people’s beliefs about legitimacy from their grounds or reasons for 
holding them [...] A given power relationship is not legitimate because people 
believe in its legitimacy, but because it can be justified in terms of their beliefs. 
[...] We are making an assessment of the degree of congruence, or lack of it, 
between a given system of power and the beliefs, values and expectations 
that provide its justification. We are not making a report on people’s ‘belief in 
legitimacy’ (Beetham, 1991:10-11).  

 

Beetham’s criticism of the sociological position is that its definition of legitimacy turns 

belief in legitimacy into legitimacy types which is then “detached from any substantive 

beliefs or principles in relation to which the legal rules and procedures can be 
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justified”, hence turning legitimacy into a conceptual straightjacket (Beetham, 

1991:24). In turn, Beetham emphasises preserving the normative dimension where a 

power relationship can be judged not only by the behaviours it produces through 

incentives and sanctions, but also by analysing the ‘character of power relations’ 

which is a normative undertaking because: 

legitimate power sets limits to the powerful through the normative 
expectations and principles it embodies [...] an analysis of these norms and 
principles is essential to understanding the distinctive character and 
institutions of a given system of power. (Beetham, 1991:38)  

Beetham also argues that an important part of analysing political legitimacy is to make 

a distinction between authoritative sources and justifiable content of legitimacy 

claims: “It is the impressiveness of the source from which they derive as well as the 

moral persuasiveness of their content that gives social rules their justifiability” 

(Beetham, 1991:70). Beetham argues that authoritative sources for social rules can be 

internal (representatives) or external (divine) to a society. However, the justifiable 

content of the rules is related to the principle of differentiation (dominant and 

subordinate relations) and ideas of common interest between the dominant and 

subordinate (Beetham, 1991:72). The former is ranking individuals by qualification for 

access to power whilst the latter is demonstrating that regardless of peoples 

differences the “distribution of power serves the interests of the subordinate, and not 

those of the powerful alone” (Beetham, 1991:82). 

 

The underlying assumptions in a Beethamite analysis  are that the organisation of 

power embodies its normative content and that the three dimensions enable the 

assessment of “legitimacy-in-context of a given power relationship” which is an 

immanent judgement of the social scientist that can become an “immanent critique 

when the social scientist is able to show the features internal to a system of power 

that, on the one hand, sustain and reproduce its legitimacy beliefs, or, on the other, 

systematically undermine them over time” (Beetham, 1991:22-23). The legitimacy 

criteria are however, constrained by historical evolution (development) where 

Beetham argues that “some legitimating principles have to be judged as, not just 

different from, but more emancipatory than, others” (Beetham, 1991:112).  
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The historical dimension of the criteria means that it is possible to analyse the 

normative structure of legitimacy of a political system in different contexts; it is 

possible to identify the (immanent) legitimating principles of a system but also 

possible to place it in a larger historical context and compare and contrast the 

normative structure of its internal legitimacy with other political systems. The key to 

such comparison according to Beetham is that the ‘transparent’ principles of 

democracy are superior and that political legitimacy cannot be sustained historically 

based on “non-democratic principles ... where they are exposed to meritocratic or 

democratic ones” (Beetham, 1991:114). A Beethamite analysis of a power system is 

thereby benchmarked against the emancipatory legitimating principles of meritocracy 

and popular sovereignty, whereby the latter in particular “postulates an ideal in which 

all power rules are open to revision by public debate and decision between equal 

citizens” (Beetham, 1991:113). This makes Beetham's theory ideally suited to explore 

NGOs’ political legitimacy in an open way looking for (new) legitimating principles of a 

given power system (immanent critique) as well as comparing the status of those 

principles in a wider context. 

 

As was demonstrated in the four models, the literature on NGOs and legitimacy tends 

to focus on a single dimension of NGOs’ legitimacy. Accountability systems that use the 

criteria of representation and performance suffer from not being able to assess NGOs’ 

political legitimacy properly. NGOs are not elected members in political forums thus 

the criterion of representation is a difficult one when it comes to evaluating their 

legitimacy claims and tends to highlight delegitimation of NGOs in political processes 

rather than reinforce their position (although this is sometimes popularly claimed, see 

for instance earlier discussion about the Cardoso report). Using the performance 

criterion to assess NGOs’ political legitimacy also falls short here as this criterion tends 

to systematically bypass the issue of political legitimacy and focus on service delivery 

functions of NGOs or demonstrate their compliance with donors (see discussions in 

the market model and the critical model). Brown’s (2008) argument of peer review is 
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only a partial solution to this problem because it is a form of self-regulation and may 

therefore be susceptible to elitism and over reliance on service-delivery (or other non-

political functions of NGOs) to emphasise their complementary functions and avoid 

political confrontations (see market model above). Furthermore, Vedder (2007b) 

argues that legal legitimacy is a sufficient criterion for assessing NGOs’ legitimacy and 

new institutional theories focus on shared norms and the legitimating functions of 

NGOs in the context of intergovernmental institutions. None of the models above 

embrace a multidimensional approach to interrogate NGOs’ legitimacy claims. Thus 

none provide a basis for a more comprehensive assessment of NGOs’ legitimacy 

claims.  

 

The key problematic in the literature is that it mostly overlooks the normative 

structure of the social construction of NGOs’ legitimacy claims. Norms are either 

discussed narrowly (legalistic) or as part of wider subject area (external to NGOs 

where NGOs become a contingent unit rather than the unit of analysis). The social 

change and new institutional theories often treat the normative dimension of NGOs as 

part of a belief system, which can undermine their importance as they are assigned to 

the realm of definition along with other moral values that are important to an 

organisation. Applying Beetham's theory to interrogate NGOs’ legitimacy claims is 

therefore a step in (hopefully) the right direction to address these gaps and problems. 

Legitimacy is a judgment about a power relationship. A Beethamite analysis enables 

one to look comprehensively at the normative structure of NGOs’ legitimacy claims 

and assess them in the context of the power relationships that ensue in NGOs’ 

hierarchies (Beetham, 1991:23).  

Conclusion 

This chapter has introduced the theoretical gaps and complications regarding NGOs’ 

legitimacy. It has elaborated a Beethamite framework as a way of addressing the 

problems involved when assessing NGOs’ legitimacy claims. This has been done by 

presenting the relevant arguments in the literature as models - market, social change, 
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new institutional and critical. The analytical problems identified in this chapter show 

that each model is looking at a limited aspect of NGOs’ legitimacy - in which NGOs 

themselves are not the unit of analysis, the national context of NGOs’ hierarchies is not 

clear and their historical context is not deemed important. The chapter has argued 

that by applying Beetham’s multidimensional legitimacy criteria one can generate a 

fuller account of NGOs’ legitimacy and start to overcome some of the analytical 

problems. A Beethamite framework not only provides its own analytical insights into 

NGOs’ legitimacy claims but also enables an engagement with the other models to 

clarify the agency and organisation of NGOs’ power. I now turn to the methods.  
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Chapter 3 Methods 

This chapter explains my research design, the data collection process and how I have 

operationalised Beetham's criteria to enable a Beethamite analysis of NGOs. After I 

have explained my methods I discuss the data sources and how they have informed 

the creation of an NGO case study template driven by a Beethamite analysis.  

Research design 

The research design uses case studies to operationalise Beetham’s three legitimacy 

criteria. My aim was to collect data that could help elucidate the normative structures 

of NGOs’ legitimacy claims and NGOs’ internal structures of power. The case studies 

allow for a comparison of how NGOs claim legitimacy where the conclusions draw on 

an analytical generalisation from the case studies findings (Yin, 2003:31-33). In 

constructing my research design I relied on the works of Yin (2003), George and 

Bennett (2005), Huberman and Miles (2002) and Layder (1998) for analytical support. 

For the data collection I used the works of Denzin and Yvonne (2005), Burnham et al. 

(2004:ch. 7, 9), Dexter (1970) and Macdonald (2003) as a reference for methods. This 

section begins by explaining the role of theory in my data in relation to how I have 

operationalised Beetham’s theory on my case studies. Then I discuss how and why I 

selected my case studies. It ends with outlining my data sources of documents, 

interviews and direct observations. The following section discusses the data sources 

and the template for the case studies.  

Theory and data 

There was a constant interaction between the theory and data during the research 

process. I started out with Beetham’s three criteria and looked for themes related to 

these when collecting the data, partly to inform the criteria as they were applied to 

NGOs but also to give context to each case. Although my research design was 

theoretically informed I was also looking for new themes or gaps in the data. This was 
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especially the case in the interviews I conducted (see below) which were semi-

structured and therefore allowed room for exploring new information.  

 

The interaction of the theory and the data grounded my application of Beetham’s 

criteria through the analytical process in the data. I used a synthetic approach where 

“theory both shapes, and is shaped by empirical data that emerges from research” 

(Layder, 1998:132-133). The synthesis can be described as follows: I started with the 

legitimacy criteria from Beetham’s theory to inform the data collection. After 

collecting the data I revisited the criteria to allow the data to feed back to further 

elaborate the criteria and inform the structure of my research design and theoretical 

application. 

 

This was a reflective process of constant negotiation between the theory and the data 

that helped me to structure and operationalise Beetham’s legitimacy criteria for NGOs. 

It was ongoing throughout the research process and materialised as I was writing the 

case studies (in particular the Amnesty International UK case study). The reflective 

element enabled fine-tuning of the legitimacy criteria and adapting them to analyse 

the legitimacy claims of NGOs that had emerged in the data collection process.  

 

This approach facilitated my operationalisation of the three legitimacy criteria in a 

more elaborate and structured way by giving context to the complexities of NGOs’ 

organisational structures, especially pertaining to regulation and the national and 

international dimensions of their legitimacy. Operationalising Beetham’s theory was 

therefore a process of synthesising the theory and the data that was centred on 

Beetham’s three legitimacy criteria in order to identify the normative structure and 

social construction of NGOs’ legitimacy claims. I now discuss this in more detail. 

Operationalising Beetham  

The driving research question of the thesis is ‘what makes NGOs legitimate?’ The aim 

is to answer this with empirical research that is both descriptive and explanatory. In 
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order to explore the legitimacy of NGOs I approached the question from the angle of 

legitimacy claims. This enabled me to include the normative structure of NGOs’ 

legitimacy claims (in expressed and instituted mission statements) and account for it 

as a formative part of NGOs’ overall legitimacy in line with Beetham’s theory.  

 

Using Beetham’s three criteria (of legal validity, justification of rules and expressed 

consent) and the gaps I identified in the literature I focused on the subsequent 

questions:  

 

1. How do NGOs claim legal validity? This pertains to their registration and legal 

status and contains not only legal and organisational information about the 

NGOs but also their normative and purposive statements. 

2. What are the internal legitimation processes of NGOs? This pertains to their 

internal organisational structures and contains information about how they 

justify their organisation of power contextually.  

3. In what capacity do NGOs present their legitimacy claims? This pertains to 

accountability measurements and issues of regulation. It also addresses the 

constitutive abilities of NGOs and to what degree legitimating processes 

structure the mandate of the executive level to present legitimacy claims 

(normative and empirical). 

 

The first two address how NGOs claim and justify their legitimacy whilst the third 

addresses how they present their legitimacy claims externally. Operationalising 

Beetham gives context to the complexities of NGOs’ organisational structures and how 

NGOs claim legitimacy, in particular it elucidates the organisation of power that 

transgresses between the national and international dimensions of their hierarchies.  

 

Beetham’s legitimacy criteria provide grounds for obligation in a power relationship, 

not for belief in its legitimacy (Beetham, 1991:13). A Beethamite approach is thus 

about analysing the internal organisation of power and the power relationships it 
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generates by making a judgment about the normative structure of the legitimacy 

claimed. A Beethamite approach is not about reporting people’s belief in legitimacy 

“from the private recesses of people’s minds” (Beetham, 1991:13), therefore whether 

“people believe in the legitimacy of a given power” is a redundant question according 

to Beetham (Beetham, 1991:13). What is of interest to the researcher conducting a 

Beethamite analysis is the normative structure of legitimacy that enables him or her to 

judge the legitimacy claims it maintains and reproduces. The implication of this for the 

data collected for a Beethamite analysis is that the information is collected from the 

public domain and interviews are used to triangulate that information, not to establish 

what people think or believe about legitimacy.  

Selecting the case studies 

NGOs are my unit of analysis. In selecting the case studies I looked at three factors: 

their size, mission statements, and organisational structures. Size was used as an 

indicator of the amount of data that would be available, ease of access, their 

recognition as influential actors as well as their potential representation of a larger 

pool of NGOs within a specific field such as human rights, environment and religion. 

The other two factors that I looked at were internal to the NGOs. Mission statements 

were used as indicative of what the organisation is about and would like to achieve; 

and organisational structures as indicative of their capacity to leverage power in 

relation to political institutions either through contracting or advocating (or both).   

 

I initially selected five NGOs for my case studies: Amnesty International, Greenpeace, 

Cafod, Red Cross and Oxfam. However, it became evident that these were too many 

case studies given the space and word limit of a doctoral thesis. Also I quickly realised 

that each case study required close, thick description and analysis and that this 

required a considerable space – more than could accommodate five case studies. I 

therefore made a decision, on both analytical and practical grounds, to narrow it down 

to three case studies, Amnesty International, Greenpeace, and Cafod. Amnesty 

International and Greenpeace were chosen because they emphasise advocating and 
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feature frequently as NGO examples in both the literature and the media as expert 

organisations on human rights and environmental issues respectively. Cafod was 

chosen because of its religious orientation as a Catholic NGO and its emphasis on 

service delivery.  

 

Reducing the case studies from five to three was partly based on practical factors, such 

as where I had gathered more data and (although to a lesser degree) where I had 

developed better contacts for access. But it was equally based on a dilemma imposed 

during the data collection that indicated complex hierarchical structures of NGOs 

where it was difficult to draw a line between the UK based office and the international 

office of the same NGO. Applying legitimacy as a three-dimensional concept gradually 

exposed a problem embedded in the organisation of the NGOs that was directly linked 

to their legitimacy claims. In the process of clarifying my unit of analysis it became 

clear that each NGO was in fact two units, the UK office and its corresponding 

international office. It became clear that each NGO was better analysed as a UK NGO 

(particularly when analysing their legal legitimacy) but also as a unit with a 

corresponding organisational NGO hierarchy where the international office was 

integral to its organisational structures. Thus Amnesty International became Amnesty 

International UK and Greenpeace International became Greenpeace UK. Although 

Cafod has different organisational structures from Greenpeace and Amnesty 

International the importance of its external hierarchy was also highlighted when 

researching their legitimacy claims. Whilst my focus was on the UK office there was a 

need to embed the international office for analytical purposes. The division between 

the UK and international offices proved to be important in terms of explaining how 

legitimacy claims are structurally embedded in the NGOs.15  

                                                           

15 I had initially also thought of conducting a survey and attended some training courses for that 
purpose. However, I abandoned that method on the grounds it would lead me away from the 
structures to focus more on individuals as agents where I might not be able to fully exploit the 
application of the normative structures of legitimacy as presented in Beetham's theory. 
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The data collected  

The data sources I targeted were (in order of importance): documents, interviews, and 

direct observation. It should be stressed that the documents are my primary data 

source and that the interviews and the direct observations were conducted to 

contextualise my research questions and are treated as secondary sources. The 

different types of documents were further split into primary and secondary sources 

where NGOs and governmental documents were treated as primary and other 

documents as secondary (although there are deviations from this, for example where I 

have treated archival documents as a primary source).  

 

In assessing the value of the documents, I used the following questions as a guide for 

assessing their validity: What is the document communicating? Who is addressing 

whom? and under what circumstances? (George and Bennett, 2005:99-100). To 

address the overall issue of validity and reliability of my data I used triangulation both 

within the same sources and between them. Internal triangulation was done to 

increase the validity of my primary sources (for instance NGOs’ and governmental 

documents) whilst triangulation between the data (for example documents, interviews 

and direct observation) was done to increase the reliability of my research findings.  
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Figure 1 Triangulation of data sources. The figure is adopted from Davies (2001:78) but I have 
changed it for the purpose of my research. 

Discussion of data sources 

Documents  

My primary data source was documents. The types of documents I collected are 

various. I identified NGOs’ and governmental publications as primary and archives and 

contingent sources as secondary that I used mainly for triangulating my primary 

sources (see Macdonald (2003:197-203) and Burnham et al.  (2004:165-176) for 

details on types of documents and the use of primary and secondary sources in 

documentary analysis). The following are the main documentary sources used:16 

 

• NGO publications: founding documents and articles, organisational documents 

(some documents received in interviews others from the public domain), 

reports conducted and commissioned, annual reports, newsletters, documents 

posted on their website such as memos from board meetings and annual 

meetings, campaign material, and handbooks. These documents mainly 

informed my research on NGOs’ legitimacy claims in each case study.  

 

                                                           

16 See bibliographical addendum to chapters five, six and seven for details on how the documents 
(and some other data sources) map onto the case studies. 
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• Archival databases: the databases I relied most on were the ones of the 

Companies House and the Charity Commission. However there are many 

databases that keep records on NGOs and I have consulted them for primary 

documents and for triangulation. These include the National Archives, legal 

archives (for example the British and Irish Legal Information Institute and 

Westlaw), The Times newspaper archive, the Database of Archive of Non-

Governmental Organisations at the University of Birmingham, the Archbishop 

of Westminster Diocese archives, London School of Economics Fabian Society 

Online archive, and the International Institute of Social History and IDC 

Publishers in the Netherlands. These documents mainly served for 

triangulation purposes but important in-depth information was also obtained, 

especially on Amnesty International from the legal archives and the National 

Archives.  

 

• UK governmental publications: Companies House; Charity Commission; 

Department for International Development; Foreign and Commonwealth 

Office; Select Committees on energy, environment, human rights, international 

development and public administration; evaluation reports of governmental 

contracts with NGOs. These documents were important for analysing the 

context of the legitimacy claims. The documents obtained from the Companies 

House were an important source for identifying the organisation of power and 

legal validity of the NGOs.  

 

• International organisations: I have used mainly documents from the UN and 

the Vatican to triangulate my research on the legitimacy claims made by the 

NGOs. From the UN these are documents published by the Commission on 

Human Rights, the Economic and Social Council, the International Panel for 

Climate Change, and the Secretary General (the Cardoso Report). These helped 

with triangulation in identifying the justifiable sources of the legitimacy claims 

made by Amnesty International and Greenpeace. From the Vatican (including 
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the Holy See), I have used various documents to establish the sources of 

legitimacy for Cafod's legitimacy claims (a list of Vatican and Holy See internet 

sources can be found in the bibliographical addendum under Cafod). 

 

• Contingent sources: newspapers, obituaries, biographies, issue or process 

specific websites that cater for the NGO industry such as British Overseas NGOs 

for Development (Bond), Global Reporting Initiative, Civicus, university 

projects on NGOs, monitoring and evaluation reports by third parties on NGO-

government contracts. These documents have served to verify dates and names 

and also to identify external sources of regulation and organisational 

legitimacy, such as codes of conduct. 

 

The majority of my data is sourced from public documents and this has limitations. 

Recognising the possibility of a systematic bias in this I used interviews as a 

supporting data to undertake a triangulation. Therefore the case studies should be 

read bearing in mind that although they are supported by triangulation my data 

sources have limitations when it comes to scope and coverage. 

Interviews 

The interviews I conducted were mostly elite interviews (Burnham, Gilland, et al., 

2004:205-220; Dexter, 1970) including directors, deputy directors, departmental 

managers, field managers and legal experts but other people were also interviewed 

because of their special position or long history within a particular NGO. All the 

interviews were semi-structured. Although most interviews were prepared with 

particular objectives or aims in mind I also ensured that the flow of the interview was 

coming from the interviewee to detect any possible themes and gaps I might have 

missed in my data collection prior to the interview (see appendix to chapter three for a 

full list of the interviews).  

 

Each of my interviews had six phases:  
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1. contact - finding and establishing a contact with the interviewee   

2. preparation 

3. actual interview  

4. immediate processing of the interview 

5. reflection of the interview 

6. triangulation 

 

In total I conducted 21 interviews. Seven interviews took place at the international 

advocacy NGO workshop.17 Seventeen interviews were conducted on site and four 

interviews were conducted by phone. Six of the interviews were recorded and 

transcribed and 15 were handwritten notes that I wrote up with reflections as soon as 

I could after the interview had been conducted. After conducting each interview I 

wrote down my thoughts about the interview and what was obtained from it. My 

reflections include what was said in the interview and how it relates to other 

information I obtained from: a) preparing for the interview; and b) other interviews 

conducted previously where the same or related issues cropped up.  

 

The interviewees were contacted by three different types of strategy: targeted, 

accidental and snowballing. The first interviewees were targeted as part of my 

observation study plan. I approached the information desk of the NGOs I suspected 

were sending representatives to the workshop with an email to request contact 

information.18 I duly received their contact numbers, email and phone number. I then 

contacted each prospective interviewee saying how I gained their contact number and 

offering a letter of intent. This led to three successful interviews, one follow up 

interview and three other interviews with other members of their respective NGO. 

Once I was on the premises and had gained access to the workshop I approached other 

participants for interviews which resulted in a further four interviews. Another 

                                                           

17 The international NGO workshop is an annual meeting of NGOs that was in 2009 organised by an 
organisational called Civicus. The meeting was in Barcelona, Spain, and lasted three days. The 
topics of the meeting were to discuss the international NGO Charter (INGO Accountability Charter, 
2005) as well as issues pertaining to NGOs as a sector at the international level. See more detail 
below under the section ‘direct observations’. 
18 See appendix to this chapter for an example of a letter of intent I sent to the NGOs. 
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strategy I used was to ask friends of friends which resulted in a contact person within 

a particular NGO. This led to two interviews and snowballed four more. It should be 

noted that although I dropped two of my initial five case studies I used all the 

interviews I conducted to inform my research. This is partly because some of the 

interviews were highly informative and also because they led to particular and useful 

information.  

 

The processing of each interview was in most cases done within few hours of the 

interview. However, re-engaging with the questions and answers weeks later also 

introduced a more reflexive process through triangulation where I was able to connect 

the information in the interview with other data to gain broader context for evaluating 

that particular information. As such the interviews were used to establish the context 

of my research questions and to obtain in-depth information on particular, and 

sometimes new, issues.  

Direct observations 

I made three observations in 2009. First at a workshop for advocacy NGOs operating 

at the international level held at the campus of Universitat Politènica de Catalunya in 

Barcelona; the second observation was a special Cafod mass at Christ the King Church 

in Liverpool; and the third was a Cafod supporters meeting regarding Caritas 

Colombia presented by its director in the Salford office of Cafod. The observations 

were incidental to my methods approach and conducted on the bases that they were 

intended as secondary data sources. They were first and foremost undertaken to 

provide context to my case studies. The first and second observations were corollary 

to interviews I had organised and the third was an invitation to attend after an 

interview I had conducted.  

 

Participating in the NGO workshop gave me context for the NGOs working at the 

international level. It was useful to make this initial contact and observe how the 

workshop was run, what NGOs were attending, who their representative was, what 
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the main topics were and how issues were prioritised and debated. It was also 

revealing how difficult it was to gain access to the workshop as a research student.19 

From the data I collected – my observational notes, the interviews conducted with the 

participants, and documents I received20 – it was possible to identify two things: one 

that there is an operational gap between the national and international dimensions 

within NGOs; and two the self-regulatory ambitions of NGOs at the international level. 

A template for a Beethamite case study 

The outline for each case study is similar and follows a template based on my 

operationalisation of Beetham's criteria of legitimacy. This includes examining how 

NGOs claim legitimacy by analysing their claims in the context of their history and 

organisation to provide analytical context for assessing their legitimacy claims. The 

historical and organisational contexts help identifying the legal and organisational 

details of NGOs and the legitimacy sources used to justify their legitimacy claims. I use 

embedded case studies to highlight the analysis of the NGOs’ legitimacy claims based 

on these criteria. The historical context in each case study identifies the shift from 

individuals to organisational hierarchies and how the NGOs established their legal 

legitimacy in the UK. This is an essential precursor for analysing their internal 

organisation of power and process of legitimation because it elucidates the legitimacy 

principles at work. The historical context grew in analytical importance as the thesis 

developed with the constant negotiation between the theory and the data. It became 

evident in this process that when trying to understand and explain the NGOs’ legal 

legitimacy it was important to comprehend both the legal-procedural and the 

normative aspects of their claims and that these were directly connected to the 

historical context of each NGO. An ahistorical approach would have missed out on this 

interaction between the data and the theory. The organisational context provides 

                                                           

19 My attempts to attend the workshop officially were unsuccessful. The strategy I used was to 
organise interviews with NGO representatives I knew were attending the workshop to gain access. 
Once I was on the premises I stood in the doorway asking if I could enter, which resulted in a 
positive reply courtesy of one member of the group.  
20 This includes a number of official documents relating to the organisation of the workshop and the 
official notes by the workshop which I used to verify my own notes and triangulate the information 
I had gathered.  
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information about how power is organised in the NGOs, both individually and as a part 

of a hierarchy. This information is quite detailed and institutionally complex but it is 

needed to ground the explanations of how power is legitimated internally which is 

crucial for assessing the legitimacy claims and in what capacity they are made. The 

NGOs’ legitimacy claims are then analysed based on the sources of legitimacy and the 

content of the legitimacy claims. Each chapter concludes with a summary of the key 

issues. 

Conclusion 

The information collected about the NGOs was scattered in many places and some of it 

was surprisingly difficult to access. However, the information gathered and processed 

has provided me with a sound basis for analysis of their legitimacy claims. I have 

divided the main data sources into documents, interviews and direct observation. Of 

these three the documents are my main data source. Therein NGO publications were 

essential for my understanding of NGOs’ legitimacy claims, however, the archives, UK 

governmental documents, and international organisations publications were equally 

important for establishing the context for analysing the NGOs’ legitimacy claims as 

well as providing support for triangulation along with the contingent data sources. 

 

The interviews and the direct observations also played a significant role in 

contextualising my research design. The Barcelona workshop was a clear indicator of 

the organisational hierarchy that exists in NGOs between their national and 

international dimensions, and the Cafod meetings I attended gave me an insight into 

how integrated and embedded Cafod was in the Catholic Church at large. The 

interviews were also a good indicator for context where it was possible to identify and 

confirm issues that I had already extracted from the collected documents. Most of the 

interviews gave a deeper and more concentrated insight into either the NGO or a 

particular issue related to the NGO. However some interviews were also informative 

on the NGO industry and how NGOs, and those working in them at different levels, 

conduct themselves.  
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Chapter three has demonstrated how I operationalise Beetham's legitimacy criteria in 

my case studies. It has presented the research design and the data sources and how 

they are used. The next chapter introduces the UK regulatory context for the case 

studies. This is important for understanding the organisational context for the case 

studies and how I have approached their legitimacy claims. It also highlights the 

problem of the national-international divide that exists in each NGO hierarchy in 

relation to law.  
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Chapter 4 Regulation of NGOs in the UK: the political context of 

legal legitimacy   

This chapter explains the national context and the relevant shortcomings of NGOs’ 

regulation in the UK. Regulation of NGOs is either carried out through charity law or 

company law, both of which are highly problematic for NGOs. The chapter argues that 

the problems associated with or resulting from lack of regulation of NGOs are directly 

linked with an inadequate regulatory regime that is not designed for NGOs.21 The 

regulatory context is an important contextual feature that helps to explore the 

application of Beetham’s first criterion of legal validity and understanding it helps to 

address the question of how NGOs establish legal legitimacy in the UK. The regulatory 

context also helps to define the national-international fault line inherent in NGOs’ 

hierarchies. The chapter starts by explaining the political context of NGO regulation in 

the UK. It then explains the relationship that exists between charities and the UK 

government, followed with a description of UK’s NGO regulators, the Charity 

Commission and Companies House. The chapter concludes by stating the problems 

associated with the legal definitions underpinning the regulation of NGOs and how this 

leaves a legitimacy gap in the regulation of NGOs. The following three chapters that are 

the case studies then deliver the arguments needed to start addressing this gap. 

The political context of NGO regulation 

This section highlights the underlying problems in identifying NGOs’ legal legitimacy 

in the national context. It is important to point this out because if legal validity should 

be seen as a ‘necessary first step’ (Beetham, 1991) it should be stated that NGOs, based 

on their operational and organisational realities, are subject to a fragmented legal 

framework based on their role in society as seen by the government. This complicates 

efforts made to clarify and establish the legal validity of NGOs. The focus is on the 

regulation of NGOs in the UK where NGOs are regulated by either (or both) company 

                                                           

21 This chapter only looks at a specific aspect of the regulatory regime that faces NGOs. For a 
comprehensive account of regulation in the UK see Moran (2007). 
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law and charity law (Davies, 2008; Meakin, 2008). Issues pertaining to self-regulation 

and international law can however also be relevant when examining the national-

international fault line created by the organisational structures in NGOs’ hierarchies. 

In international law there are virtually no legal requirements on NGOs. Monitoring and 

regulating NGOs is mostly based on requirements imposed by those global institutions 

that NGOs negotiate with (Kissling, 2006; Lindblom, 2005; Martens, 2005). Regarding 

self-regulation, this is a voluntary compliance with industry or internal codes of 

conduct which are accepted in a wider context as good management practices (British 

Overseas NGOs for Development, 2011; Global Reporting Initiative, 2011). Although 

international regulation (as conducted by intergovernmental organisations) and self-

regulation (conducted by the NGO industry) can be important for NGO accountability 

and legitimation I have decided to focus on the UK regulatory regime because of the 

immediate context of national law for UK NGOs. This chapter contextualises the case 

studies to demonstrate that the most commonly used channels of regulation for UK 

NGOs pose a problem for their legal validity. 

 

The regulation of NGOs in the UK is closely associated with their role as portrayed in 

the market and social change models as discussed in chapter two. In the UK NGOs are 

mostly discussed in the context of the third sector. Their role in society is hailed by the 

government and seen as a vital support for delivering policies, whether welfare, 

international development or other policy issues. In 1998 the government made a 

‘Compact’ with the third sector based on a commissioned report and a Labour policy 

document: the Deakin Commission Report on the Future of the Voluntary Sector and 

Building the Future Together (Straw, 1998:art. 4) (for details on the mainstreaming of 

the third sector into public policy in the 1990s see Kendall (2000)). The Deakin Report 

largely influenced the shape of the Compact, in particular the structure of the 

relationship between the government and the third sector; much in line with the social 

change model (Deakin, 2005:36-39). The Compact has been crucial to the increased 

investment and promotion of the third sector. This symbiotic relationship between the 

government and NGOs was strengthened by the creation of the Office of the Third 
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Sector with its own minister, Minister for the Third Sector, in 2006. In the 2008 

Compact on Relations between Government and the Voluntary and Community Sector 

in England, the government restated its plan to integrate NGOs more closely into 

government mechanisms (Office of the Third Sector, 2008). The vision of the 2008 

Compact is based on: the complementary functions of NGOs, the democratic 

empowerment that NGOs can bring, and the social and economic contribution of NGOs 

as service deliverers and advocates (Office of the Third Sector, 2008:6-7, art. 4-6). The 

subsequent related government reports justify the role of NGOs based on the market 

and social change models. The role and agency of the sector is described: “[a]s a vital 

part of the economy, a key deliverer of public and community services, and the glue 

which holds our communities together” (Office of the Third Sector, 2009:6). 

 

The emphasis on service delivery has continued since the Deakin Commission Report 

and in 2009 the Prime Minister stated that the government’s plan was to step up: 

“investment and support for the third sector at a time when demand for their services 

is rising at an unprecedented rate” making the third sector “a major partner to 

Government in the delivery of public services” (Office of the Third Sector, 2009:3). 

Again the Compact was reinforced in 2010 with very similar justifications of NGOs’ 

roles (complementary partnership and democratic empowerment), albeit more target 

orientated in its presentation and introducing accountability criteria (Cabinet Office, 

2010a; 2010b:3-4) (although the accountability and transparency guide reads more 

like a first step of many on the way to robust accountability measurements). 

 

Regulating the service delivery function of NGOs in partnership with the government 

is largely done by regulating their financial accountability. As mentioned in chapter 

two accountability is always ‘upwards’ to those that have delegated power (Peruzzotti, 

2006). For NGOs delivering services this is usually the donor, which in the case of the 

Compact is the UK government. Regulation has been in-house or done by assessments 

of target oriented service delivery contracts evaluated by third party companies (see 

for example Cafod's contract with the Department for International Development 
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(DFID, 2008; Watkins and Watson, 2005)). Because the symbiotic relationship 

between the government and the third sector has been institutionalised with service 

delivery in mind much of the advocating functions of NGOs are unaccounted for. 

 

In an acknowledgment of the need for a regulatory regime for lobbying groups in 

Whitehall, a parliamentary inquiry was launched into the issue under the Public 

Administration Select Committee (Public Administration Select Committee, 2009a, 

2009b, 2009c). The general worries raised in the report reflect a need for a uniform 

regulatory regime of all external influences on parliament (although the Committee is 

more concerned with profit making lobbying groups it also expresses concern about 

the lack of access to decision makers for non-profit lobby groups, which it thinks suffer 

from the profit making lobbying groups (Public Administration Select Committee, 

2009b:3, 42)). The Committee argues that “what lobbying organisations refer to as 

“self-regulation” appears to involve very little regulation of any substance” (Public 

Administration Select Committee, 2009b:22). 

 

The Committee points out that although “behavioural constraints and transparency 

requirements” have been developed these cannot be relied on as coherent regulation 

(Public Administration Select Committee, 2009b:34). A regulatory reform should 

“involve explicit agreement about the terms on which this lobbying is conducted” and 

“ensure that the process of lobbying takes place in as public a way as possible” (Public 

Administration Select Committee, 2009b:42). The Committee is decisive on its view of 

self-regulation as a mechanism of accountability and states that it should only be 

auxiliary such as in establishing ethical behaviours and should not be used to 

substitute proper regulation (Public Administration Select Committee, 2009b:42). The 

main argument is that the relationship between lobby groups and parliament needs to 

be regulated with statutory powers and a mandatory central registry. Such a registry 

should furthermore be managed by an independent third party (that is independent of 

government and lobbyists) and information should be collected that is in the public 
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interest (and can be easily provided) (Public Administration Select Committee, 

2009b:51-52).  

 

In response to the report the government clearly states its preference for self-

regulation and a voluntary registry in order to protect the ethos of lobbying. The Select 

Committee refutes the argument claiming that a mandatory registry will neither alter 

the behaviour of those who lobby nor create unnecessary bureaucracy for them. The 

thrust of its argument is that consultation has become an established part of the policy 

making process and that this relationship needs to be regulated with statutory powers 

(Public Administration Select Committee, 2009c:art. 3,4,24). The tension between the 

Select Committee and the government is interesting where the government takes the 

social change approach whilst the select committee takes a critical view pointing out 

that unregulated power should not be tolerated and refuses to accept that regulating 

those groups will alter their freedoms to associate.  

 

Following the report a Public Affairs Council was established to keep a publicly 

accessible register and “offer a system of voluntary regulation” (Public Administration 

Select Committee, 2009c:appendix; UK Public Affairs Council, 2011), but it soon 

attracted criticism for underperforming in its task (Hall, 2011).22 However, one 

measurement suggestion from the Committee has led to, as of 1 October 2009, a 

mandatory publishing of meetings that take place between government offices and 

lobby groups. From this it is possible to have information on meetings that take place 

between for example the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and Amnesty 

International and see that the meetings are at least monthly (this includes with 

Amnesty International individually and as part of an alliance of NGOs). This 

information was not readily available previously (although it is unclear how 

frequently information on scheduled meetings will be updated). 

                                                           

22 The register was launched 1 March 2011. It is thus difficult to assess given the short timeframe 
between the launch of the register and the time of writing this thesis. However, Amnesty 
International and Amnesty International UK Charitable Trust are clients of the Public Affairs 
Council register, as is Greenpeace International, but Cafod is not (search conducted 18 Oct. 2011). 
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The political context demonstrates that there is a preferential bias in the relationship 

between NGOs and the government. The government has repeatedly stated and 

reinforced the importance of NGOs service delivery function for delivering 

government policies. However, the advocacy function of NGOs and NGOs as part of the 

lobby industry lacks clarity and NGOs’ relationship with the government and decision 

makers in the policy process suffers from lack of regulation. For a Beethamite analysis 

the most important aspect of NGOs’ legal legitimacy is the legal framework under 

which NGOs operate; the rules. In the UK, NGOs can register as companies or charities 

or both, regulated by the Companies House and Charity Commission respectively. I 

now turn to discuss the regulators.  

The Charity Commission and Companies House: the Regulators 

NGOs in the UK can register to comply with either or both charity law and company 

law. The registry for charities is regulated by the Charity Commission and the registry 

for companies is regulated by the Companies House. The Companies House is an 

Executive Agency of the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills and ultimately 

answerable to the Minister for Employment Relations, Consumer and Postal Affairs. 

The Charity Commission is an independent non-Ministerial Government Department 

that is independent of but appointed by and ultimately answerable to  the Minister for 

the Third Sector (Charity Commission, 2008a:section 4.4; Companies House, 2011). 

Although my focus on NGOs is closer to the charitable context the reality is 

nonetheless that two of my case studies are registered as companies. I however focus 

on the regulation of NGOs as charities because charity law is initially created to service 

organisations whose purpose is not financial whereas company law is to regulate for-

profit companies. At the same time I point out the problems NGOs are confronted with 

under charitable registration and how company registration is used to overcome some 

of these anomalies.  
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The history of charity regulation dates back to the Elizabethan Charitable Uses Act 

1601 (Jones, 1969; Jordan, 1959). Although intended as a legal tool to regulate charity 

fraud it has also come to define what charity means (Charities Act 2006, section 1(3); 

Robbins, 2006:24). In 1891 charity was classified into four categories: relief of 

poverty, advancement of education, advancement of religion, and other purposes for 

community benefit (Morris, 1999:2). In the Charities Act 2006 the categories have 

been expanded to twelve (Charities Act 2006). The Charity Commission also has a long 

history (Charity Commission, 2011f) but its current institutional form is based on the 

1960 Charities Act as proposed by the Nathan Committee (Nathan, 1952). The Charity 

Commissioners are civil servants appointed by the Minister for the Third Sector 

(previously the Home Secretary) and answerable to the minister in annual reports 

(the functions of the third sector under the charities act used to be under the Home 

Office but were transferred in 2006 to the Cabinet Office (The Transfer of Functions 

(Third Sector, Communities and Equality) Order 2006)). The Charity Commissioners are 

independent from the minister (Charity Commission, 2008a: section 4.1; Moffat, 

2001). This independence has however rendered the Charity Commission ill suited to 

deal with charity removals from its registry where it has few legal tools at its disposal.  

 

Meakin (2008) has pointed out that the line between what counts as a charity and 

what does not is a very thin one. The general rule is that what qualifies under the law 

as charitable is based on the charity’s objects as expressed in governing documents 

(articles of association) rather than the charity’s activities. However, Meakin argues, 

the number of exceptions to this rule increases the confusion over what counts as 

charitable and what does not. The consequence is that the powerlessness of the 

Charity Commission to remove non-charitable organisations from its registrar is 

exposed (Meakin, 2008:31-33). The power of the Charity Commission has always been 

limited and historically it has neither had “power to make decisions about charitable 

status” nor “power to make law” (Meakin, 2008:47-48): 

Even after the Charities Act 2006, which sets out twelve specific charitable 
purposes, when the Commission is faced with novel questions of charitable 
status, there are so few decision of the court which define what is charitable 
that the Commission is, in the context of registration and removal, forced into 
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becoming a de facto lawmaker where it wishes to decide that an institution 
was never charitable. (Meakin, 2008:49) 

This places the Charity Commission in an awkward position where it is forced to be 

“second-guessing what it thinks the court would decide” and thereby risking to act 

unlawfully (Meakin, 2008:49). In order to regulate charities more effectively the legal 

power of the Charity Commission needs to be clarified. Meakin argues further that in 

order to give the Charity Commission a greater legal power to register and remove 

charities the criteria of what constitutes charitable status needs to be clarified 

(Meakin, 2008:44). 

 

Both the Charity Commission and Companies House have responded to concerns 

about anomalies with respect to the charitable aims of organisations that highlighted 

problems on the registration forms most commonly available to companies and 

charities. On the one hand one solution offered is the Charitable Incorporated 

Organisation. This is a registration form available within the Charity Commission and 

mainly targets service delivery NGOs. These NGOs often enter into contracts that carry 

financial risk and this form allows them to reap the benefit of company law (that is 

limited liability) without having to register as companies and comply with company 

law. The Charitable Incorporated Company, on the other hand, is the business 

response to community oriented businesses. This form allows businesses that want to 

redistribute their profits for community purposes (and not to its shareholders) to 

register as businesses (the regulator is not Companies House but the Secretary of State 

for Trade and Industry). However, neither of these solutions offered addresses the 

dilemma of political legitimacy. Both company law and charity law place obligations 

on the registries regarding the registration and removal of the companies and 

charities they have enlisted (the legal power of the Charity Commission lag behind 

those of the Companies House). Monitoring their registries and making the 

information publicly available is also part of their tasks. 

 

All registered companies are subject to a single act, the Companies Act. The act is 

wide-ranging and covers a multitude of functions which has led to pondering whether 
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it serves its purpose justly. It has been stressed with specific reference to NGOs that 

company law is designed for commercial agendas even though it is open to NGOs as a 

form of registration (Davies, 2008:13, 20). This highlights that there is an 

inconsistency between the legal form and the organisational mission and purpose of 

NGOs which is exposed by the fundamental difference in the incorporation of 

organisations that are not-for-profit and companies that are for profit. NGOs that 

register as companies to conduct a not-for-profit business are most often involved in a 

business exercise that can hardly be “characterised as business at all” (Davies, 

2008:4). 

 

Registration is of concern because it is decisive in separating non-profit making 

companies from the profit making companies and many NGOs, such as Greenpeace UK, 

register and operate mainly under company law. Central to all scrutiny of companies is 

financial accountability. Although financial accountability is relevant and important for 

NGOs, it cannot be central to the scrutiny of NGOs’ legitimacy claims. NGOs’ legitimacy 

claims are based on normative goals, not financial goals, and financial scrutiny is 

therefore only a limited scrutiny of their legitimacy claims. This gap between legal 

status and public accountability remains unaddressed.  

 

There are two main reasons, according to Davies (2008), why NGOs register as 

companies based on the functions of the NGO (whether service delivery or advocacy). 

The first reason is to reap the benefit of company law of limited liability to avoid 

financial risk. These NGOs are incorporated because they “are playing a bigger role in 

the delivery of welfare services previously provided directly by the Government and 

thus are carrying more financial risk” (Davies, 2008:8, footnote 29). The second reason 

is NGOs that are forced to register as companies because their purposes “do not fall 

within the rather narrow legal definition of charitable purposes” (Davies, 2008:8). 

Thus Companies House is hosting those NGOs that do not fit within the legal forms 

available to them at the Charity Commission either because they are not financially 
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protected or because their purpose is too political. The new legal form of Charitable 

Incorporated Organisation only addresses the former.  

 

There are a number of legal forms that NGOs can register under charity law with a 

variety of governing documents, albeit mainly constitutional documents or a trust 

deed (see appendix to chapter four). The Charity Act 2006 addresses some of the 

changes that have been caused by the infusion of companies and charities. Many NGOs 

are registered as charitable trusts or associations where liability can fall on trustees. 

Charitable Incorporated Companies is one way to overcome the liability issue but then 

organisations are required to follow company law in addition to charity law with legal 

responsibilities that reach further than the Charity Act. The new form, Charitable 

Incorporated Organisation, presented in the Charity Act 2006 is supposed to overcome 

these dilemmas as it offers “an incorporated body with limited liability [...] without all 

the additional requirements of company law.” (Morgan and Directory of Social Change 

(Organization), 2008:9-11). The Charitable Incorporated Organisation form therefore 

provides the company’s benefits to charities, such as limited liability, and NGOs that 

register as Charitable Incorporated Organisations have only to comply with the 

Charity Act. Although this may solve some discrepancies in registration and legal 

compliance for NGOs that undertake service contracts it does not solve the 

accountability gap for politically active NGOs.  

Conclusion  

This chapter has highlighted the inadequacies of NGO regulation under English law, 

questioning the appropriateness of charity and company law as legal tools for 

regulating NGOs. These questions have been raised in the context of regulation 

because charity regulation in the UK favours the service delivery function of NGOs (as 

part of government’s welfare provision) and systematically excludes politically active 

NGOs. Regulation according to company law is tailored for profit making companies 

and only considers the financial aspect of NGOs registered as companies. This has 

direct implications for how NGOs manage their organisational objectives under two 
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different sets of regulatory bodies, which brings me to the final point which is that the 

above points reveal the gap in the regulation of NGOs in particular in their roles as 

democratic agents or potential participants in public policy.  

 

Although some of the problems NGOs face under charity regulation can be solved by 

company law these are focused on the financial risks NGOs are exposed to when 

delivering contracted services. Morgan (2008) has pointed out that the Charitable 

Incorporated Organisation is aimed at solving the problems for NGOs delivering 

services by offering the protection of limited liability. Davies (2008) has pointed out 

that company law is mainly benefitting the contracting NGOs because it offers 

protection from financial risk. He has also argued that NGOs left out by legal 

definitions of what constitutes charitable objectives and whose purpose is thereby 

defined as political, have no other choice but to register as companies. These 

complications have systematically left political activism out of the regulation loop. In 

short, the complex pattern of NGO regulation in the UK – a mix of charity law and 

company law – leaves numerous gaps in the regulation of NGOs. This shortcoming in 

the regulation of NGOs is directly linked to the questions of their legitimacy and how 

to properly scrutinise their legitimacy claims.  

 

The previous chapters have introduced how a Beethamite analysis can address the 

problematic in the literature (chapter two) and how to apply and operationalise 

Beetham's legitimacy criteria for NGOs (chapter three). This chapter presented some 

of the key issues in the UK regulatory context for looking at NGOs’ legitimacy claims 

and the problems involved. Having done this I now turn to the case studies. 
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Chapter 5 A Beethamite assessment of Amnesty International 

UK's legitimacy claims: a case study of a membership NGO 

Amnesty International is a prominent NGO whose work is frequently cited by 

governmental institutions both at the national and international level. Yet, there is 

little documentation of how it claims legitimacy or how the internal organisation of 

power in the Amnesty International hierarchy affects assessments of their legitimacy 

claims in the national context. In order to examine this further I ask the following 

questions: How does Amnesty International UK justify its legitimacy claims? Are the 

legitimacy claims of Amnesty International UK independent of Amnesty International 

and vice versa? In what way does their internal legitimation process impact on how 

one should assess their legitimacy claims? And, what are the sources of their 

legitimacy claims? To answer these questions I apply the Beethamite framework to 

examine how Amnesty International UK claims legitimacy in the UK as a unit (national 

section) that is part of the Amnesty International hierarchy. Focusing on Amnesty 

International UK helps to clarify both the UK national context and the organisational 

context that Amnesty International UK belongs to, the Amnesty International 

hierarchy.23  

 

One of the biggest hurdles in the literature on NGO legitimacy, as was discussed in 

chapter two, is the issue of representation. Representation is particularly problematic 

when it comes to Amnesty International because the literature tends to ignore the role 

of Amnesty International's national sections, such as Amnesty International UK. 

Amnesty International's organisational structure and internal process of legitimation 

is often overlooked as a meaningful component of how the national sections claim 

legitimacy. When it comes to assessing their legitimacy claims the focus is on how 

                                                           

23 A note on terminology. In the first half of this chapter Amnesty International refers mainly to the 
international unit as I am mainly discussing the legitimating principles that emerged in the early 
years of the organisation. However, Amnesty International can also refer to the whole organisation 
including the international and national sections, depending on the context. Amnesty International 
UK is used to specify the UK national section. The use of Amnesty International terms becomes 
more specific in the second half of the chapter and I indicate this with a footnote and further detail 
on terminology. 
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legitimacy claims are based on Amnesty International's expert knowledge of human 

rights where human rights are treated as universal norms. The problem this creates is 

an overly narrow discussion of Amnesty International's legitimacy claims that is 

dismissive of the internal process of legitimation in the hierarchy and a wider more 

complex context that is inclusive of internal sources that provide justifications for 

their legitimacy claims.  

 

In order to overcome this hurdle I focus on Amnesty International UK as a member of 

the Amnesty International hierarchy. The analysis involves examining how Amnesty 

International UK maintains and reproduces legitimacy claims as a member of the 

Amnesty International hierarchy, and in what way this explains their constitutive 

remit and ability to make legitimacy claims with implications for the hierarchy itself. 

Applying the Beethamite criteria entails looking at how Amnesty International UK 

claims legal legitimacy, its role in the internal process of legitimation of the hierarchy 

and how mission statements and organisational objectives of both Amnesty 

International UK and Amnesty International are mandated through the legitimation 

process. This enables one to identify the underlying structure of the power system of 

the Amnesty International hierarchy and to start answering the questions above. 

Examining how Amnesty International UK claims legitimacy thus enables me to 

explain the remit of Amnesty International's mandate as an international office which 

is important given that representational legitimacy claims often provide leverage to 

justify their participation in policy processes such as in the UN system.  

 

The outline of the chapter is as follows. The first part examines the historical context 

of early Amnesty’s legitimating principles and legitimacy sources in order to clarify 

what they are and how they should be analysed. This includes scrutiny of Amnesty 

International's relationship with the Foreign Office, its mission statement and legal 

legitimacy and a criticism of the usefulness of normative sources in explaining 

Amnesty International's legitimacy claims when it comes to assessing legitimacy 

claims holistically. Having explained the limitations of epistemic legitimacy sources for 
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assessing their legitimacy claims I move on, in the second part of this chapter, to 

demonstrate how Amnesty International UK and Amnesty International claim 

legitimacy as membership NGOs belonging to the same hierarchy.  This part of the 

chapter demonstrates the importance of members as an authoritative legitimacy 

source and shifts the focus onto Amnesty International UK's membership and how 

members are essential for assessing Amnesty International's legitimacy claims. It 

explains in detail the organisational complexities of the entities involved that form the 

Amnesty International hierarchy. This is done to firmly ground the analysis of the 

internal organisation of power and how the power relationship between Amnesty 

International UK and Amnesty International is established through a process of 

internal legitimation. Focusing on how different organisational entities have different 

powers enables me to demonstrate how members (in this case Amnesty International 

UK’s members) are an authoritative legitimacy source for the Amnesty International 

hierarchy. The conclusion summarises the chapter’s arguments.  

Historical context of Amnesty International’s legitimating principles 

To give a full account of legitimacy as a concept Beetham argues that history matters. 

It is important to include in the assessment of legitimacy the evolution and 

embeddedness of principles in institutions because it can show how legitimacy 

principles are reinforced or undermined over time (Beetham, 1993:490). This section 

provides insights into how the legitimating principles of early Amnesty International 

shaped the way Amnesty International claims legitimacy and the problems associated 

with how to assess their legitimacy claims. I start by analysing how the principle of 

freedom of opinion and religion justifies the mission of Amnesty International and 

how its universality is problematic in the national context. I then analyse how the 

principle of political impartiality enabled early Amnesty to forge an enduring 

relationship with the Foreign Office. This demonstrates how Amnesty International's 

legitimacy claims aligned with the interests of the Foreign Office and how this was 

justified based on the moral persuasiveness of the content of the claims (Beetham, 

1991:76-83).  
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The problems associated with assessing their claims holistically however stem from 

Amnesty International's legitimacy sources. The authoritative legitimacy sources of 

Amnesty International are its members and its research library. The literature tends to 

favour normative justifications and bypass members as a source of legitimacy. This 

bias is highly problematic because the members belong to Amnesty International UK 

(and the national sections in general) not Amnesty International. The research library 

is an important authoritative source and more frequently referred to in the literature 

when justifying Amnesty International's role in promoting human rights as universal 

norms. Although the library is an important epistemic legitimacy source I argue here 

that it can only justify their legitimacy partially and demonstrate that there is a 

discord between how Amnesty International's legitimacy claims are justified in the 

literature and how they are justified internally thus distorting the analysis and 

assessment of their legitimacy claims. I analyse the role of members as a legitimacy 

source in detail in the second part of this chapter as a response to this problem. 

The justifiable content (moral persuasiveness) of Amnesty International's legitimating 

principles; individual freedom of opinion and religion and political impartiality 

The founder of Amnesty International, Peter Benenson, had been involved in several 

humanitarian and political projects that contributed to his Amnesty Appeal campaign 

in 1961 (Buchanan, 2009:117; Roberts, 1998; Williams, 1964). Although Benenson is 

credited as the founder, Eric Baker was also a major influence in the process leading 

up to the Amnesty Appeal 1961 campaign and is credited as co-founder and joint 

director in early Amnesty documents. The launch of the Amnesty Appeal 1961 in May 

1961 was given a platform in the Observer newspaper in an article written by 

Benenson, The Forgotten Prisoners (Benenson, 1961). The article outlines the key 

themes and legitimacy claims that became institutionally embedded in the Amnesty 

International organisation: individual freedom of opinion and religion, political 

impartiality, mobilising public opinion to influence government and the research 

library. The claims that spurred the mission of early Amnesty International were 
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generated by principles that have come to serve as sources of authority and provided 

their legitimacy claims with moral persuasiveness.  

 

The principle of individual freedom of opinion and religion demonstrated Amnesty 

International's commitment to human rights. Although the religious element has 

perhaps dwindled and legal aid and political rights always played the crucial part from 

early on, I want to stress what Buchanan (2002) points out: that spiritual influences – 

such as the Moral Rearmament movement and Danilo Dolci’s project in Sicily – were a 

substantial and influential factor on Benenson’s work that lead to the Amnesty Appeal 

1961 campaign:  

Dolci's example was clearly an inspiration to Benenson, and his model of 
voluntary social activism appears, like that of MRA [Moral Rearmament], to 
have suggested itself to Benenson as a possible model for the development of 
Amnesty in its early stages. (Buchanan, 2002:583)  

This spiritual influence is evident in many ways, such as: that Danilo Dolci was listed 

as one of Amnesty’s supporter in its 1965 annual report (Amnesty International, 

1965:2); that at its 1962 international council meeting the Amnesty Appeal 1961 

group changed its name to Amnesty International: Movement for Freedom of Opinion 

and Religion; that the first Amnesty projects invariably involved religious matters, 

albeit directly connected with political freedoms (such as the political persecution 

suffered by the Russian Orthodox Church in the Soviet Union). The most evident 

spiritual influence is however the adoption of a methodological principle of not 

condoning violence, which was inspired by Baker’s religious convictions as a Quaker 

(and having been part of the National Peace Council).  

 

Non-violence became the fundamental principle in how Amnesty International defined 

the concept Prisoner of Conscience  – Amnesty’s raison d’être (Buchanan, 2002:585). 

The definition Benenson gives in his 1961 Observer article to introduce Amnesty is: 

"Any person who is physically restrained (by imprisonment or otherwise) 
from expressing (in any form of words or symbols) any opinion which he 
honestly holds and which does not advocate or condone personal violence [...] 
We also exclude those who have conspired with a foreign government to 
overthrow their own" (Benenson, 1961:21).  
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The definition later elaborated more clearly what constituted physically restrained 

persona and personal violence as well as excluding persons imprisoned in the UK 

(Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund, 1962-2003:1; Slade, 1981:4-5). The religious 

features of early Amnesty have also been discussed by Hopgood (2006) who points 

out the religious background of Amnesty International's early members (Hopgood, 

2006:57-59). He argues that Amnesty International was founded on the hybrid 

principles of Christianity and universal rights that lent it its secular appeal as 

‘religionless Christianity’: “Amnesty was culturally Christian, but the key to its 

foundational method was practical solidarity” (Hopgood, 2006:62-65). This came to 

define Amnesty International's early supporters.  

 

The widespread support Amnesty International gained in the UK was, according to 

Buchanan, mainly due to a drift from ex-communist campaigners and a general drift 

from organised religions: “In both religion and politics Amnesty seemed to offer a new 

belief system allied to practical reason” (Buchanan, 2009:124) – a point that chimes 

with Hopgood’s ‘religionless Christianity’. However, the pragmatic legal approach to 

working methods and claims from journalists and diplomats that Amnesty 

International was a movement for lawyers forced Amnesty International to explain its 

supporter base further: 

It is made up of two main strands, those who have a concern for the freedom 
of man’s spirit and those who are outraged at any enforced humiliation of his 
body. It is therefore not surprising that the greatest volume of support should 
come from those areas which are broadly described as ‘Protestant’, or that 
several of our principle figures belong to the reforming movement within the 
Roman Catholic Church, or that so many of the members, not committed to 
any formal religion, call themselves proudly ‘humanist’. (Amnesty 
International, 1965:4-5) 

 

The initial aim of the Amnesty Appeal 1961 group was to secure the release of those 

imprisoned for their views; religious or political. To achieve its aim the group drew up 

an “International Code of Conduct for political prisoners” and set up a “world human 

rights fund” (Buchanan, 2002:596). In 1962 the group changed its name to Amnesty 

International: Movement for Freedom of Opinion and Religion and registered a 
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charity, the Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund. The trust deed of the fund states the 

following as its objectives: 

(1) The relief of poverty of persons throughout the world who are 
imprisoned as a result of their political or religious beliefs and their families 
but excluding those guilty of crimes of violence, inciting violence or 
fomenting hatred between races [...].  

(2) The provision of funds for the assistance of those of the prisoners who are 
poor and who are granted asylum including travelling expenses and 
arrangements for resettlement and employment. (Prisoners of Conscience 
Appeal Fund, 1962-2003:art. 1)24 

Amnesty International's commitment to political prisoners was based on the principle 

of individual freedom of opinion and religion where it considered state persecution to 

be “the gravest social problem in the 1960’s” (Amnesty International, 1965:2).  

 

This commitment was directly tied in with the notion of equating law with morality 

and that “there cannot be and never will be a workable system of international law 

unless states are willing to equate their national systems of law with morality” 

(Amnesty International, 1965:4). Amnesty International's commitment to universal 

norms transcending national boundaries furthermore underpinned Amnesty 

International's support of global political institutions: 

Concern with the relationship of law and morality has brought the movement 
to a position of committed support for all those supra-national and 
international organisations which express man’s recognition of a higher 
morality than national interest. (Amnesty International, 1965:4)  

 

Thus Amnesty International's principle mission was to campaign for the integration of 

morals into law based on “world-wide recognition of Articles 18 and 19 of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights” and to release Prisoners of Conscience based 

on the content of these articles about rights to “freedom of thought, conscience and 

religion” and “freedom of opinion and expression” (Amnesty International, 1965:2). 

The normative claim of legal-cum-moral has been altered but not shed. Amnesty 

International still prioritises the international platform based on the assumption that 

                                                           

24 It should be noted that changes made in Amnesty International objectives are also reflected in the 
deeds of the Prisoner of Conscience Appeal Fund in the period 1982-2003 (Prisoners of Conscience 
Appeal Fund, 1962-2003), albeit without expanding the their mission. 
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it enables the realisation of universal norms at a level where national interests limit 

such realisation (Interview 2, 2009). In order to highlight the problem of universal 

norms as criteria for assessing Amnesty International UK's legitimacy claims I will 

illustrate a legal case (McGovern v Attorney General) where Amnesty International 

was denied registration as a charitable NGO (Slade, 1981). The case also highlights 

how the UK regulatory regime is unfit for regulating NGOs.   

Equating law with morality: the political mission of Amnesty International and the 
national context of regulating universal norms as charitable objectives 

The McGovern v Attorney General case was decisive in that it defined Amnesty 

International's mission as essentially political and prevented it from obtaining 

charitable status as an organisation under English law, thus directly affecting how 

Amnesty International managed its organisational objectives. The case highlights how 

Amnesty International's objectives are normatively embedded, which, as I explain, 

complicates the link between expert knowledge and membership when it comes to 

assessing their ability to present legitimacy claims. The implications of the McGovern 

case are analysed in the context of how they apply to Amnesty International’s 

advocacy for human rights and universal norms at the international level. 

 

In 1977 Amnesty International set up a trust, the Amnesty International Trust, to 

register with the Charity Commission. The trustees of the Amnesty International Trust 

were all members of the Amnesty International British Section (Slade, 1981:324, 327, 

330). However, the Charity Commission refused to register the Amnesty International 

Trust on the grounds that its objectives were political. Amnesty International appealed 

the decision in high court in 1978 (Slade, 1981:330). Amnesty International lost the 

appeal and the case became a textbook example of what constitutes charitable 

purposes under English law (Duddington, 2011:162; Oxford Centre for Higher 

Education Policy Studies, 13 October 2011 ; Westlaw UK, 2010). 

 

The McGovern case analyses the purpose of the trust deed and the meaning of its 

objectives (Slade, 1981). The objectives of the Amnesty International Trust were to: a) 
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provide relief to Prisoners of Conscience or dependants; b) secure the release of 

Prisoners of Conscience; c) procure abolition of torture or inhuman treatment; d) 

human rights research; e) dissemination of that research by publication, maintaining a 

library, or documentary films (Slade, 1981:330).  

 

In his argument, the judge takes issue with the universal definition of what constitutes 

a Prisoner of Conscience:  

the trust deed is capable of including all persons who are imprisoned outside 
the United Kingdom, provided that they otherwise fall within the definition 
[...]subject to the other restrictions imposed by the trust deed, the trustees 
shall be subjected to no territorial limitations in furthering the trust 
purposes. (Slade, 1981:343) 

Regarding the second objective, to secure the release of Prisoners of Conscience, the 

judge concludes that the objective:  

[must be] regarded as being the procurement of the reversal of the relevant 
decisions of governments and governmental authorities in those countries 
where such authorities have decided to detain " prisoners of conscience," 
whether or not in accordance with the local law. The procurement of the 
reversal of such decisions cannot, I think, be regarded merely as one possible 
method [...]it is the principal purpose itself. (Slade, 1981:347) 

The same applies to the third objective on abolition of torture and inhumane 

treatment, where he concludes that the objective of the Amnesty International Trust 

is: 

to attempt to procure the passing of the appropriate reforming legislation for 
the purpose of abolishing inhuman or degrading punishments by process of 
law, including capital and corporal punishment in any countries in the world 
where such punishments are for the time being lawful. [...] [including] the 
procurement not only of changes in the law of the United Kingdom but also of 
changes in the laws of foreign countries and the reversal of particular 
decisions of governmental authorities in foreign countries. (Slade, 1981:352) 

On the Amnesty International Trust’s objectives regarding human rights research and 

its dissemination, the judge argues these have to be read in the context of the other 

objectives of the trust concluding they are “merely adjuncts to the political purposes” 

of the Amnesty International Trust (Slade, 1981: 353). The research and educational 

objectives can only be considered charitable if they stand as the sole objectives of the 

Amnesty International Trust, but as they do not the conclusion is that “[n]one of the 

trusts of this trust deed can be regarded as being charitable” (Slade, 1981: 353). 
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At the heart of the legitimacy problem in the McGovern case was the tension between 

the sovereignty of states and the universal definition of the term Prisoner of 

Conscience and the underlying normative claim of equating law with morality. The fact 

that Amnesty International campaigns for legal changes in foreign countries was 

considered to imply that English courts and law were encroaching on the sovereignty 

of foreign states if they were to regulate the Amnesty International Trust. The example 

given is a hypothetical dilemma of whether English courts could decide on what 

constituted public benefit of a trust operating abroad:  

The court, when invited to enforce or reform such a trust, would either have 
to apply English standards as to public benefit, which would not necessarily 
be at all appropriate in the local conditions, or would have to attempt to apply 
local standards, of which it knew little or nothing. An English court would not, 
it seems to me, be competent either to control or reform a trust of this nature, 
and it would not be appropriate that it should attempt to do so. (Slade, 
1981:339-340) 

Thus, the dilemma presented is about where to draw the line between an overall 

purpose of an NGO and its means of achieving its stated purpose.  

 

The ruling established that the purpose, including all objectives, of a charitable trust 

must be exclusively charitable and any “uncertainty in this respect invalidates the 

whole trust” (Slade, 1981:340). The judge concluded that the purpose of the objectives 

combined were political if “any of its main objects were of political nature” (Slade, 

1981:321) – even if some of the objectives looked at individually, could be considered 

charitable. What constituted political in the context of this case was that the Amnesty 

International Trust aimed to “alter the laws of the United Kingdom or a foreign 

country or persuading a country’s government to alter its policies or administrative 

decisions” (Slade, 1981: 321). Thus, the objective of the Amnesty International Trust 

to “secure the release of prisoners of conscience by procuring reversal of 

governmental policy or decisions [...] was of a political nature” (Slade, 1981: 321). The 

objectives that could be regarded as charitable “also failed because read in their 

context they were merely adjuncts to the political purposes declared by the earlier 

trusts [objectives]” (Slade, 1981: 322). Thus the appeal of the Amnesty International 
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Trust was rejected on the grounds that Amnesty International was equating law with 

morality without territorial boundaries, thereby seeking to prioritise universal norms 

above the sovereignty of national law: “... the elimination of injustice has not as such 

ever been held to be a trust purpose which qualifies for the privileges afforded to 

charities by English law. I cannot hold it to be a charitable purpose now” (Slade, 

1981:354). 

 

The decision of the McGovern case has not gone without criticism. Chesterman (1999) 

points out that “The legal divide between political and charitable purposes has indeed 

become deeper as a result of Slade J's ruling in the McGovern case that Amnesty 

International was not a charity” (Chesterman, 1999:343). Chesterman criticises 

Slade’s judgement on the grounds of what constitutes freedom of speech as a justified 

“public discussion of political matters within a democratic society” and points to 

judgements that have attempted to “soften the rigour of the McGovern decision” 

(Chesterman, 1999:345). He argues that the question about ‘political or charitable’ 

should be replaced with questions about what constitutes “matters of public interest 

to the community” in a democratic society and therefore should be looked upon 

favourably (Chesterman, 1999:347-349). Chesterman concludes that charities that are 

“genuinely” pro poor and pro disadvantaged should not lose their tax allowance just 

because “one of their purposes was to campaign for changes in law or government 

policy within their field of operation” (Chesterman, 1999:349).  

 

What the McGovern case demonstrates is the limitations of Amnesty International's 

normative legitimacy claims. This is more pressing considering that Amnesty 

International is continuously expanding its mission based on universal norms; from 

defending and providing relief to Prisoners of Conscience to opposing the death 

penalty to a wider socio-economic mandate:  

The new mandate affirms the universality and indivisibility of all human 
rights by making no distinction between civil and political rights and 
economic, social, and cultural rights, and allows AI to intensify its work on 
economic, social, and cultural rights. (Amnesty International, 2002:39) 
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Albeit, each time the Amnesty International Council has voted to expand the mandate 

of the International Executive Committee it has caused a friction with its supporter 

base (Amnesty International, 2011a; Gruchy, 1997:15; Power, 2010; Thompson, 

2008:328). Thompson points out that the decision to expand the mission of Amnesty 

International in 1973 was made with reluctance and fear of damaging the reputation 

and original mission of Amnesty International. Thompson, however, argues that 

although this was a critical move, with many supporters against it, the new mandate of 

opposing the death penalty gave Amnesty International “new legitimacy and 

momentum” (Thompson, 2008:328). Power, on the other hand, criticises the direction 

Amnesty International has taken to expand its mission to include socio-economic 

issues and states: “Of course these are important human rights. But Amnesty has a 

special mandate to concentrate on political prisoners, fair trials, torture and other 

related concerns. There are plenty of other organizations campaigning for women and 

against poverty” (Power, 2010). However, the International Executive Committee’s 

appointment of the Secretary General in 2010 signals that Amnesty International 

wants to become more aligned with development NGOs and embed poverty in its 

human rights campaigns (Amnesty International, 2011c). 

 

Focusing on their mission and justifying Amnesty International's legitimacy claims 

with universal norms is however a narrow approach because it only describes why 

people might join the organisation not how power is justified internally or mandate 

given to Amnesty International to speak on behalf of Amnesty International UK. In 

order to gain a fuller understanding of how their legitimacy claims are justified it is 

necessary to analyse the role of members. This includes their role in justifying 

legitimacy, how they are defined, what their powers are in the Amnesty International 

hierarchy, and what the relationship is between the organisational units that hold 

power and represent the members. Furthermore, Amnesty International UK does not 

claim legitimacy as an expert in human rights although this is often used to justify its 

legitimacy claims; it claims legitimacy as a membership NGO. Although the former 

goes a long way in justifying their access to power, especially as it is depicted in the 
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literature, nowhere does Amnesty International UK explicitly express this. The same 

goes for Amnesty International. Both however, claim legitimacy as membership 

organisations. Before I turn to argue this more fully I explain how the principle of 

political impartiality enabled Amnesty International to forge a relationship with the 

Foreign Office thus highlighting the political context of Amnesty International's 

legitimating principles.   

‘Ideas of a common interest’: The principle of political impartiality and Amnesty 
Appeal 1961’s relationship with the Foreign Office25 

One of the central features of Beetham's theory has to do with how power relations 

presuppose a principle of differentiation when it comes to justifying access to power. 

Part of this argument suggests that ascriptive justifications can be dressed up as 

‘natural’ where those who are assigned access to power appear to be justified on the 

grounds “they are naturally endowed with the qualities and capacities” needed 

(Beetham, 1991:79). In order to overcome such inequalities in access to power, 

Beetham argues it is necessary for those in power to claim a “community of interest; 

and that the distribution of power serves the interests of the subordinate, and not 

those of the powerful alone” (Beetham, 1991:82). It is useful to analyse the 

relationship between early Amnesty International and the Foreign Office bearing this 

in mind because justifications based on moral persuasiveness of the content of their 

legitimacy claims has come to dominate the way Amnesty International's access to 

power is justified more generally in the literature thus hiding the inequalities involved 

when it comes to accessing power.   

 

The principle of political impartiality that was applied by early Amnesty is best 

explained by looking at why Benenson’s campaign succeeded where other similar 

amnesty appeal groups failed. By emphasising the pan-religious and pan-political 

support in his Amnesty Appeal 1961, Benenson set his campaign apart from other 

                                                           

25 This section is largely based on Foreign Office documents from the National Archive (FO 1110/ 
1992/ C430695 -697 and FO1110-1474-023). The documents (mainly letters and notes) are from 
the Research Information Department that was an anti-communist unit set up at the onset of the 
Cold War. See also Buchanan (2002:588). 
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contemporary Amnesty Appeals; “which so often have become more concerned with 

publishing the political views of the imprisoned than the humanitarian purposes” 

(Benenson, 1961:21). There were two groups in London that launched an Amnesty 

Appeal in 1961. One was the Amnesty Appeal for Spain, headed by Eileen Turner and 

launched a few months earlier than the second appeal, which was Benenson’s 

Amnesty Appeal 1961.26 The two groups operated in parallel for a few years when in 

the mid 1960s the Amnesty Appeal for Spain seems to vanish  (Buchanan, 2002). Both 

Amnesty Appeals were embroiled in party politics at the time; albeit with different 

propositions. Although Labour MPs actively supported Turner’s Amnesty Appeal for 

Spain it was not endorsed by the Labour Party. The Amnesty Appeal for Spain was 

considered to be under the control of communists, which led the Labour Party to 

concluded that they could not work with Turner’s group (Buchanan, 2002:580; The 

Times, 1963) – a line also taken by the Foreign Office (see below). The Amnesty 

Appeal 1961, on the contrary, managed to secure official support from both the Liberal 

Party and the Labour Party (Amnesty Appeal '61, 1961-3; Buchanan, 2009:124). The 

reason for why Benenson succeeded where Turner failed was, according to Buchanan, 

the focus on individuals’ imprisonment rather than the reasons for their imprisonment 

(Buchanan, 2002). Although, the support Benenson gathered from the Labour Party 

was surely also influenced by his political career in the party where he stood as 

Labour’s candidate in all four general elections during the 1950s (Buchanan, 2002; 

Roberts, 1998). The reasons for early Amnesty’s success in forging a relationship with 

the Foreign Office were, however, more nuanced and hinged on the utility of Amnesty 

International to the Foreign Office as a vehicle to propagate their own values in the 

historical context and political alignments of the Cold War.  

 

Within a week of launching the Amnesty Appeal 1961 Benenson invited employees 

from the Foreign Office to participate in meetings. His aim was to gather professional 

supporters to capitalise on their experience for Amnesty’s weekly, the World 

                                                           

26 Although the formal appeal was titled Amnesty Appeal 1961, there was some variety in how this 
was used including: Amnesty Appeal ’61; Amnesty ’61; and AMNESTY. 
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Conscience: An International Review to Bridge the Distance between Supporters of 

Amnesty (Amnesty Appeal '61, 1961-3; Morgan and Barclay, 1961). The relationship 

with the Foreign Office seems to have been quite intense at times where the Foreign 

Office notes how it is “... struck by the very considerable amount of work we do on 

Amnesty’s behalf...” (Barclay, 1965). This included conducting research for Amnesty 

International, albeit unofficially: 

...Eric Baker asked Tom Barker whether we could dig out some material 
about the attitudes to religion in the Soviet Union and the Satellites. [...] I 
enclose a good deal of documentation. [...] As usual, I must ask that none of 
this material should be attributed to official sources. (Barker, 1961; Morgan 
and Barclay, 1961) 

However the notes also indicate that Amnesty International was seen as a vehicle that 

the Foreign Office could exploit for its own purposes (Barker, 1961). Thus, when 

Amnesty approached the Foreign Office for information on religious persecution in the 

Soviet Union to present to the World Council of Churches, the response was: 

I think this is worth making a special effort. The Appeal for Amnesty could 
make most effective use of our material. I suggest that Soviet Desk, in 
consultation with Research Dept and Northern Department, be asked to 
prepare as much as can be collected in the time available. (Barker, 1961)  

The Foreign Office reiterates that the research work they are conducting for Amnesty 

is not official: 

To avoid any misunderstanding, it should be made clear in our covering letter 
to Mr. Baker that any material supplied to them by us must not be attributed 
to us and, if it is without imprint, must be written up by the Appeal for 
Amnesty themselves before being passed on to the World Council of 
Churches. (Barker, 1961) 

This emphasis on using Amnesty International for its own purposes is also evident in 

notes to a Foreign Office circular relating to Amnesty's annual report where one 

employee expresses his disapproval of political comments in the report, claiming that 

Amnesty had made politically ‘dubious’ comments on Rumania which Benenson was 

asked to remove and is claimed to have done so (Barclay, 1965). 

 

Furthermore, Benenson was adamant to demonstrate that Amnesty International was 

not motivated by party politics (although he had political aspirations for Amnesty 

International at the international level (Buchanan, 2002:594)). Whether a tactical 
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move or expression of genuine agreement Benenson explained his disapproval of the 

communist/political run Commission for Nuclear Disarmament (C.N.D.) to the Foreign 

Office. According to notes from the Foreign Office: 

Mr. Benenson was to some extent embarrassed by finding the main voluntary 
zeal being provided by a number of what he described as the old C.N.D. 
crowd. This, while it had its merits, was a considerable impediment to him in 
his efforts to raise more money from respectable foundations. He was 
therefore considering trying to divide Amnesty into two parts. One to consist 
of crusaders, the Groups of Three and others, who would continue to attack 
abuses of the rights of the individual wherever they might occur. The other to 
consist of a serious documentation centre in London which would assemble 
all the data about individual political prisoners that it could lay its hands on. 
The resources of this centre would of course be available to the crusading 
part of Amnesty and indeed to any other body which might wish to make 
responsible use of it. (Barclay, 1965) 

That the Commission for Nuclear Disarmament was an embarrassment and 

impediment to proper funding is a political declaration. In fact, Baker, Amnesty’s joint 

director and co-founder, had helped establish the Commission for Nuclear 

Disarmament (Buchanan, 2002:579) and it was not uncommon that campaign groups 

(like Greenpeace for example) had links to the Commission for Nuclear Disarmament, 

utilising their campaigning skills to advance their own and relying on them for 

support(ers).  

 

The relationship Amnesty International forged with the Foreign Office demonstrates 

how ‘ideas of common interest’ was used, not only to justify Amnesty International's 

relationship with the Foreign Office, but also, to justify how the Foreign Office used 

Amnesty International to promote and further its own objectives and political 

argument. The usefulness of Amnesty International's apolitical approach was as much 

about Amnesty International refusing to align with communist groups:  

It [Amnesty International] is, in our experience, impartial and completely 
independent. This is particularly important in a field which is naturally 
attractive to those with particular political aims, notably the Communists, 
whose propagandist and partisan methods are in striking contrast. (Barclay 
and Young, 1965)  

The Foreign Office also observed that because Amnesty International was divided into 

campaigners and researchers there was less worry about communist influence on the 
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data analysis process (Barclay, 1965).27 It took Amnesty International a couple of 

years to settle its anti-communist alignment and define its supporters based on the 

principle of political impartiality as those “who have come to understand the 

philosophy and the techniques of the movement”:   

Those who thought they were joining a mass demonstration in favour of 
freedom in its widest anarchical sense have dropped away. So have those 
who saw this movement as a weapon to be added to the armoury of their own 
political causes. (Amnesty International, 1965:3) 

 

The relationship early Amnesty International established with the Foreign Office has 

endured through Amnesty International UK. The “close working relationship” between 

the two “over human rights violations abroad” was examined in research comparing 

the relationships Amnesty International UK had with both the Foreign Office and the 

Home Office, where the former embraced Amnesty International UK and the latter 

kept it at arm’s length (Christiansen and Dowding, 1994:24). The study demonstrated 

that Amnesty International UK has a role in British foreign policy through the human 

rights agenda and that the Foreign Office recognises Amnesty International UK as “a 

legitimate, insider group” with access to policy making (Christiansen and Dowding, 

1994:15,20). In 2011 the Foreign Office announced a special advisory group (thirteen 

people) on human rights to the Foreign Secretary which included the director of 

Amnesty International UK (Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 2010a). The role of the 

human rights advisory group is to help the government “to champion the effective 

promotion of human rights” (Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 2010b; see also 

Hague, 2010). Although Amnesty International UK is the unit actively engaged with the 

Foreign Office it is the work of the research library maintained by Amnesty 

International that is central to their access as is evident by the frequent references 

made to Amnesty International's work in the Human Rights Annual Report of the 

                                                           

27 The division between researchers and campaigners has continued to be a part of Amnesty 
International’s internal organisation of power. Hopgood’s documentation of Amnesty 
International's organisational change at the millennium (2000-2003) points out the organisational 
power struggle between campaigners (referred to as reformers) and researchers (referred to as 
keepers), arguing that the former sometimes consider the latter too influential in the Amnesty 
hierarchy (Hopgood, 2006:179-180).  
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Foreign and Commonwealth Office (Beckett, 2006; Hague, 2011; Miliband, 2008, 2010; 

Straw, 2003, 2004, 2005). 

 

The historical context highlights the importance of Amnesty International's 

legitimating principles when it comes to assessing their legitimacy claims. There are 

two things that stand out, one is how Amnesty International's principles informed 

Amnesty International's mission statement about equating law with morality as a 

universal claim, and second that they were integral to how early Amnesty forged an 

enduring relationship with the Foreign Office. However, there are limits to the 

justificatory powers of universal norms and political impartiality when it comes to 

explaining and assessing Amnesty International’s legitimacy claims, which brings the 

argument to the analysis of Amnesty International's authoritative legitimacy sources; 

the members and the research library. The research library is the source that 

underpins much of the normatively justified legitimacy claims of Amnesty 

International and by extension Amnesty International UK. However, I argue that the 

research library has limitations as a source of authority and that the tendency in the 

literature to bypass members overlooks their importance as an authoritative 

legitimacy source for Amnesty International's legitimacy claims.  It is Amnesty 

International UK that holds the actual members but is also in a subordinate position to 

Amnesty International based on the internal organisation of power in the Amnesty 

International hierarchy, which aids the tendency in the literature to focus on the 

research library and dismiss the relevance of Amnesty International UK and the role of 

its members when assessing Amnesty International's legitimacy claims. I will 

introduce this argument in the remainder of this section before moving on to analyse 

the internal process of legitimation based on members as an authoritative source of 

legitimacy.  

The authoritative sources of Amnesty International's legitimacy claims: the research 

library and the members 

The authoritative sources of legitimacy claims as mentioned above are Amnesty 

International's members and research library (Beetham, 1991:70-75). Both are 
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intrinsic to how Amnesty International UK claims legitimacy. Although the research 

library is an important epistemic legitimacy source I argue it can only justify 

Amnesty’s legitimacy partially and the role of members as a source of legitimacy needs 

explaining. It is important to separate the members and the research library as two 

distinct legitimacy sources because it prevents one from conflating Amnesty 

International's legitimacy claims based on members and legitimacy claims based on 

expert knowledge about human rights. I now demonstrate how the research library 

has come to serve as an authoritative source for Amnesty International and what its 

limits are in justifying Amnesty International UK’s legitimacy claims.  

  

Essential to Amnesty International's campaign work was the Prisoners of Conscience 

Library where researchers catalogued and prepared case studies of Prisoners of 

Conscience that were then distributed to Amnesty International sections and groups 

to campaign on (Benenson, 1961:21). The cost of the library was carried by the 

Prisoner of Conscience Appeal Fund and the salaries of the researchers by the British 

Section, with contributions from other national sections and the trade unions 

(Amnesty International, 1965:12). Amnesty International initially set up the Prisoners 

of Conscience Library to support its campaign in three ways: by information gathering, 

for  information verifying (through investigation and research), and for information 

disseminating. In the beginning, the library researchers relied on gathering 

information about Prisoners of Conscience in newspapers. This changed and soon 

much of the information on Prisoners of Conscience was received by correspondence 

with “...international organisations, opposition or exiled groups, prisoner’s families or 

friends, and on occasion from prisoners themselves” (Amnesty International, 1965:7). 

In order to verify the correspondence Amnesty International set up an Investigation 

Bureau and a Research Bureau. The Investigation Bureau had one fulltime staff and 

volunteers that had specialist knowledge of countries that kept Prisoners of 

Conscience and was tasked with preparing details for case-sheets. The task of the 

Research Bureau, on the other hand, was: 

to prepare and revise Background Papers for the guidance of the Groups; 
these papers are designed to give survey of political and prison conditions 
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together with advice on persons to whom the Groups might appropriately 
write to bring pressure for release of their adopted prisoner. (Amnesty 
International, 1965:8) 

This information was passed on to the local groups to campaign on. The organisation 

of supporters into groups was done by placing “...sympathisers in touch with others 

who lived nearby and encouraging churches and local schools to set up groups. Each 

group was to ‘adopt’ individual prisoners and then start pestering the life out of the 

governments responsible.” (Power, 2002:122). This function is carried out by letter 

writing and petitions, speaking tours, public events and protests, contacts with 

embassies and celebrity support (Amnesty International, 2001:7; see also Wiseberg, 

1992:27-36). The third function of the library was to “provide information to 

journalists and others writing articles or programmes dealing with prisoners or 

persecution” (Amnesty International, 1965:8).  

 

The working method that set Amnesty International apart and contributed to their 

success, was the Rule of Threes: the first world, the second world and the third world. 

The rule still underpins Amnesty’s methods today, where volunteers are assigned 

cases from politically diverse regimes to prevent political biases. This was to maintain 

the researchers’ focus on the imprisonment and not on the ideological orientation of 

the person imprisoned which was Benenson’s criticism of other groups campaigning 

on the issue.28  

 

The information gathered by the research department of Amnesty International is a 

form of power over its national sections. It is based on claims of expertise and 

knowledge of human rights violations in given territories that informs the campaigns 

of the national sections. In the period 2001-2003 Amnesty International attempted to 

address the disproportionate power the researchers had by introducing organisational 

change. The change addressed the global ambitions of Amnesty International. The aim 

                                                           

28 This rule is not without its own political problems. In 1965 the Foreign Office listed Amnesty’s 
Swedish director as a communist (Head, Allen, et al., 1965), and in a more recent example, the 
Cageprisoners case tested the political impartiality of Amnesty’s supporters (Human Rights for All 
(Administrator), 2010; Townsend, 2010). 
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was to strengthen Amnesty International as a global actor by shifting the priorities 

from individual casework to global themes and strategic coverage, and by turning the 

researchers into research managers where research could be undertaken by the 

national sections – rather than assigning individual researchers to specific territories 

(Hopgood, 2006:186-8, 202). Whether this broke the linear relationship between the 

researchers (mainly located in Amnesty International) and the campaigners (mainly 

located in national sections) is not clear. Hopgood states:  

[T]he reality has been research, then action [...]. This is a crucial division of 
labor. Despite numerous efforts at integration, this essentially linear 
relationship has never been overcome. It is not just about the temporal 
priority of research (i.e., that it must come first); it is about the key role 
research plays as Amnesty’s foundational practice, that of bearing witness. It 
has special, moral authority. Research practice embodies the ethos. It 
admittedly puts huge pressure on the researchers – everyone is waiting 
expectantly for the material, the cases and reports, to flow from them. 
(Hopgood, 2006:26)  

This is an example of the overemphasis on the justificatory powers of Amnesty 

International's normative legitimacy sources. The emphasis on research is typical of 

how normative sources take precedence when it comes to assessing Amnesty 

International's legitimacy claims. Hopgood argues that the linear relationship between 

researchers and campaigners is essential to the legitimacy claims of Amnesty 

International giving it “moral authority in an era when all authorities [...] are under 

scrutiny” (Hopgood, 2006:26). The entwining of moral claims and research objectivity 

is thereby introduced as an epistemic legitimacy source with moral authority for 

Amnesty International's legitimacy claims; “giving it a legitimate expertise” (Slim, 

2002:9).  

 

This is a powerful endorsement of Amnesty International's normative legitimacy 

sources, especially if coupled with claims of “impartial and objective research into the 

observation of human rights throughout the world” (Amnesty International Limited, 

1995:9). The research library of Amnesty International is described by Clark (2001) as 

the first stage in Amnesty International's ability to create norms at the international 

level by claiming credibility as experts in human rights and violations of human rights. 

This goes back to the ‘legitimate insider group’ argument above (Christiansen and 
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Dowding, 1994) and should raise questions about how Amnesty International's 

research is used to justify Amnesty International's and Amnesty International UK's 

access to governmental institutions or policy processes. Especially since it is clear that 

Amnesty International is fully aware of the credibility its research enjoys and the role 

it plays in the wider society: 

AI’s research is recognized as reliable and is widely consulted by 
governments, intergovernmental organizations, journalists, scholars and 
other human rights organizations and campaigning groups. (Amnesty 
International, 2002:49) 

 

I now move on to argue how a fixation on their normatively embedded objectives 

bypasses the role of membership in generating internal legitimacy and leads to a 

narrow instead of holistic assessments of Amnesty International's legitimacy claims. 

And furthermore, exempts the power relationship between Amnesty International UK 

and Amnesty International from scrutiny. 

The importance of differentiating between authoritative sources and justifiable content 

when assessing Amnesty International's legitimacy claims 

A particular problem in the literature is the conflation of the content of NGOs’ 

legitimacy claims with the sources of their legitimacy claims. This is most evident at 

the international level where arguments about universal norms and norm creation in 

institutions are sometimes stretched beyond their remit when used to justify the role 

of NGOs. It has been argued that Amnesty International has been and continues to be 

instrumental in the creation of human rights norms and treaties at global institutions, 

especially in the UN system (Clark, 2001; Clark, Friedman, et al., 1998; Korey, 1999; 

Lindblom, 2005; Willetts, 2000, 2006).  Korey (1999) points out that the 

establishment of the International Criminal Court in 1998 owed much to a campaign 

that was launched two years earlier by Amnesty International (Korey, 1999:167) – 

something Amnesty International lists as one of its successful campaigns. According to 

Martens (2004), the role of Amnesty International within the UN system has increased 

in importance over the last two decades: “While its roles were of secondary 

importance prior to 1990, it has since assumed such primary responsibilities as policy 
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implementation and working as a regular member of relevant UN committees and 

other bodies” (Martens, 2004).  

 

This increased stature and influence of NGOs in global institutions has also been 

argued by Lindblom (2005). She points out that human rights treaty bodies had 

exclaimed in 1996 that NGOs were a vital part of the process and that their 

documented input served as a critical monitor on the treaties’ work (Lindblom, 

2005:395-397). According to Lindblom the UN Human Rights Committee has an 

‘established practice’ of consulting NGOs’ representatives prior to its sessions:  

… the purpose of these discussions is to obtain advance information on the 
state party reports to be considered during the session. The information 
submitted by NGOs to the different treaty bodies is often presented in the 
form of parallel (or ‘shadow’) reports to state party reports.  (Lindblom, 
2005:396)  

The Committee Against Torture has furthermore institutionalised consultation with 

NGOs to a degree that they “are an important source of information for the procedure 

under Article 20” (Lindblom, 2005:399). An example case is a torture allegation 

initially submitted by Amnesty International to the Committee and where the 

Committee “preferred to trust the non-governmental information rather than that of 

the government” (Lindblom, 2005:400). 

 

Amnesty International’s ability to create norms and behavioural incentives within the 

global institutional regime has been documented by Clark (Clark, 2001; Clark, 

Friedman, et al., 1998). She defines norm creating as a cumulative process that has 

come to permeate:  

...core treaties, intergovernmental monitoring and inquiry mechanisms, 
official guidelines for implementation of human rights, and, perhaps most 
importantly, an altered consensus on how much the principle of sovereign 
non-interference entitles states to ignore international criticism. (Clark, 
2001:5) 

The norms which “we recognize today as part of human rights law have for the most 

part been created through a process in which Amnesty International and a few other 

nongovernmental organizations have been key participants.” (Clark, 2001:5). Amnesty 
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International's role in international politics is unique according to Clark’s analysis, 

when it comes to human rights:  

Human rights norms limit state actions that threaten respect for persons. 
Thus, Amnesty’s ability to read government interests and strategize about the 
real implications of various ways to apply law to human rights problems has 
been informed by maintaining a focus on the humane purposes of direct 
human rights advocacy. [...] Amnesty International pioneered the links 
between governments, experts, and an international human rights 
constituency by coordinating members’ pressure on governments with 
expert support for legal norms in international organizations. (Clark, 
2001:127) 

 

These arguments not only highlight Amnesty International's political influence but 

also defend their ultimate mission to equate law with morality. Clark defines four 

phases of norm building. These are: fact-finding, consensus building, norm 

construction and norm application. The phases escalate from a fact finding reporting 

role to its highest form, which is norm application that evokes shared standards 

(Clark, 2001:32-35,131). Clark depicts the role of Amnesty International as the ‘expert 

advocate’ that analyses information that leads to proposals and creation of new norms 

with a universal preposition for shared standards: “Amnesty International has had 

important independent effects on state behavior at the systemic level” which Clark 

credits to Amnesty International's “independent advocacy of principles” (Clark, 

2001:130).  

 

However – and despite Clark’s arguments that Amnesty International has been able to 

challenge “... governments to change their behaviour, against their sovereign 

prerogatives [and prod] the United Nations to back up idealistic statements of 

principle with legal norms specifying acceptable and unacceptable member 

behaviour” (Clark, 2001:21) – the principle of national sovereignty remains a 

legitimacy challenge for NGOs as was demonstrated in the McGovern case (Slade, 

1981:339-340) that exposed the limits of Amnesty International's normative 

justifications. What the above theories advance are justifications that are the effects 

“generated by the power system itself, but which are not understood as its effects, 

because they appear autonomous or independent of it” (Beetham, 1991:107-108); 
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however, these justifications serve to maintain and reproduce the legitimacy of the 

institutions that provided them in the first place, not the NGOs. Also, declaring alliance 

or alignment with the content of Amnesty International's legitimacy claims does not 

mean that it can be automatically considered as a legitimate civil society actor 

representing global public opinion. It merely expresses the opinion (or a normative 

preference) of a particular (governmental) institution and that it happens to like a 

particular NGO or what it is claiming. 

 

A differentiated approach is needed to assess the justifications of Amnesty 

International UK's and Amnesty International’s legitimacy claims.  One that takes into 

account their internal system of power and legitimation mechanisms that can explain 

members as an authoritative source of legitimacy. It also has to take into consideration 

when assessing their legitimacy claims in what capacity their members are 

represented based on the internal legitimation process. To justify Amnesty 

International UK’s or Amnesty International's access to governmental institutions or 

policy processes it is necessary to assess their legitimacy claims in a more holistic way. 

At the international level, where Amnesty International represents its national 

sections, its legitimacy claims are only regulated by the rules in the agreement that 

Amnesty International has with a particular institution (such as the UN). The problem 

with justifying their access to power with normative claims and then declaring them 

as justified representatives of civil society in global institutions is that it conflates 

Amnesty International's normative and representational claims and excludes the 

national sections. What is needed is to disentangle normative legitimacy claims from 

representational legitimacy claims and demonstrate why they are different and why 

they should not be confused. In order to do this it is necessary to analyse the internal 

process of legitimation in the Amnesty International hierarchy and highlight the 

importance of members as an authoritative source of legitimacy that should not be 

overlooked when assessing Amnesty International UK's and Amnesty International's 

legitimacy claims. Amnesty International is a membership NGO and this should be 

reflected in assessments of their legitimacy claims. 
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The historical context of Amnesty International's institutionalisation matters for the 

subsequent evaluation and assessment of their legitimacy claims. Amnesty 

International's legitimating principles were not only integral to how they forged an 

enduring relationship with the Foreign Office, but also informed Amnesty 

International's mission statement about equating law with morality, above and 

beyond national interests. The legitimating principles of individual freedom and 

political impartiality affected both how Amnesty International's mission is defined and 

how its access to power is justified. These principles are mainly maintained and 

reproduced through the research library that serves as an epistemic legitimacy source 

for Amnesty International’s legitimacy claims. Yet, the most important legitimacy 

source for Amnesty International was the growth of its supporters. Although members 

have always been an important source of legitimacy and had a role in the legitimating 

process they have not received much attention in the literature. I now turn to 

demonstrate that members are crucial for assessing Amnesty International's 

legitimacy claims. 

Identifying the early organisational entities of the Amnesty International hierarchy 

I have inserted here a short outline of the early legal and organisational structures of 

Amnesty International to provide historical context for the second part. This is to 

highlight the difficulty in identifying what entities are involved and the relationship 

between the international and national dimensions in the Amnesty International 

hierarchy. In 1965 Amnesty International describes itself as a membership 

organisation that relies on subscriptions from its members and donations from its 

supporters. The Amnesty Appeal 1961 grew rapidly in the first years and its finances 

seem to have been managed out of a trust fund (Amnesty International, 1965:1; 

Hopgood, 2006:70; Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund, 1962-2003):29  

                                                           

29 The data I have collected is not decisive on this. It is not clear how the money was managed in the 
first decade. The only entity that Amnesty registered was the Trust Deed of the Prisoner of 
Conscience Fund. In 1965 Amnesty International report claims the Fund was dedicated to relief 
work and administered separately indicating that the subscriptions went into a different fund, 
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...AMNESTY’s appeal for funds to carry out its work [...] Funds are held in 
Britain under the terms of ‘The Prisoner of Conscience Trust’ [...] Donations 
made to ‘The Prisoners of Conscience Fund’ by way of covenant rank for 
recovery of income tax at the standard U.K. rate by the Fund as it is a 
registered charity. (Amnesty International, 1965:1)  

The Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund was registered with the Charity Commission 

in November 1962 (Charity Commission, 2011b). Benenson was one of the joint 

secretaries of the Fund appointed by the Trustees and was given an almost free hand 

in controlling the funds:  

... to exercise all the powers conferred on the Trustees by implication of law 
or under the terms of this Deed ... and carry out all the objects thereof in their 
own uncontrolled discretion and the Trustees shall not under any 
circumstances be responsible or liable for the acts or omissions of the Joint 
Secretaries. (Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund, 1962-2003:1) 

Its governing document, a Trust Deed, was signed by many of the same men that were 

listed as trustees in Amnesty International’s annual report 1965 as “representatives of 

the principal religious denominations and political parties” (Amnesty International, 

1965:1; Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund, 1962-2003:1). The first article in the 

declaration of the Trust Deed states that both membership subscriptions and 

donations were managed by the Fund: “An appeal for subscriptions, donations and 

bequests to establish a fund called the Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund [...] has 

been launched” (Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund, 1962-2003:1).30 It thus 

indicates that Amnesty International: Movement for Freedom of Opinion and Religion 

was originally thought of and managed as a charity.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                          

however its trustees and secretaries were the same people in charge of Amnesty International. The 
wording of the Trust Deed does not state clearly whether the subscriptions were included or not. 
Furthermore, that Benenson had direct and almost unquestioned power over the Trust Fund 
indicates that somehow the money of Amnesty International and the British Section were mixed up 
in the Fund. This is however not at all clear. I have been unable to find records of Amnesty 
International (apart from the Prisoner of Conscience Appeal Fund) in the business registry or the 
charity registry prior to 1981. 
30 Much of the 1962 Trust Deed finances discusses how to manage property (inter vivos or by Will) 
where trustees accept property for general or particular charitable purposes (articles 4-8). 
However, it also has a clause on “Any moneys (whether constituting or representing income or 
capital) ...” (article 12). There is however no actual mentioning of how to manage subscriptions 
from members as income. (It is not clear whether the term ‘property’ actually covers the 
subscription money as well). By 1965, Amnesty International claims the Fund is administered as a 
separate entity. The membership subscription fees were in1965 £1 and £2 a year.  
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Amnesty International never registered the name Amnesty International as a charity 

and when it tried to do so in 1977, as was explained above in the McGovern case, it 

was denied charitable status. One consequence was that the Prisoner of Conscience 

Appeal Fund was made a separate organisation, albeit with distant attachments to 

Amnesty International UK and Amnesty International. It receives, for example, funds 

from Amnesty International UK's Charitable Trust and is used for case referrals by 

both Amnesty International UK and Amnesty International (Amnesty International 

United Kingdom Section Charitable Trust, 2010; Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund, 

2007, 2009a). Despite being a separate organisation altogether, the Prisoners of 

Conscience Appeal Fund has kept the same objectives as Amnesty International and 

included some of the changes made to Amnesty International's objectives (Prisoners 

of Conscience Appeal Fund, 1962-2003). 

 

After the Amnesty Appeal 1961 was launched the Amnesty weekly (World Conscience: 

An International Review to Bridge the Distance between Supporters of Amnesty '61) 

reported that: “To deal with increasing offers of help, departments have been set up in 

London, each with a Secretary, to reply, encouraging the formation of National 

Sections” (Amnesty Appeal '61, 1961-3). The institution of an International Secretariat 

and separate independent national sections was however, not equally well supported 

financially. The Amnesty International: Movement for Freedom of Opinion and 

Religion was developing into an organisational hierarchy with the International 

Secretariat as its centre of power, but funding remained “the principal impediment to 

operation and growth” (Amnesty International, 1965:12). Although it is difficult to 

define the precise organisational roles of various units of Amnesty International in the 

early years, it can be said that the British section operated in very close proximity with 

the international arm of the soon to become global hierarchy. The overhead cost of the 

International Secretariat was paid mainly by the Amnesty International British section 

whilst contributions from the Prisoner of Conscience Fund, and the Danish, German 

and Irish National sections paid for various projects (Amnesty International, 1965:12). 

The International Secretariat was “heavily” dependent on the financial support of the 
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British section: “For this reason many of its services are shared with the British 

Section. This makes the dividing line in the office between what is ‘International’ and 

what is ‘British’ sometimes rather fine” (Amnesty International, 1965:5).  

 

Amnesty International's annual report in 1965 reckons that this arrangement is not 

feasible, neither from a financial point of view nor from an organisational point of 

view. The problems caused by this cohabitation, such as a lack of consultation with 

other parts of the organisation, are excused as “errors of judgement” and the national 

sections asked for “indulgence” on Amnesty International's behalf (Amnesty 

International, 1965:6). The financial dependency of the International Secretariat on 

the national sections continued and despite increasing centralisation of power and 

organisational alignment (through integrated strategic plans and unincorporated 

statutes) the power relationship between Amnesty International and the sections was 

not constituted and the sections remained independent entities. Hence, as legally, 

constitutionally and financially independent organisations the sections (especially the 

wealthier ones) retained key influence in the decision making process in what 

Amnesty International could and should do (Hopgood, 2006:194-200). 

 

Amnesty International is an unincorporated organisation and the loyalty of the 

sections as members of Amnesty International is voluntary. In 1989, the British 

section passed a special resolution to demonstrate its loyalty to the Amnesty 

International hierarchy. The added object clause in its memorandum of association 

stresses the loyalty of the British section “financially or otherwise” to the “Amnesty 

International Body”; meaning: “any company, institution, association or body 

(whether charitable or not and wherever situated) within the Amnesty International 

organisation” (Amnesty International (British Section) Limited, 1989:1-2, article 3.1). 

However, and as I will soon explain in detail, the control over Amnesty International 

finances and regulation is in the hands of the International Executive Committee that 

are the exclusive members of the incorporated entities of Amnesty International. What 

remains under control of the unincorporated entity is the statutes of Amnesty 
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International that the sections vote on at the Amnesty International Council Meeting. 

The Amnesty International statutes have replaced the object clause in the articles of 

association of both Amnesty International and Amnesty International UK; thus 

officially synchronising the mission of the Amnesty International entities. Having 

outlined the historical context of the Amnesty International hierarchy and its 

embedded legitimating principles I now turn to explain the organisational structures 

that define the power relationship between Amnesty International UK and Amnesty 

International. 

Internal organisation of power in the Amnesty International hierarchy 

Amnesty International UK is a constitutive organisation that operates based on 

democratic principles where members are an important source of legitimacy. To 

understand how members are defined and the power relationship between them it is 

necessary to explain the internal organisation of power and process of legitimation in 

the Amnesty International hierarchy. This requires a detailed examination of the 

organisational and legal entities of both Amnesty International UK and Amnesty 

International. I start by describing the entities of Amnesty International as this is the 

organisational context for Amnesty International UK. The description of Amnesty 

International UK's entities follows. At the end of the section I explain the internal 

process of legitimation of the Amnesty International hierarchy in terms of how power 

is delegated from the members of Amnesty International UK to the executive level of 

International Secretariat and how different memberships hold different decision 

making powers.31 

                                                           

31 A further note on terminology. For the remainder of the chapter I use the exact name of each 
Amnesty International entity to avoid confusion in the text. Thus Amnesty International Limited 
and Amnesty International Charity Limited refer to those specific entities but Amnesty 
International refers to both these companies as a single whole. This is also the case for Amnesty 
International UK that is composed of Amnesty International UK Section and Amnesty International 
UK Section Charitable Trust. Furthermore, I also keep to the names as they are presented in the 
documents and time period I am citing from where this is relevant. For example, Amnesty 
International British Section Limited is the prior name of the same entity that is now called 
Amnesty International UK Section Limited. These are two names for the same incorporated entity 
and only represents a name change. In addition, Amnesty International UK Section has permission 
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The power relationship between Amnesty International UK and Amnesty International 

is complex. The complexity is mainly due to the parallel platforms that bind their 

organisational entities. In order to clarify their relations it is important to start with 

disentangling the legal entities of Amnesty International UK and Amnesty 

International and examine the constitutional relationship between them. A clear 

conception of the legal entities comprising each organisation also explicates the legal 

status of the members in the Amnesty International hierarchy. The analysis explains 

the constitutive mandate of both Amnesty International and Amnesty International UK 

and how power is legitimated between them in the Amnesty International hierarchy. 

My aim is to show how the members of Amnesty International UK are vital to the 

assessment of Amnesty International’s legitimacy claims and thus demonstrate that 

normative arguments do not suffice on their own as justifications of Amnesty 

International UK's or Amnesty International's legitimacy claims or for their access to 

power. 

The incorporated entities that comprise Amnesty International 

The organisational structure and governance of Amnesty International is 

institutionally complex (see appendix for visual aid). It includes an unincorporated 

entity – the name Amnesty International – and two incorporated companies – 

Amnesty International Limited incorporated in 1981 and Amnesty International 

Charity Limited incorporated in 1986 – of which the latter is also registered as a 

charity. Amnesty International Charity Limited was embedded in Amnesty 

International Limited to manage the charitable objectives of Amnesty International 

Limited which contains the political objectives of Amnesty International. The main 

distinction between the unincorporated level and the incorporated level is the 

definition of membership and the separate governing documents. Thus, there are two 

levels of governance in the Amnesty International hierarchy, one for the 

                                                                                                                                                                          

from the registrar to drop ‘Limited’ in its name, therefore Amnesty International UK Section 
Limited and Amnesty International UK Section are two versions of the same name. 
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unincorporated entity, Amnesty International, and another for the incorporated 

entities. It is important to stress this difference between the unincorporated and 

incorporated levels to avoid confusion in the following text.  

 

Amnesty International is composed of four organisational units: the Amnesty 

International Council, the International Executive Committee, the International 

Secretariat, and the Secretary General. The relationship between, and power of, these 

four units is defined in the governing documents of Amnesty International. For the 

unincorporated entity the governing document is the statute of Amnesty International 

(amended by members attending the Amnesty International Council Meeting). For the 

incorporated entities, it is the memorandum and articles of association (amended by 

the board of directors). The governing documents define the membership of Amnesty 

International. This means that the members of Amnesty International unincorporated 

are not the same as the members of Amnesty International incorporated. 

 

The name Amnesty International is not incorporated. As such, the Amnesty 

International national sections are members of an unincorporated organisation and a 

registry is kept by the International Secretariat. Amnesty International is governed by 

a statute that is voted on at the Amnesty International Council Meeting. The Amnesty 

International Council consists of members of Amnesty International as defined by the 

statute (see below). The Amnesty International Council elects the International 

Executive Committee, which holds the central power of Amnesty International and 

represents the exclusive members of the incorporated entities of Amnesty 

International. Once the Amnesty International Council has elected the International 

Executive Committee the national sections lose control over the governance process. 

However, the sections are key organisational units of the Amnesty International 

hierarchy as they have the actual members and membership growth is an 

organisational objective that is high on Amnesty International's agenda. I now 

describe the main role and function of the governing units to explain where the 

executive powers lie. This includes defining the members and their decision making 
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powers according to the governing documents of Amnesty International as an 

unincorporated entity and of its incorporated entities Amnesty International Limited 

and Amnesty International Charity Limited.   

  

Amnesty International claims legitimacy as a membership NGO. Democratic principles 

are an essential component of Amnesty International's governance: “Amnesty 

International is a democratic, self-governing movement. It answers only to its own 

worldwide membership. All policy decisions are taken by elected bodies” (Amnesty 

International, 2002:4). Hence members are an important source of legitimacy. As 

stated above this is imperative when it comes to examining justifications for Amnesty 

International's participation in UN policy processes and in what capacity it is a 

representative NGO.  

 

Amnesty International is the representational unit of all Amnesty International 

members worldwide: “... a global movement of more than 3 million supporters, 

members and activists in more than 150 countries and territories” (Amnesty 

International, 2011d). Membership in Amnesty International is defined in the statute 

in five categories (Amnesty International, 2009:art. 11-15):  

 

1. National Sections (Amnesty International in a country, state, territory or region 

with consent of International Executive Committee)  

2. Structures (an Amnesty International national or regional entity established by 

the International Executive Committee)  

3. International Networks (members of sections or structures and programme 

regions of the International Secretariat)  

4. Affiliated Groups  

5. Individual Membership 

 

The last three groups are referred to as International Membership. All members of 

Amnesty International need to be approved of by the International Executive 
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Committee. National Sections are the operational units, they need to present their 

statute and pay annual fees to the International Executive Committee. Structures are 

coordinating units operating on International Executive Committee criteria. 

International Networks are promotional units that have to include members from five 

Sections or Structures as well as members from the International Secretariat 

Programme regions, they also have to register with the International Executive 

Committee. Membership of Affiliated Groups is decided by the International Executive 

Committee and depends on annual fees, this includes affiliate groups of Sections that 

have to present a register of their affiliated groups to the International Executive 

Committee (Amnesty International, 2009:art.11-15). Individual members are all of the 

above categories (with exceptions) and those who fall outside of these categories: 

An individual member of Amnesty International is any person who 
contributes to the advancement of the mission of Amnesty International, who 
acts in accordance with the core values and policies of Amnesty International, 
and who has been recognized and registered as a member by an Amnesty 
International section, structure or affiliated group by virtue of payment of 
annual dues or having been granted a dues waiver. Individuals residing in 
countries, states, territories, or regions where there is no section or structure 
and who are not members of an affiliated group, may, on payment to the 
International Secretariat of an annual subscription fee determined by the 
International Executive Committee, become international members of 
Amnesty International. In countries where a section or structure exists, 
individuals may become international members of Amnesty International 
with the consent of the section or structure and of the International Executive 
Committee. The International Secretariat shall maintain a register of such 
international members. (Amnesty International, 2009:art.15) 

The International Executive Committee can close down and permanently exclude any 

member of Amnesty International unincorporated, including national sections, 

according to the statute (exclusion means that the name Amnesty International can no 

longer be used by that member, expelled members can however appeal to an appeals 

committee elected by the Amnesty International Council) (Amnesty International, 

2009:art.46). The International Executive Committee thereby has central control over 

the membership of Amnesty International. However, an important feature of the 

membership at the unincorporated level is that it is superstructural and 

representational. That is, an individual can only join Amnesty International through a 

national section (with the caveat above) and actual members are managed as 
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members of the national sections. Members of the national sections are the core 

membership unit in the Amnesty International hierarchy.  

 

The Amnesty International Council consists of International Executive Committee 

members and representatives of other members as defined above. The powers of the 

Council are to vote on the statute of the unincorporated entity, such as policy priorities 

and systems of governance. The Council also elects the governors of the incorporated 

entities, the members of the International Executive Committee (Amnesty 

International, 2009:art. 6). The Amnesty International statute can only be amended by 

the Council with a majority of two thirds of the votes. The International Executive 

Committee, the national sections and the structures can submit proposed amendments 

to the International Secretariat given that the proposal are “supported in writing by at 

least five sections or structures”  (Amnesty International, 2009:art. 49).   

 

The agenda of the Amnesty International Council Meeting is prepared by the 

International Secretariat under the direction of the International Executive Committee 

(Amnesty International, 2009:art. 27). Those who have the right to vote at the 

Amnesty International Council Meeting are representatives of sections and structures 

and the international membership (international networks, affiliated groups, and 

individual members). Sections, structures and the international membership can 

appoint one representative to the Council. The sections and international membership 

are allowed additional representatives based on numbers, which gives a right of up to 

five extra representatives. The voting right of sections is restricted to the sections 

having paid full annual fees and presented a standard finance report for the two 

previous years (with exceptions). Votes are decided by a majority and the Chair of the 

Amnesty International Council Meeting has a casting vote (Amnesty International, 

2009:art. 23).  

 

The International Executive Committee receives its mandate from the Amnesty 

International Council every two years for a four-year term (staggered so that half the 
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posts are renewed biannually). There is a symbiotic relation between the members of 

the Amnesty International Council and the International Executive Committee in that 

although the latter have exclusive control over the former they are elected by the 

members of the Amnesty International Council. The Council elects a Treasurer that is 

automatically a member of the International Executive Committee. The additional 

eight members elected into the International Executive Committee are from the pool 

of the represented members but limited to one member per each section, structure, 

affiliated group, or international member and excluding networks (Amnesty 

International, 2009:art. 28). The power of the Amnesty International Council is to vote 

on policy priorities, values and executives, whilst the power of the International 

Executive Committee is decision making, including finance and regulation, and 

authority to execute the policies of the Council (Amnesty International, 2009:art. 7).  

 

The articles of association of the incorporated entities stipulate that the membership 

of Amnesty International Limited and Amnesty International Charity Limited is 

restricted to the members of the International Executive Committee only: 

The elected members of the International Executive Committee from time to 
time shall be the only members of the Company and their names shall be 
entered into the register of members. Any person ceasing to be an elected 
member of the International Executive Committee shall immediately also 
cease to be a member of the Company. (Amnesty International Limited, 
2010:5, art 7.1)  

This is also evident in the early versions of the articles (Amnesty International 

Limited, 1987:7, art. 2-3), and the articles of Amnesty International Charity Limited 

(Amnesty International Charity Limited, 1986a:1-2, art. 2-3). The ultimate decision 

making power of Amnesty International is accordingly vested in the incorporated 

entities and the members of the International Executive Committee as exclusive 

members of the two companies that comprise Amnesty International.  

 

The primary role of the International Executive Committee members is to govern the 

companies according to the articles of association by a majority of votes where each 

member has one vote (Amnesty International Charity Limited, 1986a:art.20,46; 

Amnesty International Limited, 1987:art. 20,46; 2010:17.1,18,25.1). At meetings a poll 
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can be demanded by the chair, directors, two members or a person “representing not 

less than one tenth of the total voting rights of all the members having the right to vote 

on the resolution” (Amnesty International Limited, 2010:art. 20.2.5). A resolution is 

agreed with majority or by “members representing not less than 75% of the total 

voting rights” (Amnesty International Limited, 2010:art. 25.1).  

 

The directors of the Amnesty International Limited company have power to create 

regulation (rules and bylaws) as they see fit for the management of the company 

(Amnesty International Limited, 1987:art. 69; 2010:art.51). The directors are 

appointed by resolution (Amnesty International Limited, 2010:art. 27) and are the 

senior leadership team of Amnesty International that can “exercise all the powers of 

the Company” (Amnesty International Limited, 2010:art. 30). This senior leadership 

team is effectively the board of directors of the company and is commonly referred to 

as the International Secretariat. Decision making of the directors is threefold: majority 

at a meeting; unanimity without a meeting; or majority without a meeting (Amnesty 

International Limited, 2010:art. 32.1, 38, 39). The directors may delegate power to 

committees (Amnesty International Limited, 2010:art. 40) or senior managers  

(Amnesty International Limited, 2010:art. 43).32 Amnesty International is thereby 

directed and managed by the International Executive Committee and the directors that 

represent the senior leadership team, the International Secretariat – the ‘professional 

heart’ of Amnesty International (Amnesty International, 2002:38).  

 

The role of the International Executive Committee is to: 

ensure the movement’s compliance with Amnesty International's statute 

ensure implementation of Amnesty International's Integrated Strategic Plan 

ensure the sound financial management of Amnesty International at the 
international level 

                                                           

32 The articles of association of both Amnesty International and Amnesty International UK from 
their incorporation in 1983 to 2009 elaborate in ever more detail the definition of membership, 
election of directors, and the conduct of meetings. It should be noted that these changes may be 
reflecting changes in company law. 
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provide consent for the establishment of sections, structures and other 
bodies of Amnesty International 

hold sections, structures and other bodies of Amnesty International 
accountable for their functioning by presenting reports to the International 
Council Meeting 

take international decisions on behalf of Amnesty International 

ensure human resources development. (Amnesty International, 2011b) 

The International Executive Committee decides which causes to support and passes 

the information onto the sections “with regular reports on its priorities, deliberations 

and decisions and includes financial reports and budget statements” (Amnesty 

International, 2011b). The International Executive Committee also makes 

“recommendations” to the Amnesty International Council “on matters affecting our 

future direction” (Amnesty International, 2011b). This means that the responsibility of 

all research work lies with the ‘international governing bodies’, that is the 

International Executive Committee and the International Secretariat:  

Responsibility for [Amnesty International’s] work on abuses of human rights 
in any country or territory, including the collection and evaluation of 
information, and the sending of delegations, lies with the international 
governing bodies of  the organization, and not with the section, structure, 
groups or members in the country or territory concerned. (Amnesty 
International, 2009:art.10) 

This power arrangement is also evident in Amnesty International’s handbook, manual 

for campaigning, and research dossiers (Amnesty International, 2001:58-63; 

2002:16,21,36,38,50,57). 

 

The preceding passages make clear the limits of membership both the unincorporated 

and the incorporated entities of Amnesty International. The definition of what 

constitutes a member thus imposes a specific challenge of members’ power and 

authority. The ultimate decision making authority in the Amnesty International 

hierarchy (the unincorporated and incorporated entities) lies with the International 

Executive Committee that has nine exclusive members. This includes, for example, 

who can and cannot be a member of Amnesty International and the research agenda 

that informs the work of the sections and underpins their legitimacy claims. I now turn 
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to discuss the membership and governance of Amnesty International UK within this 

context.  

The incorporated entities that comprise Amnesty International UK and how they relate 

to Amnesty International   

The two companies that comprise Amnesty International UK are Amnesty 

International UK Section, incorporated as Amnesty International British Section 

Limited in 1982, and Amnesty International British Section Charitable Trust, 

registered as charity in 1986 and incorporated in 1995 as Amnesty International UK 

Charitable Trust (Charity Commission, 2011d; Eliot, 1983; Lewis, 1995). Amnesty 

International British Section Limited changed its name to Amnesty International UK 

Section Limited in 1997 (Amnesty International United Kingdom Section Limited, 

1997), and in 2004 it made a name change to drop Limited from its name (Amnesty 

International United Kingdom Section, 2004).33 

 

Like Amnesty International, Amnesty International UK is a membership organisation 

with a constitution, chain of command and processes of internal legitimation of 

powers based on democratic principles. The constitutive documents of Amnesty 

International UK Section are its memorandum and articles of association. The 

objectives of the UK Section were initially expressed in their memorandum of 

association’s object clause but have been changed to replicate the Amnesty 

International organisational changes and are now expressed in the Amnesty 

International Statute (Amnesty International (British Section) Limited, 1983b; 

Amnesty International United Kingdom Section, 2009a:art. 3). 

 

                                                           

33 In the remainder of this chapter I use Amnesty International UK Section, Amnesty International 
UK, and UK Section interchangeably to refer to the two companies as a single unit. I use the 
company names proper to refer separately to each legal entity of the UK Section, that is Amnesty 
International UK Section Limited and Amnesty International UK Section Charitable Trust Limited. I 
use the UK Section unless the term British Section is specifically required for the context. Therefore 
there may be inconsistencies between the text and the citation, where the text talks of UK Section 
and then refers to a citation where the term British Section is the author of a document that dates 
prior to the name change. 
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An example of this change is the Amnesty International logo. In 1993 Amnesty 

International Limited filed to trademark the logo with the UK National Business 

Register (the logo is a candle wrapped in barbed wire designed by Diana Redhouse in 

1961 with reference to a Chinese proverb ‘better light a candle than curse the 

darkness’ (Larsen, 1979:16)). The trademark was formally registered to Amnesty 

International Limited in 1995 giving the company exclusive rights over how the logo is 

used in a number of identified categories. In order to use the logo the UK Section has 

to sign a licence agreement with Amnesty International Limited (Amnesty 

International United Kingdom Section and Amnesty Freestyle Ltd, 2008:1). Prior to 

this arrangement the logo was in the custody of the directors of the UK Section who 

had control over how it was used and required their signature (Amnesty International 

(British Section) Limited, 1988:13, clause 44). The use of the logo is considered 

susceptible to risk and features high on the political risks agenda of both Amnesty 

International and Amnesty International UK (Amnesty International Limited and 

Amnesty International Charity Limited, 2007:4; Amnesty International United 

Kingdom Section and Amnesty Freestyle Ltd, 2008:2).  

 

Amnesty International UK is governed by a board of directors that has twelve elected 

members and three (externally) appointed (opted) members. The Amnesty 

International UK board appoints the trustees for the Amnesty International UK 

Charitable Trust (as well as directors of any other subsidiary companies of Amnesty 

International UK). The board of directors obtains its democratic mandate through a 

ballot at Amnesty International UK's Annual General Meeting (also called national 

conference). The Annual General Meeting is open to Amnesty International UK’s 

members (see definition of members in the appendix). The 2010 Annual General 

Meeting was attended by about five hundred staff and members (Amnesty 

International UK, 2010b). The main function of the Annual General Meeting is for the 

members to elect the board of directors and ratify or reject policy proposals to take to 

the Amnesty International Council. The Annual General Meeting:  

... is the primary decision making forum for Amnesty International UK [...] it is 
a crucial part of our democracy and accountability, where members can have 
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their say and contribute to debates and decision-making. (Amnesty 
International UK, 2008c) 

The policy ratified at Amnesty International UK’s Annual General Meeting can be 

highly political, for example in 2009 the Annual General Meeting passed (albeit 

narrowly) a resolution to boycott Israeli products in support of Gaza. The resolution 

reads: 

This AGM calls on the UK section to:- 

1. ask the International Secretariat to explore the idea of adopting as policy 
the promotion of a boycott of West Bank settlement products. 

2. press for a full EU-wide investigation of West Bank settlement products' 
evasion of import duties and for clearer labelling of West Bank products for 
retail so that a distinction can more easily be made between settlement and 
Palestinian products. (Amnesty International UK, 2009:4) 

Given that Amnesty International UK has access to a political platform both in its own 

right and through its international representative, Amnesty International, it is 

important to understand the role of their members in decision making and how they 

are a legitimacy source that justifies both Amnesty International UK's and Amnesty 

International's legitimacy claims.  

Importance of members for Amnesty International UK  

Members are an important source of legitimacy for Amnesty International and 

membership growth is an important organisational target for both Amnesty 

International UK and Amnesty International. The membership growth of Amnesty 

International in the early years was phenomenal as Amnesty International managed to 

appeal to a broad group of supporters (Buchanan, 2002). In 1962 there were 70 local 

groups, in 1963 there were 350 and by the end of the 1960s there were almost one 

thousand groups. Initially Amnesty International operated only in Britain but it 

quickly expanded throughout Europe and North America (Amnesty International, 

1965:5-6; Head, Allen, et al., 1965). Many of the early organisational tasks of the 

International Secretariat involved organising national sections and keeping Amnesty 

groups informed and collaborative (Amnesty International, 1965:21-2). In 1962 the 

second International Conference of the Amnesty Appeal 1961 was attended by more 
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than 60 delegates (Buchanan, 2002:596). The Amnesty groups and membership 

continued to grow throughout the 1970s. In the mid 1980s the combined membership 

of Amnesty International had reached half a million. At the start of the 1990s Amnesty 

International claimed one million members and by 2010 three million members 

(Amnesty International, 2011a). The importance of members is equally evident in the 

annual reports of Amnesty International in 1965 and Amnesty International UK in 

2010.  

 

Members are integral to the way Amnesty International UK claims legitimacy:  

Being a membership organisation is one of the real strengths of Amnesty 
International. It defines the way we work, generates the action that fuels our 
campaigns and provides us with most of our income. The more members and 
supporters we have, the more impact we can make on human rights around 
the world. (Amnesty International UK, 2010a:10) 

---- 

Amnesty International draws its political and financial strength from the fact 
that it is a membership organisation. This defines the way it works and gives 
it legitimacy, creativity and a truly human perspective. [...] We need more 
supporters for two reasons: to develop human rights activists and to provide 
secure income streams into the future. (Amnesty International United 
Kingdom, 2010:10) 

 

The emphasis on members as a source of legitimacy is also outlined in Amnesty 

International’s Integrated Strategic Plan for 2004-2010 and in Amnesty International 

UK's Strategic Directions 2010 where one of the key organisational targets is 

membership growth.34 In the case of Amnesty International UK, increased 

membership growth was translated into targets of twenty-three percent growth in 

income and one million supporters (not specified as members but as engaged 

supporters, in 2006 the UK Section claims this number is at 267 thousand). To achieve 

this the UK Section targeted for example schools, increased its investment in 

recruitment and aimed to benefit from changes in the charity legislation (Amnesty 

International United Kingdom Section, 2007:art. 6.1 and 6.10.1). This emphasis on 

                                                           

34 The Integrated Strategic Plan is a strategy document that was adopted in 2001 to introduce 
measurable targets and expected outcomes (Amnesty International, 2002:34). 
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increased growth is reported in Amnesty International UK’s 2008-2010 annual 

reports. The member register (actual members not engaged supporters) of the UK 

Section counted 174,600 members in 2008 (a drop of two thousand members from the 

previous year). The registered members of Amnesty International UK dropped again 

to 161,053 in 2009 and to 156,555 in 2010 (Amnesty International UK Section, 

2010:9).  In accordance with its strategic plan, Amnesty International UK increased its 

expenditure for recruitment in 2008 at the cost of charitable activities. This decision 

was repeated in 2010 due to the continuing fall in membership.  

 

Although Amnesty International UK's aspiration for increased membership growth is 

to “develop human rights activists [...] adding to the pool of those able to take on 

human rights abuses” (Amnesty International UK Section, 2010:9; Amnesty 

International United Kingdom Section and Amnesty Freestyle Ltd, 2008:14), there are 

however also practical reasons for this emphasis. The number of members is directly 

linked to the voting rights of the UK Section at the Amnesty International Council 

Meeting and membership fees are a major source of income. Increasing and retaining 

members of the national sections is accordingly an important source for the credibility 

of Amnesty International's democratic mandate (Amnesty International UK Section, 

2010: 9). Amnesty International UK's emphasis on growth is thus also an important 

part of Amnesty International's strategic targets to “leverage its brand” and “think big” 

(Amnesty International, 2010b:21).  

 

As membership continues to drop for the UK Section, Amnesty International reports 

its “numbers have swelled” (Amnesty International, 2010b:2). The new recruits of 

Amnesty International are mainly new national sections that are being established as 

Amnesty International expands globally. There were 74 sections in 2010, up from 52 

in 2008 (Amnesty International Limited, 2008:2; Amnesty International UK, 2010a:3). 

This has financial implications for Amnesty International UK as one of Amnesty 

International's major contributor. Amnesty International UK claims in its 2010 

Strategic Directions document that two-thirds of its income is from “committed 
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supporters” and in its 2010 annual report that ninety four percent of its income is 

from members and members fundraising (Amnesty International UK, 2010a:9; 

Amnesty International United Kingdom Section, 2007:art. 6.10.2). Thus increased 

number of members and “committed supporters” is important for the UK Section to be 

able to continue to contribute financially to the International Secretariat.  

 

It is also significant for the organisational alignment process within the Amnesty 

International hierarchy. Amnesty International’s 2016 Integrated Strategic Plan states 

that resources should be distributed according to priorities:  

If AI is to enhance its delivery of its human rights promises, then it must 
ensure that its resources flow to its priorities and are not locked down by the 
happenstance of where they were raised. [...] Money raised in AI’s name is 
understood to belong to AI as a whole and not only to the AI entity that raised 
it. (Amnesty International, 2010b:21) 

Since most fundraising opportunities are in the West this statement has implications 

for Amnesty International UK as the UK Section works closely with the International 

Secretariat to raise funds for their international work in the UK (Amnesty 

International United Kingdom Section, 2007:art. 6.10.4). As mentioned earlier in the 

chapter, Hopgood has pointed out that the income of Amnesty International is largely 

from European and North American Sections (US, UK and Netherlands being the 

largest three) which has implications for the relationship between influential sections 

and the international hierarchy (Hopgood, 2006:194-198). Keeping the number of 

members up and growing is therefore key, not only for Amnesty International UK and 

its position in the Amnesty hierarchy, but also for Amnesty International’s global 

growth.  

 

I now turn to describe the types of members and membership criteria of Amnesty 

International UK to clarify further what members as a legitimacy source means for the 

power relationship between Amnesty International UK and Amnesty International.  
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Amnesty International UK’s membership typology and the status of members 

There are six types of members in Amnesty International UK: individual members, 

family members, affiliate members, local groups, student groups, and in 2009 youth 

groups were added (in 2006 a special resolution was passed to lower the member’s 

voting age from 16 to 14 years old) (Amnesty International United Kingdom Section, 

2006; 2009b:13-14, art. 3) (see appendix to chapter five for details of each 

membership type). There is also an option for the above members to form a group and 

acquire a status of Network according to criteria set by the board of directors (it is not 

clear what this means as there are no voting rights associated with Network status, 

unlike the international network status). In 2010 Amnesty International UK claimed 

270 local groups, 120 student groups, and 650 youth groups (Amnesty International 

UK Section, 2010:8). The voting rights of each member is such that an individual 

member and a family member get one vote each, local, student and youth groups get 

ten votes each. An affiliate member gets one vote for the first five thousand members 

and additional one vote for up to the maximum of ten for each extra ten thousand 

members (Amnesty International United Kingdom Section, 2009b:20, art.23). 

 

Each individual membership of Amnesty International UK is appointed by approval of 

the board of directors and the board of directors has absolute control over the 

membership of the organisation: “The Board may in its absolute discretion decline to 

accept any person as a Member and need not give reasons for so doing.” Furthermore, 

“The Board may from time to time prescribe criteria for membership but shall not by 

so doing become obliged to accept persons fulfilling those criteria as Members” 

(Amnesty International United Kingdom Section, 2009b:article 4, p.14). A member can 

appoint a representative and send delegates to annual meetings and arrange for proxy 

votes. Amnesty International UK keeps a detailed register of such activity (Amnesty 

International United Kingdom Section, 2009b:14, article 6). Members can be expelled 

for unpaid fees and by resolution of the directors after they have been informed 

“specifying the circumstances alleged to justify expulsion” with due process for those 

involved (Amnesty International United Kingdom Section, 2009b:15, article 8). The 
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board of directors can accord a special status of Networks “to any group of members 

brought together for a particular purpose” – and withdraw such status, if the group 

does not fulfil “the criteria specified by the Board for two successive years or is in 

substantial breach of any mandate or rules of the Company” (Amnesty International 

United Kingdom Section, 2009b:16, article 10).  

 

Amnesty International UK Section Charitable Trust has no general members, the only 

members are the board of trustees. The board of trustees are appointed by a 

governing body of the Amnesty International UK Section (Amnesty International UK 

Section Charitable Trust, 2008:10-14, art.2,22,28-31 ). (The Amnesty International UK 

Charitable Trust is mainly relevant in the context of Amnesty International UK's 

mission as discussed below.)  

 

The central control of the directors over the Amnesty International UK membership 

has been somewhat curtailed since the incorporation of the UK Section, for instance 

with administrative articles on polling, proxy voting, representation and delegates, 

and membership appeals committee (Amnesty International (British Section) Limited, 

1983a: art. 3,15; 1988: art. 20,2,3). The key restriction of the discretionary power of 

the directors over the membership was the establishment of the special Members’ and 

Directors’ Appeal Committee for those subject to (forced) cessation of membership 

and whose decision is final (Amnesty International United Kingdom Section, 2009b:16, 

article 11).  

Managing political and charitable objectives of the Amnesty International hierarchy: the 

symbiotic relationship between Amnesty International UK and Amnesty International  

Amnesty International UK is committed to the advancement of Amnesty 

International’s objectives – to a degree where its existence is made conditional: 

“Amnesty International United Kingdom Section exists to further the aims of the 

international Amnesty movement” (Amnesty International United Kingdom Section 

and Amnesty Freestyle Ltd, 2008:22). However, crucial to this commitment is Amnesty 

International UK's ability to present its own resolutions to the International Executive 
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Committee as a member of the unincorporated Amnesty International. This symbiotic 

relationship between the Amnesty International Council and the International 

Executive Committee and the members involved highlights the complex organisational 

structure of the Amnesty International hierarchy. This is best illustrated in how they 

manage their political versus charitable objectives.   

 

One of the outcomes of the McGovern case discussed earlier in this chapter was the 

organisational structure instituted by Amnesty International UK and Amnesty 

International to manage their charitable versus political objectives under the new 

regime:  

Amnesty International UK was refused registration as a Charity as some of its 
purposes were considered ‘political’ under English law. Amnesty 
International British Section Charitable Trust was therefore formed to 
conduct those activities which were deemed charitable. (Amnesty 
International United Kingdom Section and Amnesty Freestyle Ltd, 2008:1)  

Amnesty International incorporated the names Amnesty International Limited and 

Amnesty International British Section Limited and both established charitable trusts 

to conduct the charitable objectives of Amnesty International’s mission. Amnesty 

International UK Charitable Trust is used to raise funds for Amnesty International 

Charity which in turn pays for Amnesty International Limited’s research (although 

most of the charity’s income is donated by the company to the charity) (Amnesty 

International Charity Limited, 2009:24; Amnesty International UK Section Charitable 

Trust, 2007:3-4; Amnesty International United Kingdom Section Charitable Trust, 

2010:9). The significant majority of the UK Section Trust’s income is allocated to 

Amnesty International Charity Limited (Amnesty International (UK Section) 

Charitable Trust, 2008:5, 22).  

 

Perhaps the most evident arrangement of the centralisation of power is how Amnesty 

International manages its charitable objectives through the incorporated entities. 

Amnesty International Charity Limited is almost entirely funded with financial 

contributions from Amnesty International Limited and Amnesty International UK 

Charitable Trust. The guarantors of Amnesty International Charity Limited are the 
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members of the International Executive Committee who appoint its trustees that also 

serve as its directors (Amnesty International Charity Limited, 2009:2-3).  In 2008 

Amnesty International Charity Limited had no employees and the directors’ salaries 

and related costs were paid for or donated by Amnesty International Limited 

(Amnesty International Charity Limited, 2009:24). Amnesty International Charity 

Limited represents the charitable objectives of Amnesty International Limited. Due to 

the UK regulatory regime Amnesty International Limited has to keep its charitable 

objectives in a separate company to qualify for charitable registration. The charity, the 

Amnesty International Charity Limited, then commissions Amnesty International 

Limited to carry out the objectives of the charity (that are in fact Amnesty 

International's objectives) and reimburses it for its services (research) (Amnesty 

International Charity Limited, 2009:3; Amnesty International Limited, 2008:38). Thus, 

the Amnesty International Charity Limited is financed and governed by Amnesty 

International Limited, which also carries out most of its work.  

 

The organisational relationship with the Amnesty International UK Section is also 

complex. Amnesty International UK Charitable Trust Limited mainly exists to fund 

Amnesty International Charity Limited that then commissions Amnesty International 

Limited to conduct its research objectives. The results are then fed back to the UK 

Section to inform its campaigns. The UK Section thus funds the research of Amnesty 

International Limited through the incorporated charities of each company and in 

return relies on an information feed from the International Secretariat to conduct 

campaigns: “We rely on the International Secretariat to find out the facts about human 

rights abuses. Based on the facts they uncover and confirm, we take action. We 

mobilise activists, we campaign, we lobby and we pressurise” (Amnesty International 

UK Section, 2010:7). 

 

The relationship is described in the 1994 annual report of Amnesty International 

Limited as follows:  

AICL [Amnesty International Charity Limited] commissioned AIL [Amnesty 
International Limited] to carry out charitable activities on its behalf under the 
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terms of the memorandum of agreement signed in June 1992. AICL will 
reimburse AIL for carrying on the commissioned work to such extent as the 
directors of AICL may determine. (Amnesty International Limited, 1995:1) 

The priority of the objectives is clear. Amnesty International Limited lists its first 

objective to be “The undertaking of charitable activities requested by Amnesty 

International Charity Limited” and its second objective to be:  

... pursuance of securing the observance of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights throughout the world which would not be considered 
charitable under United Kingdom law. Such activities principally comprise 
campaigns undertaken with a view to influencing actions taken by sovereign 
governments. (Amnesty International Limited, 1995:10)  

Although the objectives of both the company and the charity were essentially carried 

out by Amnesty International Limited, the charitable objectives were now 

incorporated in Amnesty International Charity Limited that commissioned Amnesty 

International Limited to conduct them. Thus, the incorporated entities of Amnesty 

International were an instrumental way to retain Amnesty International's political and 

charitable objectives under the aegis of Amnesty International. 

 

The incorporation of Amnesty International Charity Limited was to separate the 

charitable objectives from the political objectives in order to manage them according 

to the guidelines of the Charity Commission. The charitable objectives of Amnesty 

International Charity Limited were defined to “promote research into the maintenance 

and observance of human rights and to publish the results of such research” (Amnesty 

International Charity Limited, 1986b). The objectives of the Amnesty International UK 

Section Charitable Trust largely reflect those of Amnesty International Charity Limited 

(Amnesty International UK Section Charitable Trust, 1995:art. 3,4; Charity 

Commission, 2011d). In 2008, the mission of the Amnesty International UK Section 

Charitable Trust was to promote human rights as set out by the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights and other UN conventions, declarations or codes that elaborate it. 

The Trust’s objectives are empirical commitments to research, education, and 

technical advice to governments on human rights matters, which further the mission 
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of Amnesty International UK (Amnesty International UK Section Charitable Trust, 

2008:article 3a-m).35 

 

As discussed above the members of the incorporated charities are not democratically 

elected but appointed by the governing bodies of each company, that is the 

International Executive Committee and UK Section board of directors. Since the main 

objective of the UK Section Charitable Trust is to fund Amnesty International Charity 

Limited and promote human rights research it can be argued that the Trustees 

(members of International Executive Committee) of Amnesty International Charity 

Limited have central control over decisions about funds for research and the epistemic 

agenda of Amnesty International in general, including the Amnesty International UK 

Section Charitable Trusts (Amnesty International Charity Limited, 1986a, 1986b).  

 

The separation of the political and charitable objectives of Amnesty International into 

company and charity is mostly an artificial separation to comply with the regulation of 

the Charity Commission. The research commissioned by Amnesty International 

Charity Limited is carried out by Amnesty International Limited for which it is 

reimbursed by the charity. Amnesty International UK Charitable Trust was formed to 

channel its funds to the Amnesty International Charity, which in turn is an outlet to 

recycle Amnesty International's research that complies with the regulation of the 

Charity Commission. In 2008, the Charity Commission clarified what type of political 

activity and campaigning methods charities could engage in without compromising 

their charitable status (Charity Commission, 2008b). The distinction revolved around 

where to draw the line between the purpose and activities of a charity, stating that as 

long as the purpose of the charity is exclusively charitable its campaigning activities 

can be partly or mainly political (McCarthy, 2008). As a result Amnesty International 

UK wanted to merge the company (Amnesty International UK Section Limited) and the 

                                                           

35 The Amnesty International UK Section Charitable Trust also undertakes other projects. In 2008 
the Trust was for example involved in producing educational material for secondary schools in 
England and recruiting and training Amnesty supporters (Amnesty International (UK Section) 
Charitable Trust, 2008:6-8). Their teaching material and scope is extensive (Amnesty International 
UK, 2008a). 
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charity (Amnesty International UK Charitable Trust Limited) where the organisational 

objectives of the company would then ‘mirror’ those of the charity and thus allow it to 

gain approval from the Charity Commission (Amnesty International United Kingdom 

Section and Amnesty Freestyle Ltd, 2008:16). However Amnesty International UK was 

not able to negotiate or accept the conditions set by the Charity Commission and the 

merger was not followed through with due to “constraints around our campaigning 

abilities” (Amnesty International United Kingdom Section Charitable Trust, 2010:10).  

The internal process of legitimation in the Amnesty International hierarchy: the limits of 

representational legitimacy of a membership NGO  

Although Amnesty International UK is not legally embedded in the Amnesty 

International hierarchy, its constitutional documents declare compliance and 

cooperation and describe a dependent power relationship where Amnesty 

International UK is in a subordinate position to Amnesty International. The internal 

process of legitimation of the Amnesty International hierarchy gives Amnesty 

International a mandate to represent the national sections based on democratic 

principles with voting members and a right to speak for the organisation globally.  

 

I now describe the process of internal legitimation and try to highlight the gap that 

exists between the grassroots level and the global executive level. This is especially 

important because although there is a symbiotic relationship between the national and 

global membership at the superstructural level this is not the case at the 

organisational level. The gap is most evident in the different types of powers vested in 

different types of memberships, such as the Amnesty International Council that 

consists mainly of representatives of members of national sections, and the 

International Executive Committee which consists of exclusive members with ultimate 

authority when it comes to decision making. This is mainly explained with the two 

tiers of governance, the unincorporated Amnesty International and the incorporated 

Amnesty International entities.   
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The internal process of legitimation for Amnesty International’s representational 

mandate can be divided into three levels, the national (membership) level, the 

international (policy) level, and the global (executive) level. The national level 

manages the actual members and the grassroots campaigners of Amnesty 

International through the national sections. The international level is the policy 

platform of Amnesty International where the Amnesty International Council 

comprising representatives of national sections votes on the statute of the 

unincorporated Amnesty International and elects the International Executive 

Committee for the incorporated entities. The global executive level is the International 

Executive Committee and its directors that comprise the International Secretariat 

(with the Secretary General as their figurehead). The process demonstrates how the 

mandate of Amnesty International is conferred from the sections to the nine members 

of the International Executive Committee based on a democratic principle of majority 

voting. The process enables Amnesty International to claim representational 

legitimacy in the name of its members (as defined above). Amnesty International’s 

statute states that all work on human rights abuses done in the name of Amnesty 

International is the responsibility of the International Executive Committee and the 

International Secretariat (the international governing bodies of the organisation): 

Responsibility for [Amnesty International] work on abuses of human rights in 
any country or territory, including the collection and evaluation of 
information, and the sending of delegations, lies with the international 
governing bodies of  the organization, and not with the section, structure, 
groups or members in the country or territory concerned. (Amnesty 
International, 2009:art. 10) 

This places significant power in the hands of the nine members of the International 

Executive Committee who are in control of Amnesty International's funds and 

regulation – especially since the statute has become the object clause for (tentatively 

all) other Amnesty International entities. 

 

Thus, the internal process of legitimation is important to legitimate not only the 

operational powers, but also the representational abilities of the International 

Executive Committee. The internal process of legitimation is, notably, internal to the 

Amnesty hierarchy and cannot be used to confer representational legitimacy on 
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Amnesty International externally as representing global public opinion (as discussed 

in chapter two). The internal process of legitimation also defines the representational 

abilities of Amnesty International at global institutions such as the UN. This is in 

contrast to external legitimation processes where Amnesty International enters into 

contracts with governmental bodies such as the UK Foreign Office and the UN 

subsequently depending on the regulatory framework of these institutions granting 

them legitimacy (Christiansen and Dowding, 1994).  

 

This section has clarified the organisational structure of the Amnesty International 

hierarchy and the legal entities of Amnesty International UK and Amnesty 

International. Returning to the questions introduced at the beginning of the chapter I 

have demonstrated that although the authoritative sources of legitimacy are members 

and the research library, it is through the members that Amnesty International UK 

claims legitimacy. Both Amnesty International UK and Amnesty International 

prioritise members as their main source of legitimacy whereas the literature tends to 

focus on their normative legitimacy sources and the research library to justify their 

claims, even if the claims are representational. In order to assess the legitimacy claims 

of Amnesty International UK and Amnesty International it is necessary to evaluate 

them as interdependent. It has been established that Amnesty International is a 

membership organisation that receives its mandate from its national sections. The 

actual members belong to Amnesty International UK (and the national sections in 

general), whereas the members of Amnesty International are the representatives of 

the national sections (usually the board of directors). There is however a gap in the 

membership structures between the members of the Amnesty International Council 

and the members of the companies that hold financial and regulatory decision making 

authority over Amnesty International. This gap, that exists between the actual 

members and the executives of the incorporated entities of Amnesty International that 

control decision making, is problematic for the hierarchy. It can be argued that this is a 

serious legitimacy deficit for a membership NGO in the sense that Amnesty 

International’s funds and authority are in the hands of nine people that represent 
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almost three million members (although this disproportionate authority can partly be 

explained by the organisational complications imposed by the UK regulatory regime). 

The centralisation of power at the international office where control over funds, policy 

and the research also directly affects Amnesty International UK that has pledged 

loyalty to the mission of Amnesty International in many ways. The justifications for 

Amnesty International UK's legitimacy claims are therefore embedded in the Amnesty 

International hierarchy. That said, it is clear that Amnesty International UK (and 

national sections in general) holds the main source of legitimacy, the members, that 

should be included when scrutinising Amnesty International's legitimacy claims.   

Conclusion 

The argument developed in the sections above emphasises the importance of looking 

at Amnesty International's legitimacy claims more holistically. It is clear in its 

organisational documents and by its internal organisation of power that the Amnesty 

International hierarchy is reliant on the premise of membership. The internal process 

of legitimation can be categorised into three levels: national, international and global. 

The underlying principal of the process is a democratic representation of voting 

members. I have pointed out that there is a gap between the national level (activists 

mainly) and the international level (executives mainly) that presents a legitimacy 

challenge for Amnesty International in terms of how members are defined and how 

the chain of command is directed from the International Secretariat to the national 

sections. It has also been established that the legitimation process of Amnesty 

International as a membership organisation enables Amnesty International to claim 

representation of its own members only, not public opinion. It is important to think of 

this in terms of whether legitimacy is generated internally or externally. When 

discussing the external legitimacy of NGOs, whether at the national or international 

levels, it can for example be argued that the UK Foreign Office, as Dowding and 

Christiansen demonstrated, legitimates the participation of Amnesty International UK 

in the policy process. The same goes for Amnesty International's participation in 

policy making at the UN. However externally granted legitimacy to Amnesty 
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International UK or Amnesty International does not explain how legitimacy is 

generated internally in the Amnesty International hierarchy; namely by voting 

members. To give a full account of how Amnesty International UK claims legitimacy 

and how to assess their legitimacy claims it is important to understand how legitimacy 

is generated internally.  

 

Amnesty International UK is part of an organisational hierarchy that has to be 

considered when assessing its legitimacy claims. Both Amnesty International UK and 

Amnesty International claim legitimacy as membership NGOs. However there is a 

sharp distinction between what constitutes members at the national and international 

levels. The International Secretariat is dependent on its national sections for claiming 

legitimacy in the upper echelons of international politics. When Amnesty International 

claims expert authority on human rights it does so as a membership organisation and 

the members belong to the national sections, of which Amnesty International UK is 

one. This gives Amnesty International UK influence that it likes to retain and in order 

to do so it has to keep up the membership because this is not only the main source of 

income, but also a system of justification. This chapter has demonstrated that Amnesty 

International UK’s members are persons whereas Amnesty International’s 

incorporated entities are exclusively controlled by the International Executive 

Committee and its unincorporated entity mainly contains organisational membership 

(comprised of representatives from the national sections). The chapter has thus 

argued that Amnesty International UK claims legitimacy through its members rather 

than the fact-finding research library of the International Secretariat and that 

legitimacy claims made by Amnesty International are representational judged against 

their internal process of legitimation.  

 

Membership and the internal organisation of power are crucial for assessing both 

Amnesty International UK's and Amnesty International's legitimacy claims. 

Legitimacy-in-context is vital for providing justifications for legitimacy claims and 

explaining and understanding sources of legitimacy. This is particularly true when it 
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comes to assessing legitimacy claims at the international level where representational 

claims are often substituted by normative claims as expressed in Amnesty 

International’s mission to justify its access to power. As Hopgood has pointed out the 

line between the moral and political authority exposes its contrasting roles of being a 

witness and being an advocate. As a witness (based on research and fact-finding 

missions) Amnesty International claims moral authority but as an advocate it claims 

political authority (based on members). The importance of members should not be 

overlooked when institutional legitimacy is being granted to Amnesty International 

UK or Amnesty International as members are crucial to their legitimacy claims.  

 

This leads to questions about who is in control. The documents that dictate the 

internal organisation of power can be explained with the internal process of 

legitimation that transfers power from the members of the UK section to the global 

executives of Amnesty International. The process has three levels: the national 

members level, the international policy level, and the global executive level. The 

process is about justifying, based on democratic principles, the authority of the 

executives to the members. It enables national representatives to vote on Amnesty 

International’s policies and value commitments (as expressed in the mission and 

objectives of the statutes of unincorporated Amnesty International) and elects the 

global executives that are in control of funds and bylaws. Participation in this process 

is restricted to members as they are defined by the UK section and the Amnesty 

International statute. The internal legitimation process turns Amnesty International’s 

mission into a mandate and is critical for an assessment of their legitimacy claims at 

the international level. 

 

External legitimacy on the other hand is about the justifications of Amnesty 

International’s participation in the policy process of (inter)governmental or 

democratic institutions whether in the UK or internationally. As both Amnesty 

International and Amnesty International UK are registered in the UK, their legal 

entities are regulated by the Charity Commission and the Companies House as 
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appropriate (see also chapter four) but with a serious shortcoming. The regulation 

only covers parts of their organisational functions (financial accounts) or units (the 

charity trusts). The UK regulatory regime largely excludes Amnesty International UK 

and Amnesty International because their mission is political and cannot be regulated 

outside the UK context. At the international level Amnesty International can only claim 

representational legitimacy based on its membership as it is derived from the national 

sections and dictated by the internal process of legitimation. The notion of legal 

legitimacy at the international level is scant but Amnesty International can to some 

extent draw on its status with global institutions and on normative legitimacy claims 

based on its mission and organisational objectives. Regulation at the international 

level is furthermore problematic because the only signs of regulatory initiatives are 

self-regulatory incentives (such as the international NGO Charter and the Global 

Reporting Initiative) that function primarily as auxiliary mechanisms and lack external 

justification in the context of democracy.   

 

The incorporated powers of the International Executive Committee are vast and 

expose Amnesty International to a legitimacy deficit. Although their mission changes 

from moral to more political authority have been justified internally this has yet to 

translate into accountability in the wider democratic context where their influencing 

public policy is in need of justification. Democratic control mechanisms are weak and 

yet to be developed. To change this and increase the democratic mandate of Amnesty 

International there need to be independent mechanisms to verify claims and make 

information central and available for the public. This is pertinent because the move of 

NGOs from claiming ethical authority into claiming political authority is part of the 

social change agenda and the reforming of global institutions (Brown, 2008; Korten, 

1990; Slaughter, 2004).  

 

The members and the research library are important characteristics of how Amnesty 

International claims legitimacy and operates but equally important is its early mission 

to ‘equate law with morality’ in the shape of universal norms. That representational 
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legitimacy claims only focus on one aspect, that of normative claims, and ignore the 

role of members is a legitimacy deficit in the external legitimacy of both Amnesty 

International UK and Amnesty International. Members are an important aspect of how 

Amnesty International UK and Amnesty International claim legitimacy and essential to 

the process of internal legitimation that justifies the mandate given to the 

International Executive Committee. By applying a Beethamite assessment of their 

legitimacy claims the chapter has argued that ignoring the role of members in 

legitimating Amnesty International UK's legitimacy claims and solely focusing on 

expert knowledge as justificatory reasoning is problematic. The case study has 

demonstrated that the internal organisation of power that dictates the power 

relationship between Amnesty International UK and the International Secretariat is an 

important aspect of their legitimacy claims where members are crucial, hence the 

importance of a multidimensional approach when assessing their claims.  
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Chapter 6 A Beethamite assessment of Greenpeace UK’s 

legitimacy claims: a case study of an environmental NGO 

Greenpeace shares many of Amnesty International's organisational features as an 

international hierarchy. This case study demonstrates however that there are 

significant differences. This pertains both to the internal organisation of power and to 

the way Greenpeace UK claims legitimacy. A Beethamite analysis of Greenpeace UK's 

legitimacy claims demonstrates that Greenpeace UK claims legitimacy using different 

sources and that it has a differently structured power relationship with its 

international unit, Greenpeace International. In order to examine how Greenpeace UK 

claims legitimacy I ask the following questions: How is the content of its legitimacy 

claims justified? How is power legitimated internally? What is the constitutive remit of 

Greenpeace UK in the Greenpeace hierarchy? And with what authority do they speak?  

 

The analysis entails examining how Greenpeace UK claims legal legitimacy, the 

internal organisation of power in the Greenpeace hierarchy, and in particular the 

mission statements and organisational objectives that underpin their claims. The 

internal organisation of power is based on a bilateral contract between Greenpeace UK 

and Greenpeace International where Greenpeace UK has little control. Thus the 

analytical focus of the chapter is on Greenpeace UK as a representative member of 

Greenpeace International in the UK, contextualising the assessment of Greenpeace 

UK's legitimacy claims in the Greenpeace International hierarchy.36  

 

Greenpeace UK claims legitimacy as an environmental NGO and measures the success 

of its campaigns in the policy impacts they have on governments and corporations. 

Unlike Amnesty International and Cafod, Greenpeace did not originate in the UK but in 

                                                           

36 A note on terminology. The term Greenpeace is used to refer to Greenpeace as an institution 
including all its offices (international office, national offices and other relevant units). When 
discussing specific offices I use their exact name, for example Greenpeace International or 
Greenpeace UK. However, Greenpeace Research Laboratories is used synonymously with 
Greenpeace International Science Unit as these are two names for the same office. The nuances to 
the terms are noted as they occur if necessary. 
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Canada. It was initially associated with the peace movement and campaigned on issues 

such as disarmament and anti-nuclear tests, as well as ecology. However, as 

Greenpeace grew internationally it started to focus more intensely on ecology and 

came to shed its alignment with the peace movement and radical (environmental) 

groups (although disarmament remains a part of its agenda (Greenpeace UK, 2009b:7-

8)). Religiously inspired statements were replaced with scientific manifestos and 

Greenpeace's legitimacy claims became increasingly associated with, and based on, 

scientific research. Thus, Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims are not grounded in 

members but in knowledge production. 

 

The outline of the chapter is as follows. The first section is on Greenpeace's history and 

how it was established in the UK. This section discusses the early mission of 

Greenpeace from the Don’t Make a Wave Committee to the organisational battle for 

establishing Greenpeace’s legitimacy internationally, in particular in the UK. The 

second section is about the internal organisation of power and how Greenpeace UK is 

consolidated in Greenpeace International. It is necessary to understand the power 

relationship between Greenpeace UK in the Greenpeace International hierarchy, as 

outlined in the bilateral agreement, because it underpins the way Greenpeace UK 

claims legitimacy. To underline the importance of scientific research for Greenpeace's 

legitimacy claims I also discuss the role of Greenpeace International’s science unit in 

the UK, the Greenpeace Research Laboratories. The third section is about Greenpeace's 

scientific sources of legitimacy and how Greenpeace International has evolved into a 

scientifically orientated NGO. The embedded case study of the Kingsnorth case (a 

criminal trial against Greenpeace UK activists) demonstrates both how Greenpeace UK 

makes legitimacy claims as a representative of Greenpeace International, and how 

these claims are justified with reference to science. The level of academic competence 

has provided Greenpeace with scientific credibility towards their target audience, 

politicians and global corporations, and become the main legitimacy source for 

Greenpeace's legitimacy claims. Witness testimonies at the trial are furthermore used 

to enhance how important science and scientific knowledge production is for 
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justifying Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims. The conclusion of the chapter 

summarises the key findings and arguments of the case study.  

Historical context of Greenpeace’s legitimacy claims and institutionalisation  

To give full account of Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims using a Beethamite analysis 

it is necessary to include their history. This is important when it comes to 

understanding their internal organisation of power and institution of embedded 

principles as it shows how their organisational mission and legitimacy principles have 

developed over time. The ideological roots and activist tactics of the early Greenpeace 

were for instance based in socio-religious strategies and although there are remains of 

its original objectives, the mission and mandate of Greenpeace today have a different 

focus. Greenpeace's organisational change was also an institutionalisation power that 

(eventually) established a power relationship between Greenpeace International and 

Greenpeace UK impinging on how Greenpeace claimed legitimacy in the UK. 

 

Greenpeace was founded in the 1970s in Vancouver, Canada. Its roots lay in various 

movements and groups that defined part of the zeitgeist in North America at that time 

– including the Sierra Club, the Quakers and the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. 

In addition to pacifism, disarmament and ecology, Greenpeace was also related to 

counter-culture journalism and the underground press in Vancouver. Issues that were 

of concern to Greenpeace were written about by journalists at the Vancouver Sun, the 

Georgia Straight, and the national Canadian Broadcasting Company. These journalists 

played an important role in launching Greenpeace as an organisation.37 Greenpeace 

started as the Don’t Make a Wave Committee in 1969 (Zelko, 2004b:234). This group 

was organised by US emigrants and local Vancouver activists. The group took their 

ideology from diverse sources: from Native American mythology (Rainbow Warrior), 

Quaker pacificism (witnessing) and Ghandian style non-violent intervention (Zelko, 

2004b). The ideological roots also defined Greenpeace’s chief campaign strategy; 
                                                           

37 These were mainly Bob Hunter, Irwing Stowe, Paul Watson, and Ben Metcalfe. For details on the 
historical context of Greenpeace’s origin see Zelko (2004b). For further details on the use of sources 
in this chapter see bibliographical addendum to chapter six. 
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sailing boats to bear witness and to intervene non-violently. The group also took some 

of its ideas from Isaac Asimov’s Foundation Trilogy, a social science fiction about 

conflicts between mass behaviour and free will, where a group of people organise a 

foundation to save the earth (Hassler, 1991:45-55; Weyler, 2011b). At one point 

Greenpeace formally founded a church, the Greenpeace Whole Earth Church. “The 

Whole Earth Church has no hierarchy. Only ministers. Every member is a minister. 

Every minister is a Custodian of the Earth. With absolute responsibility for its 

preservation” (Hunter quoted in Weyler,2009a).  Although the ceremony had an 

element of a prank about it, Weyler claims there were serious undertones. Its 

members believed in an “ecological harmony” that was based on natural laws of “inter-

relatedness” and “inter-dependency” (Hunter quoted in Weyler, 2009a). These 

religious and anti-hierarchical elements present in the founding visions and formation 

of Greenpeace almost vanished as the group developed into an organisation that 

eventually established a hierarchal structure with power relationships. 

 

Greenpeace was formally registered as an organisation in 1972, but its founding 

members had been connected since the mid 1960s through campaigns against nuclear 

bomb tests and ecological issues. Zelko (2004b) and Weyler (2004) date the inception 

of Greenpeace to the Don’t Make a Wave Committee where American veterans and 

Sierra Club members teamed up with local counter culture journalists in Vancouver to 

organise a protest against nuclear bomb testing orchestrated by the US Department of 

Defence in Amchitka, Alaska. The historical backdrop of the origin of Greenpeace is: 

the Second World War and the emerging context of the United Nations; the onset of 

the Cold War in particular the nuclear weapons tests; and the Vietnam war which had 

also led to an influx of US emigrants to Canada. The nuclear tests in Alaska, which 

started in 1965, instigated a procedure that eventually led to the formal establishment 

of a group of US and Canadian protesters as Greenpeace. The pre-Greenpeace groups 

that came to form Greenpeace were not only focused on ecological activism, Quaker 

pacifism, but also involved a group of counterculture journalists and the Vancouver 
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underground press.38 In 1969 the US Defence Department executed a nuclear bomb 

test and announced further tests scheduled for 1971 in Alaskan Amchitka. This led to a 

more organised approach by the protestors the upshot of which was the Don’t Make a 

Wave Committee organised by the pre-groups.39 In 1970 one member of the group 

suggested that they would send a boat to protest against the nuclear tests and imitate 

what the pacifist Albert Bigelow did in 1958 when he sailed a ketch called the Golden 

Rule into a US atomic test area in the Marshall Islands (Bennett, 1997; Zelko, 

2004b:201,235).  

 

The idea was initially published as a Sierra Club campaign but after the American 

Sierra Club rejected the plan the Don’t Make a Wave Committee decided to embrace it. 

In order to raise funds for their first campaign the group staged a celebrity concert in 

1970 that raised $17,000 (Weyler, 2009b, 2010). The success of the fundraising led to 

further contributions from the US’s Sierra Club and the Quakers. The fund secured a 

payment of the first Greenpeace boat, Phyllis Cormack, which was sailed into Alaska to 

‘bear witness’ to the nuclear bomb test. Although the ‘witnessing’ of the nuclear bomb 

tests failed because the Greenpeace boat was arrested, the event sparked controversy 

and publicity in Vancouver and galvanised support for the idea Greenpeace was 

promoting (Zelko, 2004b:237).  

 

The first campaign of the Don’t Make a Wave Committee also became its last. Although 

this was always the intent of its organisers, some members wanted to keep the group 

alive. This led to disputes about ideas and alignments. Some of the members did not 

                                                           

38 The pre-groups include the Society for Scientific Pollution and Environmental Control (Mallard’s, 
Hunter), the Green Panthers (Hunter), The Sierra Club (Stowe’s, Bohlen’s), as well as private 
initiative of a journalist (Metcalfe) at the CBC who had paid for the instalment of billboards around 
Vancouver to promote ecology as an idea, it also included daily columns of counterculture 
journalists at the Vancouver Sun and the Georgia Straight. For detailed account see Weyler 
(2004:ch. 1,2; 2011a) and  Zelko (2004b) who describes the historical context about these events 
and the persons involved, especially of the Stowe’s and the Bohlen’s (ibid:202-208). 
39 This was mainly organised by the Stowe’s (Sierra Club members and American draft resisters) 
but they also liaised with the Quakers (Weyler, 2004: 60, 135). The Stowe’s were experienced 
protesters and had been involved in the pacifist environmental movement in the US. The phrase 
Don’t Make a Wave was coined by Hunter and it referred to the probability of nuclear tests causing 
earthquakes and tidal waves (Weyler, 2011b:2; Zelko, 2004b).  
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want to merge with the counterculture ideologists and more radical members of the 

Don’t Make a Wave Committee but wanted a separate organisation that only focused 

on ecology. For legal reasons and due to surplus of funds, it was decided not to wind 

up the Don’t Make a Wave Committee but to change its name to the Greenpeace 

Foundation (as in Asimov’s Foundation Trilogy (Hassler, 1991)) (Weyler, 2004:135-

137). Hence, the tension and struggle between the radical democratic component of 

Greenpeace and the more professional approach to ecology was an element in the very 

creation of Greenpeace.  

Early Greenpeace campaigns: identifying Greenpeace’s legitimating principles  

The next two years were decisive for the Greenpeace Foundation as it started to 

develop into an international organisation. There are three events that is worth 

mentioning in this context. First, the Greenpeace Foundation took its anti-nuclear 

bomb test campaign to the global level and McTaggart joined the group but he later 

became integral in establishing Greenpeace as a global organisation. Second, the 

United Nations held its first major environmental conference; and third, the anti-

whaling campaign merged with the Greenpeace Foundation.  

 

In 1972 Greenpeace decided to challenge the French government who planned to 

conduct nuclear tests in French Polynesia. This led to a carefully planned and 

orchestrated Greenpeace protest (witnessing) pioneered by the CBC/Radio-Canada 

journalist Metcalfe, “It was elitist, but effective” (Weyler, 2004:140-1).  It is at this 

point that McTaggart joined the Greenpeace Foundation. McTaggart was responding to 

Metcalfe’s concerted effort to publish the campaign in the global press in an attempt to 

recruit activists. The protest launched Greenpeace into years of confrontation with the 

French government and on later encounters a brutal treatment of McTaggart by the 

French Navy, as well as sinking of one of its boats which led to the death of one of the 

crew member (McTaggart, 2002:84, 183). The campaign against the French nuclear 

bomb tests also involved unusual tactics. In order to woo the French public to support 

Greenpeace’s stance against the French Navy a group of Greenpeace activists travelled 
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to Rome in June 1972 to receive a blessing from the Pope for the Greenpeace flag 

(Weyler, 2004:166; 217-222).  

 

The second event in 1972 that was defining for Greenpeace was the United Nations 

Human Environment conference. It was the first major conference on environmental 

issues and about three hundred NGOs attended, including Greenpeace (Clark, 

Friedman, et al., 1998:9). The Greenpeace strategy was to target the Ministers 

representing Canada at the conference. Despite their efforts little response was 

received from the Canadian Ministers - although the conference did declare an 

overwhelming condemnation of nuclear tests and called for “elimination and complete 

destruction of such weapons” (United Nations Environment Programme, 1972). This 

strategy, to target politicians at high-level policy meetings, has remained part of 

Greenpeace's campaign strategies ever since. In an attempt to gain stronghold in the 

newly founded Greenpeace Foundation and in tribute to the internal struggle for 

power, the group that had lobbied the Canadian Minister declared themselves the 

World Greenpeace Foundation. This schism was however not realised (Weyler, 

2004:136-7).  

 

The third event that influenced Greenpeace's early organisational development was in 

the following year. In 1973, Greenpeace started to engage more with the anti-whaling 

campaign when a local researcher and activist who had been promoting the protection 

of whales joined his campaign with the Greenpeace Foundation (Spong, 2010).40 

Whales had been chosen as a symbol to represent the importance of environmental 

conservation at the United Nation’s Environmental conference the previous year 

(United Nations Environment Programme, 1972). In 1975 Greenpeace launched its 

first anti-whaling campaign and started to actively target the International Whaling 

Commission. The Greenpeace Foundation petitioned the Canadian Prime Minister to 

                                                           

40 The activist was Dr Spong who was conducting research on whales at the University of British 
Columbia (Weyler, 2004:205). He is currently a senior advisor to the Hawaiian Greenpeace 
Foundation, a US-Hawaiian based NGO affiliated with the original Greenpeace movement 
(Greenpeace Foundation and White, 2010; Spong, 2010). 
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dismiss Canada’s representative at the International Whaling Commission (The 

Ottawa Citizen, 1975). The International Whaling Commission declared a moratorium 

on commercial whaling in 1982. Although Greenpeace scaled down its anti-whaling 

campaign, a spin-off group from the Greenpeace Foundation kept campaigning against 

countries still involved in commercial whaling, such as Iceland and Japan.  

 

The changes in organisation and mission were now causing struggles between 

different factions within the Greenpeace Foundation. As Greenpeace moved away from 

being a grass-roots movement with quasi-religious ideological aspirations, it also 

alienated some of its supporters and Greenpeace Foundation allies. For example, Paul 

Watson who started the Sea Shepherd (Watson, 2010a), the London Greenpeace group 

(The Radical History Network of North East London, 2009) and the Hawaiian based 

Greenpeace Foundation (Greenpeace Foundation and White, 2010). The 

organisational mission shift led to a spin-off that is sometimes associated with 

Greenpeace, the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society. The founder, Watson, was an 

early member of Greenpeace who disagreed with the direction the Greenpeace 

Foundation was taking as it moved away from radical action and began to develop a 

more corporate stance for its campaigns. Some of the early founders of Greenpeace 

(Hunter and Spong) maintained relations with the radical groups that had been 

associated with the early Greenpeace but overall the organisational relations were 

hostile. This rift and Watsons campaign strategies and tactics led to spats between 

Watson and Greenpeace where Greenpeace refused to recognise Watson as a founding 

member of Greenpeace and denied any affiliation with his NGO whilst Watson 

criticised Greenpeace for rewriting its history (Greenpeace USA, 2010; Watson, 2010a, 

2010b; Weyler, 2004:521, 543-544). Watson criticised Greenpeace for taking a 

corporate route and shift away from its original mission and radical campaigning 

tactics. The organisational management was however in dispute from the very onset of 

Greenpeace as is evident in the struggle for leadership that persisted between the 

radical counterculture ideologists and those who supported a more professional and 

organised approach (Weyler, 2004:136). As Greenpeace grew and more Greenpeace 
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groups were established, the struggle for its future escalated and by 1977 the battle 

over Greenpeace's legal legitimacy had started. 

 

In the mid 1970s, the organisational ambitions of the Greenpeace Foundation became 

clear. The intent of some of its members, influenced by McLuhan’s mass media 

theories and the zeitgeist of the peace movement, was to make the Greenpeace 

Foundation into an organisation operating at the international level (Dale, 2001; 

Hunter, 2004; Zelko, 2007: 302). Five years into their activities and Greenpeace had 

become known internationally. Local groups were formed in various countries (mainly 

North America and Europe to begin with) using the Greenpeace name and ideas and 

generally pursuing the same agenda. 

 

The above discussion demonstrates that by looking at Greenpeace's history one is able 

to detect the legitimating principles behind its mission, its organisational mission shift 

and what subsequently led to the organisational change that drove much of 

Greenpeace's globalisation. Greenpeace was from the onset an environmental 

campaigning NGO that targeted governments and politicians, high-level political 

meetings or international institutions to get its objectives across. The early mission of 

Greenpeace was inspired by spiritual ideas but it soon started to focus exclusively on 

environmental issues with implications, not only for how it was governed but also for 

how Greenpeace UK claimed legitimacy using Greenpeace International as its 

authoritative source. I now turn to explain how legitimacy was claimed for Greenpeace 

in the UK and how that process was directly related to the internal power struggles 

over the future of the Greenpeace Foundation.  

Organisational consolidation of the Greenpeace hierarchy 

The historical context of the organisational change that the Greenpeace Foundation 

underwent in becoming Greenpeace International casts light on how Greenpeace 

claimed legitimacy in the UK. It is in the middle of this process that the Greenpeace 

Foundation establishes the ‘true’ Greenpeace group in the UK that was integrated into 
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the new emerging organisational hierarchy of Greenpeace International. The new 

faction of the Greenpeace Foundation Greenpeace effectively exported its own version 

of Greenpeace to the UK to secure organisational compliance for the emerging 

hierarchy. The tactics of the new management, however, came at the cost of the old 

group’s radical vision for the Greenpeace Foundation, a path that other Greenpeace 

groups already operating in the UK had continued to follow.  

 

The internal power struggle in the Greenpeace Foundation over who should reign over 

Greenpeace's name, logo and eventually decision making, was mainly between the old 

Vancouver group and a new faction headed by McTaggart. Greenpeace was moving 

away from its original consensus driven movement model to become a hierarchical 

organisation where decisions are made at the top level and executed via a hierarchical 

command line to the front line offices. There was also a shift in Greenpeace’s campaign 

strategy and concerted efforts were now being made to direct Greenpeace's campaigns 

towards intergovernmental organisations. The Greenpeace Foundation was becoming 

international and this triggered a race for the claim to the name Greenpeace 

internationally.  

 

The Vancouver group in the Greenpeace Foundation wanted to retain legal legitimacy 

over the Greenpeace name and logo internationally and keep central control in 

Vancouver, Canada. This was reflected in bylaws issued by the Greenpeace Foundation 

that defined other Greenpeace offices in a supportive role to the Foundation and 

whose policies required approval from the Vancouver group (Zelko, 2007: 305-6). The 

main argument of the old Vancouver group was that the Greenpeace logo was their 

prerogative as they represented the founding members of the organisation. The new 

faction, led by McTaggart, also representing the Greenpeace Foundation, pushed for 

organisational consolidation with an international Greenpeace Council comprised of 

new national Greenpeace offices each with a voting right as a member of the Council 

(thus keeping decision making powers out of reach of the old Vancouver group).  
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The internal power struggle in the Greenpeace Foundation between the old group and 

the new faction met with resistance from local Greenpeace groups already operating 

under the name Greenpeace in San Francisco, Hawaii and London that were unwilling 

to relinquish their decision making powers to the Greenpeace Foundation (neither to 

the old crowd or the new group). Resistance to the legitimacy claims of the old 

Vancouver group came mainly from the Greenpeace group in San Francisco. There was 

however, also resistance to the legitimacy claims of the new faction, for example from 

a Greenpeace group in London (discussed below).  

 

The effort of McTaggart, representing the new faction of the Greenpeace Foundation, 

to unite the various European and international groups that had sprung up into a 

single international office, met considerable resistance from existing Greenpeace 

groups in Europe. Claiming legitimacy for Greenpeace internationally also meant that 

the legitimacy of existing Greenpeace groups was contested. In the UK a Greenpeace 

group operating in London rejected the organisational form proposed by the 

Greenpeace Foundation delegation. Thus, the Greenpeace London group became a 

contestant for the claim to the Greenpeace name in the UK and whether the group 

could rightfully represent themselves as Greenpeace. A similar resistance was made by 

a Greenpeace group in Hawaii which claimed that ideological and financial differences 

of the evolving Greenpeace imposed confrontational communication on the many 

diverse Greenpeace groups that existed (Greenpeace Foundation and White, 2010).41 

Whether this was viewed as an “inevitable phase in the evolution of a growing 

organization” or as a “blot on the environmental movement” it was clear that “[u]ntil 

the legal question regarding copyright is resolved, there can be no consolidation of 

Greenpeace” (Moore, 1979).  

 

The organisational consolidation for the various Greenpeace groups that existed was 

largely done by securing legal legitimacy of the North American and European offices. 

                                                           

41 In order to avoid confusion it should be noted that the Greenpeace organisation in Hawaii uses 
the word Foundation in their title and is registered as the Greenpeace Foundation in the US. This is 
however not the same Greenpeace Foundation that was registered in Canada 1972.  
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The resistance of the Greenpeace San Francisco office was pivotal in the fight for 

legitimacy of Greenpeace internationally. The San Francisco office had come up with a 

successful fundraising scheme that gave the office enough power to hold sway over 

other Greenpeace offices in the US as well as the Greenpeace Foundation office that 

had become indebted. Thus, the San Francisco office did not feel threatened by the 

impositions of the Vancouver group that had started legal procedures against them to 

claim the name Greenpeace (McTaggart, 2002:148-149).   

 

At the same time as the Vancouver group was starting a legal legitimacy battle with the 

San Francisco office, McTaggart was busy claiming legal legitimacy for Greenpeace in 

Europe. McTaggart and Thornton had by now incorporated Greenpeace in the UK, 

France and the Netherlands and formed a voting council, the Council of Europe. 

Assisted by Thornton, McTaggart brokered a deal with the San Francisco office and 

convinced them to relinquish their power to the newly established Greenpeace Europe 

Council thereby outmanoeuvring the Vancouver group. The existing Greenpeace 

offices in the US were united in a single entity, Greenpeace USA (Tussman, 2007; 

Weyler, 2004:547-8, 562; Zelko, 2007).  

 

The deal that McTaggart and Thornton brokered to persuade a vote at the San 

Francisco office to join the newly established Council of Europe as a unified 

Greenpeace US office (Greenpeace USA), secured their victory over the Vancouver 

office (McTaggart, 2002:149; Moore, 1979; Tussman, 2007). The defeated Vancouver 

group could not claim international copyright over the Greenpeace logo. The 

Greenpeace Foundation was reconstituted as Greenpeace Canada at a meeting in 

Vancouver on the 14 October 1979. This was followed by another meeting a month 

later in Amsterdam, Netherlands on 16 November 1979. In that meeting, attended by 

the European Council offices (UK, France, and Netherlands) and the new North 

American offices (Greenpeace USA and Canada), the Greenpeace Council was formed 

and McTaggart voted as its first Executive Director. In his autobiography, McTaggart 

retrospectively claims that his real aim was to build:  
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... an organization so big – and popular – that no democratic government can 
afford to ignore us. [...] We need to be so big that we can rightfully say we 
speak for the people. Politicians need to respect us, maybe even fear us. When 
they’re deciding public policy, they need to know that our popularity can 
sway elections. [...] Getting this next point across inside Greenpeace was one 
of my biggest challenges in building the organization. [...] Partly it would just 
make us bigger, and our voice harder to ignore for any government. But it 
also would mean that we can focus our energy on the paramount issues, 
instead of dissipating it getting involved in little national campaigns. 
(McTaggart, 2002:147-148)  

 

The new international organisational structure of Greenpeace was based on a 

democratic voting mechanism. The votes represented each office, one office one vote, 

which left the hitherto successful North American offices in a weakened position 

within the international cohort of Greenpeace offices and started to shift the decision 

making power to the European offices. In the early 1990s the US office lost its financial 

advantage and the European offices became the authoritative political and financial 

force of the Greenpeace Council (Weyler, 2004:562;569; Zelko, 2007:309-313). The 

Greenpeace Council was registered with the Amsterdam Chamber of Commerce as 

Stichting Greenpeace Council in 1979, it is however mostly referred to as Greenpeace 

International (Durrant and Constandse, 1996; Greenpeace International, 2005a:3, 50). 

 

The success of Greenpeace in Germany and the shift of power to the Greenpeace 

offices in Europe, provided the international Greenpeace Council with an upper hand 

to pursue its agenda because of the many votes issued to the European Greenpeace 

offices. The international Greenpeace Council was now empowered to settle a 

mainstream approach for Greenpeace as an environmental campaigning NGO - a far 

more conservative approach than initially envisioned by its leaders (Greenpeace 

Foundation and White, 2010; Pearce, 1996; Zelko, 2004b, 2007). The international 

Greenpeace Council was in the next decade(s) established as the central decision 

making power of the organisation both politically and financially (Zelko, 2004a; 2007: 

133 & 312-13). This new consolidated authority was and is maintained by charging 

rents from twenty-eight national Greenpeace offices, a fixed rate of eighteen percent of 

the income of each national office is paid to the international headquarters to cover its 

operation (Greenpeace International, 2005a; Interview 11, 2009).  
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It should be noted that Dale (2001) also attributes the success of Greenpeace in 

Europe to Greenpeace’s media strategy and claims that the most powerful unit in the 

organisation was its London based communication department owned and run by 

Greenpeace International (Companies House, 1997; Dale, 2001:106-108). Access to 

the media had played a significant role for disseminating Greenpeace’s legitimacy 

claims from the start. Hunter’s columns in the Vancouver Sun, and Metcalfe’s position 

at the Canadian Broadcasting Company were integral to the worldwide publicity of the 

Greenpeace protest against the French Navy’s nuclear testing in the South Pacific. 

Hunter recalls: 

calling on ecologists to heed Marshall McLuhan’s advice: take over the control 
towers of the mass communications system and deliver new images that will 
liberate people from their primitive tribal mindsets, creating a new global 
consciousness. (Hunter, 2004:18)  

In 1982 the Stichting Greenpeace Council (Greenpeace International) incorporated a 

subsidiary media unit in London, called Greenpeace Communications Limited. It was 

incorporated as Gemvode Limited, then changed to Greenpeace Films Limited but was 

best known under the name adopted in 1987 Greenpeace Communications Limited 

until dissolved in 2000 (Companies House, 2010). Its mission was “producing videos 

and other media material in connection with world ecology [and to provide] media 

support to other Greenpeace organisations” (Greenpeace Communications Limited, 

1994:1). The Greenpeace Communications was entirely funded by payments from 

other European Greenpeace organisations (about one million sterling in the mid 

nineties). The directors were from Greenpeace International and the company had 

about thirty people employed  (Greenpeace Communications Limited, 1994:6). When 

the company was wound up in 2000 its assets went to Greenpeace International. 

 

The establishment of Greenpeace in the UK was part of the aforementioned internal 

power struggle in the Greenpeace Foundation that played out in the UK. According to 

Zelko (2004) the Greenpeace national offices, that were established prior to 

Greenpeace International, were left to their own devices and up for grabs “either 

competing or cooperating until a dominant group emerged to proclaim itself the 
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official Greenpeace organization in a particular country” (Zelko, 2004a: 132). This was, 

however, a somewhat more nuanced process in the case of Greenpeace in the UK.  

Claiming legitimacy for Greenpeace in the UK   

When McTaggart came to the UK along with Thornton to set up a Greenpeace office, 

they were met with resistance from the London Greenpeace group. The London 

Greenpeace group was established around 1971 and was directly associated with 

PeaceNews and War Resisters’ International whose members were mainly peace and 

anti-war activists. It was a grassroots group that had loose organisational structures, 

akin to the original Vancouver group, and was affiliated with radical democracy and 

anarchism through magazines such as the Fifth Estate (McSpotlight, 1990: preamble). 

The Greenpeace London group was never formally registered (not under company or 

charity law); it remained a loose affiliation of individuals with no formal membership 

or power structures: 

“London Greenpeace was not even an unincorporated association, but 
something much looser, no more than a collection of individuals, with no 
formal membership. [...]... there was no formal membership and that "no-one 
had formal authority over anyone else".” (EWCA Civ 1144, [1999]:42, art.12)  

It was inspired by the same principles envisioned by the early Vancouver group and 

campaigned on the same issues under the name Greenpeace, such as the protests 

against the French nuclear bomb tests in 1972 (McSpotlight, 1997; The Radical History 

Network of North East London, 2009). When the competing factions in the Greenpeace 

Foundation started to lay claims to the name Greenpeace the London Greenpeace 

group got caught up in the power struggle: 

...in late 1976 members of that organisation came to London and met people 
from Greenpeace (London). The Vancouver people wanted the London group 
to “take its orders from” the Board of Directors in Vancouver” [...] “Activists in 
London – including the people who had come from Canada – who DID want to 
be under the control of the Vancouver Foundation, formed a London Branch 
of the Vancouver Foundation, which then formed a limited company and 
became known as Greenpeace Ltd or Greenpeace UK. Since 1977 Greenpeace 
(London) and Greenpeace Ltd have been quite separate organisations” [...] 
“The original London Greenpeace Group has deliberately stayed as a small 
group of activists, without leaders, with decisions taken by consensus of all 
those involved”. (McSpotlight, 1997)  
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The London Greenpeace group refused to let go of the name Greenpeace and 

relinquish their power to the Greenpeace Foundation. Thus, the London group did not 

become part of the organisational consolidation of Greenpeace. Instead, it opted to 

manage its affairs in line with the original ethical agenda of the old Vancouver group. 

Weyler, however, refutes the claims of the London group and says the Greenpeace 

London group plagiarised the material of the Vancouver group and never had formal 

relations with the Greenpeace group in Vancouver and therefore cannot rightly call 

itself Greenpeace (Weyler, 2009b). Whether the message of the London group paid 

due respect to the Vancouver group or not, it was attuned to the early mission and 

campaign agenda of the Greenpeace Vancouver group. One of the first missions of the 

Greenpeace London group was for example to campaign against the French nuclear 

bomb testing (McSpotlight, 1990, 1997; The Radical History Network of North East 

London, 2009). The London group remained active and in 1985 it organised a high 

profile campaign against the McDonalds food chain that resulted in a libel case against 

individual activists (EWCA Civ 1144, [1999]). Greenpeace London ceased its 

operations in 2000. 

 

The Greenpeace Foundation claimed the name Greenpeace in UK based on legal 

legitimacy, it is important to note that the claim was a legal legitimacy claim. Once the 

Greenpeace Foundation had registered the name Greenpeace in the UK the 

organisation could claim it as its representative national office denying other existing 

Greenpeace groups their claim to the name Greenpeace.  

 

Greenpeace was registered with the Companies House in 1977 as Greenpeace Limited. 

It was set up as a shareholder company with two shares issued to McTaggart and 

Thornton for £1 each, who in effect became the owners of the company (Greenpeace 

Limited, 1979, 1991b, 1991c). To run the office in UK McTaggart and Thornton had 

hired three previous staff from the Friends of the Earth in London who were soon 

offered shares in the company and managerial positions of Executive Director, 

Directors, and Secretary (Greenpeace Limited, 1979, 1991b, 1991c). Wilkinson claims 
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that the group of the ex-Friends of the Earth staff was the “trio who could, along with 

McTaggart, lay legitimate claim to having founded Greenpeace in the UK” (Wilkinson 

and Schofield, 1994:19). Weyler, however, includes Thornton in the founding trio and 

not Wilkinson (Weyler, 2004:476-7). The capital for the Greenpeace office in the UK 

was donated by the World Wildlife Fund. The Greenpeace UK office sent an appeal to 

the Dutch office of the World Wildlife Fund, which in return sent £38,000 to invest in a 

boat to protest against whaling in Iceland (Greenpeace Limited, 1979; Wilkinson and 

Schofield, 1994:19). 

 

The first years of Greenpeace Limited were akin to grassroots style NGO with ad hoc 

management, but it soon became entangled in the organisational structures that 

accompanied the growth of Greenpeace in Europe and the increasing role of the 

international Greenpeace Council (Greenpeace International) in managing national 

Greenpeace offices. The legitimation of decision making processes was also moving 

away from a consensus model to what Zelko refers to as an “international 

environmental “corporation” ” (Zelko, 2004a:128). Wilkinson insisted that under the 

newly established international Greenpeace Council:  

National offices round the world faced the prospect of being reduced to fund-
raising typing pools, providing cannon fodder for the direct action required 
by distant decision-makers, instead of generating their own home-grown 
campaigns. (Wilkinson and Schofield, 1994:57) 

The growth of Greenpeace in Europe and tensions over the management style of the 

new hierarchy also applied to the UK office that resisted conforming to the new rules. 

In the mid eighties the board of Greenpeace in UK, headed by Wilkinson, was forced to 

resign by the international Council. Wilkinson was replaced by Thornton as the new 

Executive Director to get Greenpeace in UK to comply with the international Council 

(Environmental Investigation Agency, 2004; Wilkinson and Schofield, 1994:58-9). To 

deal with the legal anomalies of the ownership structure of Greenpeace Limited, which 

was now owned by the shareholders (McTaggart, Thornton, Wilkinson and Bell), a 

new company was incorporated in 1990 with no share capital that would become the 

owner of Greenpeace Limited. The new company was called Greenpeace UK (later 

Greenpeace UK Limited) (Greenpeace UK Limited, 1991a; Thomson, 2010).  
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Currently Greenpeace International has three registered companies in the UK through 

its Greenpeace office, one of which is also a charitable trust. These are: Greenpeace 

Limited, Greenpeace UK Limited, and Greenpeace Environmental Trust.  

Greenpeace was registered in the UK as Greenpeace Limited on 20 May 1977 as a 

shareholding company with two shares issued to McTaggart and Thornton, as 

mentioned above, with £1 share each. The Greenpeace Environmental Trust was 

formed subsequently in 1982. Greenpeace UK was incorporated in 1990 (it was 

changed to its current Greenpeace UK Limited in 1992) to overcome legal anomalies 

that had been established with issuing shares to the founders of Greenpeace Limited. 

Greenpeace UK thus became the owner of Greenpeace Limited with no shares thereby 

resolving a legal issue of ownership (Thomson, 2010). (All three companies submit 

reports to the Companies House on annual basis). Greenpeace UK Limited and 

Greenpeace Limited share the same board and directors, but the Environmental Trust 

shares two of their directors. The Environmental Trust is also registered as a charity 

with the Charity Commission. Despite this division the term Greenpeace UK typically 

refers to all the three companies as a single organisation. Recalling the division in 

registration from chapter four, the political activity of Greenpeace UK is from the point 

of view of the Charity Commission a legally separate entity from Greenpeace UK's 

charity, the Environmental Trust. This formal separation satisfies the criteria of the 

Charity Commission (Charity Commission, 2008b; Interview 9, 2009). However, the 

closely linked activity and mission of both the charity and the company casts doubt on 

this superficial rule of separation imposed by the Charity Commission. The vision and 

the mission of Greenpeace UK's Environmental Trust are not fundamentally different 

from the objectives of Greenpeace UK, on the contrary.  

 

The regulatory implications of the legal form of Greenpeace UK (a company belonging 

to a global franchise) also highlights the lack of a wider accountability because of the 

inability of the current regulatory regime to cope with issues relating to political 

accountability of NGOs like Greenpeace UK. As a company, Greenpeace UK is regulated 
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according to company law. It was pointed out in chapter four that the Company Act is 

specifically tailored for regulating commercial agendas. Greenpeace UK's income does 

not define its purpose as a company, it may be important but it is not central to how it 

claims legitimacy. Greenpeace measures the success of its organisational objectives (as 

carried out in campaigns) in the impact they have on government and corporate policy 

and their annual report is called an ‘impact report’ (Greenpeace UK, 2009b; Interview 

11, 2009; Interview 12, 2009). This creates a regulatory anomaly where Greenpeace 

UK as a not-for-profit company is regulated according to standards set for a profit-

making company. Furthermore, one has to take into account that Greenpeace UK is not 

an independent NGO. It belongs to a consolidated hierarchy as a representative office 

of Greenpeace International in the UK. Thus assessing their legal legitimacy is 

complicated by the fact that Greenpeace UK is regulated by English law and 

Greenpeace International is regulated by Dutch law. In order to strengthen their claim 

to legitimacy at the international level Greenpeace International participated in 

establishing the international NGO Charter that has been tied into a reporting 

mechanism, the Global Reporting Initiative, tailored for industries with a sector 

supplement for NGOs (Global Reporting Initiative, 2011; INGO Accountability Charter, 

2005). The purpose of this effort is (as discussed in chapters two and five) to establish 

credibility for NGOs as a sector by adhering to the same reporting mechanism as 

corporations (Brown, 2008; Interview 10, 2009; Interview 12, 2009). Greenpeace 

International has been one of the main instigators behind creating this system (it had 

representatives drafting both the Charter and the Reporting criteria for NGOs 

(Interview 10, 2009)). However, this system only applies to Greenpeace International 

as Greenpeace UK is not a signatory to the charter. At the national level Greenpeace UK 

is regulated via company and charity law and internally by its bilateral agreement with 

Greenpeace International. 

 

The historical context of Greenpeace highlights the development of their internal 

organisation of power that defines the power relationship between Greenpeace UK 

and Greenpeace International. This is crucial for assessing Greenpeace UK's legitimacy 
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claims in the UK national context. By claiming legitimacy through incorporation the 

Greenpeace International established its authority over the name Greenpeace in the 

UK. This integration into the hierarchy and the consolidation and centralisation of 

decision making (power) in Greenpeace International has placed Greenpeace UK in a 

different position compared to Amnesty International UK. Greenpeace UK does not 

claim legitimacy through its members, its legitimacy claims are based on the authority 

of Greenpeace International and the sources Greenpeace International uses to justify 

legitimacy claims where Greenpeace UK represents (by campaigning) these claims in 

the UK on behalf of Greenpeace International. The next section is about the 

relationship between Greenpeace International and Greenpeace UK. It explains the 

internal organisation of power and how Greenpeace is governed in the UK thus 

providing the organisational context for the analysis of Greenpeace UK’s legitimacy 

claims.  

Internal organisation of power and Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims: 

Greenpeace International and knowledge production as authoritative sources of 

legitimacy 

This section analyses the relationship Greenpeace UK has with Greenpeace 

International as its national Greenpeace representative in the UK by explaining the 

remit of their respective powers. In order to understand in what capacity Greenpeace 

UK presents its legitimacy claims it is crucial to understand its power relationship 

with Greenpeace International. I explain that Greenpeace UK is a representative of 

Greenpeace International in the UK (not the other way around as is the case in the 

Amnesty International hierarchy). This internal organisation of power brings me to 

the second point of this section, which is to demonstrate the significance of 

environmental science in justifying Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims. This involves 

explaining the role of Greenpeace International’s research facility registered in the UK, 

the Greenpeace Research Laboratories. Although it is not a national Greenpeace office 

its task as Greenpeace International's Science Unit has become increasingly important 

for justifying legitimacy claims and, as I will argue, a focal point of the fusion between 

political objectives and scientific justifications in Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims.  
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Greenpeace International has twenty-eight national offices that form the international 

Greenpeace Council, each holding one vote as members of the Council. The national 

offices have territorial exclusivity; only one office is allowed to have a Greenpeace 

franchise in each country (Greenpeace International, 2005b:6-7, art.4a). The structure 

of a Greenpeace national office is thus: 

Each office should be legally established, or incorporated. It should have a 
voting membership (to elect the Board), a Board (to govern the organisation 
and supervise the Executive Director), an Executive Director (to run the 
organisation), and a Trustee (to represent the office to Council). (Greenpeace 
International, 2005c:39, art. 3.9) 

The voting system at Greenpeace International's Annual General Meeting enables the 

members, the national Greenpeace offices that form the Council, to influence the 

articles of association and the agenda of Greenpeace International's board of directors 

(Greenpeace International, 2005d:19-27, art.4).  

 

Greenpeace International is governed by a board of directors. The board then appoints 

(and has powers to dismiss) a board chair (the chair can be from within or outside the 

group of board members) (Greenpeace International, 2005b:7, art. 5.1-3). According 

to Greenpeace International's Articles of Association the powers of the board of 

directors, as Greenpeace International's governors, over the national offices are 

considerable when it comes to the Greenpeace name and publication material of the 

national offices. The board has for example: auditing powers over the national offices; 

exclusive control over the name: “to control and to protect the use of the name 

Greenpeace and the vignette”. The board also has a right to supervise implementation 

of changes in the national offices that have been adopted by Greenpeace International; 

and “to supervise the publications of the national organisations” (Greenpeace 

International, 2005b:8, art.5.4 (a-k)). However, resolutions of the board of directors 

regarding changes to Greenpeace International’s Articles of Association and Rules of 

Procedure for national offices need a prior consent of the international Council to take 

effect. The Rules of Procedure are essentially a guide for implementing Greenpeace 

International resolutions in the Greenpeace national offices (Greenpeace International, 
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2005b:9-10, art. 8 and 9). Thus the policy and agenda agreed by Greenpeace 

International’s Council at Annual General Meetings determines the guidelines for the 

national offices (Greenpeace International, 2005c:39, art. 3.7). 

 

The relationship between Greenpeace International and Greenpeace UK is based on 

the following understanding:  

National (and multinational offices) are the fundamental building blocks of 
the international organisation. The strength of the organisation lies in the fact 
that each office acts as a reliable and accountable partner in building an 
international organisation. This objective is furthered by a clearly defined 
relationship and by offices adopting similar ways of organising themselves. 
(Greenpeace International, 2005c:36, art. 2) 

As such the national offices collectively pay for the cost of operating Greenpeace 

International. This is a proportional amount of eighteen percent entitlement 

Greenpeace International has to the income of each national Greenpeace office 

(Greenpeace International, 2005c:36, art. 3.1). Central to the ‘clearly defined 

relationship’ between Greenpeace International and Greenpeace national offices is a 

bilateral agreement that is based on and defined by the following documents: 

The License Agreement, which sets out conditions for the use of the name 
Greenpeace; 

An annual Organisational Development Plan, agreed between the 
International Executive Director and the National Office which sets the broad 
outlines of each national office’s plans for three years and Greenpeace 
International’s contributions to those plans; 

The Framework Agreement, which sets out some of the rights and 
responsibilities of Stichting Greenpeace Council and the National Office in 
relation to one another.  

The Rules of Procedure and National Office Guidelines, which make explicit 
the rules governing the relationship between Greenpeace International and 
the National Offices. (Greenpeace International, 2005c:35, art. 1, 
underscoring is mine) 

 

The Organisational Development Plan is a detailed executive arrangement between 

national and international executives of Greenpeace that describes the power 

relationship of decision making in the Greenpeace hierarchy:  

The format of the Organisational Development Plan and the information it 
will request shall be drawn up by the International Executive Director in 
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consultation with the National Offices and subject to the approval of the 
Stichting Greenpeace Council Board. The national Executive Director shall 
draft these plans for submission to the International Executive Director, and 
they shall be agreed in co-operation between the International Executive 
Director and the National Executive Director. (Greenpeace International, 
2005c:36, art. 3.2)  

Hence, although Greenpeace UK has some control over its agenda it is subject to the 

ultimate authority of the board of directors of Greenpeace International. If a national 

office disagrees with the international office it can appeal to the board whose decision 

is final (Greenpeace International, 2005c:37, art. 3.3).  

 

The International Executive Director has direct access to board meetings of national 

Greenpeace offices. His power enables him to amend, make recommendations to the 

general management of the national office or intervene to take over the management 

in case budgetary targets are not met or there is two year consecutive drop in 

membership of twenty percent (Greenpeace International, 2005c:38, art. 3.5 (A-C)). 

The powers of the International Executive Director are ultimate when it comes to 

disputes between a national office that has internal organisational problems or refuses 

to comply with the framework agreement; including: “[u]ndertaking of activities 

determined by the International Executive Director in consultation with the 

International Board to be grossly prejudicial to the integrity of Greenpeace and its 

campaigns” (Greenpeace International, 2005c:38, art. 3.5 (I)).   

 

The national offices, as stated above, have to comply with and be responsible to 

Greenpeace International. Greenpeace UK’s bilateral agreement with Greenpeace 

International binds Greenpeace UK in two ways. First, it is bound by a constitutional 

relationship as defined in the Articles of Association and the Rules of Procedure for 

national offices. Second, it is bound by a legal relationship as defined by the Licence 

Agreement and the Framework Agreement. Furthermore, Greenpeace UK's Executive 

Director “is responsible for interaction with SGC [Stichting Greenpeace Council or 

Greenpeace International] on all operational, campaign and management issues.” 

(Greenpeace International, 2005c:39, art. 3.10). 
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The institutional embedding of national offices in Greenpeace International and the 

centralisation of the decision making power means that all major decisions on finance, 

campaign strategy, policy and objectives of Greenpeace UK have to be approved on 

and monitored by Greenpeace International. The executive directors and programme 

meetings are considered to be the most important decision making meetings in 

Greenpeace International and as a consolidated organisation Greenpeace International 

imposes a uniform agenda on each national office that is considered to be a 

representative of Greenpeace International  (Interview 10, 2009; Interview 11, 2009) 

(see appendix for organograms). One of the arguments behind the organisational 

consolidation is that there is no (or far less) confusion over what the mission and 

organisational objectives of Greenpeace are. All the Greenpeace offices are delivering 

the same (or a very similar) message. Having control over the campaign agenda also 

reduces libel risk that can be induced by unruly national offices following their own 

agendas. It is clear, judging by the internal organisation of power, that Greenpeace UK 

is a subsidiary of, and in a subordinate power relationship with, Greenpeace 

International. It is a national office in an international hierarchy dominated by 

Greenpeace International where Greenpeace UK's policies and campaigns are subject 

to approval from Greenpeace International that coordinates and manages all 

Greenpeace national offices. The organisational units of Greenpeace International 

operating in the UK are subordinates of the hierarchy. The ultimate decision making 

power of the Greenpeace hierarchy is vested in its board of directors (the legal 

representative entity of Greenpeace) and the International Executive Director who is 

appointed by the board (Greenpeace International, 2005a:55; 2005b:art.5.3; Interview 

10, 2009; Interview 11, 2009). 

 

Although organisational efficiency seems to be at the heart of this arrangement it also 

seems to come at the cost of democratic accountability, thus making Greenpeace 

International less democratic and undermining claims to represent public opinion on 

environmental issues. It also demonstrates that when one assesses Greenpeace UK's 

legitimacy claims one has to look to Greenpeace International as an authoritative 
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source of legitimacy (Beetham, 1991:70-76). It is because the internal organisation of 

power in the Greenpeace hierarchy shapes the way legitimacy claims are maintained 

and reproduced that:  

“Any explanation for the ideas or beliefs that people hold, therefore, must be 
based upon an internal analysis of their plausibility or credibility to them in 
the context in which they are situated, rather than simply on an account of 
the means of their dissemination” (Beetham, 1991:106; 104-108).  

This brings me to the second point of this section which is the justifiable content of the 

legitimacy claims based on Greenpeace International’s policies that are delegated to 

Greenpeace UK to campaign on. I now turn to explain the significance of Greenpeace 

International's Science Unit, the Greenpeace Research Laboratories, to highlight this 

point further as the research facility has an important role in justifying Greenpeace 

UK's legitimacy claims.   

The Greenpeace Research Laboratories  

Greenpeace International has registered several independent companies in the UK 

since 1977, companies that are directly linked to Greenpeace International and not 

Greenpeace UK. During the 1980s and 1990s when its European offices were growing 

it registered a media unit in London to provide the Greenpeace offices with media 

support (see above). A similar unit albeit with a different purpose is what I want to 

discuss here. Greenpeace International has registered its Science Unit in the UK, whose 

explicit function it is to provide scientific support to Greenpeace's campaigns and 

policy through the research of its scientists (Greenpeace Research Laboratories, 

2011a). The Science Unit is registered as Greenpeace Research Laboratories and based 

at the University of Exeter (the names Science Unit and Greenpeace Research 

Laboratories are used interchangeably henceforth). 

 

The Greenpeace Research Laboratories was set up by its current director, Paul 

Johnston, in 1987 at the University of London but moved to the University of Exeter in 

1992. According to Johnston it was an accident as he took a phone call where 

Greenpeace had called the University to scout for researchers to take part in a 
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Greenpeace project (Interview 13, 2010). Johnston accepted the offer and the initial 

research project eventually became institutionalised as the Greenpeace Research 

Laboratories.  

 

The institutional arrangement that Greenpeace has with the University of Exeter 

involves the following: the scientists hired at the Greenpeace Research Laboratories 

are employees of and on the payroll of Greenpeace International. They have the status 

of Honorary Research Fellows at the University in the School of Bioscience; but are not 

on the payroll of the University. Nonetheless, they contribute to teaching and research 

supervision and are able to attend some relevant departmental meetings through their 

status as Honorary Research Fellows (Greenpeace Research Laboratories, 2011b; 

Interview 13, 2010). The contract and arrangement Greenpeace International has with 

the University provides the employees of the Research Laboratories with access to the 

research community and research facilities. Although little exists in the public space 

on the arrangement it appears to be akin to other arrangements that universities make 

with private sector industries and similar organisations. The Greenpeace Research 

Laboratories moved into a new facility in 2009 and their website was updated to a 

corporate design in 2011 (Erwood, 2009:13; Interview 13, 2010).  

 

The work of the Greenpeace Research Laboratories has a crucial role in providing 

scientific credibility to Greenpeace International’s campaigns. On Greenpeace UK's 

website they emphasise the role of scientific research for their campaigns and refer to 

the work of the Greenpeace Research Laboratories:  

Investigations are also at the heart of our solutions work, and we often 
commission scientific research into solutions from our Exeter Laboratories. 
We publish the results of our research widely, producing papers for national 
and international scientific journals and books, and we often work in 
collaboration with other academic, governmental and scientific institutions. 
(Greenpeace UK, 2011a) 

Greenpeace Research Laboratory’s explicit function in the Greenpeace hierarchy is to 

strengthen the legitimacy claims of Greenpeace internationally (Greenpeace 

International, 2007). Their scientific reports inform Greenpeace UK’s campaigns and 

legitimacy claims and are intended to give authority to their legitimacy claims. The 
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epistemic value of the reports is supposed to bring credibility to their legitimacy 

claims. For example, that the Greenpeace Research Laboratories is institutionally 

embedded into the academic community gives epistemic value to the credibility of the 

scientific arguments used in Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims. However, the interest 

of Greenpeace in the strategic value of knowledge as a source for its legitimacy claims 

has also been criticised for having a more sinister side: “Environmental knowledge, for 

Greenpeace, is thus not valued for its own sake or for its place in an ecological 

philosophy; it is valued as pure instrument and as pure argument” (Eyerman and 

Jamison, 1989:114).  

 

Thus the Beethamite legitimacy challenge is to assess how Greenpeace UK uses these 

sources to advance its own objectives; particularly as there are discrepancies in the 

mission statements, presented by Greenpeace International on the one hand and 

Greenpeace Research Laboratories on the other hand, regarding what the explicit role 

of the Science Unit is. The next section explains how the mission statements of 

Greenpeace have changed along with the organisational changes highlighting the 

increased importance of the Greenpeace Research Laboratories. 

Scientific knowledge production as a legitimacy source  

Establishing the consolidated mission of Greenpeace as environmental led to the 

development of new sources of legitimacy; science and knowledge production. The 

organisational objectives that Greenpeace UK adopted in the formation of Greenpeace 

International (the international Greenpeace Council) demonstrate this shift of 

emphasis in mission statements; from peace and disarmament to world ecology and 

nature reserve. Greenpeace started to focus its campaigns accordingly on issues such 

as marine policy, deforestation and climate change, instead of issues related to peace 

and nuclear arms. This also changed the tactics. The socio-religious driven agenda of 

the early Greenpeace was being replaced with emphasis on scientific credibility. In the 

consolidated Greenpeace hierarchy, science eventually took centre stage in legitimacy 

claims: “Greenpeace began to employ scientists rather than to rubbish them, giving 
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them leading staff positions” (Pearce, 1996:74). It is in this organisational context that 

the work of the Greenpeace Research Laboratories has become increasingly important 

for justifying legitimacy claims made in Greenpeace International's campaigns. 

 

Although science has been part of Greenpeace from the beginning (for example its 

association with whale research) it was not central in Greenpeace's early legitimacy 

claims. However, the change in Greenpeace's mission statements becomes evident in 

its documents throughout the organisational change of the late 1970s, and onwards. 

As was pointed out in the history section Greenpeace was an ideological organisation 

during its first years that equally embedded peace and ecology missions in its early 

statements and attempted to embrace religion and ecology:  

We call our ship the Greenpeace because that's the best name we can think of 
to join the two great issues of our times, the survival of our environment and 
the peace of the world. Our goal is a simple, clear, and direct one - to bring 
about a confrontation between the people of death and the people of life. 
(Weyler, 2009a)  

We can end our surrender to this death-oriented government and industry by 
massive non-acceptance of the "values" and non-cooperation with their 
structures [...]We must accept the responsibility for creating new institutions 
- political, cultural, economic - which encourage people to live creatively and 
in harmony with the environment. (Irwing quoted in Weyler, 2009a)  

The Whole Earth Church believes that all forms of life possess some degree of 
consciousness. Members of the Whole Earth Church are asked only to assume 
their rightful role as Custodians of the Earth. The Whole Earth Church has no 
hierarchy. Only ministers. Every member is a minister. Every minister is a 
Custodian of the Earth. With absolute responsibility for its preservation. 
(Hunter quoted in Weyler, 2009a)  

The element of science was also present in the first mission statement of the 

Greenpeace Foundation, albeit coupled with religion: “Like religion, ecology seeks to 

answer the infinite mysteries of life itself. Harnessing the tools of logic, deduction, 

analysis, and empiricism, ecology may prove to be the first true science-religion” 

(Weyler, 2009a). The statement concludes with an emphasis of how a value-inspired 

ecology can guide human institutions:  

Through an understanding of the principles of ecology, we must find new 
directions for the evolution of human values and human institutions. Short-
term economics must be replaced with actions based on the need for 
conservation and preservation of the entire global ecosystem. (Weyler, 
2009a) 
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The fusion of religion and science in Greenpeace's mission statements was however 

severed when the link with the old Vancouver group was being replaced with a new 

consolidated structure of Greenpeace.  

 

When Greenpeace was incorporated in the UK the new faction of the Greenpeace 

Foundation presented a more sober version of Greenpeace's objectives in the 

organisational documents. In 1977 the principle activity of Greenpeace Limited is 

listed simply as world ecology (Greenpeace Limited, 1979). Although this becomes 

more elaborate in later documents, it remains decisively void of any religious or peace 

references. In its Memorandum of Association Greenpeace Limited declares its 

objectives to be the promotion of “wildlife and the elimination of threats and damage 

to the environment or the global environment of the Earth” (Greenpeace Limited, 

1991b). The statement is repeated in Greenpeace UK Limited governing documents 

(Greenpeace UK Limited, 1991b). The same goes for Greenpeace UK’s Environmental 

Trust, but elaborated in a sturdy list of twenty-four objectives that focus on education 

and research. Its first objective states “To educate the public in world ecology” and its 

third objective is “To conduct and procure research concerning world ecology” 

(Greenpeace Environmental Trust, 1993).  This is a long way from the Whole Earth 

Church and a lot closer to the Greenpeace Research Laboratories.  

 

Although the current mission statement of Greenpeace International has been 

adjusted to a more secular and corporate version – Greenpeace International's main 

objective is simply the “promotion and conservation of Nature” (Greenpeace 

International, 2005b:art. 2.1) – some of the values of the early years have remained. 

The core values of Greenpeace International are a testimony to the mission change 

that has occurred alongside the organisational changes:  

We 'bear witness' to environmental destruction in a peaceful, non-violent 
manner; We use non-violent confrontation to raise the level and quality of 
public debate; In exposing threats to the environment and finding solutions 
we have no permanent allies or adversaries; We ensure our financial 
independence from political or commercial interests; We seek solutions for, 
and promote open, informed debate about society's environmental choices. 
(Greenpeace International, 2006)  
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The Greenpeace Science Unit has taken this mission change furthest. The Greenpeace 

Research Laboratories defines its mission as adding scientific value: “the laboratories 

provide scientific advice and analytical support to Greenpeace offices worldwide, over 

a range of disciplines.” (Greenpeace Research Laboratories, 2010). Despite 

organisational consolidation and a unified agenda there is discrepancy between 

Greenpeace International's and Greenpeace Research Laboratories’ statements on 

what the mission of the Science Unit is. Whilst Greenpeace Research Laboratories 

emphasises the science, Greenpeace International envisages the role of its Science Unit 

(the Greenpeace Research Laboratories) as contributing to Greenpeace's campaign 

agenda. Greenpeace International states that the Greenpeace Research Laboratories is 

supposed to be: 

Shaping our campaigns 

Influencing policy 

Changing opinions  

We commission many scientific research reports and investigations to 
support our campaigns. We also use science to seek solutions. For example, in 
order to avoid fruitless scientific controversy over levels of harm of particular 
products, we provide alternatives. (Greenpeace International, 2007)  

 

The role of the Greenpeace Research Laboratories is therefore significant in providing 

justifications based on scientific knowledge for Greenpeace's legitimacy claims; claims 

that are made in Greenpeace campaigns and intended to shape peoples behaviours to 

comply with Greenpeace International's objectives: “to help bringing about a 

fundamental change in Man's way of thinking” (Greenpeace International, 2005b:art. 

2.2 (b)). Although Greenpeace Research Laboratories is the most significant 

component inside the Greenpeace hierarchy when it comes to scientific knowledge, 

Greenpeace UK also commissions scientific reports from relevant authorities to 

support the legitimacy claims made in their campaigns, for example industry 

consultants (Greenpeace UK, 2011a; Poyry Energy (Oxford), 2008).  
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As a contributor of knowledge, Greenpeace's Science Unit also liaises with knowledge 

producing institutions in their field. In addition to their academic involvement at the 

University of Exeter’s School of Bioscience, the employees of the Greenpeace Research 

Laboratories are connected to the scientific community through academic publications 

and links to global knowledge producing institutions, such as the United Nations 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The director of the Greenpeace Research 

Laboratories was, for example, a co-author of a chapter in the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change’s report on carbon capture and storage that was based on his 

research at the Greenpeace Research Laboratories (Caldeira, Akai, et al., 2006; 

Johnston and Santillo, 2003). 

 

Within this context Greenpeace International acts as a contributor to science, a role 

that has been labelled the ‘democratisation of expertise’ where environmental NGOs 

like Greenpeace are found to be key actors (Eden, Donaldson, et al., 2006: 1073-4). The 

object of knowledge producing institutions is according Miller to:  

...construct independent sources of authority that can use their ability to 
produce and validate knowledge to shape intersubjective epistemic 
frameworks and place limits on the credibility of justificatory claims, and so 
to constrain the exercise of power and authority in world affairs. (Miller, 
2007:328)  

In the case of Greenpeace UK, the legitimacy problem is how to justify the epistemic 

value of Greenpeace International's knowledge production. Arguments about 

Greenpeace UK representing public opinion have to be assessed by taking into account 

how Greenpeace International produces and uses knowledge. It involves assessing 

how they use knowledge as a source to justify their legitimacy claims. Eden and her 

coauthors argue that although obtaining scientific credibility is difficult for NGOs they 

can still be conceptualised as “reflexive scientific specialists and diverse knowledge 

producers” that are: “typically versatile in their use of legitimation: where it is useful, 

they draw on classical notions of expertise and where it is not they begin to develop 

and legitimate their own” (Eden, Donaldson, et al., 2006:1064;1073). What merits 

attention regarding knowledge as a legitimacy source is the alignment of science with 

specific ideological and political purposes. 
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The role of Greenpeace International as a knowledge producer raises the issue of 

representation in the context of legitimacy. It has been pointed out that environmental 

organisations are primarily faced with normative questions about their legitimacy 

because their claims of representation are decoupled from their sources of authority 

and accountability. This, O’Neill argues, leaves environmental NGOs with a legitimacy 

problem: “Those who claim to speak on behalf of those without voice do so by appeal 

to their having knowledge of the objective interests of those groups, often combined 

with special care for them.” (O'Neill, 2001:496). An example of this is a motto 

frequently displayed in Greenpeace documents: “Greenpeace exists because this 

fragile earth deserves a voice. It needs solutions. It needs change. It needs action” 

(Greenpeace International, 2011a; Greenpeace UK, 2011b). This problem has also 

been raised by lawyers who ask whether environmental rights should be treated 

differently in law (Sands, 2008; Stone, 1996).  

 

However, it can be argued that Greenpeace UK's claims are not necessarily decoupled 

from their authority but from a particular type of authority valued in the context of 

liberal democracies, namely representation. Yet this does not fully explain the 

legitimacy questions raised in the context here where the purpose of the Greenpeace 

Research Laboratories as a knowledge producer is amalgamated with the political 

purpose their work has in Greenpeace International's campaigns (as shown above). It 

is important to stress here the distinction that Beetham (Beetham, 1991:69) makes 

between authoritative sources and justifiable content; knowledge production is a 

legitimacy source, the justificatory content is the claims. It is necessary to distinguish 

between these two justificatory measures when assessing Greenpeace UK's legitimacy 

claims because one is a means to speak or present a claim the other is the content of 

the claim. That is, authoritative sources explain with what authority Greenpeace UK 

(or Greenpeace International) claims to present (voice) its legitimacy claims whilst the 

justifiable content explains what these claims are actually saying (not with what 

authority they are spoken). This is often diffused in the literature and the source is 
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treated as the content thereby arguing that knowledge production per se suffices to 

justify the claims of Greenpeace UK or Greenpeace International. The legitimacy 

problem created in this context is how to justify the epistemic value produced by 

Greenpeace Research Laboratories that is intended to inform democratic debates 

about environmental issues and policy in Greenpeace International campaigns 

implemented by Greenpeace UK. 

 

In order to explore this problem I now move on to the embedded case study of the 

Kingsnorth case. It highlights the role of science and knowledge production as 

legitimacy sources in justifying Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims in a legal case 

against Greenpeace UK activists (the Kingsnorth Six). It explains how science was used 

in the defence of six Greenpeace UK activists that were accused of property damage 

during a campaign to influence UK government policies. The campaign was 

Greenpeace International's energy campaign as implemented by Greenpeace UK  

(Greenpeace UK, 2005).  

Greenpeace UK and the Kingsnorth case 

This section is an embedded case study of the Kingsnorth case. The aim of the 

embedded case study is twofold: a) to demonstrate how Greenpeace UK uses its 

authoritative sources (Greenpeace International and scientific knowledge production) 

to justify its legitimacy claims, and b) to demonstrate the fusion between 

environmental science and environmental politics in their legitimacy claims. The 

Kingsnorth case refers to a direct action of Greenpeace UK activists who climbed a 

chimney at the Kingsnorth power station in Kent to protest against the use of coal as 

an energy source. The activists subsequently went on trial for causing damage to 

private property (painting the chimney).  The section starts by describing the political 

context of the Kingsnorth case. The direct action was part of a Greenpeace UK 

campaign on climate change and energy that had a political context as well as a 

scientific one. It then discusses the legitimacy claims made by Greenpeace UK in their 

campaign and in the direct action at Kingsnorth. Having explained the legitimacy 
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claims, the justifications that were made in defence of the Greenpeace UK activists 

during their trial are discussed. This highlights the role of knowledge producing 

institutions and the link between science and politics in Greenpeace UK's legitimacy 

claims. The section ends with looking at witness testimonies for the activists in order 

to clarify the links between science and politics in the Kingsnorth case. The witness 

statements are proportionally long but they are important for emphasising the 

relevance of science as a legitimacy source for Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims. The 

statements are also important for highlighting how science is used to justify legitimacy 

claims that are used in a political context. I begin, however, with the political context of 

the Kingsnorth case.    

The political context of Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims 

The Kingsnorth case is part of a campaign on renewable energy in the UK by 

Greenpeace UK. The Greenpeace UK campaign is a contextualised campaign policy of 

Greenpeace International on climate change (Rochon, Bjureby, et al., 2008). In the UK 

the campaign was tied to the governments’ energy review and proposed legislation in 

the period 2006-2008 (Blair and Department of Trade and Industry, 2006; Darling and 

Department of Trade and Industry, 2007). The political rhetoric in 2006 and 2007 was 

focused on renewable energy and lower carbon emissions in accordance with 

international agreements as well as to respond to energy demand by industry by 

providing energy security (Prime Minister's Office, 2007). The Energy Review report 

(Blair and Department of Trade and Industry, 2006) and the Energy White Paper 

(Darling and Department of Trade and Industry, 2007) demonstrate this. In order to 

meet their targets the aim was to increase nuclear energy generation and use coal with 

a new technology of carbon capture and storage. In 2007 the Prime Minister stated:  

we must find new ways of capturing and storing the carbon dioxide it 
produces....And I can announce today that we are launching a competition to 
build in Britain one of the world’s first commercial CCS [carbon capture and 
storage] coal projects, demonstrating the full chain of CO2 capture, transport 
and storage. (Brown, 2007a)  
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The subsequent Energy Bill (Energy Bill 2007-08) and related bills on climate change 

(Climate Change Bill [HL] 2007-08) and planning (Planning Bill 2007-08) thus became 

the focus of Greenpeace's energy campaign.42  

 

In response to the Prime Minister’s speech above Greenpeace UK demanded that UK 

government policy be compatible with renewable energy plans in Germany and at the 

EU. Greenpeace UK claimed that there was a gap between political rhetoric and 

government policy when it came to ‘renewable industrial policy for Britain’. This gap 

was also discussed in government circles. A meeting in the department for Business, 

Enterprise and Regulatory Reform on coal in the UK noted:  

It is recognised that various statements made by the Secretary of State and 
the Minister for Energy constitute positive support for the proposed new coal 
fired power station at Kingsnorth and a clear recognition of the need for 
continued coal-fired generation in the UK. However, it is also clear that the 
case has not been generally accepted and looking to the future, some of the 
green NGO’s give conditional support to CCS. Others such as Greenpeace are 
hostile to its development. (Tenth Meeting of the UK Coal Forum, 2008:8) 

Greenpeace UK used this general lack of acceptance to exploit the aforementioned gap 

and drive home its criticism on the government’s energy policy:  

There will need to be a house-clearing in some Whitehall departments, where 
too many officials have blocked progress on renewables and energy efficiency 
for too long. Ministers will need to support policies that will propel Britain 
from the bottom to the top of the renewable energy league table. We need to 
follow the example of countries like Germany in developing the cutting edge 
technologies that can beat climate change. If we succeed the benefits for the 
economy and jobs will be enormous. (Greenpeace UK, 19 November 2007) 

The solution that the Greenpeace UK energy campaign pushed was a decentralised 

energy system that emphasised low carbon emission and a nuclear free Britain 

(Greenpeace UK, 2005; Greenpeace UK and WADE, 2006). This was in contrast to 

government’s plan to increase nuclear energy to meet energy shortage (although the 

office of London’s Mayor did participate in Greenpeace UK’s proposed schema 

(PBPower Energy Services Division, 2006)). 

                                                           

42 The Energy Bill and the Climate Change Bill presented stepping-stones to a renewable energy 
industry in the UK and attainable reduction in emissions. However, the government was, at the 
time, divided on how to approach a potential energy shortage. The energy secretary, John Hutton, 
and the environment secretary, David Miliband, were in opposite camps on how to deal with 
providing more energy within the framework of climate change. 
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The case of Kingsnorth refers to a direct action campaign undertaken by Greenpeace 

UK activists to protest against a planning proposal to build two new 800MW (referred 

to as units 5 and 6) coal fired power generators (Tenth Meeting of the UK Coal Forum, 

2008). The site and generators are owned by the energy company Eon and located at 

Kingsnorth in Kent and has a total capacity of 1940MW energy output (Eon, 2011). 

The proposal made by Eon was scheduled for approval by the UK government.43 The 

new units at Kingsnorth were the first new coal-firing generators in decades to be 

built in the UK.   

 

Eon’s environmental statement regarding the Kingsnorth project attempts to address 

climate change issues, and points to governmental targets such as European Directive 

and the Kyoto Protocol. The statement emphasises that the new generators would 

emit less CO2 than the old ones and generate more energy providing UK with 

independence from external energy sources thereby addressing energy security 

(Brown, Cresswell, et al., 2006:1-2;24;44). Eon acknowledges the issue of climate 

change at the onset of the report (Brown, Cresswell, et al., 2006:13-14) – Eon’s report 

includes a number of environmental factors (seven factors ranging from air to 

transport and noise) that are used to assess the environmental impact and risk of the 

project – but this is not discussed at any length in the report’s impact assessment 

(Brown, Cresswell, et al., 2006:44). Eon’s main argument is that the new station would 

be more efficient and therefore emit less CO2 compared to the original Kingsnorth 

generators (built in 1963) (Brown, Cresswell, et al., 2006:44).  

 

The proposal required approval by the Secretary of State for the Department for 

Business, Enterprise, and Regulatory Reform and was submitted by Eon in late 2006 

(Medway Council, 2006). The following year, 2007, concerns were raised at meetings 

                                                           

43 Greenpeace UK obtained, under the Freedom of Information Act, the email communication 
between government secretaries and Eon that documents the exchange between the government 
and Eon over Kingsnorth on the proposal and relevant policies (Gary, 2008a, 2008b; Land, 2007, 
2008). 
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of parties involved about how to move the project forward given inconclusive 

government policy, doubts about application of the technology of carbon capture and 

storage and general lack of an informed public debate about the issue of carbon 

capture and storage (Gary, 2008a; Tenth Meeting of the UK Coal Forum, 2008:8). 

Greenpeace (along with other environmentalists) was explicitly against the 

Kingsnorth project of Eon and pushed for its own policy option of decentralised 

energy infrastructure as an alternative solution to meeting energy demand and stay 

within government targets of carbon emissions. 

 

The activism that took place at Kingsnorth was part of the campaign Greenpeace 

International was running to stop climate change at the international level, in which 

Greenpeace UK was its representative in the UK. It directly targeted the Kingsnorth 

facility to address the Prime Minister, Gordon Brown at the time, and criticise the 

government’s energy policy as it was playing out at Kingsnorth. On the 8 October 2007 

a group of Greenpeace activists interrupted the operation at the Kingsnorth facility. 

These were in total 23 activists but only six were prosecuted for causing damage on 

private property (see discussion below). The Greenpeace UK activists locked 

themselves to conveyor belts inside the Kingsnorth station and climbed a two hundred 

meter high chimney to paint the word “Gordon” on it (the Prime Minister’s name). The 

primary aim of Greenpeace UK was to shut down the power station for a few days and 

the secondary aim to get the attention of the Prime Minister (Rose, 2008:5-6; Stewart, 

2008:27; Williams, 2008:25-26).44 Eon filed an injunction against the activists that 

were subsequently arrested and charged with criminal damage and trespassing (Bex, 

2007a, 2007b; Jossc, 2008).45 The case was tried in Maidstone Crown Court by a jury, 

as a case of criminal damage to private property. The activists were acquitted in 

September 2008 (Vidal, 2008). Although the Crown Court does not produce legally 

                                                           

44 The Kingsnorth activism was filmed by a film director who produced a twenty minute long film of 
the action as part of the campaign strategy (Broomfield, 2009). This was published as campaign 
material. A note accompanied a copy I received upon request from Greenpeace UK that encouraged 
its distribution in schools emphasising politics teachers (Padjowski, 2010). 
45 The direct activism was followed up on with further protest at the Kingsnorth facility by 
Greenpeace and by groups such as the Climate Camp which organised a week of protest on Eon’s 
Kingsnorth premises (Camp for Climate Action, 2008). 
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binding results it gives strong precedence. After the acquittal of the activists, 

Greenpeace UK’s director stated that the campaign was “[t]he biggest single blow to 

government plans [and] [i]f it wasn’t for Kingsnorth Six, it’s likely that plans for a new 

highly polluting plant at Kingsnorth would still be on the table” (Sauven, 2009). At the 

end of 2009 Eon decided to postpone, but not abandon, its plans for new generators at 

Kingsnorth. 

Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims in the Kingsnorth case: scientific knowledge 

(production) and politics 

Scrutinising the legitimacy claims in the Kingsnorth case demonstrates how science 

and knowledge producing institutions are used as a legitimacy source for Greenpeace 

UK's legitimacy claims. It furthermore highlights the interplay between science and 

politics in Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims. The legitimacy claims made by 

Greenpeace UK in the Kingsnorth campaign are based on Greenpeace International's 

mission statements and organisational objectives and highlight, not only how 

Greenpeace International has grounded their legitimacy claims in scientific sources, 

but also how Greenpeace International is an authoritative source for Greenpeace UK's 

legitimacy claims. The legitimacy claims draw upon Greenpeace Research Laboratories 

research and the scientific community, including knowledge producing institutions at 

the global level (such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the 

International Panel for Climate Change), to justify their claims. 

 

The aim of the Kingsnorth activism as part of Greenpeace International’s energy 

campaign was to stop Eon and the UK government from reaching a binding agreement 

about installing a plan that allowed the redevelopment of coal fired generators. The 

ultimate demand made by Greenpeace UK was a moratorium on coal as an energy 

source (Bex, 2007c; Greenpeace International, 2011c; Rochon, Bjureby, et al., 2008; 

Stewart, 2008). This is based on scientific arguments that coal has contributed most of 

all fossil-fuel CO2 emissions and thereby coal firing generators are “the most 

environmentally damaging means of generating electricity yet devised”  (Greenpeace 

UK, 2009a:1). The claim that Greenpeace UK made in the Kingsnorth case was that: 
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no credible person supports continued unabated coal generation in the face 
of climate science and the need for low-carbon energy generation seems 
inarguable – and the barriers almost entirely political. (Greenpeace UK, 
2009a:11)  

Pitching science against politics, Greenpeace UK argued that there should be a “legal 

limit on the amount of carbon emissions a [new] power station is allowed to produce 

per each unit of energy they generate” and that this would provide “a cast iron 

guarantee that high emissions would be illegal in the future”  (Greenpeace UK, 

2009a:2-3). Shutting down the Kingsnorth power station was a measure “to stop 

climate change” (Stewart, 2008:26) and confront the Prime Minister with Greenpeace 

UK's claims. 

  

According to one of the lawyers who defended the Greenpeace activists in the trial, the 

challenge was to demonstrate that the accused had acted within and according to their 

conscience in effort to salvage a greater good in an emergency situation (Wolkind, 

2009). They were tried under criminal law in a Crown Court and acquitted by a jury of 

nine. The Greenpeace activists pleaded not guilty to causing property damage and 

their defence was lawful excuse (Whitaker, 2008). The argument of the defence was 

about how the activists set out to protect property worldwide, from Siberia to Africa 

and Canada to China, as well as property in Kent. Their lawyer emphasised: “I wanted 

the case to be a landmark play of the climate change debate” (Wolkind, 2009). 

Although the results are not binding on any court they give a strong precedence and 

the acquittal raised concerns about future activism against businesses:  

The decision could have serious implications for companies in the energy 
field [...] campaigners need only demonstrate an honest belief that their 
actions will protect other property. Consequently, acquittals such as this one 
could encourage more action against businesses involved in the provision of 
energy considered to be environmentally unfriendly. (Allen, 2008:1-2)  

After the acquittal a news reporter quotes one of the defendants saying: “If jurors from 

the heart of Middle England say it’s legitimate for a direct action group to shut down a 

coal-fired power station because of the harm it does to our planet, then where does 

that leave government energy policy?” (Dixon, 2008).   
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The legitimacy sources underlying Greenpeace UK's claims are based on scientific 

research either conducted by the Greenpeace Research Laboratories team, 

commissioned by Greenpeace UK or derived from knowledge producing institutions. 

The government’s energy and climate change bills were also benchmarked against the 

sources of some of these knowledge producing institutions. This includes, for example, 

UN’s 1992 Conference on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol, Annual Assessment 

Reports by the International Panel for Climate Change, and European agreements that 

respond to or reflect those publications. The concerns raised by Greenpeace UK about 

the government’s policy targets (varying from the energy review report to the bills 

introduced, such as that forty percent of UK’s energy is to be generated by renewable 

energy sources by 2020) were elaborated in a commissioned report for Greenpeace 

UK  (Poyry Energy (Oxford), 2008). Similar concerns about the implications of such 

policy targets were also raised in reports commissioned by the government (Stern and 

Peters, 2007) and at the individual level. When the Kingsnorth case broke in the media 

the director of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Goddard Institute 

for Space Studies, James Hansen (Hansen, 2011), wrote an open letter to the Prime 

Minister warning him against coal fired power plants and urging him to take action 

against the consequences of climate change caused by CO2 emissions (Hansen, 2007). 

The legal defence of the Greenpeace UK activists was based on sources from the 

scientific publications of the aforementioned knowledge producing institutions as well 

as on witness testimony of scientists.  

 

The interplay between science and political action is also evident in the defence of the 

activists. All the activists refer to the scientific arguments behind climate change in 

support of their actions at the Kingsnorth facility. As mentioned above the aim of the 

direct activism was not only to stop Kingsnorth from emitting CO2 and thereby protect 

bigger property from the consequences of climate change as argued by scientific 

research. The second aim was to pitch scientific arguments against government policy 

and influence public policy by getting politicians to listen. In the Kingsnorth trial one 

campaign activists exclaimed:  
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One of the reasons why I did this, why I climbed up a chimney was because I 
felt that I was just fed up with speaking to politicians who talk a good talk but 
don't do anything about it. [...] We painted Gordon Brown's name because he 
is the man who can ultimately do it [...] Bin it. Like, close it down, stop it, end 
this, end this madness. (Stewart, 2008:9,16 and 36)  

The Kingsnorth campaign was directed at UK’s Prime Minister, Gordon Brown. 

Pointing to inconsistency in government policy, between political rhetoric and 

decisions, the Greenpeace UK activist’s claim was that government fails to protect the 

wider interests and global property - as defined by science:  

The scientists that I read, and I think they are the greatest scientists in the 
world, are saying it is now, we have got about 100 months to do something 
about this [climate change]. [...] You know, it is just no good sitting around 
and waiting for these venal politicians like Gordon Brown and Tony Blair to 
do what they say they are going to do, because it wasn't happening, it isn't 
happening. (Stewart, 2008:14)  

This, the Greenpeace UK activists argued, justified their direct action at Kingsnorth. 

Action, taken to protect further property damage and expose inconsistencies of 

politicians who are not acting to protect the environment despite knowing the 

scientific facts (see Hansen below on scientific certainty). By granting permission to 

Eon to operate a coal generator with increased capacity (‘supercritical’), the 

government would enable Eon to do property damage on a global level that is not 

justifiable given the scientific arguments against it.  

 

The Greenpeace UK legitimacy claims are thus posited in the context of scientific 

knowledge where knowledge producing institutions are an important source of 

legitimacy. However, I reiterate what I argued above, that science is used here as an 

authoritative source for Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims, the justifiable content of 

the claims is not under dispute but whether the activists (defendants) can 

demonstrate their belief in the authority of the sources. This is furthermore evident in 

the witness testimonies as I now discuss.   

The witness statements: the significance of scientific knowledge (and knowledge 

producing institutions) for Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims  

The witness testimony of Hansen (the director of the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies, see above) focused on the 
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scientific certainty of climate change. Hansen’s testimony focuses on five facts that 

have contributed to climate change and government and industry are aware of, one of 

which is coal. The five facts presented by Hansen are: tipping points of the climate 

system; coals’ dominant role for CO2 excess; recognised responsibilities of UK as “the 

most responsible of all nations that are major emitters of CO2” (Hansen, 2008:14); 

recognised impacts of climate change where government, Eon, and the industry are 

well aware of the impact of coal emissions; and green-wash where the above actors 

contradict themselves making it “practically impossible to avert climate disasters for 

today’s young people and future generations” (Hansen, 2008:14) 

 

Hansen presents and refers to technical data and claims that the information produced 

by institutions such as UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change is known by 

the UK government and the fossil industry. He then claims that this knowledge confers 

responsibility upon those actors. He further claims that because they recognise the 

responsibility in speeches and policy plans they are contradicting themselves when 

increasing the coal emissions by allowing the operation of the Kingsnorth facility. This, 

Hansen says, justifies the actions of the Greenpeace activists who knew the same facts 

and because of government and industry plans, decided to act to protect worldwide 

property (see Wolkind above) from the harm these plans allegedly can cause.  

 

Hansen argues that global warming is causing ice sheets to melt; consequently global 

warming is only a matter of time not certainty (Hansen, 2008:8). His testimony states 

that in order to prevent the consequences from occurring a political decision has to be 

made about phasing out coal emissions “the one critical element in solution of the 

global warming problem, in preservation of a planet resembling the one on which 

civilization developed” (Hansen, 2008:10). His testimony furthermore emphasises 

time as of the essence that requires “... an immediate moratorium on new coal-fired 

power plants that do not capture and sequester CO2 and a phase out of existing coal 

plants over the next 20 years” (Hansen, 2008:10).  
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Hansen argues that UK has to lead the way as it emits most per capita and, as of 

political urgency, to convince China and India of the importance of the argument 

which will otherwise lead to a “prescription for planetary disaster” (Hansen, 2008:13) 

because the biggest polluters are increasing their coal use. He concludes that the UK 

government, Eon, the industry and the defendants, knew the facts. Knowing these 

facts, according to Hansen, confers responsibility upon those in power which justifies 

the actions of the Greenpeace activists who acted as they did to “protect life and 

property of the present and future generations” (Hansen, 2008:14). 

 

A six page witness statement with three page supplementary testimony is provided by 

Meaden as an academic expert in geography and life sciences. Meaden also emphasises 

the “tipping points” such as ice cap melting and rising sea levels caused by the global 

warming “It can be stated with certainty that the actual rise in sea levels is occurring 

exponentially” (Meaden, 2008a:2). He quotes the scientific adviser to the World Bank 

for global warming of 4 Celsius and claims that “this fact was agreed by the British 

government’s chief scientist” (Meaden, 2008a:2). Meaden then describes the potential 

impact of flooding in the area of Kent, UK and that the government is currently not 

ready to protect Kent properties and infrastructure that are at risk leading to more 

expensive insurances for these properties (Meaden, 2008a:4-5). Drawing a 

comparison to a disaster in New Orleans, he claims that “we in Britain will certainly 

have a major marine flood event to come, [...] the longer we wait the more catastrophic 

it will be when it does occur.” (Meaden, 2008a:5-6). Meaden advances that “all the 

time that global warming continues the likelihood of catastrophic events grows 

incrementally” which, he predicts, will lead to twenty percent of Kent going under the 

sea:  

The situation is so urgent that unless we act immediately to rapidly reduce 
greenhouse gases emissions, by the end of the next century we may have to 
abandon up to 20% of Kent to the sea. The physical, social and economic 
consequences of this can only be negative and potentially catastrophic. 
(Meaden, 2008a:6)  

Meaden then urges that reducing emissions of CO2 as the cheapest method to prevent 

this scenario from occurring. His supplementary statement identifies the properties 
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that the Greenpeace UK activists claim they want to protect, such as ice caps, ice 

sheets, river banks, tropical forests, and private and public land properties distributed 

across the planet because they believe these properties are at risk due to climate 

change.  Despite the variety in risk to the properties “there is absolutely no doubt that, 

by and large, the examples quoted by the defendants are true circumstances.” 

(Meaden, 2008b:1). He then continues with examples to show that climate change can 

incur “huge financial loss”, “affect large human populations”, and “can lead to death 

and property destruction on a massive scale” (Meaden, 2008b:1-2). Meaden concludes 

his testimony by referring to climate forecast modelling by numerous knowledge 

producing institutions and although these are difficult to forecast accurately “it is easy 

to recognise specific property damage that the defendants have done and have 

admitted to, it is far more difficult to perceive the immensely greater property damage 

caused by climate change” (Meaden, 2008b:3). 

 

There are two other witness testimonies used by the legal defence; not scientists, but a 

politician (Goldsmith) and an NGO employee (Morgan). Goldsmith was at the time of 

the trial a prospective Conservative candidate and responsible for the review of the 

Conservative party’s environmental policy 2005 -2007 and Morgan was a director of 

the World Wildlife Fund campaigns and E3G .Both corroborate the scientific claims 

and their impact at the political level in the UK and in intergovernmental institutions. 

Goldsmith’s testimony focuses on a democratic deficit in the policy process and the 

lack of “public involvement [and] .... popular participation in decision making” 

(Goldsmith, 2008:3). He argues by citing politicians and Prime Ministers that the 

scientific facts pertaining to global warming are well known to the political class, yet 

politicians refuse to do anything about it; hence the gap between rhetoric and action. 

This gap justifies, according to Goldsmith, the actions of the Greenpeace activists.  

 

Morgan argued from an international angle and the unwillingness of US to make 

binding agreements on climate change. The ramifications, she says, are failure to 

tackle global warming politically at the international level (citing a G8 meeting at 
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Gleneagles as an example) (Morgan, 2008:10). The witness statement of Morgan 

testifies that an international agreement on binding commitments to tackle global 

warming has failed. This she attributes mainly to the US’s position and its rejection of 

UN principles and frameworks and its failure to a leading role on environmental 

issues. She dates the problem to the 1992/1994 UN Convention on Climate Change 

that subsequently produced the Kyoto Protocol in 1997. She also refers to the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Assessment Reports that introduced 

scientific evidence that indicated global warming was anthropogenic. In 2007, 

International Panel for Climate Change issued its Fourth Assessment Report further 

stressing the human impact on global warming and the need for urgent action to 

prevent melting of ice caps and therefore rising sea levels. Although this was the 

subject of the Climate Change Bill and an Energy White Paper, Morgan says this was 

not met with increased government spending on renewable energy – pointing out that 

there was a gap between political rhetoric and policy (Morgan, 2008:para.21):  

Thus, while the scientific community was increasingly united on the issue of 
climate change, and public pressure was growing for an urgent response, 
political leaders had yet to overcome their differences and global emissions 
continued to rise. (Morgan, 2008:para26)  

 

It is evident from the testimonies above that environmental science and knowledge 

producing institutions are an authoritative source for Greenpeace UK's claims in the 

Kingsnorth case. The claims made by Greenpeace UK in the Kingsnorth case 

demonstrate two things. First, that the claims are based on the science of climate 

change using the data of global knowledge producing institutions and Greenpeace 

International's own research facility and supported with witness testimony of high 

ranking scientists such as Hansen. Second, that the purpose of the claims has a clear 

political component. The Kingsnorth case demonstrates that Greenpeace UK makes 

claims about UK government policy based on the policy agenda of Greenpeace 

International using its authoritative legitimacy sources. This imposes a dilemma when 

it comes to assessing Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims. In particular the evaluation 

of the epistemic link between Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims and knowledge 

producing institutions as a source for political legitimacy. 
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The dilemma is the conflation of sources and content of the legitimacy claims where 

testimonies of academics assert what Beetham calls ‘the impressiveness of the source’. 

Addressing this dilemma properly is important because it is the legitimacy claims that 

are supposedly to be consented to (and consent confers legitimacy), hence the 

importance of their justificatory means to unveil that agreeing with a legitimacy claim 

does not mean that consent is given to the process that produces it (Beetham, 

1991:91-97). The alignment of Greenpeace UK's (as a representative of Greenpeace 

International) legitimacy claim’s justifiable content with the interests of knowledge 

producing institutions demonstrates what Beetham argues are ‘ideas of common 

interest’ used to overcome the principle of differentiation (Beetham, 1991:77-83). The 

alignment with science research, a scientific community (universities) and knowledge 

producing institutions (International Panel for Climate Change, NASA) has given 

academic impetus to Greenpeace International's political claims. The Kingsnorth case 

is an example of this. Instead of scrutinising the science per se, the scrutiny is based on 

the activists’ faith or ability to demonstrate ideological congruence with what the 

science can be interpreted to mean. That is, the justifiable content has become an 

analysis of whether an individual can demonstrate faith in the legitimacy claim and its 

sources rather than scrutiny of the justifiable content of the claim, in this case 

scientific research. Focusing on what people think about legitimacy claims does not 

explain how the power system maintains and reproduces such claims (Beetham, 

1991:9-25). 

Conclusion 

A Beethamite approach to Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims is a multidimensional, 

holistic and contextual approach. The argument developed in the sections above 

demonstrates how this is important for assessing Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims.  

 

The historical context showed how the internal power struggle in the Canadian 

Greenpeace Foundation impacted on the way legitimacy was claimed for Greenpeace 
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in the UK. The internal power struggle and the establishment of Greenpeace 

International ultimately led to the consolidated structure of Greenpeace International 

as a global hierarchy. This section explained how Greenpeace claimed legitimacy in the 

UK in spite of the existing Greenpeace group(s) and how the consolidation of power in 

the international office, Greenpeace International, made it an authoritative source of 

legitimacy for Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims. The historical context also 

demonstrated how Greenpeace increasingly focused on environmental science as a 

source of legitimacy (departing from its original quasi-religious inspirations and anti-

hierarchical consensus model). One upshot of this was the creation of the Greenpeace 

Research Laboratories in the UK whose research has come to play a pivotal role in the 

policies of Greenpeace International thus directly affecting Greenpeace UK's legitimacy 

claims. The internal legitimation of power is epitomised in the bilateral agreement 

between Greenpeace International and Greenpeace UK. The contract is binding and 

solidifies Greenpeace International's authority over Greenpeace UK. The subordinate 

position of Greenpeace UK means that it is a representative of Greenpeace 

International carrying out its policies in the UK. Thus when one is scrutinising 

Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims one is in effect discussing Greenpeace 

International's policies and decisions.  

 

A proper scrutiny of Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims is important if one takes their 

role in society seriously. Greenpeace UK plays a role in the wider democratic process 

as an environmental campaign NGO that targets government (and corporate) policy to 

try to make an impact, as was demonstrated in the embedded case study. It showed 

how Greenpeace UK is believed to be representing public opinion and filling in the 

legitimacy gaps in untransparent public policy processes (see in particular the 

testimonies of Stewart, Goldsmith, Morgan, Dixon and Wolkind above). Reflecting the 

literature discussed in chapter two the embedded case study of Kingsnorth highlights 

a particular problematic regarding NGO legitimacy theories because it is not clear how 

Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims (as a possible representation of public opinion) are 

linked to the wider democratic processes that can justify such claims.  
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The Beethamite analysis has highlighted the complications involved in assessing 

Greenpeace UK's legitimacy claims, in particular their justifiable content. Because 

membership is not central to how Greenpeace UK claims legitimacy this is not a 

fruitful avenue for exploring their legitimacy claims. In order to assess Greenpeace 

UK's legitimacy claims it is necessary to focus on how Greenpeace UK justifies its 

legitimacy claims and try to assess the difference between an authoritative source and 

the content of a particular claim. This entails taking into account how Greenpeace 

International produces and uses knowledge because agreeing with a claim does not 

automatically justify, or mean that one agrees to, the power structures that produce it. 

What merits attention is the alignment of scientific knowledge with specific ideological 

and political purposes that perhaps have more value for Greenpeace UK’s own 

organisational aims (in the context of their internal legitimating processes) and are 

not necessarily shared by the public. 

 

This chapter has explained on what grounds Greenpeace UK claims legitimacy and the 

sources of its legitimacy claims. Based on the above the chapter has explained how 

Greenpeace International, through its UK representative unit Greenpeace UK, is 

influencing UK government policy and how the regulation of Greenpeace UK under UK 

company law does not cover the agenda of Greenpeace International as it only 

regulates the financial accounts of Greenpeace UK. This means that Greenpeace UK's 

legitimacy claims as Greenpeace International's representative are largely 

unaccounted for at the national level in the UK.  
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Chapter 7 A Beethamite assessment of Cafod's legitimacy claims: a 

case study of a faith-based NGO 

Cafod is different from the other two case studies in many ways. It is a faith-based NGO 

and its institutional context is such that it does not answer to an international NGO 

hierarchy but to the Catholic Church. This chapter explains how Cafod maintains and 

reproduces legitimacy claims as an agency of the Catholic Church of England and 

Wales and in what way this affects their constitutive remit and ability to make 

legitimacy claims in the context of the Holy See. The analysis entails examining how 

Cafod claims legal legitimacy, the internal organisation of power and process of 

legitimation, and in particular the normative proclamations of the Holy See as 

presented in the documents of the Second Vatican Council. The analytical focus is on 

Cafod as a Catholic agency and a member of the international hierarchy of the Catholic 

Church, thereby contextualising the assessment of Cafod’s legitimacy claims in the 

Holy See hierarchy. 

 

The questions that I started with when looking at Cafod's legitimacy claims pertained 

to its affiliation with the Catholic Church: How is Cafod related to the Catholic Church 

and the Holy See hierarchy? Is the Catholic religion at the heart of Cafod's authority 

when claiming legitimacy or is it merely a veneer? Are Cafod's legitimacy claims 

justified with secular sources, religious sources, or both? It quickly became evident 

that the Catholic Church and the Catholic religion was a major part of how Cafod 

claims legitimacy. Thus my questions started to focus more on the power relations 

between Cafod and the Church: To what extent does the Catholic religion influence 

Cafod’s legitimacy claims? With what authority does Cafod claim legitimacy? How does 

Cafod manage its religious agenda in its programmes?  

 

The main reason for selecting Cafod as a case study was its religious identity. It is 

important to stress that the organisational context of Cafod's legitimacy claims is 

religious, not secular or democratic. In its capacity as a Catholic agency, Cafod is 
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accountable to the hierarchy of the Holy See and its organisational edifice in the UK, 

the Catholic Church in England and Wales. This religious contextualisation of Cafod's 

legitimacy claims is important because Cafod also operates in a secular context as a 

development NGO which can create an internal conflict.  

 

The first part of the chapter, on Cafod's organisational context, includes details about 

the institutional origin of Cafod and the structures and sources that justify Cafod's 

organisation of power. It is important to emphasise that Cafod is subject to both the 

ecclesiastical realm of canon law and UK charity law. Cafod uses the word Catholic in 

its title and is thereby obliged to comply with the rules and canons of the Catholic 

Church. This pertains both to the international level (the Holy See) and the national 

level (the Catholic Church of England and Wales). Thus, although Cafod is a registered 

charity in the UK, and as such complies with charity law, Cafod relies first upon the 

approval from the Holy See hierarchy for its claim to legitimacy. The chapter therefore 

focuses on Cafod's legal status within the Holy See hierarchy, rather than their 

charitable status in English law, as this is primarily the way Cafod claims legal 

legitimacy.  

 

The legitimacy sources analysed in this chapter comprise legal and organisational 

documents and moral-theological documents of Catholic social teaching. The 

documents are mainly derived from Cafod, the Catholic Church of England and Wales 

and the Holy See.46 The chapter analyses Cafod's legitimacy claims within its 

institutional context of governance and normative authority in order to identify 

                                                           

46 Regarding general terminology of the Catholic Church, the terms Holy See and Catholic Church 
are used as follows. The Holy See is the seat of the pope who is the head of all Catholic Churches and 
his administration, the Roman Curia (Baumgarten, 1910). The Catholic Church is understood to 
represent the society of Christians as constituted by Christ, both spiritual and physical: “...the 
hierarchical organization of the Church was, in its essential elements, the work of the Apostles 
themselves; and that to this hierarchy they handed on the charge entrusted to them by Christ of 
governing the Kingdom of God, and of teaching the revealed doctrine [...] The church, as has been 
seen, is a society formed of living men .... As such it resembles other societies. Like them, it has its 
code of rules, its executive officers, its ceremonial observances. Yet it differs from them more than it 
resembles them: for it is a supernatural society. The Kingdom of God is supernatural alike in its 
origin, in the purpose at which it aims, and in the means at its disposal. Other kingdoms are natural 
in their origin; and their scope is limited to the temporal welfare of their citizens” (Joyce, 1908).  
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Cafod's legitimacy sources (such as canon law and encyclicals). These sources 

demarcate the context of Cafod's legitimacy claims and affect Cafod's ability to present 

credible legitimacy claims.  

 

The chapter includes an embedded case study of the controversial ‘condom issue’ to 

highlight the institutional embedding of Cafod and what this entails for the credibility 

of Cafod's legitimacy claims. The condom issue is a legitimacy challenge for Cafod that 

reveals the legitimacy difficulties involved as Cafod treads the line between different 

theological interpretations to achieve social outcomes. One of Cafod's main slogans is 

to ‘put faith into action’ as ‘the social arm’ of the universal Catholic Church. Cafod's 

legitimacy sources that justify Cafod's social action are normative and legal sources 

rooted in the Holy See and the Catholic Church. The ability of Cafod as a Catholic 

organisation to proclaim moral legitimacy when recommending the use of condoms 

for those who are HIV infected creates a tension between its secular realities and its 

theological and ecclesiastical legitimacy sources. This presents a legitimacy challenge 

for Cafod because the sources are contentious and subject to competing theological 

interpretations by liberal and conservative members of the Catholic Church.  

 

The outline of the chapter is as follows. The first section is on Cafod's history. The 

history describes how important Cafod's Catholic identity is right from the start of its 

first project. Despite being a lay-led project, the institutional context and the role of 

the Church was of key significance for Cafod's development. The second section 

describes the organisational structure of the Holy See based on its apostolic 

constitution and canon law. This includes describing the relevant institutions of the 

hierarchy to Cafod's own organisation of power and legal legitimacy. The third section 

of the chapter explains the Catholic source of Cafod's normative legitimacy. This is an 

analysis of the documents of the Second Vatican Council as a normative source for 

Cafod's legitimacy claims. Contingent to this is a debate between traditional and 

progressive forces in the Catholic Church on the moral authority of these documents 

that has brought forth legitimacy challenges to Cafod's Catholic agency. The fourth 
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section of the chapter is an embedded case study on Cafod's legitimacy claims that 

attempts to highlight the importance of the contextualisation of Cafod's legitimacy 

claims regarding the use of contraception to prevent HIV, for the reasons given above. 

The conclusion is a summary of the main arguments of the chapter.  

Historical context of Cafod: from a lay organisation to an institutionally 

embedded agency of the Catholic Church  

The history section is an important in a Beethamite analysis. Beetham's emphasis on 

history enables one to explore the legitimating principles of Cafod, in particular in 

relation to its Catholic identity and how that plays a role in establishing Cafod's legal 

and normative legitimacy. The origin of Cafod is within the international network of 

Catholic women’s organisations. The network consisted of a local entity, the Catholic 

Women’s Organisation; a national entity, the National Board of Catholic Women’s 

Organisations; and an international entity, the World Union of Catholic Women’s 

Organisations (Catholic Women’s League of England and Wales, 2011; National Board 

of Catholic Women’s Organisations, 2011; World Union of Catholic Women’s 

Organisations, 2009). In the years between 1957 and 1960 Cafod's first project came 

into fruition through the layers of this network. All were established in the first decade 

of the twentieth century and by the time that the United Nations (UN) is formed, the 

World Union of Catholic Women’s Organisations forged links with the Food and 

Agriculture Organisation and became one of the first NGOs to be upgraded from a 

liaison to a consultative status in 1959 (Food and Agriculture Organization of the 

United Nations, 1959). It was through the status of the World Union of Catholic 

Women’s Organisations at the Food and Agriculture Organisation that the National 

Board was delegated a project for the Catholic women’s Organisation.  

 

The idea for the project, according to Orchard (1986-7), was delegated from the Food 

and Agricultural Organisation via the World Union of Catholic Women’s Organisations. 

The World Union of Catholic Women’s Organisations had had longstanding relations 

with the Food and Agricultural Organisation and was a keen supporter of its work 
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(Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 1959). One of the World 

Union of Catholic Women’s Organisations’ main goals in the late 1950s was to 

campaign against hunger based on statistics from the Food and Agricultural 

Organisation (World Union of Catholic Women's Organisations, 2009: see section 

1957). The Catholic Women’s Organisation’s first project in the UK was a response to 

that campaign (Orchard, 1986-7:3).  The National Board of Catholic Women on behalf 

of the Catholic Women’s Organisation approached the World Union of Catholic 

Women’s Organisations to ask them to ask the United Nations Food and Agriculture 

Organisation for a suitable project (Orchard, 1986-7:2). The response was a project in 

the West Indian island of Dominica run by nuns from the Social League of Catholic 

Women who were integral in establishing a number of projects in Dominica 

(Honychurch, 1995:178 & 196). Consequently the Catholic Women’s Organisation 

contacted the project manager – Sister Alicia de Tremerie who was an instigator of 

social welfare issues and is credited with founding the credit union movement in 

Dominica47 – in 1959 to inform her of their decision to adopt the project (Orchard, 

1986-7:3). The adoption of this project by the UK Catholic Women’s Organisation in 

1960 can be claimed as Cafod's starting point.  

 

The fundraising for the project was based on a model that had been successful in 

Austria and was set around an idea of a Family Fast Day, that is, during Lent family 

members would give up some food items and donate the equivalent amount saved to 

the Family Fast Day Fund. In order to promote the idea of Family Fast Day the National 

Board did two things. First, it appealed to the bishops to mention Family Fast Day in 

their letters to parish priests. Second, it associated Family Fast Day with the hunger 

campaign run by the World Union which gave the National Board access to the symbol 

and slogan of the campaign as well as its moral support (Orchard, 1986-7:5; World 

Union of Catholic Women's Organisations, 2009: see section 1955).  

 

                                                           

47 Sister Alicia de Tremerie was a Belgian national who is cited as the founder of the credit union 
movement and cooperative banking in Dominica (Dominica Cooperative Societies League Limited, 
2011; Honychurch, 2003, 2011). 
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The Family Fast Day fundraising model was initially an expression of thanksgiving by 

an Austrian Catholic schoolteacher. Due to its success the model was adopted by the 

World Union of Catholic Women’s Organisations as a general model and disseminated 

for reuse by Catholic women’s organisations worldwide (Orchard, 1986-7:2). In the 

UK the idea of the Family Fast Day was embraced by the Catholic Women’s 

Organisation – and sponsored by the National Board of Catholic Women in England 

and Wales – as the fundraising model for their first project.  

 

The fundraising was successful to a degree that it caught the eye of the Church’s 

establishment. In 1961 the Family Fast Day was already being supported by the 

Cardinal and Archbishop of Westminster, William Godfrey, and his private secretary 

Mgr Derek Worlock (who later became one of Cafod's trustees when the fund was 

incorporated into the Church structures). Cardinal Godfrey and his private secretary 

Mgr Worlock also became integral in launching Cafod (Godfrey was a traditionalist and 

argued against the Second Vatican Council whose documents have become an 

essential reference in justifying the work and agenda of Catholic charities in modern 

times). Mgr Worlock advised the National Board of Women’s Organisations to register 

their fund as a charity: “both to keep on the right side of the law and to save paying 

income tax” (Orchard, 1986-7:5). Thus the Family Fast Day Fund was registered with 

the Charity Commission on 5 July 1961 with a governing document titled “public 

appeal charity on 24 February 1961” whose objective was “the relief of poverty in 

Rosean [sic] on the island of Dominica in the West Indies” (Charity Commission, 

2011a). It was removed from the registry in 1968. The role of the Cardinal, Orchard 

points out, was a pastoral letter written by Cardinal Godfrey in support of the 

objectives of the charity and to promote Family Fast Day in the parishes. In his letter 

addressed to the Archdiocese of Westminster Godfrey states:  

We propose to respond to the appeal for a Family Fast Day on Ember Friday, 
24th February. What we save, thereby, can be offered for the hungry and 
starving. Such a sacrifice would be very much in the spirit of Lent, for it would 
touch both palate and purse. Something could be saved too in our care of 
pets. They also could benefit by being fed with less expensive foods. A plump 
and pampered poodle might run all the more gaily after a reduced diet on 
simpler fare and, perhaps, a denied visit to a hair stylist. (Godfrey, 1961:10)  
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Cardinal Godfrey presented a pastoral letter at Westminster and “appointed [the 

pastoral letter] to be read in all the churches and chapels of the Diocese” (Godfrey, 

1961:11). The cardinal urged the idea of Family Fast Day strongly “We commend it 

earnestly to all families of Our flock. We are asking Our priests to explain to you at the 

beginning of Lent this idea of the Family Fast Day” (Godfrey, 1961:10). The support of 

the archbishop and the endorsement of the idea in his pastoral letter that was “to be 

read in all the churches and chapels of the Diocese” (Godfrey, 1961:11) made an 

institutional difference for the legitimacy of Cafod's beginning. The mention of 

pampered poodles, triggered a response of readers’ letters in the Catholic Herald 

where a poodle dog was offered for auction for the appeal which a bishop then 

purchased for £25 as a donation to the Family Fast Day fund.48  

 

The decision of the Catholic Church of England and Wales to establish a Catholic fund 

for international development was mainly a response to the success of the fundraising 

appeal of Family Fast Day. The first fundraising in 1960 raised £6,673 and by 1962 this 

figure was £50,932 (almost eightfold increase). The reason, according to Orchard, was 

that “[b]y this time the hierarchy was getting worried by the success of our campaign, 

and the amount of “Catholic” money we were gathering in” and that it was all going to 

one place. The National Board was therefore informed “that the hierarchy was going to 

set up a new fund for charitable work overseas which would incorporate Family Fast 

Day” (Orchard, 1986-7:10). In 1962 Cafod was established as “the official overseas 

development and relief agency of the Catholic Church in England and Wales” (Catholic 

Church in England and Wales, 2011e). Cafod was initially an acronym for Catholic 

Fund for Overseas Development but was changed in 2000 to Catholic Agency for 

Overseas Development (Hitchen, Fitzalan-Howard, et al., 2009:1, footnote1). 

 

                                                           

48 The responses were directed both to the National Board and the Bishops Office (House) and led 
Mgr Worlock to publish information about the Family Fast Day fundraising in the media (Orchard, 
1986-7:6-7). I have however been unsuccessful in verifying any articles by Worlock or Godfrey 
regarding Family Fast Day in the years between 1959-1963 in the newspaper archives as 
mentioned in Orchard’s pamphlet. 
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The reasons Orchard attributes to the success of Family Fast Day in the UK were the 

association with the World Union hunger campaign and the pastoral letter by Cardinal 

Godfrey endorsing Cafod's cause. Prior to this, however, the National Board had 

written letters to ask parish priests to mention Family Fast Day in their mass. They 

were asked to explain the idea of Family Fast Day in their mass to promote the cause 

and raise funds for Cafod (Orchard, 1986-7:5). This is still an important venue for 

promoting Cafod's work, providing access to Catholic parishioners through the priests’ 

ecclesiastical territory. However, the reception of Cafod is mixed and maps onto other 

debates within the Catholic Church that are related to the Second Vatican Council and 

its documents. Some priests welcome the promotion of Cafod in their mass and 

dedicate special masses to Cafod and its cause. Others are less keen on promoting 

Cafod with some parish priests actively refusing any promotional material related to 

Cafod (Interview 5, 2009). Parish priest can thereby be seen to be acting as 

gatekeepers granting access to their parishioners when they accept Cafod's legitimacy 

claims.  

 

In terms of Korten’s (1990) generations of NGOs Cafod has evolved, like many other 

NGOs, from being a first generation ‘charity to the poor’ NGO to becoming more 

professional and corporate in its approach. Cafod is primarily a partnership agency; it 

is Cafod's partners not Cafod that implement the programmes. Cafod's implementation 

projects is primarily based on the network of Catholic Churches where Cafod works. 

For example, Cafod operates in Zimbabwe through bilateral arrangements with Caritas 

Zimbabwe and Caritas Zimbabwe hires partners in local communities that then 

implement Cafod's projects (Interview 5, 2009; Interview 6, 2009). However, Cafod is 

in charge of accountability and reporting (Interview 8, 2009). The widening agenda of 

fourth generation NGOs includes increased emphasis on political structures and 

political agendas which has made NGOs more politically astute players in national and 

international politics (Korten, 1990). When Cafod became an official agency of the 

Bishops’ Conference in England and Wales (the administrative and policy level of the 

Church) it became an embedded unit in the hierarchy. However, it has kept links with 
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the women’s organisations. The Catholic Women’s Organisation (now League) still 

operates and supports Cafod's work through its relief and refugee fund (Catholic 

Women's League of England and Wales, 2009a:3; 2009b).  The National Board remains 

a consultative entity to the Bishops’ Conference (Catholic Church in England and 

Wales, 2011a) and continues to work with Cafod (National Board of Catholic Women, 

2011). The World Union has strengthened its structural ties with the Church and in 

2006 it was granted a canonical status with the Holy See as a public international 

association of the faithful (Barrientos, 2007).   

 

The early history of Cafod shows that it was reliant on Catholic networks, both lay 

organisations such as the network of the women’s organisations and the hierarchy of 

the Catholic Church. These channels disseminated the idea of Family Fast Day and 

raised the funds that were the main income of Cafod's first years. Although the 

Catholic women’s network (the local, national and international entities) was the 

instigator of the idea it was nonetheless reliant upon the Church’s approval for its 

takeoff and success; both in terms of using Catholic relationships, such as the World 

Union and the Social League in Dominica, and in terms of the formal support it 

received from the hierarchy (Cardinal Godfrey). The historical context demonstrates 

that Cafod's legitimating principle is its Catholic identity. It is through its Catholic 

identity that Cafod gained access to other Catholic networks, gained institutional 

support and eventually was embedded in the Catholic Church. This is crucial for 

assessing Cafod's legitimacy claims because it enables one to understand both that 

Cafod's claim to legitimacy is ultimately Catholic and that being a Catholic agency 

affects Cafod's legitimacy claims. That is, Cafod does not claim constitutionally 

generated legitimacy (as is the case in my previous two case studies albeit differently) 

but is dependent on legitimacy granted from the Holy See through the Catholic Church 

of England and Wales.  

 

When Cafod was integrated into the hierarchy of the Catholic Church officially it 

became subject to the Roman Curia of the Holy See. This institutionalisation 
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strengthened Cafod's institutional legitimacy and structured its mandate. It is the Holy 

See that provides the normative underpinnings of Cafod's legitimacy claims as its 

authoritative source of legitimacy. Assessing Cafod's legal legitimacy thus goes beyond 

its charitable registration in the UK and is directly related to understanding its agency 

and function in the Holy See hierarchy where Cafod's legal legitimacy is based on the 

premise that it communicates what the hierarchy teaches (Pope John Paul II, 2004a). 

By drawing an analogy with the early groups of Catholic action it can be said that 

Cafod is empowered with an apostolate mandate that belongs to the learning (lay) side 

of the Church. Its function is to carry out the gospel as a lay organisation through its 

social action. The mandate to teach the gospel belongs to the Holy See hierarchy by 

divine right. This distinction between teaching and learning is the distinction the 

hierarchy makes between clergy and lay. According to this, Cafod is a lay organisation 

with an apostolate social mandate from the hierarchy whose function it is to 

communicate what the hierarchy teaches (Oliveira, 2006 [1943]:283-285).49 This is 

crucial to understanding Cafod's Catholic agency and the legitimacy challenge this 

involves is highlighted later in the chapter’s embedded case study. I now turn to 

analyse the power relationship between Cafod and the Church in order to assess how 

Cafod, not only claims legal legitimacy, but also how it justifies its Catholic agency as a 

faith-based NGO.  

The institutional context of Cafod's authoritative sources of legitimacy: the Holy 

See and its documents  

According to Beetham legal validity, the rule of law, is ‘a necessary first step’ in the 

legitimation of power:  

“[this is] ensured by the fact that established rules provide the recognised 
source of entitlements, and because a generalised respect for rules is the 
condition for any social order or settled expectations. That it is no more than 

                                                           

49 In his book Oliveira is explaining the mandate of Catholic Action as a lay organisation of Catholics 
who albeit not participants of the hierarchy have an apostolate mandate from the hierarchy and 
‘exercise functions of hierarchical character’ (Oliveira, 2006 [1943]:6). Catholic action came to 
influence social and political processes through Christian political parties at the onset of democracy 
(Benigni, 1908). The Catholic action mandate is largely attributed to Pope Pius X’s encyclical in 
1905 on Catholic action in Italy (Pope Pius X, 1905). Catholic action is sometimes associated with 
conservative Catholics and social action with liberal Catholics. 
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a first step follows from the fact that rules cannot justify themselves simply 
by being rules, but require justification by reference to considerations which 
lie beyond them.” (Beetham, 1991:69) 

 In order to explain Cafod's legal legitimacy as a Catholic agency it is necessary to 

examine the institutional context of how Cafod claims legitimacy. This includes not 

only Cafod's legal status and registration but also the authoritative sources of its 

normative purposive statements. It is important to identify Cafod's institutional 

context of legal legitimacy because it contains the sources that provide justifications 

for Cafod's legitimacy claims. The institutional context for Cafod's internal 

organisation of power is the Holy See. It is the ultimate authority for Cafod's legal 

legitimacy and Catholic identity. The following is an analysis of how Cafod is subject to 

the authority of the Holy See and the Catholic Church as expressed in Church 

documents for its legitimacy claims. Because the Holy See is a vast and complex 

institution I stress that the section only outlines those aspects that are most relevant 

for Cafod's legitimacy claims. I start with analysing Cafod's legal legitimacy by 

explaining the power relationship between Cafod and the Holy See. Then I turn to the 

normative sources of Cafod's legitimacy claims that the hierarchy provides, which are 

the documents and teachings of the Second Vatican Council because “[i]t is the 

impressiveness of the source from which they derive as well as the moral 

persuasiveness of their content that gives social rules their justifiability” (Beetham, 

1991:70).  

 

The Holy See is the apostolic seat of the universal Roman Catholic Church. It is 

presided over by a pope who has Episcopal jurisdiction over the universal Catholic 

Church (Pope John Paul II, 1983:canons 349-359). The central governing system of the 

Holy See is the Roman Curia. Alongside the Curia, bishops are involved in the 

governing of the Holy See through the college of bishops and the synod of bishops. The 

governance of the Holy See is based on apostolic constitutions of which, in this context, 

Pastor Bonus is most relevant. The legal system of the Holy See is the Code of Canon 
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law (Pope John Paul II, 1983). One of the main economic supports of the Holy See is a 

levy on Catholic dioceses from around the world.50 

 

The governance of the Holy See is in the hands of the pope. The pope is assisted by the 

college of bishops and the synod of bishops. The former includes bishops who exercise 

power over the universal Church through their voting rights in an ecumenical council 

(Pope John Paul II, 1983:canons 337 and 339). The latter is composed of bishops that 

counsel the pope on ecclesiastical discipline but do not have voting rights or formal 

authority to resolve problems (Pope John Paul II, 1983:canons 342-343). The synod of 

bishops was one of the main outcomes of the Second Vatican Council in an effort to 

engage the universal Church more directly with its dioceses around the world but 

whose power remains limited to deliberation forums of pastoral and doctrinal 

relevance (Holy See Press Office, 2010). 

 

The Roman Curia is the administrative and executive unit of the pope and operates in 

his name as the supreme power of the universal Church (Holy See, 2011d). The main 

role of the Curia is to regulate the Church; it is the governing body of the Church. The 

Curia is associated with the conservative forces of the Holy See (Wilde, 2007:5). 

However, despite its traditional stronghold of power in the Holy See the power of the 

Curia was ‘truncated’ during the Second Vatican Council during a battle between 

conservative and progressive forces within the Church.51 The latter were able to 

                                                           

50 Part of the Holy See is the Vatican. The Vatican is a sovereign city-state that came into existence 
in 1929 when the Holy See negotiated a treaty with Italy (Gasparri and Mussolini, 1929). It is a 
sovereign monarchy ruled by ecclesiastical government and shares its head of state with the Holy 
See, the pope. Although the pope holds full legislative, executive and judicial powers, Ratzinger has 
argued that the monarchy of the pope is not absolute but rather that he serves as a reference point 
for a community of local churches (quoted in: Hirpinus, 2002). The function of the Vatican city-state 
is to serve the Holy See as “an instrument of the independence of the Holy See, and of the Catholic 
Church, from any earthly power” (Uffici di Presidenza S.C.V., 2011a, 2011b). The diplomatic 
relations of the Vatican are however carried out by the Holy See, which renders the Holy See a 
sovereign position under international law (Das, 2007:361; Lindblom, 2005:64, footnote42). 
51 Note that there are many subgroups and different theological emphases within the church that 
merit more detail then I have space for here, this is therefore a broad categorisation. I have chosen 
to use the labels conservative and progressive although other labels are also used, such as 
traditional, Thomists (after Thomas Aquinas) and orthodox Catholics. The conservatives tend to 
favour traditional mass, arguments of dogmatic infallibility and natural law theories. The 
progressives are also called liberals and are associated with the outcomes of the Second Vatican 
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organise their vote in a democratic fashion that enabled their progressive agenda to 

come through in the Second Vatican Council and brought about the synod of bishops 

(Wilde, 2007:15-16; 13-28).  

 

The Curia is comprised of twelve departments. These include the Secretary of State, 

Congregations, Tribunals and Pontifical Councils along with administrative units  

(Holy See, 1998, 2011d). The highest office of the Curia is the Secretariat of State (Holy 

See, 2011e). For the purpose of my argument I highlight here the Pontifical Council of 

Justice and Peace, the Pontifical Council Cor Unum, and the Congregation for the 

Doctrine of the Faith. These are important for understanding the institutional context 

of Cafod's legitimacy claims.  

 

The Pontifical Councils oversee particular activities of the Holy See. In general, the 

Pontifical Councils are administrative offices for specific topics that relate to the 

Church’s interests, such as peace and development, migration, and health (Holy See, 

1998). The Pontifical Council of Justice and Peace has jurisdiction over Catholic 

charities that deal with social justice and development in the name of the Catholic 

Church. It was created after the Second Vatican Council to oversee ‘the social arm’ of 

the Church in modern times. It is governed by bishops who report directly to the pope 

(Holy See, 2011c). However, the Pontifical Council Cor Unum is the supervisor of 

Caritas International legal status and responsible for Caritas’s policies that require 

vetting by the council prior to enactment as it deals with intergovernmental offices.  

 

The Congregations are the oldest dicasteries (legal courts) of the Curia. Their historic 

role has been canonical discipline. The oldest, and perhaps most renowned, is the 

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (Holy See, 2011a).52 Its purpose is “to 

                                                                                                                                                                          

Council. They tend to look favourably on the social aspects of the Church, that is charity as the social 
arm of the Church, and putting faith into action. Liberals also look more benignly on the influence of 
enlightenment on the Church. 
52 This congregation is also known as the Holy Office but is perhaps best known from its historical 
function as the Universal Inquisition. It was established in 1542 as the Supreme Sacred 
Congregation of the Roman and Universal Inquisition. It has undergone the following name changes 
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promote and safeguard the doctrine on the faith and morals throughout the Catholic 

world” and defend Christian tradition where it is “in danger because of new and 

unacceptable doctrines” (Holy See, 2011a). According to the apostolic constitution, 

Pastor Bonus, the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith also carries a censorship 

role where it examines: 

writings and opinions that seem to be contrary or dangerous to true faith, 
and, if it is established that they are opposed to the teaching of the Church” [it 
guarantees that] “errors or dangerous doctrines [...] do not go without apt 
rebuttal. (Holy See, 1998:Art.51(1-3)) 

Serious offences against the faith, as judged by the Congregation, can lead to an 

“imposition of canonical sanctions in accordance with the norms of common or proper 

law” (Holy See, 1998:art.52). The accuracy of doctrinal interpretations as set by the 

Congregation has implications for Cafod's ability to make legitimacy claims as a 

Catholic agency. For example, in the case of the ‘condom issue’ it was the Congregation 

for the Doctrine of the Faith that issued a public statement to clarify the position of the 

pope on the use of condoms. Cafod’s endorsement of condoms in its HIV policy is an 

example of Cafod explicitly participating in the debate about birth control, as set out 

by the pope in Humanae Vitae (Pope Paul VI, 1968), on which the Church is divided. 

When Cafod's legitimacy was challenged in the UK, Cafod had to seek ecclesiastical 

support and ask its trustees to issue a statement about Cafod's work being legitimate 

and within the realms of the Church’s teaching (see below). Before proceeding to a 

discussion on the normative sources of Cafod's legitimacy claims I first outline the 

status of Catholic NGOs in canon law. This clarifies why Cafod is not a representative of 

Caritas International but of the Church.  

The Code of Canons as an authoritative source of Cafod's Catholic agency  

The sovereign legal system of the Catholic Church is the Code of Canons (Pope John 

Paul II, 1983). The hierarchy of associations that represent the Holy See is outlined in 

the Code of Canons depending on their geographical status; international, national and 

                                                                                                                                                                          

since then: the Supreme Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office in 1908; the Sacred Congregation 
for the Doctrine of the Faith in 1965 at the Second Vatican Council; and in 1988 Sacred was 
dropped and it is now known as the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (Holy See, 2011a). 
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diocesan (Pope John Paul II, 1983:canons 298-329). Canon law clarifies the territorial 

responsibilities of different Church entities over Catholic associations such as Cafod 

and Caritas International. Under canon law Cafod is classified as a national association 

and Caritas International as an international association and this has implications for 

how they are governed under the Holy See hierarchy. An organisation that wishes to 

use the word ‘Catholic’ in their title needs to consult an ecclesiastical authority 

according to the canon law. Canons 300 and 312 specify that a permission is required 

from the Holy See for international associations, the Bishops’ Conference of a 

particular territory for national associations, and a diocesan bishop for diocesan 

association (Pope John Paul II, 1983:canons 300 and 312). This applies to all Catholic 

associations. For example, Caritas International is accountable to the Holy See, Cafod is 

a national organisation and accountable to the Bishops’ Conference in England and 

Wales, but the Catholic Women’s Organisation is a diocesan organisation and 

accountable to its diocesan bishop. The canonical status of Cafod means that Cafod is 

subordinate to ecclesiastical discipline overseen by the Bishops’ Conference of 

England and Wales (Catholic Bishops' Conference of England and Wales, 2001:1).  

 

The overseas development agencies of the Catholic Church are organised in a 

confederated network that is coordinated by a head office, Caritas International (also 

called by its Latin name Caritas Internationalis). Cafod is a member of Caritas 

International and the Caritas network is its preferred partner (Interview 7, 2009). 

Cafod along with Sciaf in Scotland and Troicare in Ireland are notable exceptions to the 

use of the term Caritas in their title but all are members of Caritas International. There 

is also a Caritas UK organisation registered with the Bishops’ Conference of England 

and Wales but it is considerably smaller in scope and size than Cafod. The relationship 

between the national member organisations of the confederation and their 

headquarter office, Caritas International, is different compared to my other two case 

studies. In my other two case studies, the legal legitimacy of the UK national offices is 

based in national law and their organisation of power intrinsically dependent on their 

respective international office that is also based in national law. In the case of Cafod 
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and Caritas International, both offices have an independent relationship with the Holy 

See based in canon law. Caritas International has an ecclesiastical status with the Holy 

See whilst Cafod has a canonical status that is regulated and organised through the 

Catholic Church in England and Wales.  

 

Caritas International is a public juridic person; a “competent ecclesiastical authority” 

(Pope John Paul II, 1983:canons 116-123). An Ecclesiastical Advisor appointed by the 

Holy See supervises the ecclesiastical role of Caritas International by retaining right to 

participate in Caritas’s activities at the institutional level. The Pontifical Council Cor 

Unum is responsible for the activities of Caritas International at the international and 

regional levels and receives Caritas’s documents before their publication (the 

particular responsibility of this Pontifical Council is international organisations in the 

world). Caritas International has also to comply with the Secretary of State of the 

Roman Curia in matters regarding international organisations. Furthermore Caritas 

International has to cooperate with various Pontifical Councils when it comes to 

specific matters (such as health and migration) as defined by the apostolic constitution 

of Pastor Bonus (Holy See, 1998). Based on its canonical status, even the location of 

the office of Caritas International is subject to the authority of the pope (Pope John 

Paul II, 2004b).  

 

Cafod's claim to legal legitimacy, although subject to UK charity law (as discussed in 

chapter four), is ultimately based in the documents and canons of the Holy See 

hierarchy. Thus, the relationship between Cafod and Caritas International is 

fundamentally different from the relationship between Greenpeace UK and 

Greenpeace International or Amnesty International UK and Amnesty International. 

Unlike the latter two whose internal organisation of power is embedded in their 

international offices, Cafod's internal organisation of power is embedded in the Holy 

See not Caritas International. The Catholic Bishops’ Conference in England and Wales 

holds a directory of Catholic organisations. In order to enlist, a Catholic organisation 

must fulfil the following criteria:  
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A fundamental commitment to the teaching and practice of the Catholic 
Church, particularly as expressed by the documents of the Second Vatican 
Council and the Catechism of the Catholic Church [...] The word 'fundamental' 
relates to the key objectives of the organisation as formally written and as 
corporately pursued. It is tolerant of some variety of emphasis in expression 
and in operation, but not of deviation from ultimate loyalty to the Church, 
nationally or internationally. (Catholic Bishops' Conference of England and 
Wales, 2001:2) 

This statement affirms that Cafod, as an enlisted Catholic organisation of the Bishops’ 

Conference, derives its legitimacy from the Holy See as a Catholic agency of the 

universal Catholic Church.  

 

It is the Catholic Church as a universal entity that provides the legal and normative 

sources for assessing Cafod's ‘legitimacy-in-context’. The Holy See is the institutional 

embodiment of the system of power that Cafod belongs to as a Catholic agency; the 

structure that can “sustain and reproduce its legitimacy beliefs, or .... systematically 

undermine them over time” (Beetham, 1991:22-23). However, there are two 

dimensions to take into account here. One is the Holy See that represents the 

international superstructure of the universal Catholic Church and is the ultimate 

authority for Cafod's legal legitimacy claims that justifies Cafod as a Catholic agency. 

The other is the Catholic Church in England and Wales which represents the national 

dimension of the universal Church and supervises the ecclesiastical regulation of 

Cafod. Together these are the sources for Cafod's legal and regulatory legitimacy 

claims. I now describe the internal organisation of power within Cafod according to its 

Trust Deed to clarify the organisational authority the Catholic Church of England and 

Wales holds over Cafod as its regulator. 

Cafod as an institutionally embedded agency of the Catholic Church of England and 

Wales 

The justifiability of rules in Cafod's case lies mostly within the hierarchy of the Holy 

See. The power relationship with the Catholic Church is further elaborated in Cafod's 

Trust Deed. It demonstrates Cafod's internal organisation of powers and how Cafod is 

accountable to the Church through the trustees. It is worth reiterating that Cafod's 
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accountability regarding its legal legitimacy is primarily to the Church as a Catholic 

agency.  

 

When the Family Fast Day charity was formally integrated into the Catholic Church of 

England and Wales the agenda items of its first meeting were centred on the process of 

integration. According to Orchard, the agenda was about how the Family Fast Day 

would be organised within the new fund, how the new fund should be organised, what 

should be its title and objectives, and now it was part of the Catholic Church what was 

the part to be played by Catholic organisations (Orchard, 1986-7:11). Hugh Ellis-Rees 

was the first administrator of Cafod.53 The early work areas of Cafod were split into 

three: Projects that covered the work in Dominica; Fundraising that covered 

arrangements of funds (Family Fast Day, Self Help groups, and Friday Self-denial 

groups etc.); and Development Education that was “to make people aware of their 

Christian duty” (Orchard, 1986-7:11).  

 

The earliest accessible document is Cafod's Trust Deed from 1982 signed by the 

original trustees of Cafod. The original trustees are Right Reverend Hitchen, His Grace 

Fitzlan-Howard Duke of Norfolk, and the previous private secretary of Cardinal 

Godfrey, now Most Reverend Worlock. The 1982 deed is, with amendments, Cafod's 

current statutory document (Hitchen, Fitzalan-Howard, et al., 2009).  

 

The deed articulates the powers of the trustees. The trustees are separated into 

Original Trustees, Foundation Trustees and Trustees. Cafod is a trust fund that is held 

upon trust by these trustees to carry out the objectives of Cafod in consultation with 

its director. The organisational objectives of Cafod according to the deed are: relief of 

poverty, advancement of education, advancement of the Christian religion, relief and 

prevention of sickness disease and physical or mental disability, and other charitable 

purposes “anywhere in the world as are for the benefit of the United Kingdom 

                                                           

53 Sir Hugh Ellis-Rees was a high-ranking civil servant economist that had led British delegations at 
the OEEC and a World Bank economic mission to Spain during 1950s. He retired in early 1960s 
from office at the HM Treasury (Newton, 1984:398, footnote 24; OECD, 2011). 
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Community” (Hitchen, Fitzalan-Howard, et al., 2009:section 2). All of the objectives are 

universal in scope.   

 

The functions of the trustees are identical but the powers differ between foundation 

trustees and trustees. The foundation trustees (minimum of four) can only be 

appointed with approval from the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales 

(Hitchen, Fitzalan-Howard, et al., 2009:sections 1(aa,b) and 7(1,2)).54 The foundation 

trustees have more power than regular trustees as they can hire and dismiss any 

number of additional trustees without permission (Hitchen, Fitzalan-Howard, et al., 

2009:section 7(2B)).  

 

Twenty-five clauses define the powers of the trustees. Of these, ten clauses are 

exclusively entrusted to the foundation trustees. This includes hiring of secretaries 

such as the director and other staff of Cafod (Hitchen, Fitzalan-Howard, et al., 

2009:section 3(5)). All trustees, however, have powers to make rules and regulations 

for the management and administration of Cafod, to promote development projects for 

poverty relief, and to audit Cafod's accounts as they see fit (Hitchen, Fitzalan-Howard, 

et al., 2009:section 3(1,2,3,21)).   

 

The governance of Cafod is in the hands of trustees and a board and executed by 

Cafod’s director and a team of five divisional directors that together form a corporate 

leadership team. A bishop from the Catholic Church of England and Wales chairs the 

board of Cafod (see appendix for organogram). The governing regime of the Holy See 

requires that Catholic agencies, like Cafod, report to the Bishops’ Conference of 

England and Wales, who report to the Bishops’ Conference of the Holy See that is 

                                                           

54 The Catholic Church is administered by a conference of bishops. There are 34 bishops that 
preside over 22 dioceses across England and Wales. Together they form the Bishops’ Conference of 
England and Wales that is funded by a levy on each diocese (Catholic Church in England and Wales, 
2011b, 2011c). The administration of the Catholic Church of England and Wales is incorporated in 
the Catholic Trust for England and Wales. The Catholic Trust is a company and a registered charity 
presided over by the Bishops’ Conference and has a close relationship with Cafod (Catholic Trust 
for England and Wales, 2009:7). In practice, the bishops have legal ownership of the Church via the 
trust under English law. However, their legitimacy is derived from the Holy See because the bishops 
receive their power through ordination by the pope and act as his agents in England and Wales.  
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answerable to the pope. The internal dimension of legal legitimation is aligned with 

the hierarchical governing structures of the Holy See.  

 

Because Cafod's legal form is a trust it is governed by a trust deed and not a 

constitution which means that it is not a democratic organisation in the sense that its 

board and directors are not elected (Interview 8, 2009). It is officially in the ‘social 

arm’ of the Catholic Church along with other charities of the Bishops’ Conference 

whose aims are to realise the social policy of the Catholic Church in England and Wales 

as laid out in the Common Good report (Hume, 1996). Cafod is not governed by 

members, but entirely by its trustees and executives who are hired by the Bishops’ 

Conference in the name of the Catholic Church. Cafod's decision making processes are 

thereby not democratic in the sense that issues cannot be put forth for voting at 

annual general meetings; there are no members with designated voting rights as in 

NGOs that are governed by a constitution and voting members. However, two things 

should be noted here: first that Cafod is a lay organisation and being a Catholic is not a 

prerequisite for working in Cafod, and second that despite the fact that Cafod is not 

democratically organised supporters of Cafod can influence its policy (Interview 7, 

2009). 

 

According to the above it is clear that the executive power of Cafod is in the hands of 

the bishops and that the organisational objectives of Cafod are grounded in the 

ecclesiastical hierarchy of the Holy See. Although the executive team is responsible for 

the daily running of Cafod and the trustees are responsible for hiring the executive 

team, there is considerable interaction on behalf of the trustees with Cafod's daily 

governance. The foundation trustees together with other trustees form the board of 

trustees. The Board meets four times a year with Cafod's executive team (Corporate 

Leadership Team) of which one is a residential weekend “to allow deeper 

understanding of Cafod's programme work” (Cafod, 2009:2). The Trustees get 

involved in Cafod's executive level “to ensure that collectively they have the overview 

necessary for the proper governance of Cafod” (Cafod, 2009:2). It is also important to 
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note that in the Trust Deed Cafod's purpose is more aligned with the purpose of the 

Catholic Church than what is expressed in Cafod's mission statements, corporate 

documents and in documents retained by the Charity Commission. 

 

Cafod is officially an agency within the department of international affairs (one of six) 

of the Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales. Because Cafod is an official agency of 

the Catholic Church it carries out executive functions in the name of, and is therefore 

answerable to, the Bishops’ Conference (Catholic Church in England and Wales, 

2011a). Although Cafod is regulated by the Charity Commission and has to comply 

with UK charity law, the moral agency and ecclesiastical accuracy of Cafod's 

application and interpretation of the Catholic social teaching is regulated by the 

bishops as stated in the Catholic Directory of England and Wales (Catholic Bishops' 

Conference of England and Wales, 2001).  

 

The documents that are the source of Cafod's normative legitimacy are the documents 

of the Second Vatican Council. These have come to constitute a body of teaching that is 

referred to as Catholic social teaching. The ecclesiastical guidelines that Cafod follows 

under the auspices of the Catholic Church in England and Wales are explained in the 

report The Common Good. The Common Good explains how the Church’s public policy 

is informed by the Catholic social teaching and how Catholic social teaching can be 

applied to British society (Catholic Church in England and Wales, 2011d; Hume, 1996). 

Although the Church of England and Wales supports Cafod as its agency, it by no 

means represents unanimously the complete Catholic community in those territories. 

The competing views of Catholics in the UK over the legitimacy of Cafod are in fact 

competing over normative sources; reflecting a wider debate within the universal 

Catholic Church, namely between ‘conservative’ and ‘liberal’ forces. The bone of 

contention is the Second Vatican Council, in particular the documents it produced 

which have become the main source for Cafod's normative legitimacy claims and a 

way of justifying their organisation of power in the name of the Church. The tension 

that is intertwined into the documents of the Second Vatican Council supersedes the 
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organisational divide between the international (Holy See) and the national (Catholic 

Church in England and Wales), as it harbours a fault line between competing factions 

over the interpretation and status of these documents.  

 

The Beethamite framework enables an assessment of Cafod's legitimacy claims in a 

way that the theories described in chapter two bypass. The default starting point of 

most of these theories would be to focus on Cafod's service providing abilities and 

contracts and judge their legitimacy in terms of their performance in meeting their 

stated targets. Having explained the legal and regulatory sources of Cafod's legitimacy 

claims I now turn to the documents that provide the justifications for the content of 

Cafod's legitimacy claims.   

The Second Vatican Council and Catholic social teaching: Cafod's ‘institutional testimony’ 

The institutional integration of Cafod in the Catholic Church is crucial for its claim to 

legitimacy. The Holy See and its documents provide the context and sources for 

Cafod's legitimacy claims. In 1971 the Synod of Bishops proclaimed that “[t]he Church 

has the right, indeed the duty, to proclaim justice on the social, national and 

international level” (quoted in: Walsh, et al.,1984:vii). For an organisation like Cafod 

that is part of enacting this proclamation the encyclicals and documents that the Holy 

See produces, and constitute Catholic social teaching, are crucial for justifying its 

legitimacy claims. These are, according to the Archbishop of Westminster, ‘the 

Church’s guidance’ for organisations like Cafod that strive “to put the Gospel into 

practice within modern society” (quoted in: Walsh, et al.,1984:vii). Cafod as a 

charitable organisation that has been entitled by canons to register as a Catholic 

agency in the name of the Catholic Church, is part of the Church’s ‘institutional 

testimony’: 

In addition to the personal testimony of faith and holiness for which 
individual believers are responsible by virtue of their Baptism, the Church is 
also called to give an important institutional testimony before the world. 

For this reason, the Risen Lord’s command to make disciples of all nations 
and to teach them "to carry out everything I have commanded you" (Mt 
28:19-20) must be the indispensable reference point for every activity of the 
Church. Her many religious, educational and charitable institutions exist for 
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one reason only: to proclaim the Gospel. Their witness must always proceed 
ex corde Ecclesiae, from the very heart of the Church. It is of utmost 
importance, therefore, that the Church’s institutions be genuinely Catholic: 
Catholic in their self understanding and Catholic in their identity. All those 
who share in the apostolates of such institutions, including those who are not 
of the faith, should show a sincere and respectful appreciation of that mission 
which is their inspiration and ultimate raison d’être. (Pope John Paul II, 
2004a:n.1, italics original) 

 

Cafod's mandate as a Catholic agency thus places Cafod in a subordinate position to 

the Holy See hierarchy. In the institutional context of the Church the pope is the 

ultimate authority for accountability. Although there are democratic elements in the 

form of consultation, such as the synod and college of bishops, the pope presides over 

the Curia, the Vatican city-state, and the Holy See (the administration, the monarchy 

and the apostolic universal Church), and although his powers may not be absolute 

they are ultimate. The rules are set by the Holy See and justified with a body of 

normative teaching that includes, along with the Bible, the teachings of popes, bishops, 

and various dicasteries of the Curia found in a variety of documents (Ad Limina, Motu 

proprio, Encyclicals and more).  

 

It is the Holy See that holds the authoritative sources that justify Cafod's legitimacy 

claims, whether legal or moral. However, Cafod is a lay organisation and its modus 

operandi, as the social arm of the Church, is to solve problems it encounters in its 

fieldwork and partnerships. This can potentially expose Cafod to an internal legitimacy 

deficit between the principles it advocates in the name of the Catholic Church as its 

official agent and the secular reality of the problems it is trying to solve (Interview 5, 

2009). In order to examine this I focus on the documents produced by the Second 

Vatican Council that have come to represent Catholic social teaching as the 

authoritative sources that justify the content of Cafod's legitimacy claims.55 I intend to 

demonstrate how this takes precedence over other potential legitimacy sources 

(secular) because of Cafod's Catholic identity and institutional embedding in the Holy 

                                                           

55 There are a number of documents that comprise Catholic social teaching. A number of these are 
not cited here as I only cover those documents that are important for the context of Cafod. For more 
details on Catholic social teaching see the bibliographical addendum to chapter seven. 
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See (the legitimacy challenge resulting from Cafod's Catholic identity is discussed in 

the following section of the embedded case study). 

 

The ‘social question’ had been raised in Catholic circles before the Second Vatican 

Council and the encyclical Rerum Novarum, published in 1891, is considered to be the 

founding document (Pope John Paul II, 1987; Walsh and Davies, 1984). In their 

comprehensive overview of the encyclicals of the Second Vatican Council, Walsh and 

Davis explain the Rerum Novarum as a belated response to the communist manifesto, 

and point out that its publication coincided with the year that the Italian socialist party 

was founded (Walsh and Davies, 1984: xiii; see also Wilde, 2007:70, 89). The 

encyclical was however also associated with the conservative faction and the Catholic 

action ‘movement’ (Benigni, 1908; Oliveira, 2006 [1943]). Rerum Novarum became 

the “first great social encyclical” (Walsh and Davies, 1984: xiii), that was about 

“presenting and putting into practice a Christian solution to the social question” 

(Taveiro, 2006:xviii).  

 

The encyclicals associated with the Second Vatican Council have since developed into 

a comprehensive teaching on social justice that has also come to supply Cafod with 

normative justifications. The second Vatican Council was called by Pope John XXIII in 

1962 to renew the relations of the Holy See with the modern world by engaging in a 

dialogue with democracy. It lasted three years and was closed in 1965 by Pope Paul VI. 

Both popes declared that the Second Vatican Council was of pastoral, not dogmatic, 

significance contrary to the First Vatican Council (1869-70) that was conservative in 

direction and proclaimed papal infallibility, that is doctrinal statements made by the 

pope are exempt from, even the possibility of, error (Wilde, 2007:60). The documents 

published by and after the Second Vatican Council in the period between 1961 and 

1981 are considered to be of pastoral status (Walsh and Davies, 1984:xi). Although the 

documents are not considered infallible they are regarded to contain authoritative 

teaching that provides Catholics with moral standards set by the pope (Hume, 1996; 

Walsh and Davies, 1984:xxi, footnote 1). Cafod is inspired by the Catholic social 
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teaching which it regards as authoritative as the “Catholic Church’s ethical framework 

for analysing the economic, social and political realities of the world we live in” (Cafod, 

2003).  

 

The ecclesiastical treatment of the topics of politics and economics in these documents 

should not be confused with the science of these subjects which is secular. Celebrating 

the anniversary of Populorum Progression the pope wrote: “The church’s social 

doctrine [...] aim is thus to guide Christian behavior. It therefore belongs to the field, 

not of ideology, but of theology and particularly of moral theology” (Pope John Paul II, 

1987:section 41). The subjects of economics and politics as discussed in the 

encyclicals are, according to the Church, sub-branches of ethics and as such part of 

moral theology. 

 

The two documents that introduce the theological justification for Catholic charity ‘in 

the modern world’ are the pastoral constitution Gaudium et Spes (Pastoral 

Constitution on the Church in the Modern World) (Pope Paul VI, 1965) and the 

encyclical Populorum Progressio (Development of Peoples) (International Jesuit 

Network for Development, 2007; Pope Paul VI, 1967; Walsh and Davies, 1984).56 Cafod 

refers to and cites these documents as its normative source for moral proclamation to 

legitimise its work (Cafod, 2003). 

 

Populorum Progressio as a continuum and elaboration of Gaudium et Spes addresses 

more directly the development work of Cafod and Catholic charities in general. In 

Gaudium et Spes the problems of poorer nations are viewed to be “progressively 

resolved through development” whilst in Populorum Progressio the pope is more 

confrontational in addressing economic problems (Walsh and Davies, 1984:xiv). 

Populorum Progressio follows upon a theme from Gaudium et Spes on balance of trade 

between rich and poor countries. The encyclical touches upon a variety of principles: 

                                                           

56 These documents are known and referred to by their Latin titles. I have maintained this to avoid 
confusion.  
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the right to a just wage; the right to security of employment; the right to fair and 

reasonable working conditions; the right to join a union and strike as a last resort; and 

the universal destination of resources and goods. The pope attacks free trade by 

rejecting “the notion of entirely free trade” due to the unequal status between rich and 

poor nations to a point where the pope “seems to be applying the criteria for a just 

war” although he does not follow through with that argument (Walsh and Davies, 

1984:141).  

 

Gaudium et Spes is the pastoral constitution of the Second Vatican Council (Holy See, 

2011b). Gaudium et Spes is considered to contain the gesture of opening a dialogue 

between the Church and democracy: “Its description of the free society as having three 

parts – democratic political community, free economy and vibrant public moral 

culture, the last being the most important” (Weigel, 2003). The themes in Gaudium et 

Spes are constructed around ‘peace and social justice’ in modern societies where 

peace is seen to be intrinsically bound up with justice as “a consequence of the right 

ordering of society” (and not merely the absence of war) (Walsh and Davies, 1984:xiv). 

 

As the constitution of the Council, whose mission it was to modernise the Church, 

Gaudium et Spes carries more weight than Populorum Progressio. Gaudium et Spes 

addresses democracy and human rights and directly engages with matters of 

economics, poverty, and social justice in that context: 

For excessive economic and social differences between the members of the 
one human family or population groups cause scandal, and militate against 
social justice, equity, the dignity of the human person, as well as social and 
international peace. (Pope Paul VI, 1965: part1, ch2, para29) 

Human institutions, both private and public, must labor to minister to the 
dignity and purpose of man. At the same time let them put up a stubborn fight 
against any kind of slavery, whether social or political, and safeguard the 
basic rights of man under every political system. (Pope Paul VI, 1965: part1, 
ch2, para29)  

Christians who take an active part in present-day socio-economic 
development and fight for justice and charity should be convinced that they 
can make a great contribution to the prosperity of mankind and to the peace 
of the world. (Pope Paul VI, 1965: part2, ch3, para72) 

Economic development must ... not be left to the sole judgement of a few 
individuals or groups, possessing excessive economic power, or of the 
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political community alone, or of certain powerful nations. It is proper, on the 
contrary, that at every level the largest number of people have an active share 
in directing that development. (Pope Paul VI, 1965:para65) 

When Cafod justifies its work and mission it turns to these encyclicals. Cafod claims 

that putting faith into action is an expression of social justice as envisioned by the 

pope in Gaudium et Spes and Populorum Progressio: “The Pope’s statements on debt 

provide inspiration and motivation for our campaigns work on issues of global 

poverty” (Cafod, 2003). At the higher level of its organisational objectives, Cafod is 

obliged to promulgate the social teaching as laid out by the Church (see discussion on 

the trust deed above). The mission of Cafod as described in Cafod's 2010 annual report 

is fourfold: to work with poor communities; protect lives, relive suffering and reduce 

risks to vulnerable communities; educate about the causes of poverty and injustice; 

challenge those with power to promote social justice and end poverty (Cafod, 

2010b:2). This is a variation of its organisational objectives as set out in Cafod's trust 

deed (see above). There is less emphasis on evangelisation and more on education. Yet 

the essence of Cafod's organisational objectives, and its mission, is Catholic social 

teaching. The documents are Cafod's source for claiming normative legitimacy and a 

benchmark for Cafod's moral authority. On its website Cafod is more explicit about its 

ecclesiastical embedding: “we work to enact Gospel values ... We put into practice the 

solidarity and communion for which the Church stands ... We are proud of our identity 

as a Catholic organisation” (Cafod, 2003). Cafod also claims that its vision, mission and 

values are formed by Catholic social teaching and that “The Pope's statements and 

teaching on debt provide inspiration and motivation for our campaigns work on issues 

of global poverty” (Cafod, 2003). There is no mistaking that Cafod is a Catholic agency 

and derives its normative legitimacy from the Church’s social teaching.   

Theological interpretations and controversy: the status of the Second Vatican Council 
documents  

The status of the documents, and indeed the Second Vatican Council itself has, 

however, been questioned by conservative Catholics (Guimaraes, 1999; Rowland, 

2005). Despite the progressive and liberating reforms achieved by the Second Vatican 

Council, the Catholic Church in Rome “has also gone in a very conservative direction 
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since the Council, especially in regard to issues of sexuality” (Wilde, 2007:127). The 

institutional embedding of Cafod in the hierarchy of the Holy See and it reliance on the 

documents of the Second Vatican Council makes Cafod vulnerable to the challenges 

put forth by conservative Catholics.  

 

Gaudium et Spes was and is a controversial document in the sense that it sparked a 

debate within the Church that is ongoing. It is also “renowned for its theological 

imprecision” (Rowland, 2010). The argument put forward by conservative Catholics is 

that a pastoral document leaves an option for future popes to canonically annul the 

Council’s documents thereby leaving the Council vulnerable to being held in error and 

its documents technically non-authoritative “with no compromise to one’s Catholic 

faith” (TRADITIO Traditional Roman Catholic Network, 2010). According to Guimaraes 

(1999) the ambiguity of the texts of the Second Vatican Council have led the Church to 

make “grave doctrinal concessions” that deny the Church its superiority where “[a] 

messianic-religious socialism is advocated for society and a secular socialization for 

the Church as a result of the reversibility between the two spheres”, that is the 

temporal and transcendental spheres (Guimaraes, 1999:218-219). 

 

As a pastoral constitution Gaudium et Spes was an attempt to reconcile the Church 

with modernity. As a consequence Gaudium et Spes had to strike a balance between 

different fractions and as such it is a complex document that “became the subject of a 

riot of interpretations” both within and between lay and clergy (Rowland, 2005:18). 

The criticism by the conservative forces in the Church was that “the document lacked 

the form of a constitution” especially since terminologies such as modern and culture 

that are frequently referred to in Gaudium et Spes are not clarified as constitutional 

concepts (Rowland, 2005:18). Rowland attempts to clarify what is meant by ‘modern’ 

in the context of ‘culture’ in Gaudium et Spes in light of the tensions between nature 

(secular-enlightenment) and grace (natural law) interpretations in Catholic theology. 

She concludes, contrary to prominent interpretations of Gaudium et Spes as a 

necessary step to ‘accommodate’ the Church with modern society, that the problem 
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inherent in the meaning of ‘culture’ needs to be engaged with by exploring the 

“theological significance of culture” – as opposed to a sociological or philosophical 

significance (Rowland, 2005:34). The argument posited by Rowland is that politics 

and economics are “sub-branches of the discipline of ethics that is intrinsically related 

to theology” (Rowland, 2005:29). 

 

The implication of this theological debate – as to what degree should the ecclesiastical 

Church embrace the secular political and economic systems of modernity – is 

complicated when it comes to the social enactment of the faith by the Church’s social 

arm. The justifiability of Cafod's legitimacy claims is reliant on the authoritative 

sources Cafod's claims and its Catholic identity rests upon. However, operating in the 

secular political systems of modernity Cafod is not immune to its influences. The 

dilemma of justifiability is reflected in the discrepancy between Cafod's Trust Deed 

that emphasises its religious purpose, and Cafod's corporate documents that 

emphasises its secular aspects. This is indicative of the different dimensions that Cafod 

occupies as a lay Catholic agency whose work is mostly carried out in secular 

circumstance and environment as a development NGO. Hence, when Catholics who 

disapprove of Cafod's secular stance want to challenge Cafod's legitimacy they do so 

by pointing to the theological uncertainty of Cafod's legitimating documents, the 

documents of the Second Vatican Council. Hence, when Cafod makes statements and 

policy claims about the prophylactic use of condoms to prevent harm, Cafod positions 

itself as liberal and is exposed to legitimacy challenges about the theological 

foundations of such claims, especially by conservative Catholics (this is discussed in 

the embedded case study below). 

Catholic social teaching as the underpinning of Cafod's legitimacy claims’ justifiable 

content (moral persuasiveness)  

Despite the underlying tension over the canonical status of the Second Vatican Council, 

its documents have nonetheless developed into a coherent body of Catholic social 

teaching. The teaching has come to serve as a reference point for Cafod in justifying 

the content or moral authority of its legitimacy claims. The Bishops’ Conference of 
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England and Wales introduces Catholic social teaching as a continuum in moral 

authority from the Second Vatican Council. It is the Church’s attempt to enter 

modernity and become more ‘systematic’ in its ‘thinking on complex contemporary 

realities’ (Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales, 2010; Cafod, 2003; Hume, 1996). 

The Archbishop of Westminster states the importance of Catholic social teaching as 

“something all Catholic ought to know about [and] Catholic parishes and Catholic 

schools are being urged to spread the word by whatever means they can (Hume, 

1996:4) – as well as Catholics in positions to influence society (Hume, 1996:12). It is 

thus clear that Catholic social teaching is the underpinning of the moral 

persuasiveness of the Church’s social engagement and actions extending to the 

agencies of the Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales. 

 

The Archbishop of Westminster states that the Church has come to fully embrace 

democracy and human rights through its Catholic social teaching (Hume, 1996:12, 

para34). He emphasises that the Catholic social teaching is not an optional teaching 

because it is integrated with “the rest of the Church’s moral teaching” (Hume, 1996:14, 

para 43) reinforcing the view that politics and economics are ethical subjects in 

Catholic social teaching. Cafod's legitimacy is directly related to its ability to justify 

itself as a Catholic agency of the Church based on the documents of the Second Vatican 

Council, in particular the documents that comprise Catholic social teaching. These are 

the authoritative legitimacy sources that justify, not only the mission and objectives of 

Cafod but also the content of its legitimacy claims. The internal controversy present in 

the Church as evident in theological debates and factions about the status of these 

sources thus feeds into the debate about the justified authority of Cafod's legitimacy 

claims. Cafod's attempts at balancing ecclesiastical and secular principles in its HIV 

policy fuels this debate as I will now explain.  
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Cafod and the ‘condom issue’ – the justifiable content of Cafod's legitimacy 

claims and the challenge of a legitimacy deficit 

The previous sections have explained the authoritative sources of Cafod's legitimacy. 

However, a Beethamite analysis also requires a scrutiny of the justifiable content of 

Cafod's legitimacy claims. That is, when assessing Cafod's legitimacy claims it is 

necessary to scrutinise not only the authoritative sources of Cafod's legitimacy claims 

(the Holy See and the documents of the Second Vatican Council) but also the justifiable 

content of the claims. This is where Beetham's ‘principle of differentiation’ and ‘ideas 

of a common interest’ are engaged to reveal the difference between Cafod's legitimacy 

sources and the content of Cafod's legitimacy claims (Beetham, 1991:69-77). The 

‘condom issue’ refers to a legitimacy challenge that was imposed on Cafod when Cafod 

introduced secular sources to justify its HIV policy and thereby contradicted the 

official theological approach of the Holy See to sexual behaviour. I focus on the 

condom issue mainly as a debate between institutional forces of conservative 

theologians of the Holy See and liberal interpretations and applications of Catholic 

social teaching as adopted by Cafod. (The Catholic Church of England and Wales as the 

official governing body of Cafod is part of this debate, but I will only discuss their 

stance as an institutional link between Cafod's position and the official position of the 

Holy See on the condom issue.) Whilst Cafod's HIV policy contains secular sources for 

legitimising the use of condoms as a policy recommendation, the official stance of the 

Holy See is that condoms are not a solution to HIV and Aids. The liberal faction of 

moral theologians uses casuistry (instructive case analysis) and preventive care as its 

main grounds to justify recommendation of condoms as a medical prophylactic (Fuller 

and Keenan, 2000; McDonagh, 1994:11). The conservative faction, however, uses 

mainly encyclicals and traditional theological interpretations in their 

counterarguments (Ratzinger, 1988b; Rowland, 2005; Trujillo, 2003).  

The ‘condom issue’: the challenge to Cafod's authoritative legitimacy sources 

The condom issue presents a legitimacy challenge to one of Cafod's main policy areas, 

HIV and Aids. Since the public outbreak of HIV in the 1980s Cafod and Caritas 
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International have embraced HIV as one of their ‘top priority areas of work’ (Cafod, 

2008a; Caritas International, 2011). The controversy over the ‘condom issue’ spilled 

over in 1987 when a conference of bishops in the US suggested that there might be 

situations where condoms might be an alternative solution to HIV preventive care. The 

suggestion triggered an immediate response from the Congregation of the Doctrine for 

the Faith to say that this was contrary to the true faith. The condom issue has since 

been debated by the competing factions of conservative and liberal Catholics. The 

main challenge for Cafod is to design HIV policies and programmes as a mandated 

agency of the Catholic Church.  

 

The basic argument in the ‘condom issue’ is as follows. There are two basic elements 

regarding Catholic response to HIV, first is to serve those who are infected, and second 

is to work to prevent the spread of the disease. The moral dilemma is this: is it morally 

right to recommend the use of condoms to prevent the spread of HIV? The liberal and 

progressive response of Catholic bishops is to be “opposed to the promotion or 

advocacy of condoms”, but when faced with “a person who could further spread the 

disease and whose conduct would not be altered” the principle of toleration takes 

precedence and the advice, “that the patient should use a condom to prevent the 

spread of the disease”, is accepted (Fuller and Keenan, 2000:22). The use of condoms 

in this case is tolerated as preventive care because it is to prevent infection not 

conception, which would go against the pope’s teachings on birth control (Pope Paul 

VI, 1968). The conservative response of Catholic bishops is to be categorically against 

any promotion of birth controls because it “could be construed as approving or 

promoting illicit sexual activity and therefore could compromise Catholic teaching”. A 

second, less emphasised, response by conservative Catholics is that condoms are not 

effective and should therefore not be recommended as a prophylaxis (Fuller and 

Keenan, 2000:22). Implicit in this is the dilemma of Cafod's legitimacy sources. That is, 

to what degree does Cafod design its HIV policies/programmes as a social enactment 

of Catholic social teaching to influence people’s sexual behaviours, and to what degree 

is this compromised when Cafod as a lay operating organisation uses secular sources 
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to respond to HIV and Aids problems that may conflict with how it justifies its 

mandate as a Catholic agency. The previous sections have demonstrated that Cafod's 

authoritative sources of legitimacy are derived from the Holy See. Hence, when Cafod 

tries to justify its policies with secular sources that do not align (or directly conflict) 

with its Catholic mandate, it faces a challenge of legitimacy deficit. Thus, responding to 

HIV and Aids means that Cafod faces a legitimacy challenge that has to do with how 

Cafod justifies its legitimacy claims.  

 

The initial challenge to Catholic social teaching on the ‘condom issue’, referred to 

above, came in 1987 from a Catholic bishops’ conference in the United States that 

issued a statement on Aids – The Many Faces of Aids: A Gospel Response (Hoye, 1987). 

The article goes a long way to reinforce traditional Catholic teaching on sexual 

behaviour: “We are convinced that the only measures that will effectively prevent this 

disease at present are those designed to educate and to change behaviour”. However, 

it also includes the following challenge: “educational efforts [...] could include accurate 

information about prophylactic devices or other practices proposed by some medical 

experts as potential means of preventing AIDS” (Hoye, 1987). This sparked a row 

between conservative and progressive forces in the Church about Catholic social 

teaching that has affected Cafod's HIV policy. Within few months, on 29 May 1988, 

Cardinal Ratzinger, in his capacity as Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of 

the Faith, had responded to the US Bishops’ Conference’s statement. His commentary 

‘on the many faces of Aids’ was to clarify the issue of whether recommending 

prophylactic use of condoms was in accordance with the Church’s teaching. In his 

argument Cardinal Ratzinger emphasises that promoting condoms as a prophylactic 

device is morally unacceptable from the standpoint of Catholic teaching: “... the only 

medically safe means of preventing Aids are those very types of behavior which 

conform to God's law and to the truth about man which the church has always taught” 

(Ratzinger, 1988a, 1988b). The Cardinal rejects condoms as a medical tool as a 

solution to a moral question. The legitimate solution, according to the Holy See, is 

theological. It was made clear that the official standpoint of the Holy See was against 
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promoting condoms as a prophylactic devise as condoms are not a solution and 

morally unacceptable because the real cause of the problem is behavioural (Ratzinger, 

1988a, 1988b).  

 

Although Ratzinger as Pope Benedict XVI, has issued statements that admit a 

theological possibility for moral use of condoms, that is in situations to prevent 

individual harm, it remains the official policy of the Church that condoms are not a 

solution to HIV (Benedict XVI and Seewald, 2010; Caritas International, 2010). The 

Holy See has repeatedly reaffirmed the norm of the Catholic Church citing the 

encyclical Humanae Vitae, the Church’s teaching on conjugation and birth control 

(Pope Paul VI, 1968; Trujillo and Sgreccia, 1995).57 The encyclical proclaims that 

contraception is not acceptable, neither as a means nor as an end. In it the pope 

proclaims that “unlawful birth control methods” includes sexual intercourse that is 

“deliberately contraceptive”, and therefore “intrinsically wrong” (Pope Paul VI, 1968: 

Art. 14). Based on this the Holy See (more precisely the Curia’s Pontifical Council for 

the Family) has consistently taught that the norm is that sexual conjugation within 

marriage is sacred and outside of marriage is wrong (Trujillo and Sgreccia, 1995:n. 

32):  

...parents must also reject the promotion of so-called "safe sex" or "safer sex", 
a dangerous and immoral policy based on the deluded theory that the 
condom can provide adequate protection against Aids. Parents must insist on 
continence outside marriage and fidelity in marriage as the only true and 
secure education for the prevention of this contagious disease. (Trujillo and 
Sgreccia, 1995:139) 

However, because the encyclical does not proclaim on sexual behaviour outside the 

context of married life, apart from it being categorically wrong, it has made inroads for 

the ‘condom issue’ in relation to HIV. 

                                                           

57 Wilde argues that birth control was one of the issues that were not resolved or addressed by the 
Second Vatican Council and that when the pope removed it from the agenda there was little protest 
from bishops (apart from bishops concerned about overpopulation) (Wilde, 2007:ch6).  
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Cafod's HIV policy 

Cafod started to collect data on HIV in the mid 1980s through its programme work 

(Cafod, 2006c). However, Cafod did not develop a comprehensive policy on HIV until 

about fifteen years later after having participated in various debates about secular and 

ecclesiastical approaches to the problem of HIV and Aids (Filochowski, 1999; Ogolla, 

2006). Cafod started to develop and publish comprehensive policy targets in the 

period 2000-2002 that have carried its HIV policy and legitimacy debate into the 

second decade of the millennium. I look at the debate over the condom issue by using 

Cafod's HIV policy report published in 2004, which caused uproar in the UK, and use it 

to highlight the legitimacy challenges Cafod faces from within the Holy See. I focus on 

the build up to Cafod's 2004 report and how that report influenced Cafod's overall 

corporate HIV strategy in 2006, which underpins Cafod's current approach.  

 

Cafod's first policy initiatives on HIV were built around the tension between religious 

principles promoting abstinence and secular principles promoting condom use. This 

tension became known as the ABC approach where A represented abstinence, B to be 

faithful, and C use of condoms. The approach started in secular quarters (for example 

the US government included abstinence in its HIV policy in the mid 1980s) but was 

embraced by faith based organisations who by 2001 were encouraging governments 

to use the ABC approach (Fuller, 2006; World Council of Churches, 2001). Cafod 

encouraged the following statement made at UN’s Aids Assembly in 2001 by faith-

based organisations (FBOs): 

 Many HIV prevention strategies, such as promoting temporary abstinence 
leading, for example to delayed sexual activity in young people, voluntary 
testing and counselling, mutual faithfulness in sexual relationships, and the 
use of condoms have contributed to the reduction of the risk of HIV 
transmission. These methods should be promoted jointly by governments 
and civil society including FBOs. (World Council of Churches, 2001)  

The UN Aids Assembly was to recognise the need for resolve to the immediate threat 

of HIV to developing countries and its development programmes. However, the gap 

between the position of Cafod and the position of the Holy See was also evident in the 

statement by the Holy See’s representative at the same Assembly. The head of the Holy 
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See delegation reiterated moral values and teaching of abstinence and fidelity as the 

priority of the Holy See and encouraged the Assembly to exclude “campaigns 

associated with models of behaviour which destroy life and promote the spread of the 

evil in question” (Barragan, 2001). The next three years demarcated Cafod's HIV policy 

as quite apart from the official Holy See stance on the issue of condoms.  

 

Cafod adopted the ABC approach as its preferred policy approach to HIV in late 1990s. 

It had been touted as success in Uganda where lowering HIV infection rates were 

directly linked to the ABC approach (Singh, Darroch, et al., 2003). Cafod's policy 

initiative on HIV secured it a position within Caritas International as its HIV Liaison 

Agency due to its expertise, a position Cafod still holds in Caritas networks (Cafod, 

2001a:12; 2009:16).58 The turning point for Cafod, however, was at the end of 1990s 

when Cafod realised Aids was affecting its other programmes and in fact its mode of 

operation: 

Cafod had to ask itself some searching questions, a process that intensified its 
commitment to making HIV/Aids a priority in all of its emergency and 
development work. It is now central to the organisation’s thinking, policy-
making and strategies for all responses to conflicts and disasters. 
(Filochowski, 1999) 

This shift of emphasis was followed with scrutiny in the Catholic press. The Universe 

published an article that juxtaposes statements made by a Holy See official with 

statements made by Cafod's HIV strategist claiming that ‘Aids needs a rethink’. 

Although both are quoted to promote abstinence and fidelity Cafod's strategist adds 

that this is a long-term ideal and that short-term solutions must include condoms, a 

‘medical fact’ that Cafod cannot ignore (Parry, 2000). 

 

The policy work that Cafod was developing on HIV (Lee, 2002; Smith, 2002) brought it 

into open conflict with the official stance of the Holy See. Cafod came under pressure 

                                                           

58 Cafod's collaboration with Caritas has been on the increase since its 2005-2010 corporate policy 
framework targeting strategic partnership. The partnership aims to coordinate better emergency 
relief through Caritas International and to increase lobbying and advocacy through an alliance of 
Catholic development NGOs. The organisational embedding at the policy level is both within the 
humanitarian and theological departments. The director of Cafod's Humanitarian Department is a 
member of Caritas International Humanitarian Advisory Council (a policy unit) and one of Cafod's 
trustees is a member of Caritas International Theological Commission (Cafod, 2009:16). 
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and had to issue a statement about the use of condoms, which Cafod admits “is 

particularly sensitive in the light of Catholic teaching” (Cafod, 2001b). Cafod however 

escalated the criticism by openly standing by its secular reasoning in defiance of the 

official stance of the Holy See on condoms and HIV.  

 

Cafod's 2001 statement on its official position on HIV stated that Cafod was working 

within the “social and ethical teaching of the Catholic Church”. In the statement Cafod 

defends its position on the use of condoms as prophylactic device claiming that it is a 

part of a complex prevention strategy. Cafod points out that behavioural change is “the 

most important and fundamental way to reduce the spread of HIV” and that Cafod 

“aims to help people to modify their sexual behaviour [...] to strive towards living out 

the ideal expressed in the teaching of the Church of abstinence before marriage and 

fidelity within it” (Cafod, 2001b). The emphasis on the Catholic social teaching being 

an ideal and that people strive to live up to it, is both admitting that this is the teaching 

of the Church and at the same time introducing gradualism; that is, a step by step 

improvement towards the ideal as a long term goal (although this argument had been 

refuted by pope John Paul II (Pope John Paul II, 1981:n.34)). Cafod then moves on to 

point out the immediate emergency HIV causes and the need this creates for 

‘immediate responses’. This Cafod equates with providing individuals with “full 

information about all means of HIV prevention and that this advice is scientifically 

correct” and all but spells out including condoms. However, Cafod retreats in the next 

step to declare that it does not “fund the supply, distribution or promotion of 

condoms” which has become the standard corporate reply of Cafod to allegations from 

conservative Catholics (Cafod, 2006c:8; Rawsthorne, 2002). Cafod concludes its 

statement by refuting theological dogmatism by claiming that the matter of condoms 

is an unresolved “theological reflection” which Cafod partakes in, to ask “what should 

our response be as Catholics[?]” (Cafod, 2001b). 

 

A seminar of NGOs including Cafod on joint policy responses to HIV pushed HIV to the 

forefront of Cafod's programmes (Filochowski, 1999; Lee, 2002). The seminar was 
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followed with a report for the Overseas Development Institute compiled by Cafod's 

HIV strategist Ann Smith (Smith, 2002). The report calls for a holistic approach to 

NGOs HIV policies highlighting that a multitude of factors are an influence on policy 

targets for HIV risk reduction such as sexual behaviour and that information and 

education are merely awareness tools, or:  

....means of providing information about possible behaviour changes. This 
information does not automatically lead to actual change. This will only 
become a realistic option when the initiative also addresses the social, 
economic and political factors making people affected by emergencies more 
vulnerable to HIV. (Smith, 2002:21) 

The holistic (and secular) approach Smith takes is explored further in Cafod's HIV 

policy published two years later by Cafod's HIV strategy team after a presentation at 

the International Aids Conference in Bangkok in 2004  (Smith, 2004a; Smith, Maher, et 

al., 2004). The Bangkok report openly discusses the option of using condoms as a 

preventive measure against HIV infection, thus reinforcing Cafod's policy position.  

 

In elaborating Cafod's HIV policy, the Bangkok report does three things. First, it 

attempts to bridge the gap between secular condom driven policies and ecclesiastical 

abstinence and fidelity only policies by calling for a nuanced understanding of the HIV 

problem. Second, part of this nuanced understanding includes a legitimacy claim based 

on science that Cafod uses as a justification for a moral problem. And third, the report 

reinforces Cafod's secular legitimacy claim through this nuanced policy approach by 

placing it in a wider societal context that enables Cafod to use Catholic social teaching 

in its defence. I begin with discussing Cafod's rejection of simplistic approaches to ABC 

and the rejections made by conservative Catholics in that regard. I will then discuss 

Cafod's nuanced approach in relation to Cafod's HIV 2006 policy overview that 

elaborates on the 2004 report. 

 

The Bangkok report denounces simplistic ABC approaches of abstinence only and 

condom mainly that are driven by “dogmatic political or religious agendas” which has 

aligned the ABC approach with “judgemental dogmatism typical of groups that would 

claim a high moral ground” (Smith, 2004a; Smith, Maher, et al., 2004:8,14). The report 
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goes on to claim that behavioural changes are enmeshed in the contextual 

circumstances of people’s lives and that ‘good’ and ‘bad’ behaviour with ‘judgemental 

overtones’ can be associated with a religious ideal where “the only acceptable 

behaviour change is that which complies with the ideal, and anything else is deemed 

unacceptable, even in the short term” (Smith, Maher, et al., 2004:6). Cafod's view, on 

the contrary, is that behavioural change is a continuum and a long-term goal: 

Thus people speak of e.g. “behaviour change or condom use”. This fails to 
recognise that an individual’s decision to use condoms where they did not 
heretofore is a change in their behaviour. Thus, this paper asserts that any 
successful implementation by an individual of their chosen risk reduction 
strategy constitutes behaviour change, whether it be e.g. abstaining/delaying 
the age of sexual debut, reducing the instances of casual sex, not sharing drug 
injecting equipment, consistent use of condoms etc. (Smith, Maher, et al., 
2004:6) 

Short-term goals are to help individuals achieve their first steps in behavioural change 

for the long run. The meantime consists of juxtaposition between medical truths and 

Catholic social teaching.  

 

It is under this rubric of gradualism that condoms are theologically justified according 

to Cafod. Using theological justifications from the liberal faction (Clague, 2004; 

Keenan, Fuller, et al., 2000; McDonagh, 1994) and focusing on risk reduction – one of 

its three layers of the holistic approach – Cafod proposes to reconcile medical truth 

with Catholic social teaching:  

The proposed framework reconciles good scientific and development practice 
with established and evolving theological thinking within the Catholic 
Church. (Smith, Maher, et al., 2004:14)  

Recommending condoms as a risk reduction factor in Cafod's HIV preventive care 

policies is a “scientific fact [that] cannot be excluded from or misrepresented in any 

information on risk reduction strategies, regardless of a group’s cultural or religious 

ideology” (Smith, Maher, et al., 2004:10). In an article following up on the Bangkok 

report Cafod's HIV strategist reinforces the point of reconciliation between 

behavioural change and medical fact: “data is clear that condoms, when used correctly 

and consistently, reduce but do not remove the risk of HIV infection” (Smith, 2004a).  
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The controversy over the justifiable content of Cafod's HIV policy  

The official stance of the Holy See had already reinforced that the Catholic social 

teaching on sex was according to Humanae Vitae where the norm of sex is within 

marriage only (Pope John Paul II, 1981:n.34; Pope Paul VI, 1968:n.14; Trujillo, 

2003:n.3). To use science as a justification for a controversial moral topic amongst 

Catholics was a legitimacy claim that turned into a legitimacy challenge for Cafod's 

identity as a Catholic agency. The Bangkok report instigated a group of conservative 

Catholics to campaign against Cafod's open defiance with the Church calling Cafod's 

legitimacy as a Catholic agency into question. Groups like the Catholic Action Group 

and Christian Order threatened to boycott Cafod exclaiming that donating to Cafod 

was a sin (Catholic News Agency, 2005; Catholics for a Free Choice, 2005; Gray, 2005; 

Pead, 2005; Williams, 2005). The editor of the Christian Order exclaims that donating 

to Cafod is a sin for Catholics and criticises Cafod for becoming too secular as a 

Catholic organisation, referring to “Cafod's network of faithless allies” (Pead, 2005:6). 

He concludes that “adverse publicity and money are the only languages that speak to 

the hierarchy nowadays, keep your wallets and purses firmly shut next time a CAFOD 

appeal passes your way.” (Pead, 2005:18). One conservative Catholic newsreel journal 

argued that this open dissent was an English schism but instead of openly dissenting 

with the Vatican, Church leaders in England and Wales “just ignore Rome” (Hester, 

2004).  One conservative activist asked the Bishops’ Conference for a theological 

clarification on the condom issue: 

In the light of the Catechism of the Catholic Church, the Magisterium, and 
other Encyclicals, is CAFOD's HIV policy as presented at the International 
Aids Conference in Bangkok in July 2004 entitled: 'CAFOD - HIV Prevention 
From the Perspective of a Faith-Based Development Agency', written by Ann 
Smith and others and available from CAFOD's website, free from error? 
(Mason, 2004) 

Cafod again needed a pastoral statement from a Catholic Bishop to defend its position 

stating “that Cafod does not fund the supply, promotion or distribution of condoms” 

(Smith, 2004b) – thus repeating what a Cafod Foundation Trustee had declared two 

years before (Rawsthorne, 2002). The initial statement had, however, also alluded to 

Cafod's Catholic identity as a source of its legitimacy claims:  
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I am confident that Cafod values its Catholic identity immensely and does not 
act in any way that contravenes or diminishes that identity. Cafod has always 
worked within Catholic teaching in all it does and indeed draws deeply on 
that teaching to underpin its work. (Rawsthorne, 2002) 

Thereby reinforcing the legitimating principle behind Cafod's claims; their mandate as 

a Catholic agency.  

 

In defending Cafod as its agency, the Catholic Church of England and Wales came 

under considerable pressure on Cafod's HIV policy and had to issue a statement to 

defend itself: 

In response to a number of articles and letters questioning the fidelity of the 
Catholic Bishops' Conference of England and Wales to magisterial teaching 
following recent statements by the Catholic aid agency CAFOD, a letter has 
been sent today [...] 

- The Bishops oppose artificial contraception and do not advocate the 
promotion of condoms as a means of combating Aids. The way to combat Aids 
is through the Catholic sexual ethic of monogamy, fidelity and abstinence.  

- The magisterium of the church always maintains the objectivity of the moral 
law, whilst also recognising the particular circumstances in which individuals 
endeavour to live her teaching. 

It is therefore quite misleading to seek to portray the position of the Catholic 
Bishops' Conference of England and Wales as being at variance with 
magisterial teaching on this question. (Summersgill, 2004)  

Cafod followed suit and clarified its policy stance with a carefully worded statement 

claiming its position firmly:  

The use of condoms as an immediate and short-term measure for countering 
the transmission of HIV is part of many agencies’ HIV prevention 
programmes.  

It should be made clear that CAFOD does not fund agencies for whom 
condoms are central to their programme. The vast majority of Cafod’s 
partners are Church partners. All partners, including secular ones, are made 
aware of our stance, which is that CAFOD neither funds nor advocates the 
supply, distribution or promotion of condoms. In this CAFOD seeks to 
exercise a role consistent with its Catholic character. 

CAFOD readily recognises that individuals faced with the threat of HIV face 
moral dilemmas. CAFOD is committed to providing them with information 
that is scientifically correct. CAFOD respects a person’s responsibility to make 
decisions about preventing HIV transmission that are consistent with their 
religious convictions and based on their knowledge and understanding of the 
risks of their individual situation. (Cafod, 2005b) 
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The main Church document that guides the social work of Cafod is the Common Good 

(Hume, 1996), although other policy documents of the Bishops’ Conference are often 

intrinsically linked with Cafod's work (Catholic Bishops' Conference of England and 

Wales and Klos, 1999, 2003). This is notable in the case of the condom issue that is 

directly linked to a wider policy on birth control, elaborated in documents such as 

Cherish Life (Catholic Bishops' Conference of England and Wales, 2004). The report 

claims that “the only assured way to prevent passing on such an infection [HIV] is to 

express love in ways other than through sexual intercourse” (Catholic Bishops’ 

Conference of England and Wales and Cormac Cardinal Murphy O’Connor, 2004:75, 

para 170) – although the issue of contraception is recognised as a controversial topic 

(Catholic Bishops' Conference of England and Wales, 2005:55-60, paras 160-65). The 

Catholic Church in England and Wales despite defending Cafod and its HIV policy, also 

makes clear in its statements and documents that the teaching of the Bishops’ 

Conference on the use of condoms complies with the official stance of the Holy See. 

 

In 2006 Cafod published an overview of its HIV policies that elaborates on its previous 

2004 report. Cafod's ABC had by 2006 evolved into a corporate strategy: 

CAFOD’s HIV Programme and Strategy Framework specifies that a 
comprehensive response to the pandemic should combine three interlinked 
strands: 

-Care, Support and Mitigation (mitigate the impact) 

-Prevention (risk reduction) 

-Advocacy (decrease vulnerability). (Cafod, 2006c:5, brackets mine) 

These are the same categories as presented in Cafod's 2004 report, albeit relabelled. 

The nuanced understanding proposed in 2004 was a suggestion that the ABC 

approach should be a specific component within risk reduction of a multi layered HIV 

policy considering impact, risk and vulnerability (Smith, Maher, et al., 2004:11). The 

ABC nuanced understanding includes Catholic teaching controversies such as ‘delaying 

the age of first sexual encounter’, ‘consistency in condom use’, and that C can also 

stand for choice ‘choose what you can change today’. A personal choice that is 
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“compatible with gradualist theological understanding” (Smith, Maher, et al., 2004:8-

10). 

 

On the criteria of prevention (risk reduction) Cafod emphasises a holistic approach 

and treads carefully around the issue of recommending condoms as a prophylactic 

device. Cafod states that: 

1. It must help individuals to reduce or completely remove their risk of 
infection. Programme need to provide full and accurate information on the 
effectiveness and limitations of all risk reduction measures, so that 
individuals can make the choices appropriate to their circumstances. 

2. It must decrease people’s vulnerability by tackling the root causes such as 
poverty, gender inequality, sexual violence, forced migration etc making them 
susceptible to infection. 

3. It must mitigate the impact of the virus on those already infected and on 
communities affected, thus asserting that treatment and wider mitigation 
initiatives are indispensably linked to prevention, that, [...] prevents the 
decline of families and communities into the poverty that fuels HIV infection. 
(Cafod, 2006c:7, underscoring mine) 

Here the condom issue has been buried in layers of complexity of development 

problems. On the first point: to reduce or completely remove the risk is the same as 

saying to use condoms or abstain from sex. To provide full and accurate information is 

about speaking the medical truth so individuals can choose whether to use condoms 

(as a gradual step to abstain from sex). On the second point: here Cafod gives a 

feedback loop into advocacy and the issue of power imbalances as root causes in 

decreasing vulnerability. It is under this layer that Cafod claims that its policy is 

“strongly endorsed theologically” by hinting at Gaudium et Spes and Populorum 

Progressio (Smith, Maher, et al., 2004:5).  On the third point there is no controversy 

over care and solidarity with those who are HIV infected as this is embraced by the 

Holy See as the main approach of a Catholic HIV policy. However, Cafod also puts a 

feedback loop here into prevention (risk reduction), which is controversial. Cafod's 

argument is furthermore evident in statements such as one made in Cafod's annual 

report where Cafod reports about one of its partners, Caritas Mexico, having 

“successfully lobbied their bishops to publish a pastoral letter calling for Church 

initiatives to support people with HIV, oppose stigma, and promote holistic care and 
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prevention responses to HIV” (Cafod, 2009:9). The ‘holistic care and prevention 

responses’ in this quote reads as a recommendation that condoms can be used as a 

medical device to prevent the spread of HIV.  

 

Thus the ABC approach has been integrated into Cafod's policy through wider societal 

problems of poverty where Cafod can more readily use the documents of the Second 

Vatican Council to justify its policy approach to HIV. The corporate statement is: 

Frequently, what are termed HIV prevention responses are in fact risk 
reduction initiatives, and so fulfil just one of the three requirements of a 
comprehensive prevention strategy. CAFOD believes that all three layers 
must be addressed if HIV prevention is to be effective. This range of 
responses will probably come most often from various initiatives working as 
a concerted network, rather than from a sole programme partner embracing 
all aspects single-handedly. (Cafod, 2006c:7) 

Although Cafod has curtailed its legitimacy claims with carefully worded statements 

on where its stands on condoms, it has not altered its position. Cafod's approach to 

HIV is still a ‘holistic’ policy that includes artificial contraception as part of a solution 

to a ‘complex problem’.59 In Cafod's 2006 review report on its HIV programmes in East 

Africa the report’s author states that:  

The ongoing phases of scale up of prevention include promotion of healthy 
life styles, provision of adequate nutrition, sanitation, water, education, and 
basic health care, condom promotion, STI testing and treatment, diagnosis 
and treatment of TB and reproductive health care of women. (Ogolla, 
2006:23) 

The report implies a secular prioritisation of HIV criteria as expressed in Cafod's 

policy. The report makes modest, if any, reference to the moral commitment of Cafod 

as a Catholic agency or the ecclesiastical context of the programme’s criteria. This is 

also true of some of Cafod's responses in defence of its HIV policy that are corporate 

and scientific in outlook (Cafod, 2006b, 2006c). The justifications introduced are 

institutional justifications such as “CAFOD’s work, including its HIV-related work, has 

the full support of the Bishops of England and Wales“ and a pre-emptive corporate line 

                                                           

59 This is sometimes evident in links to openly defiant articles. An example is a link on Cafod's HIV 
site to a Worlds Aids day liturgy, 1 December 2010, to the Ecumenical Advocacy Alliance of which 
Cafod is allied through Caritas International (Cafod, 2008b; Ecumenical Advocacy Alliance, 2011). 
In one of its articles, on Church responses to HIV, it is argued that the Catholic Church’s view and 
teaching on sexual behaviour is a “parallel reality: intended for public consumption, backed by 
social and religious sanctions, and designed to conceal the real facts” (Paterson, 2003:4). 
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about condoms: “CAFOD funds are not used for the purchase, promotion or 

distribution of condoms” (Cafod, 2006a). Another document that draws on secular 

material and policies is Cafod's HIV workplace policy (Kelly, 2004).  

Cafod's Catholic identity and the HIV policy: secular versus ecclesiastical legitimating 

principles   

The tension between the secular sources and reasoning Cafod introduces to justify its 

HIV policy legitimacy claims and the theological ideals taught by the Church that 

justify how Cafod claims legitimacy presents a real challenge for Cafod as a Catholic 

agency (Interview 5, 2009; Interview 8, 2009). This is also evident in the way Cafod 

tries to appease both the secular and the ecclesiastical camps. 

 

The secular emphasis in Cafod's claims is what conservative bishops and conservative 

Catholics in the UK have criticised. The argument is about Cafod having strayed too far 

into the secular camp and away from its institutional testimony as an agency of the 

Church (Aladics, 2007; Blake, 2011; Finigan, 2006; Pead, 2005):  

“Caritas International [and by implication Cafod] has a choice of either 
walking in step with the Church of today or walking away from it. Let us pray 
that the bishops of the world support the Holy See in drawing Caritas [and by 
implication Cafod] deeper into the mainstream Catholicism” (Blake, 2011).  

However, the liberal faction has campaigned to the contrary (Catholics for Choice, 

2008). In 2006 the editorial of the Tablet encouraged the Church to change its mind on 

the use of condoms: “....the Church would gain much public credit by admitting that 

condoms should not be ruled out as a protection against HIV – Aids, even if the 

practical questions concerning their advisability remain to be addressed” (Pepinster, 

2006). Furthermore, the Caritas network is also aligned with the liberal faction and 

Cafod's claims. Caritas Europa published a report from its HIV/Aids conference in 

2007 arguing along the lines of Cafod, concluding that “[t]he fact that the Holy See has 

not pronounced definitively on this topic is significant” (Conti, 2007). Caritas 

International published a report from a meeting of Catholic organisations engaged in 

Aids programmes that embraced a multilayered approach to Aids. The report 

emphasised how the condom issue had become a distraction and a media distortion 
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that hindered engagement amongst Catholics as well as engagement between the 

Church and secular institutions. It also stated that emphasising behavioural change 

increases HIV related stigma (Fuller, 2006:6, 90, 98-99). 

 

Looking at Cafod's strategic framework for 2005-2010 Building Communities for 

Change (Cafod, 2005a) the language is less technocratic and reflects a religious 

audience. According to Cafod's director the strategic framework is a blueprint for 

Cafod's modus operandi: “Within this framework, divisions, departments and teams 

set out their own strategies, outcomes and performance indicators. Annual action 

plans; review and learning processes will be based on it” (Cafod, 2005a:preface). The 

framework reinforces Cafod's mission as an agency of the universal Catholic Church in 

“transforming the world to reflect the Kingdom of God” and claims that “Cafod's 

mandate is to act on behalf of the Catholic community of England and Wales” (Cafod, 

2005a:3). The framework furthermore states that Cafod's aim is to “ensure our work 

draws from and reflects Catholic social teaching and to make this more explicit in our 

development and humanitarian policies” (Cafod, 2005a:8). This alignment with the 

official stance of the Holy See is less evident in Cafod's HIV policy documents. 

 

The condom issue is at the heart of the tension between Catholics adhering to the 

documents of Second Vatican Council as authoritative with pastoral justification and 

Catholics challenging the authority of the documents as un-dogmatic and thereby 

fallible and open for debate. It remains the official stance of the Holy See that condoms 

are illicit. In a co-authored interview Pope Benedict XVI tackles the condom issue as 

‘banalization of sexuality’ and dismisses the ABC approach as secular, condom fixated 

and not a real solution to HIV: 

Meanwhile, the secular realm itself has developed the so-called ABC Theory: 
Abstinence-Be Faithful-Condom, where the condom is understood only as a 
last resort, when the other two points fail to work. This means that the sheer 
fixation on the condom implies a banalization of sexuality, which, after all, is 
precisely the dangerous source of the attitude of no longer seeing sexuality as 
the expression of love, but only a sort of drug that people administer to 
themselves. This is why the fight against the banalization of sexuality is also a 
part of the struggle to ensure that sexuality is treated as a positive value and 
to enable it to have a positive effect on the whole of man’s being. 
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There may be a basis in the case of some individuals, as perhaps when a male 
prostitute uses a condom, where this can be a first step in the direction of a 
moralization, a first assumption of responsibility, on the way toward 
recovering an awareness that not everything is allowed and that one cannot 
do whatever one wants. But it is not really the way to deal with the evil of HIV 
infection. That can really lie only in a humanization of sexuality. 

Are you saying, then, that the Catholic Church is actually not opposed in 
principle to the use of condoms? 

She of course does not regard it as a real or moral solution, but, in this or that 
case, there can be nonetheless, in the intention of reducing the risk of 
infection, a first step in a movement toward a different way, a more human 
way, of living sexuality. (Benedict XVI and Seewald, 2010:117-119) 

The interview prompted a statement from the Congregation for the Doctrine of the 

Faith to prevent misunderstanding on what the pope actually meant. The 

Congregation took on to explain what Pope Benedict XVI intended with his words in 

accordance with the faith: 

The idea that anyone could deduce from the words of Benedict XVI that it is 
somehow legitimate, in certain situations, to use condoms to avoid an 
unwanted pregnancy is completely arbitrary and is in no way justified either 
by his words or in his thought. (Holy See, 2010) 

The Holy Father did not say – as some people have claimed – that prostitution 
with the use of a condom can be chosen as a lesser evil. 

However, those involved in prostitution who are HIV positive and who seek 
to diminish the risk of contagion by the use of a condom may be taking the 
first step in respecting the life of another – even if the evil of prostitution 
remains in all its gravity. This understanding is in full conformity with the 
moral theological tradition of the Church. 

In conclusion, in the battle against Aids, the Catholic faithful and the agencies 
of the Catholic Church should be close to those affected, should care for the 
sick and should encourage all people to live abstinence before and fidelity 
within marriage. (Holy See, 2010) 

And furthermore, a clarification from the publisher of the book, the Catholic Truth 

Society:  

In reality, the words of the Pope — which specifically concern a gravely 
disordered type of human behaviour, namely prostitution (cf. Light of the 
World, pp. 117-119) — do not signify a change in Catholic moral teaching or 
in the pastoral practice of the Church. (Catholic Truth Society, 2010) 

 

This section has demonstrated how Cafod has to adhere to the official limits of 

interpretation of Church documents (despite the debates that ensue over their status) 

to maintain its legitimacy as a Catholic agency. The previous sections showed that 
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Cafod is a representative of the Catholic Church of England and Wales (and by proxy 

the Holy See) and that Cafod's capacity to present itself as Catholic is measured by its 

institutional legitimacy sources that also structure its mandate. The condom issue 

highlights in particular the vulnerability of Cafod's Catholic identity and how the 

institutional embedding of Cafod's legitimacy sources places an effective limit on its 

mandate and presentation of legitimacy claims. It furthermore demonstrates that in 

order to comply with the Holy See, Cafod aligns its policy with the official stance of the 

Catholic Church; albeit by introducing alterations that camouflage the secular 

principles inherent in their HIV policy. A Beethamite assessment should therefore 

prioritise legitimacy assessments of Cafod's legitimacy claims based on how Cafod 

claims legitimacy as a Catholic agency (a faith-based NGO). Cafod is not a secular NGO 

nor are its legitimacy sources secular. Thus prioritising secular principles to assess 

their legitimacy claims (such as performance or efficiency of service delivery) would 

be ignoring their mandate.  

Conclusion 

This chapter has argued that Cafod's claim to legitimacy is ultimately Catholic. The 

argument is intended to highlight the contextualisation of Cafod's legitimacy claims as 

brought forward by a Beethamite analysis. The chapter has explained how Cafod as a 

faith-based NGO, depends on authoritative legitimacy sources of the Holy See (in 

particular its Catholic social teaching) to justify its legitimacy claims, which is 

furthermore contingent on a wider theological debate within the Church. This is 

fundamentally different from the previous two case studies because Cafod is not a 

constituted NGO but an agency of the Bishops' Conference of England and Wales. 

Therefore Cafod is only responsible to its members and internal documents in a 

limited way, its prime accountability is to comply with and deliver according to the 

documents and teaching of the Holy See. The institutional context of Cafod explains 

how power is organised internally. That is: a) how Cafod as a catholic agency is 

institutionally embedded in the Holy See and subject to the canons and the Curia; b) 

how Cafod is subject to the authority of the Catholic Church in England and Wales as 
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its agency; and c) how Cafod's internal organisation of power subjects Cafod to the 

power of its Foundation Trustees. Thus, although Cafod is strictly speaking not a 

religious organisation its institutional context certainly is and defines their power 

relationship with the clergy and other members of the Catholic Church.  

 

Cafod's organisational outlook has evolved from a first generation NGO into an NGO 

with a corporate outlook that operates mainly on the policy level. The early 

institutional support from the Catholic Church of England and Wales, when it 

incorporated Family Fast Day formally into the Church, was crucial for Cafod's legal 

and normative legitimacy claims. The implications of being an official agency of the 

Catholic Church institutionally embedded in the hierarchy guaranteed Cafod access to 

institutional support from a Cardinal (Cafod's Patron) and Bishops (Cafod's 

Foundation Trustees) when confronted with a legitimacy challenge such as the 

condom issue. The institutional embedding, however, also places pressure on Cafod to 

conform to the Catholic ideal as taught by the Church. That is, Cafod's authoritative 

sources of legitimacy are derived from Church documents such as those of the Second 

Vatican Council and those that constitute Catholic social teaching. Thus, when Cafod 

responds to an emergency pandemic such as HIV that is sexual in nature it is subject to 

the Holy See teaching on what constitutes a legitimate response.  

 

The institutional context of Cafod dictates that one should not assess Cafod's 

legitimacy claims based on secular criteria. It cannot proclaim its own sources. Cafod 

has to conform to a Catholic ideal as a representative agency of the Catholic Church. Its 

mandate as a Catholic agency is apostolate and its legitimacy as such is contingent on 

Cafod complying with its ultimate objective; ‘to proclaim the Gospel’. The documents 

that comprise Catholic social teaching are a major source of legitimacy for Cafod, in 

particular those published during and after the Second Vatican Council. These justify 

Cafod's legitimacy claims and are what Cafod comes into conflict with when its 

legitimacy claims are challenged, such as in the condom case. Despite its institutional 

loyalty to the Church, there are also signs of selectiveness in Cafod's presentation of its 
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Catholic identity depending on the audience. Cafod's documents – its mission, 

programme, partnership, and policy documents – reflect this. Confronted with 

theological and ecclesiastical criticism it plays down its secular side and vice versa. 

This is also reflected in the conflicting presentations of Cafod's loyalty to its audience; 

presented either as a mandated agency of the Catholic community and the Church to 

bring forth the Gospel or as an NGO that embraces secular and science orientated 

sources. These can easily be within the same document, for example in Cafod's HIV 

policy overview where Cafod enlists both theological and secular principles that seem 

to represent different types of legitimacy (Cafod, 2006c:4).  

 

The embedded case study demonstrated the power structures and how Cafod is 

reliant on the Holy See to justify its legitimacy claims. Using sources that are not 

officially sanctioned by the Holy See demonstrates how Cafod risks running a 

legitimacy deficit where its Catholic agency is challenged. The problems raised over 

Cafod's attempts to introduce secular sources as a justificatory reasoning for its HIV 

policy turned into a legitimacy challenge over Cafod's Catholic identity. The challenge 

was based on interpretations of the documents that constitute Catholic social teaching 

and the theological status of the Second Vatican Council. Cafod's legitimacy claims are 

also subject to a wider debate in the Church where the authority of Cafod's legitimacy 

sources is subject to competing factions of the Church with varying interpretations 

and understandings of theological ambiguities. The analysis suggests that insofar as 

Cafod operates within safe limits of theological interpretations its autonomy to 

operate independently is not questioned. It is when Cafod crosses the line as a lay 

Catholic organisation to interpret theological documents that legitimacy challenges 

are raised by conservative forces within the Catholic Church. The problem Cafod 

struggles with in the condom case is the apparent contradiction between its legitimacy 

claims based on theological and ecclesiastical sources from the Catholic Church as a 

Catholic agency that conforms to the Catholic ideal, and its legitimacy claims based on 

secular and scientific reasoning that underpin its HIV policies and contradict the 

teaching of the Church, in this case its moral instructions on sexual behaviour. 
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Legitimacy claims that deviate too far from the mission of Cafod as a Catholic agency 

can impose a legitimacy challenge and the risk of delegitimizing Cafod's Catholic 

agency. Cafod's institutional embedding thus creates a dynamic interface between 

Cafod's external and internal legitimacy sources that directly affects Cafod's ability to 

present legitimacy claims as a Catholic agency. This is underlined in the condom case 

where Cafod's Catholic agency is exposed to a legitimacy deficit by challenging its 

legitimacy sources as adequate justificatory provisions for its legitimacy claims. 

 

The condom issue is highly instructive in revealing the power structures of Cafod's 

institutional context. Cafod's legitimacy claims are drawn from ecclesiastical, not 

secular, sources. Supporters of Cafod (mainly Catholics) and Cafod's institutional 

network (the Church) as well as Cafod's partners (mainly Catholic agencies) judge 

(accept or reject) Cafod's legitimacy claims in the context of the Holy See and its 

resources (hierarchical and theological documents). It is therefore difficult for Cafod to 

introduce medical facts (such as condoms are a useful prophylactic device against HIV) 

as a legitimate argument in their HIV policy without proper theological support. The 

official policy of the Catholic Church in England and Wales is in line with the official 

stance of the Holy See. It is therefore interesting to see how Cafod has maintained a 

defiant stance on the condom issue armed with medical truth and scientific facts as 

well as institutional support of the Catholic Church in England and Wales. 

 

Having analysed all three case studies individually I now turn to the conclusion to 

recapping and discussing the three NGOs’ legitimacy claims, comparing and 

contrasting these as identified in the case studies in order to provide a more 

generalised analysis of NGOs legitimacy claims. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 

In order to conclude this thesis I give a short summary of each chapter and evaluation 

of the case studies before stating what the thesis contributes to knowledge about 

NGOs’ legitimacy. 

 

The first chapter introduced the political problem of NGOs’ legitimacy and why one 

should examine their legitimacy claims. It explained that questions are being asked 

regarding NGOs’ legitimacy and highlighted the need for a deeper understanding and 

more nuanced answers than are provided in the current literature. Chapter two 

provided an overview of theories on NGOs in relation to legitimacy, demonstrating the 

limitations of the main approaches when it comes to asking questions about NGOs’ 

legitimacy. It introduced a Beethamite framework as a contextualised way to ask the 

necessary questions of powerful agents. Beetham's criteria enable a critical view of the 

internal organisation of power in NGO hierarchies that can explain the normative 

structure and social construction of NGOs’ legitimacy claims. Applying Beetham's 

theory to NGOs therefore can highlight (as demonstrated in the case studies) the 

different dimensions of NGOs’ legal legitimacy, justifications and presentations of 

legitimacy claims in various institutional contexts. Chapter three explained the 

methods used in conducting the case studies. The data collected for the thesis was 

based on public documents triangulated with interviews and direct observations. 

Operationalising Beetham's legitimacy criteria to create a template for analysing 

NGOs’ legitimacy claims was discussed. Chapter four was a preamble to the case 

studies that explained the relevant aspects of the UK regulatory regime for NGOs. This 

emphasised the context and limits of NGO regulation where NGOs have to register 

either as a charity or as a company and how this relates to the organisational 

structures of NGOs. The next three chapters contained the case studies of Amnesty 

International UK, Greenpeace UK and Cafod. Their legitimacy claims were scrutinised 

using a Beethamite framework to explore questions about how NGOs claim legal 
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legitimacy, how their internal organisation of power emerged and is justified and the 

implications these have for their ability to make legitimacy claims. 

An evaluation of the case studies 

This section selectively reviews the case studies in order to show what has been learnt 

about NGOs’ legitimacy claims by applying a Beethamite analysis.   

 

Beetham highlights in his account of legitimacy that legitimation processes require 

normative justifications, they do not stand alone but are informed by and judged on 

the normative criteria that underlies the creation of the system in the first place 

(Beetham, 1991:ch. 3). The case studies demonstrate that there is a particular 

normative structure for each NGO that explains how it claims legitimacy and that 

underlies its social process of maintaining and reproducing its legitimacy claims. In 

order to determine the normative structure of an NGO one has to look at how it claims 

legal legitimacy, its institutional context and internal process of legitimation and how 

the NGO justifies its legitimacy claims by using authoritative sources and ‘moral 

persuasiveness’ of legitimacy claims. For example, the case studies showed that a 

scrutiny of how NGOs claim legitimacy is associated with their mission statements and 

organisational objectives as well as their institutional context because these define 

their authoritative sources of legitimacy. The sources of authority and the internal 

process of legitimation also indicate the wider context of NGOs’ legitimacy-in-context. 

For example, Cafod is a Catholic organisation and further scrutiny of their legitimacy 

claims is therefore associated with theology, whilst scrutinising Amnesty International 

UK and Greenpeace UK’s legitimacy claims has to take into consideration the role of 

democratic principles and science and research.  

 

Assessing the justifiable content of legitimacy claims thus requires a scrutiny that can 

explain the wider context of the claims (both internal to the NGO and external). This 

can be a complex exercise because the most commonly used criteria to assess NGOs’ 

legitimacy claims are based on the private and public sector contracts that do not, 
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strictly speaking, apply to NGOs. That is: elections or legal-financial sanctions (or even 

self-regulation through peer reputation) as accountability systems only justify certain 

aspects valid in a specific context of NGOs’ legitimacy, none is a holistic approach to 

NGOs’ legitimacy claims. This raises a series of questions: what is the legal form of the 

NGO in question, is it governed by a trust or a constitution? What is its regulatory 

framework, is it a company or a charity or both? And what are the underlying 

principles of an NGO’s internal organisation of power, are they democratic principles, 

religious orders or business efficiency? Certainly each NGO will espouse a mixture of 

principles that vary. Yet, power is organised internally according to particular 

structures based on particular principles with implications for the way an NGO claims 

legitimacy. This means that it is possible to identify principles of legitimation both by 

looking at the normative structure and the social constructions of legitimacy claims. 

The normative structure of an NGO can determine whether the NGO claims legitimacy 

based on democratic, religious, ideological, or other principles. The normative 

structure enables one to establish a framework for scrutinising the legitimacy claims 

made by an NGO and the social reproduction and maintenance of legitimacy claims 

within that NGO’s hierarchy.  

 

In all three case studies, it is evident that the legitimacy sources have to be evaluated 

in context because legitimacy-in-context is central to how NGOs claim legitimacy; 

albeit differently for each NGO. The structure of the case studies is informed by 

Beetham's criteria. It is based on an analytical framework that emphasises how history 

and internal organisation of power form a normative structure that enables scrutiny of 

legitimacy sources used to justify legitimacy claims and as such legitimate the social 

reproduction and maintenance of the authority of these claims. The increasing power 

of NGOs in political arenas means it is important to understand NGOs’ legitimation 

processes properly as it is used to justify their powers and access to policymaking 

decisions.  
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The case studies demonstrate that history can play a key part in establishing 

legitimacy claims. This was particularly evident when scrutinising the legal legitimacy 

claims and how the NGOs established their organisational hierarchies. The existing 

NGO literature, discussed in chapter two, is typically ahistorical in nature and 

therefore bypasses the historical context of how NGOs claim legitimacy, in particular 

how they establish their legal legitimacy that underpins much of their organisational 

legitimacy. All the case studies show a shift from individuals to organisational 

hierarchy. Each NGO in the case studies started as an ideological grassroots group that 

became an NGO hierarchy with national and international structures. However, the 

organisational establishment of their legal legitimacy is different in each case. Cafod's 

legal legitimacy was established when the Family Fast Day was absorbed into the 

Catholic Church of England and Wales; Greenpeace UK’s legal legitimacy was part of an 

internal power struggle where legal legitimacy was claimed through incorporating the 

Greenpeace name in the UK; and Amnesty International UK's was developed based on 

Amnesty International's legitimating principles but was later subject to organisational 

change due to a legal ruling of their mission as non-charitable. Hence, each NGO has 

established their claim to legal legitimacy in fundamentally different ways. 

 

Part of contextualising the case studies involved explaining how NGOs are regulated in 

the UK. Chapter four showed that the UK context provides two regulatory systems for 

NGOs, the Charity Commission and Companies House, both of which are problematic. 

In the UK, scrutiny of NGOs beyond their financial accountability is channelled through 

the Charity Commission, albeit limited to the definition of charitable objectives. This 

excludes politically orientated organisations such as two of the case studies, Amnesty 

International UK and Greenpeace UK, and leaves gaps in the accountability of NGOs as 

a sector. This is of concern because many NGOs like Greenpeace UK and Amnesty 

International UK register and operate mainly under company law and company law is 

designed for profit making companies. The legitimacy claims of NGOs are however not 

based on profit goals and as such justified with financial scrutiny. They are based on 

things like mission statements that require normative justification. Thus, it is 
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pertinent – in order to regulate NGOs as agents operating in a democratic context, such 

as with UK governmental institutions or the UN system – that the regulation include 

more complex criteria than hitherto described in the literature. This is especially acute 

in the cases of NGOs that claim representative legitimacy, whether through their 

members, knowledge, ideology or faith. 

 

When it comes to legitimacy sources there are clear differences between the case 

studies. Amnesty International UK is a membership organisation but its relationship 

with Amnesty International is twofold, it is a member of the unincorporated entity but 

not the incorporated entity. Its campaigns are conducted based on information it 

receives from the research library of the International Secretariat and this is a 

significant legitimacy source. However, the internal legitimation process is justified 

with membership claims where members are the primary authoritative source of 

legitimacy. Yet, the internal process of legitimation explains how the ‘real’ members 

belong to Amnesty International UK whereas members of Amnesty International are 

mainly comprised of national sections and this complicates the assessment of their 

legitimacy claims. Greenpeace UK is also a membership organisation but with clear 

statutory limitations as outlined in the bilateral agreement between Greenpeace UK 

and Greenpeace International. It does not claim legitimacy through its members. 

Greenpeace UK is a member of Greenpeace International and its legitimacy sources are 

contingent on Greenpeace International’s policy that is predicated on environmental 

science. Greenpeace UK's authoritative sources of legitimacy are thus Greenpeace 

International and by extension the research conducted by the Greenpeace 

International Science Unit at Exeter (or other commissioned research). Cafod is 

different from the other two case studies in that it is not a membership organisation. It 

claims legitimacy as an agency of the Catholic Church in England and Wales. As such 

Cafod's legitimacy sources are primarily based on documents of the Holy See such as 

the Catholic social teaching. Hence, the difficulty for Cafod to make legitimacy claims 

based on secular sources or theological sources not officially touted by the Holy See. 
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I now explain the Beethamite assessment of each of the case studies NGOs’ legitimacy 

claims in more detail.   

 

Amnesty International UK’s context is the Amnesty International hierarchy of which it 

is a member. However its membership is limited to the unincorporated entity of the 

hierarchy where Amnesty International UK has representatives to vote into power 

those who control the incorporated entities of the hierarchy. Amnesty International 

UK partly funds and receives campaigning information from the International 

Secretariat. The ultimate authority in decision making and policy is with the 

International Executive Committee as delegated by the internal legitimation process. 

Although research is an important component of Amnesty International's legitimacy 

claims, this is secondary to how Amnesty International UK claims legitimacy. Its 

primary legitimacy claim is membership based. This imposes a legitimacy challenge of 

representation. If an NGO, like Amnesty International UK, that demonstrates 

constitutional loyalty to Amnesty International, claims that it is part of a democratic 

movement with elaborate democratic procedures of legitimation, is it then possible to 

assess their legitimacy claims avoiding democratic scrutiny? That is, although the 

membership claim takes precedence, many of Amnesty International UK's legitimacy 

claims are also sourced from Amnesty International's research library that serves as 

an epistemic legitimacy source. However, it leaves unanswered whether their internal 

process of legitimation should be included when assessing their legitimacy claims. The 

case study demonstrated that it should in fact be central. And by implication, when a 

regulator (or an oversight body) interested in upholding democratic principles is 

making judgments about Amnesty International UK's and Amnesty International's 

access to power, they should make democratic scrutiny central to their assessment.  

 

Greenpeace UK’s context is Greenpeace International and the internal organisation of 

power along with environmental research (whether conducted internally or 

commissioned) and knowledge production. Its chain of command is defined by the 

bilateral agreement between Greenpeace International and Greenpeace UK. 
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Greenpeace’s central claim to legitimacy is its ideology on environmental issues 

coupled with scientific research and knowledge production. Although Greenpeace UK 

and Greenpeace International do refer to democratic processes this is not central to 

the internal legitimation process of the Greenpeace hierarchy. Greenpeace UK’s 

legitimacy claims are mainly based on references to scientific research which along 

with knowledge production is central to the way Greenpeace UK justifies its legitimacy 

claims. This places an enormous strain on the Greenpeace Research Laboratories 

(Greenpeace International’s Science Unit) whose results are infused with the political 

message and policy of Greenpeace International and passed on to Greenpeace UK. 

When campaigning in the UK, Greenpeace UK is carrying out the policies of 

Greenpeace International that is not registered in the UK and therefore outside the 

reach of the regulatory regime. As such, Greenpeace International is not accountable to 

anyone in the UK. It is however accountable through its representative unit, 

Greenpeace UK, which is a registered company and thus only financially accountable. 

In this case it is essential for the regulator (or the oversight body), when assessing 

Greenpeace UK's access to power, to take into consideration that the regulator is in 

effect dealing with Greenpeace International. It is also important to take into account 

how the Greenpeace hierarchy uses science (its own and others) as a legitimacy source 

for political legitimacy to advance its political impact.  

 

Cafod’s organisational context is the Catholic Church and the documents produced by 

the Holy See. Cafod is bound by the rules of the hierarchy of the Holy See (where its 

ultimate decision making authority is the pope). Cafod's central claim to legitimacy is 

its Catholic identity where it is bound by the rules of the Holy See hierarchy. Cafod's 

authoritative legitimacy sources are the documents of the Second Vatican Council and 

the Catholic social teaching. Its legitimacy is by default vulnerable to the theological 

debates that ensue between conservative and liberal factions of the Catholic Church. 

When Cafod engages with secular sources, such as in its HIV policy, to justify its 

legitimacy claims it is confronted with legitimacy challenges that threaten its Catholic 

identity. However, Cafod's institutional embeddedness also ensures institutional 
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support from its organisational superiors; the bishops that hire Cafod to enact the 

social policy of the Catholic Church. Normative aspects of Catholic teaching are central 

to Cafod's legitimacy claims and dictate the internal process of legitimation. For a 

regulator (or an oversight body) the challenge is to assess Cafod's legitimacy claims in 

a democratic context when its legitimacy sources are faith-based. How Cafod uses its 

legitimacy sources can therefore be a challenge. However, Cafod's focus on service 

delivery allows it to escape from confronting legitimacy problems of its advocacy. As a 

faith-based NGO it is intrinsically problematic to assess its legitimacy claims because 

their legitimacy sources lie outside the secular context.  

  

Overall, the case studies demonstrate how NGOs use different legitimacy sources to 

justify their legitimacy claims. The case studies have provided insight into how the 

internal process of legitimation works for the NGOs and the contingent institutional 

complexities involved when addressing the underlying normative structure of how 

NGOs claim legitimacy and their ability to present legitimacy claims. The Beethamite 

framework of each case study reflects the normative structure of that NGO’s legitimacy 

claims. As such, each case study stands by itself as a useful addition to the literature on 

NGO legitimacy as well as contributing to a wider understanding of NGOs’ legitimacy 

claims. The case studies thus overcome some of the gaps in the literature, in particular 

regarding the organisational histories that show how legitimacy claims are established 

and developed. Indeed most of the literature is ahistorical. The histories of individual 

NGO’s organisational contexts have only been sparsely done before, often written by 

non-academics or individuals directly engaged in that NGO. Indeed there is little 

research that engages the organisational history of NGOs’ legitimacy claims in their 

analysis thereof. The historical contexts in the case studies thus expose gaps that need 

to be filled for a better understanding of how NGOs organise power and claim 

legitimacy. The case studies also help to illustrate the usefulness of a contextualised 

analysis in identifying the problematic in the literature. The theories discussed in 

chapter two tend to focus on a single aspect or dimension of what makes NGOs 

legitimate. The gap in the literature spurred the creation of the four models to pin 
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down the analytical insights of the literature on NGOs’ legitimacy and demonstrate the 

usefulness of a Beethamite analysis. The case studies are also a useful practical 

contribution, whether for the NGOs themselves or others involved or engaged with 

NGOs, such as regulators, politicians and businesses. 

The contributions of this thesis 

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:  

a) the concept legitimacy, when applied to NGOs, has to be anchored in their 

organisational context;  

b) the analytical gap between NGOs’ national and international legitimacy needs 

bridging;  

c) the role of NGOs as democratic agents needs more clarity based on how they 

claim legitimacy and their internal legitimation processes as this structures 

their representation;  

d) there is a lack of democratic scrutiny of UK NGOs 

I now discuss each point in more detail.  

 

The first contribution relates to the conceptual limits of NGOs’ legitimacy claims and 

the need for a better conceptual understanding of NGOs’ legitimacy that is inclusive of 

NGOs’ internal organisation of power. It is not sufficient to look at the substance of 

their claims only or contractual relations mainly. A debate about the legitimacy of 

NGOs has to have the organisational context of NGOs at its centre of explanation, 

rather than try to explain NGOs’ legitimacy in a contingent context as often happens in 

the literature. In order to explore NGOs’ legitimacy NGOs have to be the unit of 

analysis. This thesis has argued that NGOs’ normative structure of legitimacy is 

essential for assessing the social construction of their legitimacy claims. It is necessary 

to establish NGOs’ legitimacy-in-context holistically, not least their internal 

organisation of power as it affects their mandate and in what capacity legitimacy 

claims are presented at the national and international levels. By applying a Beethamite 

framework to analyse NGOs’ legitimacy claims it is possible to identify the normative 
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structure of NGOs legitimacy and thereby arrive at a better understanding of their 

legitimacy claims. 

 

Such an approach is also inclusive of NGOs’ political dimension. Many of the issues that 

NGOs care about and campaign for are highly political both in international politics 

and in the national political context. The case studies of Amnesty International UK and 

Greenpeace UK demonstrated this clearly. And even though an NGO is not 

campaigning on a political issue, its objectives can be politically complicated when 

negotiating a service delivery contract (such as the condom issue in Cafod’s case), or 

the circumstances it operates in can be highly political or politically volatile. The 

political context of NGOs is furthermore tied in with their democratic role in society. 

This is especially true at the international level where NGOs are increasingly 

envisioned to have a significant democratic role to play.  

 

In the UK, the political context of NGOs has been comfortably brushed aside by 

assigning their role to service delivery with focus on contractual obligations – and if 

this does not fit, then to the commercial world of businesses where they are exempt 

from democratic scrutiny. Using a Beethamite analysis, one is able to identify the 

normative structure of how NGOs claim legitimacy and the social construction of their 

legitimacy claims, thus providing a platform for an immanent critique. This approach 

exposes the contingency of legitimacy sources and the importance of context when 

assessing NGOs’ legitimacy claims thus highlighting the analytical relevance for how 

power is organised in each NGO and the interplay between the legitimacy sources and 

the organisation of power in each NGO. It has furthermore highlighted that the three 

NGOs examined in this thesis operate as parts of hierarchies where the power 

relations between the subordinate and dominant units are significantly different and 

the legitimacy sources used to justify their claims vary based on the normative 

structure of their legitimacy.  
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A Beethamite approach is more suited to analyse the legitimacy claims of NGOs 

compared to the approaches discussed in chapter two because it is more holistic. This 

is mainly because a Beethamite approach can better analyse NGOs’ legitimacy claims 

in a political context as democratic agents. This is important if one is to better 

understand their role in the new world order and how to justify their role in a 

democratic context, not only at the national level but also at the international level. A 

democratic role is being assigned to NGOs, whether they embrace it or not, which 

demands more clarity on the concept of NGO legitimacy. This enhanced democratic 

role of NGOs, especially at the international level, is crucial, but it cannot and should 

not be taken out of the national context because it does not exist independently of it. 

The rules are almost always based in national law but the justifications for the rules 

are far more complex and need to be included to explain and assess their legitimacy 

claims. Rather, NGOs should be contextualised as organisational entities that operate 

both on the national and international level and analysed based on the internal 

organisation of power between their units. That is, an analysis that can integrate 

NGOs’ internal legitimation with their legitimacy claims enables an exploration of the 

mandate of their claims and how NGOs can fit into the wider power structures of 

society.  

 

Thus, the second contribution of this thesis is about the gap that exists in the literature 

between NGOs’ national and international legitimacy. The thesis has established that 

the national and international contexts of NGOs are interrelated. An NGO that operates 

globally has various sources of legitimacy that transgress the national-international 

divide. However, this divide can be overcome if its legitimacy claims are analysed in 

the context of the NGO. This explicates the features of its internal power relations and 

integrates the national-international dimension into the analysis of the legitimacy 

claims, rather than excluding one or the other from the analysis. How NGOs claim 

legitimacy matters for how one is to evaluate their legitimacy claims. 
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On the one hand the international relations literature dominates in asking interesting 

legitimacy questions about NGOs in terms of their democratic agency and 

representation of normative values expressed as global public opinions. The limitation 

of these questions is that they are mostly normative in nature and annexed to a 

particular context such as the UN or other global institutions of power. What is left out 

in the discussions of globally operating NGOs is the link between the international 

level and the national level of the same NGO. This literature does not directly engage 

with questions such as whether Amnesty International can stand alone as an NGO 

unaffected by Amnesty International UK, or if Cafod is an independent NGO whose 

remit as a development agency is unaffected by the Catholic Church. On the other 

hand, the literature that discusses NGOs in the national context has shed the 

normative angle and is reluctant to discuss the legitimacy of NGOs as a political 

concept, instead opting to focus on Weberian empirical legitimacy in terms of NGOs’ 

service delivery functions using contractual criteria such as accountability and 

efficiency.  

 

Any scrutiny of NGOs’ legal and organisational context will reveal that NGOs as legal 

entities are based in national law not international law. There are, however, 

interesting caveats here as was discussed in chapters one and two. The case of Cafod 

also demonstrates an interesting analytical dimension that is often left out in both the 

literatures above and that is that Cafod prioritises the supernatural over the temporal; 

hence canon law takes precedence as a justificatory source of legal legitimacy over its 

secular charitable registration under English law.  

 

The thesis argues that the national-international dimension of NGOs is a single 

analytical level, not two separate levels. It is a central feature in the analysis of NGOs’ 

legitimacy claims as the Beethamite approach expounds and the case studies 

demonstrate. NGOs’ legitimacy claims are not split between the national and 

international levels of the same NGO, quite the contrary. The sources of legitimacy 

vary between the two levels and it is important to identify them when one is to make 
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assessments about their legitimacy claims and democratic authority. This means 

analysing the power relations between the national and international entities of the 

same NGO.    

 

This brings me to the third contribution of this thesis which is about NGOs 

representative ability. A Beethamite analysis of NGOs’ legitimacy claims involves 

looking at NGOs internal organisation of power of the NGO which can help explain the 

mandate of the legitimacy claims and the issue of representation. This is important 

because NGOs are often portrayed as vital agents in democratic processes, whether 

they are seen to be representing the poor and disempowered, the environment or 

universal norms such as human rights. Thus understanding how the internal mandate 

of that agency is justified is crucial for evaluating their legitimacy claims. This thesis 

has argued that there is an inherent legitimacy deficit in NGOs’ organisational 

structures that raises questions about NGOs as representative entities of civil society 

or the third sector. The pertinence of this finding is that the mandate of the 

representational entity of an NGO hierarchy is often promulgated as NGOs’ democratic 

agency in a larger societal context of liberal democracy, when in fact, as this thesis has 

shown, their democratic credentials are far from clear.  

 

For example, in comparing the representative ability of Greenpeace International and 

Amnesty International at the international level there are significant organisational 

differences that influence the assessment of their legitimacy claims (as potentially 

representing global public opinion or civil society). Greenpeace UK is a representative 

of Greenpeace International in the UK and subject to its authority according to a 

bilateral arrangement between the two that is binding. Amnesty International UK on 

the other hand has a voluntary arrangement with Amnesty International. On top of 

that Amnesty International UK has the ‘real’ members (along with other sections) that 

constitute the mandate of Amnesty International at the international level as its 

authoritative source of legitimacy. These differences are down to how their mandate is 

legitimated internally. That is, the de jure powers of their mandates differ, although 
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the de facto powers of their mandates may be the same. Amnesty International 

receives its mandate from the members of its national sections, a process that is 

largely based on democratic principles. Statements about Amnesty International’s 

legitimacy claims representing public opinion are according to this process more 

about representing their members. Furthermore, Amnesty International's mandate 

suffers from the power gap that exists between the unincorporated Amnesty 

International and its incorporated companies where the latter hold all executive 

powers. Greenpeace International on the other hand has a bilateral agreement with 

each national office that limits the remit of their democratic agency and is perhaps 

more akin to corporate structures that licence franchises. This makes the de jure 

mandate of Greenpeace International less democratic than Amnesty International’s. 

However, based on its authoritative legitimacy source of environmental science 

Greenpeace International's de facto mandate is very similar to Amnesty International's 

when it comes to assessing their representational claims. These differences are often 

excluded or conflated in discussions about their legitimacy or representative abilities 

where the substance of their claims is detached from the legitimacy of the mandate to 

present the claims when in fact it should be central to the assessment of their claims. 

 

The above points culminate in the final point which is the lack of democratic scrutiny 

of UK NGOs. If NGOs are to assume the roles assigned to them in society this needs 

addressing; whether it pertains to their functions of delivering welfare services or 

filling legitimacy gaps in (inter)governmental institutions or other relevant 

democratic processes. The regulation of NGOs as based on the legal forms and 

definitions in company and charity law is minimal and not appropriated to their 

organisational or normative structures. The overarching emphasis by the regulators 

on financial accountability suggests that they either think financial auditing is central 

to what makes NGOs legitimate or that democratic scrutiny falls short in the 

registration forms available to NGOs. In focusing on the NGOs as units of analysis and 

in particular their internal organisation of power, it is possible to shed a light on the 

shortcomings of the regulatory systems used to scrutinise their legitimacy claims. 
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Although the literature has pointed out the shortcomings of the regulatory regime for 

NGOs there is very limited discussion on democratic control and how this relates to 

their legitimacy claims in the context of English law. Hopefully this thesis has added 

something to that debate.  

 

The motivation for writing this thesis was the desire to provide a more detailed 

explanation to the question: what makes NGOs legitimate? It is a vital question to 

answer because of the rising power of NGOs in national and international political 

systems which is tied in with a lack of democratic scrutiny of NGOs’ legitimacy claims. 

This thesis provides a starting point for exploration of NGOs’ legitimacy claims in more 

detail than hitherto provided in the literature. Analysing the legitimacy claims in the 

UK context has demonstrated that there are complex organisational structures 

involved when analysing how NGOs claims legitimacy and multiple dimensions that 

need to be considered when assessing their legitimacy claims. This is particularly true 

when it comes to assessing the political interface of NGOs’ legitimacy claims which is 

often overlooked by the regulators. NGOs have a potentially important role to play in 

society and the importance of what makes them legitimate should not be overlooked. 
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Appendices 

Appendix chapter 1 

NGO factsheet 

This factsheet is a working guide. The information is based on annual reports, constitutional 
documents and information disseminated by the UK regulators and the NGOs. The terms are 
comparable units between the NGOs, albeit limited to the validity and reliability of the data and 
susceptible to possible ambiguities of terms. That is, the terms members, registration, legal form, 
income and employees are comparable units between the NGOs. There are however some nuances. 
Territory refers to the NGO as registered under English law; it does not refer to the operational 
territory of the NGO. Territory varies somewhat between what the NGOs describe in their own 
official documents and what the Charity Commission describes as its regulatory remit, which is 
England and Wales, thus excluding Northern Ireland and Scotland that are included by the NGOs as 
their proclaimed territory. I have used the declared territory of the NGOs. Established is also a 
comparable unit but again depending on validity of original documents retrieved. Income can vary 
between annual reports and what the Charity Commission publishes, I have used the figures given 
in annual reports and the data from Charity Commission for support or if annual report was 
inaccessible. The term Employees means a full-time salaried position, where available I have also 
attached part time position. Members is a term that refers to the legal members of the entity as they 
are defined in the governing documents of that entity. Members is thus a different term from 
volunteers or supporters. I will stress here that the terms Volunteers and Supporters are not 
comparable units as these two terms are not clearly defined based on the data I have collected 
(unlike members that are a clearly defined term in governing documents). The information I have 
on these two units, volunteers and supporters, is scattered and based on various applications of the 
terms in the documents. Nonetheless, I have decided to include them where available, with this 
pretext, as they give an insight into one of the many dimensions of NGOs. I will stress here that the 
following information should be reviewed in the context of the case studies that explain much of the 
information in details. The entities included here are entities that feature in my case studies and 
comprise the legal core of the NGO under scrutiny. Many of these entities have numerous 
subsidiaries such as trading companies that I have not included in my factsheet. I have, however, 
included legally related entities that at some point formed part of the legal core of that particular 
organisation, such as the Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund that is still governed by the original 
Amnesty International trust deed declared in 1962.   
 
Amnesty International 
 
Amnesty International60 
Established: 1961 
Registered: 1962 (as Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund, separated from Amnesty International 
in 1982) 
Income: not applicable  
Employees: not applicable 
Members: International Executive Committee and members of Amnesty International Council as 
defined in the statute 
Volunteers:  
Active supporters (all members and supporters of all Amnesty International sections): 3million 
(2009) 
Registration: not registered  
Legal form: unincorporated organisation governed by statute 
Territory (declared): global 

                                                           

60 Information retrieved from Amnesty International website (Amnesty International, 2009, 2010a; 
Charity Commission, 2011b).  
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Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund61 
Established: 1962 
Registered: 1962 (separated from Amnesty International in 1982) 
Income: £321,568 (2009) 
Employees: 4 (2009) 
Members: Trustees (not a membership organisation) 
Volunteers: 
Active supporters: 
Registration: Charity, no. 213766 
Legal form: Trust governed by a Trust Deed 
Territory: UK   
 
Amnesty International Limited62 
Established: 1982 
Registered: 1982 
Income: £27,736,000 (2008) 
Employees: 450 
Members: International Executive Committee (9-11 persons) 
Volunteers: 
Active supporters: 
Registration: Company, no. 1606776 
Legal form: Company governed by articles of association and the statute of Amnesty International 
unincorporated 
Territory: (No territory is declared in the annual reports but it has offices, in addition to the London 
office, in New York, Hong Kong, Geneva, Paris, Kampala, Dakar, Moscow and Beirut) 
 
Amnesty International Charity Limited63 
Established: 1986 
Registered: 1986 
Income: £20,290,000 (2009) 
Employees: 0 
Members: Board of Trustees that are members of the International Executive Committee of 
Amnesty International 
Volunteers: 
Active supporters: 
Registration: Charity, no. 294230, and Company, no. 2007475 
Legal form: Company governed by articles of association  
Territory: Great Britain and Northern Ireland (England and Wales according to the Charity 
Commission) 
 
Amnesty International UK Section Limited64 
Established: 1962 (as a national Section of Amnesty International) 
Registered: 1983 (as Amnesty International British Section Limited, name changed in 1995) 
Income: £12,6 million (2008) 
Employees: 121 (2008); 133 (2010) 
Members: individuals as defined in the company’s articles of association 
Volunteers:  
Active supporters: 225,605 (2010) 
Registration: Company, no. 1735872 

                                                           

61  (Charity Commission, 2011b; Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund, 2009b, 2011) 
62 Information retrieved from (Amnesty International Limited, 2008, 2010) 
63 Information accessed from the Charity Commissioner 19. Oct. 2011 and (Amnesty International 
Charity Limited, 2009)  
64 Information retrieved from (Amnesty International UK, 2010a:4,7; Amnesty International United 
Kingdom Section, 2009b; Parry, 1995). Members of Amnesty International UK are defined in an 
appendix to chapter five of this thesis. 
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Legal form: Company governed by articles of association and statute of Amnesty International 
unincorporated 
Territory: Great Britain and Northern Ireland  
 
Amnesty International British Section Charitable Trust65 
Established: 1986, removed 1997 and funds transferred into Amnesty International UK Section 
Charitable Trust (incorporated) 
Registered: 1986 
Income: not available 
Employees: not available  
Members: not available 
Volunteers: 
Active supporters: 
Registration: Charity, no. 294279 
Legal form: Trust governed by a Trust Deed 
Territory: not available  
 
Amnesty International UK Section Charitable Trust66 
Established: 1996 
Registered: 1996 
Income: £12,357,000 (2010) 
Employees: 31 (2010) 
Members: Trustees, persons who are the Board of Trustees of the Company as defined by the 
articles of association (min. 3 persons but no maximum). Trustees are appointed by a governing 
body of Amnesty International UK Section Limited. 
Volunteers: 0 
Active supporters: 
Registration: Charity, no. 1051681 
Legal form: Company governed by memorandum and articles of association 
Territory: England and Wales, Northern Ireland, Scotland 
 

 

Greenpeace 
 
Greenpeace Foundation67 
Established: 1969 as Don’t Make a Wave Committee (a spin-off from the Sierra Club) 
Registered: 1972 as Greenpeace Foundation; reconstituted in 1979 as Greenpeace Canada 
Income: $(CAD) 1,211,167 (2009) 
Employees: not available 
Members: not available 
Volunteers: 
Active supporters: 90,000 (2009) 
Registration: not available 
Legal form: not available 
Territory: not available 
 

Greenpeace International68 
Established: 1979 
Registered: 1979 
Income: €56,263,000 (2011) 

                                                           

65 Information retrieved from (Charity Commission, 2011d). 
66 Information retrieved from (Amnesty International UK Section Charitable Trust, 2008; Charity 
Commission, 2011e). 
67 Information retrieved from  (Greenpeace Canada, 2009; Weyler, 2004, 2011b). A preliminary 
search on the official Canadian charity and business registries did not reveal Greenpeace as a 
registered entity. This is however, I stress, preliminary.  
68 Information retrieved from (Greenpeace International, 2005a, 2011b, 2011d) 
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Employees: 175 
Members: as defined in Greenpeace Internationals’ governing documents 
Volunteers: 
Active supporters (including all members and supporters of all Greenpeace offices): 2.8 million 
Registration: registered as Stitching Greenpeace Council with Amsterdam Chamber of Commerce 
Legal form: Constitution with memorandum and articles of association 
Territory: (according to Dutch law) 
 
Greenpeace Limited (subsidiary of Greenpeace UK Limited)69 
Established: 1977 
Registered: 1977 
Income: consolidated in Greenpeace UK Limited 
Employees: consolidated 
Members: consolidated 
Volunteers: 
Active supporters: 
Registration: Company, no. 1314381 
Legal form: Company governed by memorandum and articles of association 
Territory:  
 

Greenpeace UK Limited (parent to Greenpeace Limited)70 
Established: 1990 
Registered: 1990 
Income: £9,736,570 (2009) 
Employees: 111  
Members: limited to persons that are members of the company as defined in the articles of 
association (min.2, max.15 persons) 
Volunteers: 
Active supporters: 
Registration: Company, no. 2463348 
Legal form: Constitution with memorandum and articles of association 
Territory: Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
 
Greenpeace Environmental Trust71 
Established: 1982 
Registered: 1982 
Income: £2,733,262 (2009) 
Employees: 1 
Members: limited to persons that are members of the Trust as defined in the articles of association  
Volunteers: 3 
Active supporters: 
Registration: Charity, no. 284934 and Company no. 1636817 
Legal form: Trust governed by memorandum and articles of association 
Territory: Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
 
 

                                                           

69 Information accessed from  (Greenpeace Limited, 1979, 1991a) 
70 Information accessed from (Greenpeace UK Limited, 2010). The accounts are consolidated with 
Greenpeace Limited. Greenpeace UK Limited is only the parent company that owns 100 percent of 
shares in Greenpeace Limited (for reasons described in chapter six). Greenpeace UK Limited has no 
income or expenditure, all financial activity is through Greenpeace Limited. Financial accounts are 
identical. In 1992 it changed its name from Greenpeace UK to Greenpeace UK Limited with the use 
of Limited exemption. The members are the council and the directors of the company, not actual 
members. 
71 Information accessed from the Charity Commissioner 19. Oct. 2011 and  (Greenpeace 
Environmental Trust, 1982, 2009). It mainly funds Greenpeace Research Laboratories and 
Greenpeace UK, as well as educational projects of other Greenpeace offices worldwide. 
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Cafod 
 

Cafod (Catholic Agency for Overseas Development)72 
Established: 1962 
Registered: 1961 (as Family Fast Day Fund, removed 1968); 1982 as Catholic Fund for Overseas 
Development (name changed in 2000) 
Income: £55,919,000 (2010, Charity Commission); £49,055,000 (2010, annual report) 
Employees: 357 full time, 60 part time (2010) 
Volunteers: 2000-2500 
Active supporters: 
Members: Trustees (not a membership NGO) 
Registration: Charity, no. 285776; (Family Fast Day Fund: Charity, no. 200231) 
Legal form: Trust governed by a Trust Deed (dated 1982) 
Territory: England and Wales (operationally global, in 47 countries) 
 
 
 

 

                                                           

72 Information retrieved from (Cafod, 2010a; Charity Commission, 2011a, 2011c). I have not 
included the Catholic Church of England and Wales or the Holy See in my factsheet, as these are not 
NGOs.  
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Appendix chapter 3 

Example of a letter of intent 

 
Erla Thrandardottir,  
Politics PhD Candidate 
School of Social Sciences 
University of Manchester 
Arthur Lewis Building 
Oxford Road, Manchester, M13 9PL 
Mobile UK: xxxx xxx xxxx 
Mobile Intl: + 44 xxx xxx xxxx 
http://www.socialsciences.manchester.ac.
uk/disciplines/politics/postgraduate/rese
arch/Current/thrandardottir/ 

 

 

 

Manchester, 14 June 2009 
 

 
 
To Whom It May Concern:  
 
My name is Erla Thrandardottir and I am a PhD candidate at the University of Manchester in 
Political Science. I am writing a thesis on the legitimacy of non-governmental organisations (NGOs), 
including Amnesty, Oxfam, Greenpeace, CAFOD and the Red Cross as my case studies.  
 
I am looking to conduct some interviews and wanted to ask if you are available as an interviewee 
(or would you know somebody else at your organisation that might be?). The aim of the study is to 
gain better understanding of NGOs as legitimate actors in global governance.  
 
I would greatly appreciate it if you would be able to help me. Should you be interested, I would be 
happy to share any further information on my research with you. My intention is to use the 
interviews as a source in my thesis and particular respondents will not be named without specific 
consent.  
 
Thank you for your time and hope to hear from you soon. 
 
Yours faithfully,  
Erla Thrandardottir 
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List of interviews conducted 

The interviews listed below were conducted with members (and ex-members) of various entities 
belonging to NGOs that were either in my case studies or directly or indirectly related to my 
research. This includes: twelve interviews with individuals from entities belonging to Amnesty 
International, Greenpeace and Cafod; five interviews conducted with members of Oxfam, and the 
Red Cross (these NGOs were initially on my list of case studies and the interviews are included here 
because they provided additional useful contextual information); two interviews conducted with 
individuals of related institutions; and one interview with an unrelated NGO member. Most of the 
interviews were conducted in the period between June and September 2009. In addition to the 
interviews there was a considerable amount of personal communication via email with individuals 
of all three of the case studies as well as other organisations. Also, not documented here is personal 
communication with individuals and incidental institutional interaction.  
 
Interviews conducted 
 

Organisation Interview Date 

ex-Amnesty International interview 1 02/06/2009 

Amnesty International interview 2 02/06/2009 

Amnesty International interview 3 09/12/2010 

Cafod interview 4 24/06/2009 

Cafod interview 5 30/06/2009 

Caritas interview 6 08/07/2009 

Cafod  interview 7 13/07/2009 

Cafod  interview 8 21/09/2009 

Charity Commission interview 9 17/12/2009 

Greenpeace International  interview 10 01/06/2009 

Greenpeace International interview 11 22/07/2009 

ex-Greenpeace International interview 12 22/07/2009 

Greenpeace Research Laboratories interview 13 01/04/2010 

Oxfam International  interview 14 02/06/2009 

Oxfam International  interview 15 15/07/2009 

Oxfam International  interview 16 27/07/2009 

Anonymous  interview 17 02/06/2009 

Anonymous interview 18 02/06/2009 

Anonymous interview 19 02/06/2009 

British Red Cross interview 20 14/08/2009 

British Red Cross interview 21 17/09/2009 

 
Personal Communication with organisations 
 

Organisation  
Total number of emails 

(sent & received) 

International NGO Workshop 47 

Cafod  67 

Amnesty 11 

Red Cross 31 

Greenpeace 51 

Oxfam  38 
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Appendix chapter 4 

Legal forms of charity registration  

Legal form Governing document Usual internal term 

for trustees 

Charitable trust Trust deed (or a will, or a 
Scheme created by the 
Charity Commission) 

Trustees 

Charitable association 
 

Constitution Committee 

Charitable company (company limited 
by guarantee – CLG) 
 

Memorandum and articles Directors or board 
members 

Charitable incorporated organisation 
(CIO) 
 

Constitution Trustees 

Community benefit society (CBS or 
bencom – industrial and provident 
society established for the benefit of 
the community) 
 

Rules Committee 

Charities established by Royal Charter 
(for example Scouts/Guides and 
certain professional bodies) 
 

Charter Council 

Charities established by Act of 
Parliament (for example most Church 
of England bodies) 
 

Act of Parliament (or 
regulations made under the 
Act) 

Various terms 

Adjusted and adapted from Morgan (Morgan and Directory of Social Change (Organization), 
2008:9) 
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Appendix chapter 5 

Amnesty International UK’s organisational structure 

 

 

 

 

Source: Amnesty International UK (2008b)
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Amnesty International UK’s member definition 

The following Amnesty International UK membership typology is taken from the company’s Articles 
of Association 2009 (Amnesty International United Kingdom Section, 2009a:8-12): 
 

Individual member: “Individuals who are residents of Great Britain, Northern 
Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man and British citizens who are 
resident abroad either temporarily or permanently provided that they are 14 
or over, who are admitted as Individual Members by the Board” (ibid: art. 
1.1.21). 

Family members: “Families who are residents of Great Britain, Northern 
Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man and British citizens who are 
resident abroad either temporarily or permanently provided that they are 14 
or over, who are admitted as family members by the Board” (ibid: art. 1.1.19). 

Affiliate members: “organisations based in the UK which are not political 
parties, solidarity groups or single interest county groups and which have 
been admitted as Affiliate Members by the Board” (ibid: art. 1.1.2). 

Local group: “groups of individuals which are recognised by the Company as 
Local Groups” (ibid: art. 1.1.23). 

Student groups: “groups of students which are recognised by the Company as 
Student Groups and which are organised within universities, higher 
education and further education colleges” (ibid: art. 1.1.36). 

Youth groups: “groups of young people which are recognised by the Company 
as Youth Groups and which are organised within schools, youth clubs or 
otherwise” (ibid: art. 1.1.39).  

Associate member: “members who are determined by the Board to be 
Associate Members” (ibid: art. 1.1.7). 

 

 



Amnesty International’s

National Section level – gra

International level – policy level

Global executive level – 

Source: author’s own work

 

 

UK Section

•UK Section comprises 

two companies, one 

that is also  a 

registered charity

•governed by a Board 

of Directors

•the Board is elected 

at the annual general 

meeting open only to 

members

Amnesty International 

Council

•open to Amnesty International 

members as defined in the 

Statute of Amnesty 

International

International Executive 

Committee

•appoints the Board of Directors 

and Secretary General of 

Amnesty International

•decision making authority as 

defined in the companies 

articles of association and 

Amnesty International's statute

•automatically excluded   from 

the two companies that 

comprise Amnesty International 

if they cease to be members of 

the International Executive 

Committee
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Amnesty International’s internal process of legitimation 

grassroots/members level 

policy level 

Amnesty International Secretariat 

Source: author’s own work 

form 

UK Section 

members

•members are defined 

in the articles of 

association

•becoming a member 

is subject to approval 

of the Board of 

Directors
elect

Annual general 

meeting

•open only to 

members of the UK 

Section (with 

exceptions)

•votes UK Section 

Board of Directors

•votes on UK Section 

policies

•votes on resolutions 

to present at the 

international meeting

•votes representatives 

for the Amnesty 

International Council

Amnesty International 

open to Amnesty International 

members as defined in the 

decion-

making

Amnesty International 

Council Meeting

•open to Amnesty International 

members as defined in the 

Statute

•decision making forum

•votes on Amnesty International 

policies (the Statute, Integrated 

Strategic Plan, budget)

•elects the International 

Executive Committee 

International Executive 

appoints the Board of Directors 

decision making authority as 

articles of association and 

Amnesty International's statute

automatically excluded   from 

comprise Amnesty International 

if they cease to be members of 

the International Executive 

appoi

nts

International Secretariat

•Board of Directors of Amnesty 

International

•elected by the International 

Executive Committee from 

within their own group (with 

exceptions)

•provides professional expertise 

and conducts research for 

campaigns

•decision making authority as 

defined in the companies 

articles of association

 

 

 

Annual general 

members of the UK 

votes UK Section 

Board of Directors

votes on UK Section 

votes on resolutions 

to present at the 

international meeting

votes representatives 

for the Amnesty 

International Council

reps

UK Section 

representatives 

for the Amnesty 

International 

Council

•voted at the Uk 

Section annual 

general meeting

•usually these are the 

same people that 

have been voted 

Directors

elects

International Executive 

Committee

•composed of nine people 

elected by the  members of the 

Amnesty International Council

•these are the only members of 

the two companies that 

constitute Amnesty 

International

Secretary General

•spokesperson

•operational leader

•political advisor

•strategist
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Appendix chapter 6 

Greenpeace International’s decision making structures 

 

Source: Greenpeace Governance Handbook (2005a:53) 
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Greenpeace UK’s organisational structure  

 

 

Source:  Greenpeace UK (2010)  
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Appendix chapter 7 

Cafod’s organisational structure 

 

 

Source: received by email from Cafod  

 

 

 

 

Directors’ Office:
Director: Chris Bain *

Head: Noreen Lockhart *

Trustees 
and Board

International Division
Director: 

Geoff  O’Donoghue*

Finance and 
Services Division

Director: James Steel*

Communities and 
Supporters Division

Director: Tom O’Connor*

International Programmes 
(Africa) 
Maurice McPartlan

�Central Coordination Team
Fionuala Murray

• Horn and East Africa Region
Peter McGeachie
Offices:
Kenya, Sudan & Ethiopia

• Southern Africa Region
Mark Atterton 
Offices:
Zimbabwe & Mozambique

• West Africa & Great Lakes 
Region 
Antonio Cabral
Offices:
- Sierra Leone, DRC & Nigeria

Programme & Partner
Support Section
Andy Waites

• Programme Development and 
Funding Team

• Programme Learning Team
• HIV Corporate Strategy Team

Humanitarian Department
Matthew Carter

• Funding & Compliance
• Humanitarian Programme 
Africa 

• Humanitarian Programme 
ATLE & Technical Support

International Programmes 
(ATLE)
Pauline Taylor-McKeown

Asia/Middle East
Colette Fearon
• South-East Asia
• South Asia / Middle East

Latin America
Clare Dixon
• Andes
• Brazil Southern Cone, Guyana
• Chile/Caribbean/Gen Lat Am
• Central Am/Mexico
Offices:
- Nicaragua, Bolivia

Organisational 
Development & People 

Director: Barbara Wilson*

Human Resources
Lorraine  Walsh

Learning and 
Development
Mark Higgins

• Learning
• Internal 
Communications

• Library

Organogram
* Member of the Corporate Leadership Team (CLT)

Advocacy Division
Head: Neil Thorns*

Creative & 
Communication
Section
Jane King

• New Media
• Visual Communications
• Editorial

Media
Position Vacant 

Public Policy Unit
Joanne Green

Campaigns Section
Kevin McCullough

Finance

• Financial 
Accounts
- Margaret Astin

• Financial 
Management
- Stephen Lloyd

Facilities
Quentin Padgett

IT 
Graham Jones

• Infrastructure
• Applications 
• Regional Networks

Fundraising & Marketing
Holly Ball

• Direct Marketing
Pierre Fernandez

• Major Donors
Jeremy Prall

• Supporter Services
Steve Tassie

Communities Department
Raymond Perrier

Education
Jo Kitterick
• Schools
• Youth
• Dev Ed Fund

Community
Fundraising
Sophie Stanes

Spirituality
Linda 
Jones

Region West and Wales - Paul Crowe
Offices: Lancaster; Salford; Liverpool; 
Shrewsbury; North Wales; South Wales; 
Birmingham

Region West and Wales - Bernadette 
Hopper
Offices: Hexham & Newcastle; 
Middlesbrough; Leeds; Hallam; 
Nottingham; Northampton; East Anglia

Region West and Wales – Paul Whittle
Offices: Brentwood; Westminster; 
Southwark; Arundel & Brighton; 
Portsmouth; Clifton; Plymouth
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Bibliographical addendum 

The following list of websites contains some of my primary internet sources. The list is 
compiled with the precautionary note that websites do change rapidly and the reader 
may find that some of the links below may not work in the future. Nonetheless the 
compilation should give an idea of where I have accessed some of the documents used 
in this thesis (a digital footprint). I have tried to organised the links to make it more 
clear for the reader to follow where I have gathered my data, especially in cases where 
alternative databases have been used, such as for Greenpeace London. Note that this 
tabulation is intended to give a comprehensive and systematic signposting of where I 
have gathered data. The full bibliographical references used in the thesis are listed 
appropriately in the bibliography. 

Chapter 2: NGO projects 

Harvard NGO project 
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/hauser/  
This project is part of the HKS at Harvard and covers a range of nonprofit issues. The 
Hauser Center however focuses on humanitarian and development NGOs and has a 
series of working papers to that extent. It was part of a project with Civicus and a few 
large NGOs (including Greenpeace International and Amnesty International) about 
increasing the legitimacy and accountability measures of international NGOs that 
resulted in the international NGO Charter, found at: 
http://www.ingoaccountabilitycharter.org, and the Global Reporting Initiative found 
at: http://www.globalreporting.org. The Hauser Center has collaborated with the 
Civicus: World Alliance for Citizen Participation that was pivotal in the creation of the 
global International NGO Charter. Details on the Civicus organisation can be found at: 
http://www.civicus.org/about-us and on its NGO legitimacy projects at: 
http://lta.civicus.org/.  
 
Johns Hopkins NGO project 
http://www.ccss.jhu.edu/index.php?section=content&view=9&sub=3&tri=7  
This has been crucial in establishing the definition of nonprofit organisations and their 
extent as a sector. It has contributed to an international understanding of the extent of 
NGOs by mapping of NGOs in different countries. This has spurred many theories on 
networking and the global aspect of NGOs as a sector.  
 
Stanford NGO project 
http://csi.gsb.stanford.edu/spen  
This project is centred on the evolution of nonprofits looking at their management and 
governance. It is part of a wider institute of social change that covers a wide range of 
research topics, the Center for Social Innovation, found at: 
http://csi.gsb.stanford.edu/.  
 
Manchester NGO project 
http://www.sed.manchester.ac.uk/idpm/ 
The Manchester project is part of a wider project on poverty and development issues 
at the Institute for Development Policy and Management (IDPM) at the University of 
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Manchester. It focuses on development NGOs and takes a more critical look at NGOs. 
For a research overview see: Have NGOs 'Made a Difference?' From Manchester to 

Birmingham with an Elephant in the Room (Edwards, 2008a) 
 
Birmingham NGO project 
http://www.ngo.bham.ac.uk/ 
This is a research project that looks at the contemporary history of NGOs and their 
role and influence in Britain since 1945. The project maintains an NGO database 
archive, found at: http://www.dango.bham.ac.uk/. 

Chapter 4: Charity Commission and Companies House 

Search engine Charity Commission 
http://www.charity-commission.gov.uk/ 
 
Search engine Companies House (WebCHeck) 
http://www.companieshouse.gov.uk/ 
 

Chapter 5: Amnesty International 

The data sources for this case study are based on the following. The history section is 
based on archival research and the analytical work conducted by Buchanan (2002, 
2009). For background sources I used the Labour party website for information on 
Benenson in the 1950s (trade union relations and electoral results) and the Fabian 
Society Online Archive (held by LSE). The Fabian Society Online Archive includes 
letters and essays from the time periods of 1950 and 1960s at the time when 
Benenson is standing as Labour candidate and at the time of the Fabian Society 
publication of Benenson’s essay The Free Press in 1961. The National Archives hold 
the letters of communication between the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and 
Amnesty International. Other archives that I used to triangulate the data were the 
Times digital newspaper archive. The index of the International Institute of Social 
History in Amsterdam that holds a comprehensive archive of Amnesty International 
and the IDC Publishers that hold a comprehensive index of the full Amnesty 
International UK archives (the actual archives are stored in various libraries in the 
UK). The Dango archive at Birmingham University was also consulted for a 
comprehensive list of Amnesty International and Amnesty International UK archives. 
These were mainly consulted to verify information with regards to names, dates, and 
links in other sources. I also consulted the works of Hopgood (2006), Power (2002) 
and DeGruchy (1997) for analytical support. In addition to the archives I used public 
documents from related organisations such as Justice, International Commission of 
Jurists (ICJ) and various Amnesty sections.  
 
Regarding the mission and governance of Amnesty International UK and Amnesty 
International I relied on their published reports and governance documents available 
either from their own websites or from the Companies House Register. These include 
annual reports, memorandum and articles of association, handbooks, and newsletters 
and pamphlets. A few have also been received through personal communication. I 
obtained legal documents on Amnesty from the British and Irish Legal Information 
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Institute (Bailii) and Westlaw legal databases. Regarding legitimacy claims I have 
consulted reports from governmental bodies in the UK such as Select Committees, the 
Foreign Office, and intergovernmental bodies such as the UN Human Rights 
Commission. Finally, the data is supported and triangulated by interviews and notes 
from an observation at the international NGO Charter meeting in Barcelona (2009). 
 
Amnesty International 
http://www.amnesty.org/ 
http://www.amnesty.org/en/who-we-are/accountability 
 
Amnesty International UK 
http://www.amnesty.org.uk/ 
http://www.amnesty.org.uk/content.asp?CategoryID=10877 (archived Annual 
General Meetings) 
http://www.amnesty.org.uk/content.asp?CategoryID=10174 (organisational 
structure) 
 
Related to Amnesty International 
 
Prisoners of Conscience Appeal Fund 
http://www.prisonersofconscience.org/default.aspx 
 
Justice 
http://www.justice.org.uk/ 
 
International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) 
http://www.icj.org/ 
 
Archives 
 
The National Archives search engine 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ (Foreign Office series reference FO 1110) 
 
International Institute of Social History  
http://www.iisg.nl/index.php 
http://www.iisg.nl/archives/en/files/a/10739035.php 
http://search.iisg.nl/search/search?action=transform&col=archives&xsl=archives-
detail.xsl&lang=en&docid=10739035_EAD 
 
IDC Publishers 
http://www.idc.nl/ 
 
University of Warwick library archive 
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/library/mrc/ 
http://dscalm.warwick.ac.uk/DServe/dserve.exe?dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive
&dsqCmd=NaviTree.tcl&dsqDb=Catalog&dsqItem=AMI/1/1/1&dsqField=RefNo#HER
E 
 
Marylebone library archive 
http://www.westminster.gov.uk/services/libraries/findalibrary/marylebone/ 
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London School of Economics Fabian Society Online Archive 
http://www2.lse.ac.uk/library/archive/online_resources/fabianarchive/home.aspx 
 
Legal databases (the McGovern v A-G case) 
http://westlaw.co.uk/ 
http://oxcheps.new.ox.ac.uk/index.htm 
http://www.bailii.org/  
 

Chapter 6: Greenpeace 

The data sources for this case study are based on the following. The history section is 
based largely on the accounts from the autobiographies of the early members of 
Greenpeace. The history and origin of Greenpeace has been chronicled and annotated 
in a number of books by long-time members of the organisation (Hunter, 1979, 1980, 
2004; Hunter and Weyler, 1978; McTaggart, 2002; McTaggart and Hunter, 1978; 
Weyler, 2004; Wilkinson and Schofield, 1994). Although rich in information these 
accounts often portray a personal, sympathetic and sometimes romantic view of the 
origin of Greenpeace and its mission as an NGO. (The same can also be said about 
many critics of Greenpeace, who have been subject to Greenpeace campaigns, and 
sometimes seem to have been motivated by the context of their own political interests 
(Dale, 2001; Gudmundsson, 1993; Klint, 1993; Spencer and Bollwerk, 1991), albeit a 
testimony to the impact Greenpeace was having on political and corporate agendas. 
Furthermore, as Greenpeace's emphasis on environmentalism grew so did the link 
with environmental sciences and literature and academic criticism, for instance on 
climate change (Lomborg, 2007, 2009)). To corroborate the storyline and particular 
events a wide variety of (alternative) sources has been used to verify the content. 
These include: Greenspirit (Patrick Moore), Greenpeace Foundation of Hawaii (Paul 
Spong), Sea Shepherd Conservation Society (Paul Watson), Quand Meme (David 
Tussman) and websites containing information about the publications of the Georgia 
Straight, Vancouver Sun, and Province. The data was further triangulated with the 
newspaper articles (Google News archive) and documents published by the UN to 
corroborate and verify dates, names, agendas and relevant links. For Greenpeace in 
the UK, I consulted the Radical History Network of North East London, McSpotlight, 
Peace News, War Resisters' International, Spunk Library, Commonweal Archive and 
other incidental articles to verify information such as names, places and dates. For the 
analytical context of Greenpeace International’s history Zelko's (2004a, 2004b, 2007) 
work and personal correspondence with Zelko (2010) has been used for support and 
triangulation.  
 
The mission and governance section is mainly based on Greenpeace UK and 
Greenpeace International corporate documents. These were retrieved either from 
their websites, personal communication or the registries held by the Companies House 
and the Charities Commission. The documents collected include annual reports, 
memorandum and articles of association, handbooks, and newsletters and pamphlets. 
Regarding legitimacy claims I have consulted reports from various governmental 
bodies in the UK such as Select Committees and the House of Commons and 
institutions such as the UN (the International Panel for Climate Change). For the 
embedded case study I used an official transcript of the legal defence, Greenpeace 
campaign and policy documents, including witnesses’ testimonies, government policy 
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documents and news articles. The documents collected for the Kingsnorth case were 
retrieved from the official verbatim reporters of the court case (Marten Walsh Cherer 
Ltd) and verified and triangulated with newspaper articles, as well as the relevant 
documents published by Greenpeace UK and Greenpeace International. These were 
further informed by and triangulated with interviews, phone calls, newspaper articles 
and my notes from an observation at the international NGO Charter meeting in 
Barcelona (2009), to verify the data. 
 
Greenpeace International  
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/ 
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/about/deep-green/ 
 
Greenpeace UK 
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/ 
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/about/how-we-work/scientific-research 
 
Greenpeace Research Laboratories 
http://www.greenpeace.to/greenpeace/ 
http://biosciences.exeter.ac.uk/ 
 
 
Greenpeace London (archives that contain information about the Greenpeace London 
group): 
 
Radical History Network of North East London 
http://radicalhistorynetwork.blogspot.com/2009/10/london-greenpeace-history-of-
ideas.html 
 
McSpotlight 
http://www.mcspotlight.org/index.shtml 
http://www.mcspotlight.org/case/trial/verdict/index.html 
 
Peace News on Greenpeace London 
http://www.peacenews.info/specials/mcd.html 
  
WRI 
http://wri-irg.org/  
http://wri-irg.org/news/2000/offrep00.htm 
 
Spunk Library 
http://www.spunk.org/ 
http://www.spunk.org/library/index/index_m.html 
 
Commonweal Archive 
http://www.brad.ac.uk/library/special/cwlarchives.php 
http://www.brad.ac.uk/library/special/cwlBGP.php 
http://www.brad.ac.uk/library/special/subjindex.php#Peace Studies 
http://www.brad.ac.uk/library/special/documents/CwlBGPCLDApril2010.pdf 
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Greenpeace Foundation relatives and spin-offs: 
 
David Tussman (Greenpeace San Francisco) 
http://quandmeme.wordpress.com/greenpeace-2/ 
 
Greenspirit (Patrick Moore Greenpeace Foundation) 
http://www.greenspirit.com/index.cfm 
http://www.greenspirit.com/key_issues/the_log.cfm?booknum=12 
 
Georgia Straight (counterculture journalists of early Greenpeace) 
http://www.straight.com/ 
http://www.rickmcgrath.com/georgia_straight/staffers.html 
 
Greenpeace Foundation of Hawaii (Dr. Spong Greenpeace Foundation) 
http://www.greenpeacefoundation.org/about/gpMovement.cfm 
http://www.greenpeacefoundation.org/about/spongwhales.html 
 
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society (Paul Watson) 
http://www.seashepherd.org/who-we-are/our-history.html 
http://www.seashepherd.org/who-we-are/paul-watson-and-greenpeace.html 
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/about/history/paul-watson/ 
 

Chapter 7: Cafod  

The data sources for this case study are based on the following. The history section on 
Cafod's was particularly challenging as there is no coherent account of its history 
available. Part of it is based on a pamphlet published in Cafod's newsletter in 1986-7 
(The Pampered Poodles) but also on my own research. This included the Westminster 
Archive, personal communications, the Catholic women’s organisations, and the 
Catholic media. For analytical support I used the available relevant material published 
by the anthropologist Lennox Honychurch and Caribbean co-operative credit union 
websites. I also relied on the New Advent Catholic online encyclopaedia for 
explanations on Catholic terminology. The mission and governance section is mainly 
based on the corporate documents of Cafod and the Catholic Church. These were 
retrieved either from their websites, from personal communication or the Charities 
Commission. The documents collected include annual reports, policy documents, 
corporate documents from the Bishops’ Conference in England and Wales, Cafod's 
trust deed, newsletters and pamphlets. The sources I used from the Holy See include 
documents such as Encyclicals, Motu Proprio, Ad limina and in particular encyclicals 
from the Second Vatican Council and those that constituted Catholic social teaching. 
Regarding legitimacy claims I have consulted, in addition to Cafod's own material, 
reports from the Catholic media, Catholic journals and magazines, Catholic blogs, 
affiliated Caritas organisations, documents of the Department for International 
Development, interviews, direct observations and personal communication to 
triangulate and verify information.  
 
Cafod  
http://www.cafod.org.uk/ 
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http://www.cafod.org.uk/about-us/what-we-do/hiv-and-aids 
http://www.cafod.org.uk/resources/policy/aid-and-governance/hiv 
 
Catholic Church in England and Wales 
http://www.Catholic-ew.org.uk/Catholic-Church 
http://www.Catholic-ew.org.uk/Catholic-Church/Catholic-Bishops-Conference-of-
England-and-Wales/Agencies-of-the-CBCEW 
 
The Holy See 
http://www.vaticanstate.va/EN/homepage.htm 
http://www.vatican.va/phome_en.htm 
http://www.vatican.va/archive/ENG1104/_INDEX.HTM 
http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/ 
http://www.caritas.org/index.html 
 
Catholic Social Teaching 
http://www.Catholicsocialteaching.org.uk/ 
http://www.osjspm.org/cst 
http://www.thesocialagenda.org/ 
 
Catholic conservative blogs 
http://www.rosary.freeuk.com/ 
http://www.unitedforlife.com/cafod.html 
http://friendswithchrist.blogspot.com/2007/06/cafod-and-new-morality.html 
http://marymagdalen.blogspot.com/2011/05/caratas-international.html 
 
Catholic media 
http://www.Catholicherald.co.uk/ 
http://www.Catholicnewsagency.com/ 
http://www.thetablet.co.uk/ 
http://www.totalCatholic.com/tc/ 
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